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Coinciding with the 5th Annual Meeting of the Brics in South Africa in 
March 2013, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) released 
their flagship Human Development Report, The Rise of the South: Human 
Progress in a Diverse World. The latter is a celebration of the Brics and 
their ‘striking transformation into dynamic major economies with growing 
political influence.’ The Report emphasizes how this change is having a 
‘significant impact’ on ‘human development progress’, as measured by the 
Human Development Index.[1]  
 
Armed with the recipe for development success, the UNDP recommends 
several neoliberal strategies that all countries in the South should pursue 
to ensure that progress be made available to everyone.  
 
First, the South needs to ensure a tighter embrace of global markets. Aside 
from governments and private enterprises, financial liberalization involves 
a new subject: the poor, who have over the past decade been rebranded 
as the bottom of the pyramid or the unbanked/underbanked. The poor still 
comprise a considerable segment of the population, despite the ‘Rise of 
the South.’  
 
Second, the South needs to adhere to the rules of global governance, i.e., 
transparency, accountability, and rule of law – all of which have been 
defined by the IMF, World Bank, World Trade Organization, and the 
G20.[2] The focus on global financial market access and global governance 
come together most strikingly in the G20 Principles for Innovative Financial 
Inclusion of 2010 (hereafter: G20 Principles). In their capacity of members 
of the G20, leaders of the Brics countries have been endorsing the 
financial inclusion agenda as a way to socially include the poor to reduce 
poverty.  
 
Financial inclusion refers to increasing broad-based access for 
approximately 2.7 billion poor adults to formal or semi-formal financial 
services ranging from banking to micro-credit to housing loans.[3] In the 
wake of the 2008 crisis, itself triggered by financial inclusion strategies 
gone awry in the US and Europe, G20 leaders embraced financial inclusion 
as a core development strategy for overcoming the global recessionary 
environment.  
 
The G20 Principles were drafted by the G20’s Access Through Innovation 
Sub-Group and the Financial Inclusion Expert Group, which involved three 
key implementing partners – Alliance for Financial Inclusion (funded by the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation), the Consultative Group to Assist the 
Poor (CGAP), and the World Bank’s International Finance Corporation. 
From this heady mix of pro-market ‘experts’, the Principles for Innovative 
Financial Inclusion were drafted and later approved by G20 leaders at the 
Summit in Seoul in 2010. 
 
The G20 Principles entail a regulatory framework based on (individualized) 
responsibilization and voluntary guidelines. The G20 Principles represent 
extensions of, as opposed to a departure from, the neoliberal development 
project. The Principles act to legitimate, normalize, and consolidate the 
claims of powerful, transnational capital interests that benefit from the 
status quo.  



 
The primary way this is achieved is through obscuring and concealing the 
exploitative relations and speculative tendencies involved in financial 
inclusion strategies. This trend, which is best described by David Harvey’s 
notion of ‘accumulation by dispossession,’ [4] has also led to the growing 
dependence on, and increased vulnerability to, the volatile nature of 
global finance, which has been historically marked by speculation, panics 
and crises – all of which run counter to the aims of the pro-poor growth 
and poverty alleviation goals of the financial inclusion agenda.  
 
A good example of the rise of speculative tendencies in global 
development is asset-backed securitization (ABS). Securitization describes 
a process of packaging individual loans and other debt instruments, 
transforming this package into a security or securities, and enhancing their 
credit status or rating to further their sale to third-party investors, such as 
mutual and pension funds.[5]  
 
ABS began to increase dramatically in use in the US during the late 1990s 
before expanding to Europe and eventually to the South. In the wake of 
the litany of financial crises in emerging market economies in the late 
1990s and the subsequent scarcity of low-cost, long-term loans, the IMF 
touted the virtues of securitization as a means for private and public 
sector entities in the global South to raise funds.  
 
The ability of micro-finance institutions (MFIs), for instance, to turn to 
securitization to raise capital means that more ‘financially excluded’ 
people, who, in Western terms could be designated as sub-prime 
borrowers, are brought into the market. ABS in the global South is quite 
small in comparison to US markets. Nonetheless, the use of ABS in a wide 
variety of financial inclusion initiatives has been growing rapidly, albeit 
unevenly, since the late 1990s.  
 
Yet it is important to grasp that, despite its technical and thus seemingly 
neutral language, securitization is neither an apolitical nor a win-win 
scenario for creditors and debtors alike, but instead is characterized by 
unequal and exploitative (i.e., predatory lending) relations of power. 
While securitization may raise cheap capital for originators (e.g., MFIs) and 
serve to reduce financial risk for foreign investors engaging in ABS 
transactions in the global South, it does so at a social cost by transferring 
both risks and extractive levies onto the poor. 
 
ABS has done little to deliver on the neoliberal promise of growth and 
progress through investments in production and thus the creation of stable 
and sustainable wages and, by extension, poverty reduction. Indeed, the 
increased frequency and intensity of financial debacles has made the 
South, and especially the poor therein, more susceptible to the aftershocks 
of speculative-led accumulation. 
 
Notwithstanding the historical experience of neoliberalism since the 1980s, 
the solution to the latest crisis has been to include more poor people into 
a volatile, speculative, and highly interconnected financial system, so that 
they may, in the words of the G20, ‘manage their low, irregular and 
unreliable income.’[6]  
 
This is a class-based strategy to continually search for more outlets for 
speculative credit money by creating debtors linked to the global casino 
and cannot possibly replace a social wage, decent and affordable housing, 
education and health services. The ‘financial’ should be rejected as a 
means and end-goal of being socially included.[7]  
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Just across the border in Mozambique there is neo-colonial exploitation 
underway. It is not Europe or the United States that are dominating, but 
rather countries which are often looked up to as challengers, such as 
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. This is a dangerous statement 
to make but let us consider the facts. 
 
South Africa is extracting 415 megawatts of electricity from Mozambique 
through the Portuguese developed Cahora Bassa Dam, which has altered 
permanently the flow of the Zambezi River, resulting in severe flooding on 
a more frequent basis over the last years. In the recent floods earlier this 
year it is reported that a women gave birth on a rooftop of a clinic, this 
follows a similar incident in 2000, when Rosita Pedro was born in a tree 
after severe flooding that year.  
 
South Africa’s failing energy utility Eskom is implicated in the further 
damming of the Zambezi, for it is likely to make a commitment to buy 
power from the proposed Mpanda Nkua dam just downstream of Cahora 
Bassa. Most of the cheap energy generated by that dam is fed into a 
former South African firm, BHP Billiton, at the world’s lowest price – but 
jobs are few and profits are repatriated to the new corporate 
headquarters in Melbourne, Australia. 
 



After years of extracting onshore gas from near Vilanculos, the South 
African apartheid-created oil company Sasol is planning to exploit what are 
some of Africa’s largest offshore gas fields, situated off Mozambique, in 
order to serve South Africa’s own export led growth strategy. 
 
Brazil is also in Mozambique. Sharing a common language as a result of 
colonial subjugation by the Portuguese, business in Mozambique is easier. 
The result is that the Brazilian company Vale, which is the world’s second 
largest metals and mining company and one of the largest producers of raw 
materials globally, has a foothold in the Tete province of Mozambique 
between Zimbabwe and Malawi. They are so sensitive about their 
operations there that an activist challenging Vale from Mozambique was 
denied entrance to Brazil last year to participate in the Rio +20 gathering. 
He was flown back to Mozambique, and only after a global outcry was 
made led by Friends of the Earth International, was he allowed to return 
for the gathering.  
 
Further to this, India also has an interest in Mozambique. The Indian based 
Jindal group which comprises both mining and smelting set their eyes on 
Mozambican coal in Moatize, as well as having advanced plans for a coal-
fired power station in Mozambique, again to create supply for the 
demanding elite driven economy of South Africa.  
 
Russia also plays an interesting role in Mozambique. While not much is 
known about the Russian state and corporate involvement, following the 
break when the Soviet Union collapsed, there is a link with Russia’s 
Eurasian Natural Resources Corporation which has non-ferrous metal 
operations in Mozambique. Interestingly the Russian government has just 
invested R1.3 billion in Mozambique to facilitate skills development to 
actively exploit hydrocarbons and other natural resources, according to 
Russian Foreign minister Sergei Lavrov. 
 
So this tells a tale of one country, in which tens of billions of rands of 
investment by Brics countries and companies in extracting minerals results 
in the extraction of wealth. Mozambique will join the Resourced Cursed 
societies of our region, with polluted local environments, and a changed 
structure of peoples’ lives, making them dependent on foreign decisions 
rather than their own local and national political power. This is not a 
random set of exploitations, but rather a well-orchestrated strategy to 
shift the elite development agenda away from Europe, the US and Japan, 
to what we now term the Brics.  
 
This positioning means that the Brics drive for economic superiority is 
pursued in the name of poverty alleviation. No matter how one terms the 
process – imperialist, sub-imperialist, post-colonial, or whatever – the 
reality is that these countries are challenging the power relations in the 
world, but sadly the model chosen to challenge this power is nothing 
different from the model that has resulted in mass poverty and elite 
wealth globally.  
 
This is the model of extraction and intensely capital-intensive 
development based upon burning and exploiting carbon, and of elite 
accumulation through structural adjustment also termed the Washington 
Consensus. The agenda of setting up the Brics Bank is a case in point: it is 
opaque and not open to public scrutiny. Except for the reality as presented 
above, these countries are coming together with their corporate powers to 
decide who gets what were in the hinterland of Africa, Latin America, Asia 
and the Caucuses.  
 
It is projected that by 2050, Brics countries will be in the top ten 



economies of the world, aside for South Africa. So the question has to be 
asked why is South Africa in the Brics? Simply put, the reality is that South 
Africa is seen as a gateway for corporations into Africa, be they energy or 
financial corporations. This is because of South Africa’s vast footprint on 
the continent.  
 
Remember Thabo Mbeki’s peace missions? Well they were not all about 
peace; they were about getting South African companies established in 
areas of unrest so that when peace happens they are there first to exploit 
the resources in these countries. This could potentially be a negative role, 
if South Africa is only used as a gateway to facilitate resources extraction 
and exploitation of Africa by BRIC countries, as it is now by the West. The 
question has to be asked by South Africans why do we allow this? I do not 
have the answer. 
 
Returning to poverty alleviation, the reality is that in the Brics countries 
we have the highest gap between those that earn the most and the poor, 
and this gap is growing. Calling the bluff of poverty alleviation is critical. 
How to unpack this opaque agenda of the Brics governments is a challenge. 
For while their talk is about poverty alleviation the reality is something 
else.  
 
We recognise that what the Brics is doing is nothing more than what the 
North has been doing to the South, but as we resist these practices from 
the North, we must be bold enough to resist these practices from our 
fellow countries in the South.  
 
Thus critically, the challenge going forward for society is to understand the 
Brics and given how much is at stake, critical civil society must scrutinise 
the claims, the processes and the outcomes of the Brics summit and its 
aftermath, and build a strong criticism of the Brics that demands equality 
and not new forms of exploitation.  
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If You Carve Africa, Africa May Carve You Too 
Patrick Bond and Khadija Sharife 27 March 2013 
 
DURBAN - The reach of the Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa (BRICS) 
leaders far up the African continent was palpable this week, not just here 
in Durban where they are gathering to plan investments and infrastructure, 
but everywhere up continent where extraction does extreme damage.  
 
One site is the Central African Republic, where Saturday’s combat deaths 
of 13 SA National Defense Force troops - in a fight of 200 South Africans 
against more than a thousand Seleka rebels – were in vain: not in support 
of African democracy, for François Bozizé was such an embarrassing tyrant 
that not even France made an attempt to prop him up. Tragically, over the 
past ten weeks, our SA troops have been defending counterproductive, 
repressive military investments and potential mining deals, as deputy 
foreign minister Ebrahim Ebrahim let on in a recent interview explaining 
their deployment in the Central African Republic.  
 
A Reuters correspondent is probably correct: “It is particularly 
embarrassing for South Africa, which is seeking to project itself as an 



influential regional power on the continent this week as it hosts a summit 
of the BRICS emerging states and welcomes new Chinese President Xi 
Jinping on his first visit to Africa as head of state.”  
 
It’s not just a matter of oft-remarked military incompetence. The 
Resource Curse reminder is also stark, coming alongside the ongoing socio-
economic and environmental chaos in Marikana’s platinum mines and 
Zimbabwe’s Marange diamond fields.  
 
Hopefully, the awful news from Bangui was a wake-up call to BRICS heads 
of state. Can they clear their heads and contemplate the extractive-
industry crises they are amplifying, hand-in-glove with Western 
corporations and the 15 African leaders meeting at Durban’s wealthiest 
gated-community resort, Zimbali, later today?  
 
At Zimbali, by coincidence, Zimbabwe president Robert Mugabe is putting 
finishing touches on a glorious mansion, maybe for his coming voluntary 
retirement. Might that precedent explain the BRICS delegation detour far 
north of the city, followed by their evening return to the International 
Convention Centre?  
 
The likes of Ugandan tyrant Yoweri Museveni, the most senior addition, 
will have a chance to check out the local real estate market for a future 
nightmare scenario when Arab Spring-type democratic revolts succeed. In 
late 2011, after Ugandans were inspired by Egyptians at Tahrir Square, 
Museveni outlawed the country’s famous ‘Walk-to-Work’ protests: the 
favoured Kampala tactic was simply strolling. Museveni’s militarization of 
the territory now under oil exploration is the predictable precursor for 
Resource Cursed Uganda.  
 
At Marange in eastern Zimbabwe, members of Mugabe’s closest faction – 
including defense minister Emmerson Mnangagwa, army commander 
Constantine Chiwenga and others running the junta known as the Joint 
Operations Command – are allied with a Shanghai company via a joint 
venture known as Anjin, which allows the Chinese to run a tight labour 
regime (paying unskilled workers just $180/month), while the military 
manages overall security.  
 
Billions of dollars worth of Marange diamonds have already been 
extracted, with only a tiny trickle flowing back to the finance ministry in 
Harare. Chiwenga’s many trips to China sealed military deals including a 
recently launched $100 million army training school as well as arms 
purchases that everyone hopes are not used in coming weeks, as the 
national election approaches.  
 
Meanwhile, with Johannesburg hosting the 10th anniversary of the 
Kimberley Process for corporate social responsibility in the diamond trade 
next month, we cannot forget how SA’s policy manager Abbey Chikane 
colluded in the five-week arrest (and torture) of Farai Maguwu, who has 
been watchdogging the diamond trade and winning Human Rights Watch 
awards for his bravery. 
 
Remarked Ian Smillie, a key architect of the Kimberley Process, “We don’t 
know where all the [Marange] diamonds went that were approved by 
Chikane. Chikane was a mistake on several levels. He was closely allied 
with the government of South Africa, which had demonstrated a 
pathological inability to be critical of Zimbabwe’s horrendous human rights 
abuse in Marange. And he has extensive personal business interests in the 
Southern African diamond industry that should have disqualified him from 
the outset.”  



 
There is similar resource cursing underway in platinum. In recent days, at 
the Farlam Commission hearings into the Marikana massacre, more Lonmin 
connections to the SA Police murderers have been revealed via 
incriminating emails from African National Congress deputy president Cyril 
Ramaphosa – who owned 9 percent of Lonmin at the time – sent to his 
allies running the police and mining ministries the day before the killing of 
34 miners last August.  
 
It all reeks of the crony capitalism that we fear when BRICS heads of state 
and corporate interests crowd into the same Durban International 
Convention Centre hallways. Pretoria’s foreign ministry bureaucrats have 
explicitly excluded anyone from civil society from attending, and SA’s most 
accomplished environmentalist, Bobby Peek, was even prohibited from 
entering for a debate on national radio yesterday morning.  
 
A few hours later on the same radio network, SA’s BRICS Ambassador Anil 
Sukla confirmed Pretoria’s refusal to send a representative to the ‘brics-
from-below’ civil society conference at Diakonia church, occurring on 
Monday-Tuesday just a few minutes away from the BRICS meeting. 
Requests to participate in BRICS deliberations made over prior weeks by 
social movements, NGOs and even major trade unions were swatted away 
by Suklal’s colleagues – yet big business has pride of place inside today. 
 
That leaves BRICS rulers and their corporations to quietly plan the further 
looting of Africa, joined by the pliable guests led by Museveni. However, 
subsidized state funding is needed to facilitate deals because commercial 
banks know there are intolerable risks – like those the SANDF troops just 
suffered.  
 
To facilitate, the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) is lining up 
to play a crucial role, and Suklalk has lobbied for it to host the $50 billion 
BRICS Bank that will be launched today. In contrast, offers to instead 
support the late Hugo Chavez’s Bank of the South were spurned by BRICS, 
who apparently want an institution without any residue of more 
progressive development ideals.  
 
The DBSA’s team is led by former South African spy chief Mo Shaik, through 
its subsidiary Development Bank International. Shaik is notorious for 
political shenanigans dating to the government’s notorious late 1990s arms 
deals.  
 
Still, more than $700 million was authorized for DBSA recapitalization last 
month in SA finance minister Pravin Gordhan’s budget, in the wake of the 
DBSA’s $40 million loss in part due to gambling in mining concerns like 
Ramaphosa’s last year.  
 
Revealing its new orientation, the pro-privatisation DBSA has, in recent 
weeks, been firing most of its social and environmental staff and shutting 
down its development journal and library. Its record of infrastructure 
investment – including commercialized water and toll-roads – does not 
bode well for people or the planet. Expect the BRICS Bank’s subsidized 
rail, road and port credits to lubricate more multinational corporate 
extraction.  
 
But as Pretoria’s commitment to Bangui shows, when these elites carve up 
Africa, the backlash can be brutal. A different way is needed: with more 
respect for societies and nature than for the profits of BRICS corporates. 
There are countless forms of resistance being shared by brics-from-below 
activists from each of the countries and their hinterlands – and growing 



linkages that mean coordinated critique and campaigning can be a logical 
next step in bottom-up internationalism.  
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Uma nicazela ngeAfrika,Ningawule nibheke (isiZulu Translation)  
Patrick Bond noKhadija Sharife Umhumushi uFaith ka-Manzi 
 
EThekwini – Ukufinyelela kwabaholi base baseBrazil-Russia-India-China-
South Africa (BRICS) ezwenikazi lonke laseAfrika kuzwakele kulelisonto, 
hayi-njekuphela laaphe eThekwini lapho behlangene khona ukuhlela 
ukutshala kanye nokwakha izizinda, kodwa yonke indawo ezwenikazi lapdo 
ukumbiwz kwenza khona umonakalo omkhulu.  
 
Enye indawo iCentral African Republic, lapho ngoMgqibelo ukufa 
kwabezombutho wempi abangu13 beSA National Defense Force –lapho 
bekulwa khona mabutho aseNingizimu Afrika angu200 emelene 
nezinkulungwane zamavukelambuso amaSeleka – akubanga nambuyiselo: 
hayi ngoba bekuxhaswa ukubuswa ngentando yeningi, ngoba uFrançois 
Bozizé ubebusa ngendlovuyangena okwenza mahloni okungangokuthi ngisho 
nezwe laseFrance elambeka alizange limsize.  
 
Ngeshwa, kulamaviki ayishumi edlule, ebezombutho wethu lapha 
eNingizimu Afrika kade bevikela umbuso ongenamphumela, ezombutho 
onengcindezi kanye nezivumelwano ebezingaba khona mayelana 
nezokumbiwa phansi, njengoba usekela kangqongqoshe wezangaphandle 
uEbrahim Ebrahim aveza kwenye inkulumo ngokuba kwezombutho zaleli 
eCentral African Republic.  
 
Intatheli yeReuters kusho ukuthi iqinisile embikweni wayo othi: “Lokhu 
kwenza amahloni ngeNingizimu Afrika, ezama ukuziveza njengezwe 
elinamdla kumazwe asondelene nayo kuelizwekazi kulelisonto njengoba 
lizobe lingababmukeli lengqungquthela yeBRICS yamazwe asafufusa futhi 
eyamukela uMongameli waseChina omusha uXi Jinping kuhambo lakhe 
lokuqala evakashela eAfrika njengombusi wezwe lakhe.”  
 
Akukhona-nje ukukhuluma ngokuhluleka ngezombutho. Lesisiqalekiso 
ngezokumbiwa phansi sisikhumbuza ngokusobala, njengoba sibuya 
kwisixakaxaka sezomnotho ezenhlalakahle kanye nezemvelo saseMarikana 
ezimayini zeplatinum kanye nasesezimayini zokumbiwa kwamadayimani 
eMarange ezweni laseZimbabwe.  
 
Mhlawumbe, izindaba ezimbi ezivelaeBangui zizosivusa ababusi beBRICS. 
Kungenzeka babhekisise kahle bacabangisise nenkananana ebhekene 
nezokumbiwa phansi abaokwenza kunyuke kakhulu, bebambisene 
nabahwebi bamazwe aseNyakatho kanye nabaholi abangu15 bamazwe 
aseAfrika abahlangene eThekwini endwaeni ebiza kakhulu futhi evalelwe 
ngamasango eZimbali?  
 
EZimbali, ngokungazelele futhi nokuhambisana nalokhu, umongameli 
waseZimbabwe uRobert Mugabe umatasatasa uyakha khona isthabathaba 
somuzi, mhlawumbe usezophumula ekubuseni engaphoqiwe. Ngabe lokho 
kuchaza ukuthi izihambeli zeBRICS ikona okwazenza zichezele le kude 
nenyakatho nedolobha, kulandelwa ubusuku bokubuyela kwazo 
eInternational Convention Centre?  
 



Abafana nombusi oyindluvukayiphikiswa njengoYoweri Musoveni 
waseUganda, omdala kunabobonke kulaba, bayoba nethuba lokubheka 
izimakethe zezindlu ukuze mhlawumbe iphupho elibi elehlela amazwe 
aseArb okuvukela umbuso sekubehlela kulwela intando yeningi sekubehlela 
futhi kuphumelela. Sekuphela unyaka ka2011, emva kokuba izakhamizi 
zaseUganda zazinxenxwe izakhamizi zaseEgypt eTahrir Square, emva 
kwalokho uMuseveni wakwenza kwaba ukuphula umthetho ukubhikilisha 
okunedumela okubizwa ‘Ukuhambela-Emsebenzini’: indlela edumile 
yaseKampala yokulwela intando yeningi eyenziwa-nje ngokuhamba. 
Ukulawula umsbuso wakhe ngabezombutho uMuseveni okumanje izwe 
lakhe elingaphansi kokubhekwa kwezamafutha kungukuqagela 
ngokuzokwenzeka ngesiqalekiso ngezokumbiwa phansi kwaseUganda.  
 
EMarange empumalanga neZimbabwe, iqembu elisondelene kakhulu 
noMugabe elihlale liphikisana, okumbandakanya ungqongqoshe 
wezokuvikela uEmmerson Mnangagwa, umlawuli wezimpi uConstantine 
Chiwenga nabanye abaholaleliqembu kwezombusazwe elaziwa ngeJoint 
Operations Command – bangobhululu kanye nemboni yaseShangai 
ngokuhlanganyela bezibiza ngeAnjin, evumela amaShayine abuse ngesandla 
esiqinile kubasebenzi ( lapho bekhokhela khona abasebenzi abangenalwazi 
ngaphansi nje kuka$180/ngenyanga), ngenkathi ezombutho zibhekene 
nazozonke ezokuvikela.  
 
Izigidigidi zamadola zamadayimani aseMarange asembiwe, imali encane 
kulezigidigidi ephindela emuva kumnyango wezezimali eHarare. 
Ukuvakashela kaningi kuka Chiwenga eChina kwagcizelela izivumelwano 
zombutho wezimpi okuhlanganisa kanye nesikle nesikhungo esisha 
sokuqeqesha abombutho wempi esidle ikhulu lesigidi samadola $100 
kungekudala-nje kanye nokuthengwa kwezikhali lapho wonke umuntu 
ethemba ukuthi ngeke zisetshenziswe kulamaviki ezayo, njengoba ukhetho 
lukwazwelonke selusondele.  
 
Kwenzeka lokhu-nje, eGoli kubungazwa iminyaka eyishumi yeKimberley 
Process kwezimboni zibhekelela ezenhlalakahle ekudayisweni 
kwedayimane ngenyanga ezayo, ngeke sikhohlwe ukuthi umlawuli 
wemgomo waseNingizimu Afrika uAbbey Chikane wahlanganyela 
ekuboshweni amaviki amahlanu (kanye nokuhlukunyezwa) kukaFarai 
Maguwu, ebelokhu eqaphe ezokudayiswa kwamadayimani futhi wathola 
umklomelo Ngokubhekela Amalungelo Esintu ngesibindi sakhe. 
 
Kuphawula uIan Smillie, umbhali ophambili weKimberley Process, “Asazi 
ukuthi ashone kuphi wonke amadayimane aseMarange ayevunyelwe 
uChikane. UChikane wayeyiphutha ngokumbalwa. Wayesondelene kakhulu 
nohulumeni waseNingizimu Afrika, eayisikhombisa ukuba nesifo esingapheli 
sokuhluleka ukugxeka ukuxhashwa kwamalungelo esintu okwenziwa 
yiZimbabwe eMarange. Futhi usabalele kakhulu kwezohwebo kwimboni 
yedayimane Eningizimu neAfrika lokhu okwakufanele kumenze angasimeli 
kusukela kwasekuqaleni.”  
 
Kunesiqalekiso esifanayo kwezokumbiwa esiqhubekayo ngeplatinum. 
Kulezizinsuku, kwiFarlam Commission kulalelwe ukusocongwa 
kwabasebenzi basezimayini eMarikana, kulokhu kuqhamuka ukuhlanganyela 
kweLonmin nokubulala kwamab[phoyisa aseNingizimu Afrika 
ezokuxhumana zivela kwisekela mongameli likaKhongolose uCyril 
Ramaphosa okumbeka ecaleni – futhi owayengumnikazi wamaphesenti 
angu9 weLonmin ngalesosikhathi – ukuthi wathumela obhululu bakhe 
abaphethe amaphoyisa kanye nezokumbiwa phansi usuku ngaphambi 
kokubulawa kwabasebenzi basezimayini abangu34 ngoAgasti wonyaka 
odlule. 
 



Konke lokhu kunuka njengobubhululu nongxiwankulu esikusabayo njengoba 
ababusi beBRICS kanye nabezimboni bethamele ndawonye emaholo 
eInternational Convention Centre eThekwini. Abaphathi bezoMnyango 
wezangaphandle ePitoli bavele bavalela ngaphandle noma ubani oqhamuka 
kwezemiphakathi ukuthi athamele lengqungquthela, ngisho nesishoshovu 
esihamba phambili sezemvelo saseNingizimu Afrika uBobby Peek , 
wanqatshelwa ukungenelela engxoxweni kumsakazo kazwelonke.  
 
Emva kwamahora ambalwa kulowomsakazo, inxusa laseNingizimu Afrika 
leBRICS uAnil Sukla wavumelelana nesinqumo sePitoli sokunqabela ukuthi 
kungabikhona noyedwa ozomela íbrics esuka kubantu’kwingqungqthela 
yemiphakathi eyayibanjelwe esontweni eDiakonia, okwenzeka 
ngoMsobuluko kwaze kwaba ngoLwesibili endaweni eyimizuzwana-nje 
ukusuka lapho kwakuhlangane khona babusi beBRICS. Izicelo zokuba 
ngabahlanganyeli kwizingxoxo zeBRICS ezenziwa emasontweni 
angaphambilini yizinhlangano zemiphakathi, izinhlangano ezingaphandle 
kukahulumeni, kanye ngisho izinhlangano ezinkulu zabasebenzi zachithwa 
abalingani bakaSuklal – kodwa abezohwebo abakhulu babenendawo bona 
ngaphakathi. 
 
Lokhu kwenza baholi beBRICS kanye nezimboni zabo ukuhlela kahle 
bekhulumela phansi ngokuqhubeka betshontsha imikhiqizo yaseAfrika, 
behlangane nezivakashi zabo ezivuma kalula ziholwa nguMuseveni. Kodwa-
ke, ukuxhasa izwe ngezimali kuyadingeka ukuphumelelisa lezizivumelwano 
ngoba amabhange ezohwebo ayabazi ubungozi balokhu 
obungenakwamukelwa – njengoba kugileke amabutho be.  
 
Ukuhlanganisa lezizivumelewano, Ibahnge Lokuthuthukisa laseNingizimu 
Afrika (DBSA)selimele ukudlala indima ebalulekile, ufthi uSuklal kade 
ayelokhu elinxenxela ukuthi kube yilo eliphethe ibhange leBRICS lika$50 
wezigidigidi ebekwenzeka. Okumelene nalokhu, ukuthi esikhundleni 
sokuxhasa iBhange laseNingizimu okwakungumqondo owawuvezwe nguHugo 
Chavez ingasekho emhlabeni lokhu kwanqatshwa, umuntu owayefuna 
isikhungo esingewona umsalela kwimicabango yentuthuko enonqubekela 
phambili.  
 
Ithimba leDBSA liholwa ngowaye hola ezobumpimpi baseNingizimu Afrika 
uMo Shaik, ngokusebenzisa leliBhange kumnyango walo kwezangaphandle. 
UShaik udume kabi ngobuxoki kwezombusazwe kusukela kwizivumelwano 
ezaduma kabe zezikhali zikahulumeni sekuphela ama90’s.  
 
Kodwa-ke, ngaphezulu kuka$700 wezigidi wavunyelwa ukuxhasa kabusha i 
DBSA ngezimali ngenyanga edlule ngesikhathi ungqongqoshe wezezimali 
eNingizimu Afrika uPravin Gordhan ethula ukusetshenziswa kwezimali, 
phezu kokuba kade kusandwa kuvezwa ukuthi iDBSA ilahlekelwe izigidi 
ezingu$40 ngenxa yokugembula kwezezimayini njengoRamaphosa ngonyaka 
odlule.  
 
Liveza ukuthi selimi kanjani, lelibhange iDBSA elimele ubungxiwankulu, 
selike, kumaviki adlule, laxosha abasebenzi balo abaningi ababhekene 
nezemvelo kanye nezenhlalakahle futhi lavala umbhalo walo kanye 
nomtapo.  
 
Umlando walo ekutshaleni kwizizinda – okumbandakanya ukudayisa amanzi 
kanye nokukhokhela imigwaqo –akwehli kahle kubantu noma emhlabeni 
jikelele. Kufanele silindele ukuthi ezikajantshi, imigwaqo kanye 
nezokuthumba ngemikhumbi ezixhaswe bhange leBRICS livulele kakhulu 
izimboni ezisabalele emazweni ukuthi zimbe 
 
Kodwa-ke njengoba ukuzinikela kwePitoli eBangi kukhombisa, ngenkathi 



ababusi becaza iAfrika, umphumela uyoba nesihluku. Indlela ehlukile 
iyadingeka: ukuhlonishwa kakhulu kwemiphakathi kanye nezemvelo 
kunenzuzo yezezimboni zeBRICS. Kunezindlela eziningi zokumelana 
nalokhu okucatshangwa ngokuhlanganyelwa yizishoshovu zebrics eqhamuka 
kubantu kumazwe ngamanye kanye nalawo akhelene nawo – kanye 
nokuhlanganyela okuchza ukugxeka okuhlanganyelwe kanye nokukhankasa 
okungaba umqondo ophusile kwinyathelo lesibili ukuhlanganisa umhlaba 
wonke kusukela kubantu. 
 
UPatrick Bond noKhadija Sharife bazinze eUniversity of KwaZulu-Natal 
eCentre for Civil Society. 

 

BRICS as potential radical shift or just mere relocation of power? 

 
 

 
 

Fatima Shabodien First Published in Pambazuka 26 March 2013 
 
Although at this early stage the BRICS partnership raises more questions 
than answers, engaged citizens should help shape its agenda. The bloc may 
well turn out to be one of the single biggest developments of our era 
 
The claim by the BRICS nations is that despite its 2001 origins in Goldman 
Sachs economist Jim O’Neill’s prediction, the group represents a 
potentially radical shift in the prevailing global political economic 
framework in which a few rich northern nations use their economic muscle 
to bully the world, and especially poor southern nations into submission. 
 
The growing combined economic power of these five nations presents an 
alternative centre of power, they claim. Only time will tell if BRICS will 
bring about a radical restructuring of our prevailing inequitable globalised 
framework; or it will merely translate into a re-arrangement of this 
framework in which the powers will now be located in new geographic 
sites without a substantial change in the ideologies and values that drive 
that system? 
 
In relative terms, BRICS is still in its infancy and as citizen of the BRICS 
nations, at this stage we sit with more questions than answers. This is 
natural during these early days. As BRICS citizens we do however hold 
tremendous powers – especially in the India-Brazil-South Africa bloc (IBSA) 
where there is a much more vibrant tradition of citizen engagement – to 
help shape the BRICS agenda. If BRICS sets out to do what it says it wants 
to, it can potentially represent one of the single biggest developments of 
our era and we should take an active interest in, and actively engaged in 
shaping its potential. 
 
There is a growing consensus that poverty in its current form and scale is 
not an accident of history or circumstance. Nelson Mandela is often quoted 
arguing this position: ‘Overcoming poverty is not a task of charity; it is an 
act of justice. Like Slavery and Apartheid, poverty is not natural. It is man-
made and it can be overcome and eradicated by the actions of human 
beings.’  
 
Poverty should thus be defined as outcome of human rights violations, and 
in itself represents a gross violation of human rights of a significant 
proportion of the world’s population, of which the majority are women 
and children in the South.  
 
We understand that in our current context of globalisation and a growing 



interconnected and interdependent world, the decisions and actions of a 
small group of people in one corner of the world often can and do have 
far-reaching consequences people on the other side of the earth. It is in 
this globalised world where sustainable solutions to our multiple 
developmental challenges can often no longer be realistically generated 
within the confines of our borders.  
 
This is most devastatingly illustrated by the growing impacts of global 
warming which shows no respect to the borders drawn through our colonial 
histories, nor does it respect any north south or political divides. It is in 
this context that globalisation and political configurations matter 
profoundly in the lives of those living in poverty. 
 
We know that for the last 35 years, the development discussion was largely 
governed by the Washington Consensus: a neoliberal economic approach 
that entailed: liberalisation at all costs, privatisation of natural resources, 
shrinking of the state and budget austerity measures with direct 
consequences on social services to the poor. We know that this so called 
consensus has not worked for the poor as it reinforced and protected 
prevailing patterns of power and privilege while reproducing and 
deepening poverty, exclusion and inequality.  
 
The combined policies of the Bretton Woods institutions have had 
particularly pernicious impact on the lives of poor women on the African 
continent. Our world is in dire need of alternatives. In our vision of 
another world without poverty and injustice, another globalised political 
framework has to be a non-negotiable. 
 
Thankfully today there is (or should be) no more debate about the 
devastation that these policies have created in the South broadly, and on 
the African continent specifically. The creation of an alternative can 
therefore not only be about simply relocating the centres of power from 
the North to the South, but about fundamentally and radically challenging 
the ideology that underpins this historical dominance.  
 
It is not enough for BRICS to say it wants to create an alternative to this 
framework. We need to start hearing what this alternative vision and 
commitments look like in real terms: In the South African context a 
relevant example of this would be the market based approach to land 
reform.  
 
Despite repeated acknowledgement of its failure to give effect to 
meaningful land reform, it remains the standing policy of government in 
which the magical invisible hand of the market is expected to affect land 
redistribution from white to black, rich to poor, men to women. Seventeen 
years into the post-apartheid era we know this not to be the case. Despite 
repeated political proclamations to the contrary by President Mbeki at the 
2005 National Land Summit, and more recently by sitting president Zuma 
during the State of the Nation address, we have yet to see tangible 
changes in land reform policies or their implementation. 
 
In addition to the shared classification as emerging economies and regional 
hegemons, the BRICS countries share a range of developmental challenges: 
poverty, unemployment, inequality. 
 
While the BRICS formation came about as a result of a prediction of 
economic growth prospects, it is important not to get lost in an exclusive 
focus on macro-economic factors. We know from our experience in South 
Africa that the growth rate is not a magic bullet. It is important, certainly 
part of the solution, but not the solution itself. It is possible for a country 



to continue growing alongside deepening inequality, growing crises in the 
oppression of women, and in the provision of adequate education and 
healthcare.  
 
These are also some of the challenges common to BRICS members: the 
devastation of gender based violence for example is also, sadly, a shared 
feature of BRICS life. If BRICS is going to be a vehicle for an alternative 
global paradigm, let it also be a stage where we collectively craft radical 
solutions to ensure that what happened to Anene Booysen and Jyoti Singh 
also becomes part of the old paradigm we want to reject. Let these issues 
(usually defined as the ‘soft issues’) also get their prominent place on this 
BRICS 5th summit agenda. 
 
We have also heard the proposals for a BRICS Bank, of which the details 
still remain vague and we’re hoping to hear more about this at the 
upcoming Durban summit. Our most critical concern would be to caution 
against the BRICS Bank becoming an ‘emerging economies’ version of the 
World Bank. We know the policies and the ideology represented by the 
World Bank has not worked for us, and has been largely inimical to the 
needs and aspirations of the poor, and of African women in particular.  
 
We have also heard about its intended focus on infrastructure 
development, which should be a cause for concern to us all because that 
represents a vintage World Bank approach to development: build dams, 
harbours, and roads regardless of their social, environmental or actual 
economic impact.  
 
While we recognize the importance of developing the infrastructure of our 
continent, the example of South Africa is a case in point: Infrastructure 
without a defined redistributive mechanism does not do much for the 
poor. Yes, it may grow businesses, but how does it lift people out of 
poverty? It is a cold comfort to the South African poor that they live in the 
African country with the most developed infrastructure on the continent 
while struggling to access water, electricity, decent housing and quality 
education for children. 
 
Lastly, while the regions represented by BRICS nations did not choose their 
representatives, we need to see a mechanism put in place to ensure that 
the BRICS members develop a programme that goes beyond the interest of 
only the BRICS members. Herein we have to be protective in the interest 
of our continent representing the last vestige of untapped reserves in a 
resource hungry world: African people, forests, water, land, mineral 
wealth, even the air we breathe, is now up for grabs!  
 
We have to ask what is needed to ensure that South Africa best represents 
not only the business interest of SA, but that of the continent more 
broadly in this formation. BRICS members have to ensure that development 
in their respective regions happens in a manner as inclusive as possible.  
 
If not, it would be a betrayal of the retrospective mandate of the AU and 
NEPAD given to President Zuma to represent the interest of our continent 
in BRICS, in such a way that it genuinely reflects the principles of South 
Africa-south solidarity for the 1955 Bandung conference of which BRICS 
represents an extension. 
 
Lastly, while the SA government invested more than any of the other BRICS 
nations in taking BRICS to the people in the form of the BRICS provincial 
road shows, government must be encouraged to commit to a more formal 
forum of engagement with the South African public not only on BRICS, but 
on matters of international policies more broadly.  



 
In South Africa we have a vibrant albeit imperfect process of public 
engagement on state policy matters; to date, the Department of 
International Relations and Cooperation (DIRCO) has been the one 
department for which very little formal processes of transparent, 
accountable public engagement exist – in which South African citizens 
often learn alongside the rest of the world, the positions our country is 
taking regarding matters of global significance. BRICS represents a further 
opportunity to address this dire democratic deficit. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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Slovenia Rises In Artful ‘Protestivals’ 

 
 

 
 

Marjeta Novak 24 March 2013 
 
While protesters marched through Slovenia’s capital, Ljubljana, earlier 
this month, a new government was being formed only a few streets away. 
 
The change of government is one of the outcomes of protests that have 
included as many as 100,000 people across Slovenia since a local 
corruption scandal surfaced last November in the industrial city of Maribor, 
Slovenia’s second largest population center. People have been demanding, 
in particular, the resignation of political elites who have been in power 
ever since Slovenia’s split from Yugoslavia in 1991. A member of the 
European Union since 2004, this tiny country of two million inhabitants 
between the Alps and the Adriatic Sea has been severely hit by the 
Eurozone recession, and it is on the verge of a bailout. Severe austerity 
measures following bad bank loans have resulted in rising unemployment 
and poverty, as well as uncertainty about what the future will bring. 
 
Since the protests started in early December, four nationwide uprisings 
have been organized — the last one on March 6. Over 100 initiatives have 
been formed, including a women’s movement, virtual meeting spaces, 
writers’ organizations, artist-activist groups, an anarchist federation, a 
sustainable-development cooperative, a trade-union revival and a growing 
Pirate Party. From the start, the protests have been organized in a 
decentralized way, with self-organization as the guiding principle and 
social-media networks as communication channels. Even the country’s 
most prominent media, including two leading newspapers — the Delo and 
the Dnevnik — have opened their pages for citizens to offer fresh 
alternatives to the challenges Slovenia is facing. 
 
As a result of this unprecedented protest movement, the mayor of Maribor 
resigned in December — a first step toward the goal of freeing the 
Slovenian political scene from the most stubborn politicians. The national 



anti-corruption commission issued a report on January 8 that made serious 
corruption allegations against the heads of the two leading parties, 
including the right-wing prime minister Janez Jansa and the left-wing 
Ljubljana mayor Zoran Jankovic. The highly unpopular prime minister was 
ousted in a vote of no-confidence in the parliament on February 27 — 
marking another major step. On March 13, a left-center coalition 
agreement was signed, which was endorsed in the parliament on March 20. 
In line with protesters’ demands, the prime minister-designate Alenka 
Bratusek already announced that she would ask for a confidence vote a 
year after the government is sworn in to gauge people’s satisfaction. A 
state secretary will be appointed as a liaison to popular movements. 
 
Movement organizers are determined, however, to press on. “The protest 
movement does not support the government that is being formed because 
it does not plan to take any serious measures to curb widespread 
corruption,” says Vesna Bukovec of the Direct Democracy Network, which 
seeks alternatives to the existing political system. The Workers’ and 
Punks’ University — a collective of students, researchers and activists — 
said in a statement, “Our battle has only just really begun with the fall of 
Janez Jansa. The targets of our rage are not only the most prominent 
advocates of neoliberalism, but also of this entire inhumane system which, 
through its unthought-of technological development, has brought us to the 
threshold of a humane life lived in a society of abundance — and then shut 
the door in our faces.” 
 
At a rally outside the parliament yesterday, Bukovec said, “This 
spontaneous gathering is a message to the new government that protests 
will continue until political and economic structures are changed on a 
deeper level — to ensure equal opportunities to all inhabitants of 
Slovenia.” 
 
A particular emphasis of the protests in Ljubljana is on the use of art and 
culture for articulating frustrations and visions for the future. So-called 
“protestivals” have attracted as many as 20,000 people — almost 10 
percent of Ljubljana’s population — to the city’s streets. “The protestival 
is a calling for a social renaissance and a return to the human while 
rejecting the manipulations of capital,” explain publisher Rok Zavrtanik 
and artist Matija Solce, who are at the center of the protestival 
movement. “It is connecting people through their cultural expression, via 
musical performances, physical theatre, puppets, poetry, as well as giving 
a voice to the protesters themselves, thus creating a unique people’s 
forum.” 
 
Protestivals build on the legacy of culture as a form of resistance in 
Slovenia’s history. Before joining Yugoslavia in the 20th century, present-
day Slovenia was ruled by various Germanic empires for over 700 years. 
Expressing identity through a unique culture and language was thus 
necessary for surviving under foreign rule. The protestival goes by the 
motto, “Don’t wait for spring, spring is already here!” — a refrain from a 
popular Slovenian song. After Prime Minister Jansa’s party called the 
protesters “communist zombies” in a tweet on December 21, protesters 
came to the subsequent protestival masked as zombies, and masks have 
been a presence throughout the movement ever since. They stand for the 
rottenness of present-day politics, which protesters hope will be replaced 
by more life-supporting social structures. 
 
Nonviolent forms of collective expression have also been vital. After 
clashes between protesters and police early last December in which over 
100 protesters were arrested in Maribor, groups have self-organized in 
ways that promote more peaceful gatherings. “Police are humans like us — 



we are in this difficult situation together,” said a group of women who 
started giving flowers to police officers after the December incidents. 
Flower-giving has become one of the symbols of nonviolent protest that 
repeats itself throughout the movement. 
 
What may await the Slovenian protest movement now, after the change of 
government, is a joining of forces to bring about change that goes wider 
and deeper. In order to succeed in doing so, diverse voices — from 
anarchists to peacemakers, from old to young, from unemployed workers 
to university professors, from those believing in direct democracy to those 
wanting to form a political party and operate within the system — will 
need to identify common denominators and ways of working together 
across divides. For a country that’s only as big as the suburb of a major 
city in some other countries, this may be an achievable task. 
www.zcommunications.org 

 

Introducing Brics From Above, And Brics-From-Below 

 
 

 
 

Patrick Bond 23 March 2013 
 
In Durban, South Africa, five heads of state meet on March 26-27 2013 at 
the International Convention Centre, to assure the rest of Africa that their 
countries’ corporations are better investors in infrastructure, mining, oil 
and agriculture than the traditional European and US multinationals. The 
Brazil-Russia-India-China-SA (Brics) summit also makes space for 16 heads 
of state from Africa, including notorious tyrants. A new $50 billion ‘Brics 
Bank’ will probably be launched. There will be more talk about monetary 
alternatives to the US dollar. 
 
Three narratives have emerged about Brics. The first is promotional and 
mainly comes from government and allied intellectuals; the second 
perspective is wait-and-see patience; and the third is highly critical, from 
forces who meet as ‘brics-from-below.’ All can be found in the following 
pages. 
 
The first narrative is represented through the most intellectually-engaged 
speech about Brics we have found by any local politician: Maite Nkoana-
Mashabane, South Africa’s foreign minister. At a gathering of the 5th Brics 
Academic Forum on March 10, she requested robust, critical engagement, 
and by reading the ‘Recommendations’ of that group’s meeting at the 
Durban University of Technology, you can assess whether she can be 
satisfied.  
 
We think not. Historians will judge whether, indeed, Brics ‘have given 
African nations the ability to start to escape the clutches of neo-colonial 
dependence on foreign aid, and the policies and “advice” of Western-
controlled finance institutions’ – as claimed by Pretoria’s minister of 
higher education Blade Nzimande at the same meeting. 
 
(Historians may judge this line of argument to be ‘Pretorian’ in thinking, 
with the term defined on one internet site this way: ‘characteristic of or 
similar to the corruptible soldiers in the Praetorian Guard with respect to 
corruption or political venality; “a large Praetorian bureaucracy filled with 
ambitious and often sycophantic people makes work and makes trouble” – 
Arthur M.Schlesinger Jr.) 
 
Also from Pretoria, the Human Sciences Research Council will host the 



temporary Brics ‘think tank,’ drawn from researchers at sites like the SA 
Institute for International Affairs at Jan Smuts House (long considered an 
Anglo American Corporation braintrust), and we worry that if the Academic 
Forum’s Recommendations are the basis for judgment so far, then Naomi 
Klein’s definition of this sort of institution may apply here: ‘people who 
are paid to think, by people who make tanks.’ 
 
So as you can already tell, the debate over Brics is getting quite sharp, as 
witnessed both by Nkoana-Mashabane’s use of Fanon’s Wretched of the 
Earth to attack those of us who question Brics, and by the personal 
invective unveiled in a story by Peter Fabricius of the Star newspaper. He 
was reporting on a February 28 debate in Johannesburg involving the SA 
deputy foreign minister, ActionAid-South Africa’s director Fatima 
Shabodien (whose speech replete with pointed questions is reproduced 
below), and myself – followed by my reply to Fabricius documenting the 
local ruling party’s ‘sell-out to international capital.’ 
 
Again from the critical end of the spectrum, Anna Ochkina of Moscow’s 
Institute for Globalisation and Social Movement Studies (not a think-tank 
by the Klein criterion) argues that there is merely a ‘spectre of alliance.’ 
However, Vladimir Shubin provides a vigorous counter-argument. 
 
The critics note how badly divided the Brics bloc is at several crucial 
junctures, and indeed the one major unifying initiative in Durban aside 
from a Brics Bank announcement, is the highly dubious ‘Africa gateway’ 
grab by South Africa. As I report (in ‘From Nepad to Brics, SA’s toll at the 
“gateway to Africa”‘), this is not likely to end well, if the last decade’s 
experience is any guide.  
 
After all, as Tomaso Ferrando argues in great detail, the land grabbing 
underway by Brazil, India, China and South Africa is a shocking update, 
reminiscent of Berlin’s ‘Scramble for Africa’ conference in 1885, of 
colonial landgrabs. These are now replaying through Bilateral Investment 
Treaties and other legalistic attacks by Brics members and corporations. 
Victims are peasants and others reliant on land, water and related 
resources, as well as food consumers, as Obang Metho from Ethiopia 
testifies. 
 
Moreover, if the strength of commitment to Africa’s basic survival is 
measured in part by the way the Brics have helped to cook the climate – 
given an anticipated 200 million unnecessary African deaths this century 
due to floods, storms, droughts, famines and vastly increased disease 
burdens (carried especially by women) – then the gateway metaphor 
transforms into a rather hellish entryway, as I argue in another article. 
Friends of the Earth International illustrates the corporate connections 
with a case study of Vale, followed by Bobby Peek considering winners and 
losers from Brics’ Mozambique investments. 
 
The Brics Bank is another site of contestation, and Carlos Tautz provides a 
warning of dangerous financing from above, while Susanne Soederburg 
reviews crises caused by predatory lending against those below. 
 
It doesn’t have to be this way, according to University of California 
sociologist Chris Chase-Dunn, who believes Brics are not necessarily ‘sub-
imperialist’; nor Sam Moyo and Paris Yeros who call for a revivial of Non-
Aligned strategies; nor University of Delhi political scientist Achin Vanaik. 
They see trajectories from the Brics semiperiphery that can move in 
counter-hegemonic directions, though Vanaik leans across the fenceline 
into Brics-sceptic territory. Another more mainstream voice who is 
doubtful that the Brics can overcome their ‘useful idiot’ role is the prolific 



Sao Paulo geopolitical commentator Oliver Stuenkel.  
 
These searching essays require a final argument to help specify, well what 
exactly is this idea ‘sub-imperialism,’ and can it travel across space and 
time from its early use in Brazil nearly a half-century ago? Or is Nkoana-
Mashabane correct that this is simply outmoded, lazy intellectualism? You 
decide. 
 
But if you are thinking about these matters from ‘below’ (or like me, 
within ‘brics-from-the-middle), you will intrinsically understand that the 
debate is only beginning. Given how much is at stake, critical civil society 
must scrutinise the claims, the processes and the outcomes of the Brics 
summit and its aftermath. Civil society critics point to four groups of 
problems in all the Brics: 
 
socio-economic rights violations, including severe inequality, poverty, 
unemployment, disease, inadequate education and healthcare, costly basic 
services and housing, constraints on labour organising, and extreme levels 
of violence, especially against women (such as the high-profile 
rapes/murders of Delhi student Jyoti Singh Pandey last December 16, and 
in South Africa, of Anene Booysen on February 2 in Bredasdorp, Reeva 
Steenkamp on February 14 in Pretoria, and countless others);  
political and civil rights violations, such as widespread police brutality, 
increased securitisation of our societies, militarisation and arms trading, 
prohibitions on protest, rising media repression and official secrecy, 
activist jailings and torture, debilitating patriarchy and homophobia, and 
even state-sanctioned massacres (including in Durban where the notorious 
Cato Manor police hit squad executed more than 50 suspects in recent 
years);  
regional domination by Brics economies, including extraction of hinterland 
raw materials, and promotion of ‘Washington Consensus’ ideology which 
reduces poor countries’ policy space (for example, in the Brics 2012 
donation of $75 billion to the International Monetary Fund with the 
mandate that the IMF be more ‘nasty,’ according to South African Finance 
Minister Pravin Gordhan, or in the desire of China, Brazil and India to 
revitalise the World Trade Organisation to maximise their trading power 
against weaker neighbours); and  
‘maldevelopment’ based on elite-centric, consumerist, financialised, eco-
destructive, climate-insensitive, nuclear-powered strategies which 
advance corporate and parastatal profits, but which create multiple crises 
within all the Brics (as witnessed during the Marikana Massacre carried out 
by police on behalf of Lonmin platinum corporation last August, and in 
South Durban where R225 billion ($25 bn) in white-elephant state 
infrastructure subsidies for chaotic port, freight and petrochemical 
industry expansion – and more labour-broking exploitation – are being 
vigorously resisted by victim communities). 
 
Confusingly to some, Brics regimes carry out this agenda at the same time 
they offered radical, even occasionally ‘anti-imperialist’ rhetoric, 
accompanied by mainly trivial diplomatic actions. Yet the Brics alliance is 
incoherent, as shown in the elites’ debilitating disagreement over who 
would lead the IMF and World Bank in 2011-12. In the UN Security Council, 
Brics countries seek greater power for themselves, not the collective: 
repeated bids for permanent membership by India, Brazil and South Africa 
are opposed by Russia and China.  
 
And recall the humiliation when Beijing told Pretoria’s Home Affairs 
Minister (now African Union chairperson) Nkozasana Dlamini-Zuma not to 
grant a visa to the Dalai Lama to attend Archbishop Tutu’s 80th birthday 
party in 2011, or attend a 2009 Tibet solidarity gathering. We seem to 



have lost foreign policy autonomy to Chinese whims. 
 
Meanwhile, the African continent has been overwhelmed by Brics 
corporations. The rate of trade between Africa and the major emerging 
economies – especially China – rose from 5 to 20 percent of all commerce 
since 1994, when apartheid ended. Destructive though it often is, one of 
Pretoria’s leading objectives, according to deputy foreign minister Marius 
Fransman, is that ‘South Africa presents a gateway for investment on the 
continent, and over the next 10 years the African continent will need $480 
billion for infrastructure development.’ 
 
‘Resource Curse’ maldevelopment often follows such infrastructure. This is 
also true, geopolitically, when it comes to facilitating Brics investments. In 
January 2013, for example, Pretoria deployed 400 troops to the Central 
African Republic during a coup attempt because ‘We have assets there that 
need protection,’ according to deputy foreign minister Ebrahim Ebrahim. 
Allegations by a former South African official are that these mineral 
interests include uranium arranged via corrupt heads-of-state 
collaboration, and has Ebrahim confirmed that Pretoria sent sophisticated 
arms to the brutal regime of François Bozizé.  
 
Other extreme cases are the Democratic Republic of the Congo where 
Johannesburg-based mining capital (AngloGold Ashanti) paid off warlords 
in a region where five million people were killed mainly to get access to 
minerals such as the coltan we use in our cellphones, and Zimbabwe where 
Chinese firms and a military junta – along with SA businesses, Indian and 
Israeli traders, Dubai middlemen and other vultures – prop up President 
Robert Mugabe’s rule, together looting the country of billions of dollars 
worth of diamonds. 
 
In 2010, 17 out of Africa’s top 20 companies were South African, even 
after extreme capital flight from Johannesburg a decade earlier, which 
saw Anglo American, De Beers, SA Breweries and Old Mutual relocate to 
London. Just as in Cecil John Rhodes’ day, the greed of South African 
business is backed by government officials, through the (failed) New 
Partnership for Africa’s Development – praised as ‘philosophically spot on’ 
by the Bush Administration – and useless African Peer Review Mechanism. 
More recently, SA’s National Development Plan sheepishly conceded a 
‘perception [sic] of the country as a regional bully.’ 
 
In bullying Africa, the traditional SA, US, European, Australian and 
Canadian corporations have been joined by major firms from China, India 
and Brazil. Their looting has mainly built upon colonial infrastructural 
foundations – road, rail, pipeline and port expansion – connected to mines, 
plantations, petroleum and gas. Durban simply updates the investment 
strategy. 
 
There is similar collusion with Washington when it comes to global finance: 
in July 2012, the Brics treasuries sent $75 billion in fresh capital to the 
IMF, which was seeking new funds for bailing out for banks exposed in 
Southern Europe. Like Africa’s experience since the early 1980s, the 
resulting austerity in Greece, Spain, Portugal, Cyprus, Ireland and other 
failing European states does far more harm than good to both local and 
global economies. As for voting power within the IMF, the result of this 
Brics intervention was that China gained many more votes (for dollars rule 
at the IMF), while Africa actually lost a substantial fraction of its share. 
 
For these reasons, will Durban 2013 be known as the logical successor to 
Africa’s initial carve-up: Berlin 1885? 
 



Building a bottom-up civil society network to analyse, watchdog and 
represent silenced voices of dissent has never been more important. One 
part of this process involves an analysis of the pros and cons of Brics.  
 
We hope you the reader can join the conversation because from Africa, too 
little has been said about Brics, given what is at stake.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 

Cyprus: Refuse to pay the ‘debt’! 

 
 

 
 

Mass demos demand to end the government’s link to the Troika and to 
refuse to follow its dictats. 
Interview with Athina Kariati, New Internationalist Left (CWI in Cyprus) 20 
March 2013 
 
After months of ‘calm’ the capitalist debt crisis has resurfaced over the 
banking meltdown in Cyprus, sending financial markets into a spin. EU 
ministers and the newly elected right-wing Greek Cypriot president have 
demanded that small savers, ie Cypriot workers, pay €billions for a banking 
bailout.  
 
But angry workers in Cyprus are refusing to accept these capitalist dictats, 
with Cypriot CWI members helping to organise mass protests outside 
parliament. Already, the government is making concessions.  
 
The Socialist, paper of the Socialist Party (CWI England & Wales), spoke 
with Athina Kariati about what it requires to solve the crisis in the 
interests of the working class.  
 
Who is responsible for the current financial crisis?  
The European financial crisis is now at its sharpest here in Cyprus. The 
capitalist class is responsible for this crisis.  
 
The economy in Cyprus was in relatively good shape compared to other EU 
countries but over the last 18 months the crisis in the banking sector has 
meant that the country is now facing bankruptcy.  
 
The main problem is that the Cypriot banks invested in Greek bonds in 
order to make quick profits but because of the ‘haircut’ which Greek 
bondholders had to take this caused a massive problem of liquidity and the 
small economy of Cyprus has been unable to recapitalise the banks.  
 
It is clear that the crisis is the fault of the banks not the public sector 
workers or the general population.  
 
As part of the EU bailout the Cyprus government, headed by president 
Nicos Anastasiades, is attempting to make savers pay for the bank debt. 
What has been the response of people to this imposed levy?  
The response has been immediate. In recent years there hasn’t been many 
demonstrations, however, because the EU is demanding that small 
depositors pay for the bank bailouts, there were two demos yesterday 
(Monday 18th) with 1,000 people gathering outside parliament opposed to 
this EU ‘haircut’.  
 
People are very angry and frustrated. There have been incidents of 
farmers going into the banks with their tractors demanding their money! 
Long lines of people queued outside the banks, which are closed and will 



not reopen until Thursday.  
 
Today there will be another mass demo outside parliament with growing 
calls from people to end the government’s link to the Troika [the European 
Central Bank, EU and International Monetary Fund] and refuse to follow its 
dictats. People rightly suspect that if they accept a haircut today then who 
is to say that the Troika won’t demand a further haircut tomorrow?  
 
Will the government be forced to back down? What do you think is likely to 
happen next?  
That’s a very big question! The government has already understood that 
the agreement they made with the EU officials cannot be easily 
implemented. For that reason it has delayed the convening of parliament 
to debate the crisis. They are trying to find a way to pass legislation but all 
the parties of the ruling class are divided. There is no guarantee that the 
legislation will be approved. However, from the standpoint of the working 
class it is clear that the government will try to pass some amended 
legislation to make it seem less painful. But we cannot trust these 
capitalist politicians to protect the interests of small savers.  
 
Moreover, even if some amended legislation is voted through parliament, 
in only three months’ time we will be back to square one because that is 
when the EU will stop financing the banks. So every three months new cuts 
to our living standards will be demanded.  
 
Also, there is the additional problem of Russian capital deposited in 
Cypriot banks. So even if the government and EU agree the terms of a bank 
bailout the banks will still face collapse because the Russian oligarchs will 
remove their capital funds from Cyprus.  
 
What does the CWI in Cyprus propose to end this crisis?  
We are completely opposed to the Troika’s and government demands to 
make working class people pay for this crisis.  
 
Because the crisis is clearly centred on the banking sector we call for the 
nationalisation of the banking system under democratic workers’ control. 
We say: refuse to pay the ‘debt’. That means both the government’s 
existing debt and the new €17 billion debt they are demanding the Cypriot 
people pay.  
 
We also say nationalise those industries which are failing due to the 
economic crisis. Stop tax evasion so that we can find the money to finance 
government services.  
 
To implement these measures will require building a strong socialist 
opposition and a new left government, one that (unlike the last left-
leaning government) does not try and manage the crisis-ridden capitalist 
system.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6221 

 

Land For Those Who Work It 

 



 
 
 

 
Esther Vivas 17 March 2013 
 
The land is a source of wealth for a few, here and on the other side of the 
planet. In the Spanish State, the housing boom has left a legacy of ruinous 
urban development, airports (almost) without airplanes, ghost towns, 
huge, obsolete infrastructure projects… And in the global South, the desire 
to profit from the land has driven off peasants and indigenous peoples, and 
imposed monocultures for export, large infrastructures for the exclusive 
benefit of capital and the plundering of their natural resources.  
 
The oligarchy in power takes advantage and pulls the strings behind the 
scenes, negotiating shady urban development deals, redefining rural land 
to allow it to be used for construction. Corruption cases are multiplying. 
The culture of backhanders is the order of the day. So is a new despotism 
by big business at the expense of citizens and our territory. And 
elsewhere, history repeats itself. Corrupt governments are the best 
partner for investors who want to acquire land quickly and cheaply. 
According to an Oxfam report, every six days overseas investors sold an 
area equivalent to the size of the city of London. It is the fever of the 
land. 
 
Privatization and land grabbing are the order of the day. What’s more 
beneficial than what we need to live and eat? The food and financial crisis, 
which erupted in 2008, gave rise, as has been well documented by the 
international organization GRAIN, to a new cycle of land grabbing on a 
global scale. Governments of countries dependent on food imports, in 
order to ensure the production of food beyond their borders for their own 
population, as well as agribusiness and investors (pension funds, banks), 
hungry for new and profitable investments, have acquired fertile lands in 
the South. It is a dynamic that threatens farming and food security in these 
countries. 
 
Indigenous people, driven from their territories, are spearheading the fight 
against the privatization of the land. This is not a new struggle - and is one 
that was spearheaded by Chico Mendes, rubber tapper, known for his fight 
in defence of the Amazon and who was murdered in 1988 by Brazilian 
landowners. Chico Mendes helped create the Alliance of the Peoples of the 
Forest, comprising indigenous peoples, rubber tappers, environmentalists, 
farmers … against multinationals demanded logging and land reform with 
communal land ownership and its use for the benefit of farm worker 
families. As he said: “There is no defence of the forest without the 
defence of the people of the forest”. 



 
Here in the Spanish State, the Union of Agricultural Workers (SOC), part of 
the Andalusian Workers Union (SAT) has been one of the key exponents in 
the struggle for land and the rights of farm labourers. For over a year, they 
have occupied and worked the farm of Somonte, in Palma del Río, in the 
southern Córdoba province, that the regional government of Andalusia was 
preparing to sell, even though 1,700 people in the small town are 
unemployed. The aim of the occupiers is that this farm is worked by 
cooperatives of the unemployed, rather than pass into the hands of 
bankers and landowners. Somonte is a symbol of the struggle of the SOC 
and the SAT, which is involved in similar efforts elsewhere. 
 
In Catalonia, today, a clear example of how the use of land to private 
interests take precedence over the social and the collective is Can Piella, a 
seventeenth century farmhouse with land attached that is one of the few 
remaining rural areas in metropolitan Barcelona. After being abandoned 
for ten years it was taken over by a group of youths. They created an 
association, which currently has about two thousand members, who have 
restored the property, resumed farming, revitalized the surrounding 
environment and opened it up to people living in the surrounding areas of 
Llagosta, Santa Perpetua de Mogoda and Montcada i Reixac. Now, after 
three and a half years of operation, an eviction order threatens the 
project. The owners who for a decade abandoned the finca and have no 
plans for it, now claim it back. 
 
In the early twentieth century, Emiliano Zapata, peasant and leading 
figure in the Mexican Revolution, demanded: “Land for those who work 
it”. It has been over one hundred years and this continues to be a topical 
slogan. 
www.zcommunications.org 
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Article published originally in Spanish at Público.es. Translation/edit by 
Revolting Europe. 
http://esthervivas.com/english/ 

 

US-Style School Reform Goes South 

 
 

 
 

David Bacon 18 March 2013 
 
Just weeks after taking office, Mexico’s new president, Enrique Peña 
Nieto, ordered the arrest of the country’s most powerful union leader, 
Elba Esther Gordillo. The move garnered international headlines and was 
widely cast as a sign that the government was serious about cracking down 
on corruption. But virtually no one in Mexico believes that was the real 
reason for her arrest. 
 
The timing alone suggests a different interpretation. Gordillo, president of 
the National Union of Education Workers (SNTE), was charged with 
embezzlement and removed from office in late February—shortly after the 
Mexican Congress gave its final approval to an education reform program 
that is despised by most of the country’s teachers. 
 
Gordillo was a longtime ally of the famously corrupt Institutional 
Revolutionary Party (PRI), the party not only of Peña Nieto but of the 
disgraced former president of Mexico, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, who 
imposed her as the union’s president in 1989, after forcing her predecessor 



to resign. Although Gordillo was forced out of the party several years ago 
in a power struggle, she remained one of the most powerful politicians in 
Mexico. 
 
An anti-democratic union leader, Gordillo may well prove to be guilty of 
the charges leveled against her. But what placed her in the cross-hairs of 
Mexico’s corporate elite was more likely her inability to keep teachers 
under control as the country moves forward with its latest neoliberal 
reform—this time of its schools.  
 
One leader of the progressive opposition within the SNTE, Juan Ortega 
Madrigal, warned that Peña Nieto “is totally wrong if he believes that he 
can silence the voices of 500,000 teachers by decree,” adding that they 
would not “abandon the defense of public education.” The teachers 
backed up that sentiment with a two-day national strike. Rubén Núñez 
Ginez, the head of Oaxaca’s teachers union, said they would not permit a 
law to take effect that attacks public education and the rights of teachers. 
 
Since the fall, teachers have been demonstrating and striking against the 
PRI’s proposal, which would tie their jobs to standardized tests and 
remove the voice of the union in hiring. But the corporate offensive to gain 
control of the country’s schools was launched long before Peña Nieto took 
office. 
 
Just months after Waiting for Superman hit US movie screens in 2010, ¡De 
Panzazo! premiered in Mexico City. Both are movies produced by 
neoliberal education reformers who hold teachers and unions responsible 
for a failed education system. And their near-simultaneous release and 
ideological resemblance was no coincidence: in Mexico City, ¡De Panzazo! 
was screened not in a movie theater, but in the twenty-fourth-floor offices 
of the World Bank. “One can see similarities to the U.S. documentary, 
Waiting for Superman,” an article on the bank’s website noted, especially 
“in its suggestion that teachers’ unions bear a significant responsibility [for 
the failings of public schools.]” 
 
Luis Hernández Navarro, opinion editor of the Mexico City daily La 
Jornada, saw the similarities too. “Both have two central elements in 
common,” he wrote. “They criticize public education in their countries, 
and they’re financed and backed by important people in the business 
world.” 
 
A network of large corporations and banks extends throughout Latin 
America, financed and guided in part from the United States, pushing the 
same formula: standardized tests, linking teachers’ jobs and pay to test 
results, and bending the curriculum to employers’ needs while eliminating 
social criticism. The medicine doesn’t go down easily, however. In both 
countries, grassroots opposition—from parents and teachers—has been 
rising. In Seattle, teachers at Garfield High have refused to give the tests. 
In Michoacan, in central Mexico, sixteen teachers went to jail because they 
also refused. 
 
* * * 
 
Today, the most powerful organized resistance comes from the southern 
Mexican state of Oaxaca. Here, teachers have proposed education reform 
that gives more voice to teachers, students and parents, allows them to 
work creatively together, and enhances critical thinking. Because of 
political changes in Oaxaca, they have the power not just to propose ideas 
like these but also to implement them. 
 



Explains Oaxacan teacher Pedro Javier Torres, “We have enough schools, 
although not all completely adequate. The problem is the quality of the 
education—the same problem as in the United States. How do we offer a 
student a quality school? What kind of teacher do we want, and who will 
determine this?” 
 
Teachers have an answer to this question, but so does Mexico’s corporate 
elite. “In Search of Business Sustainability,” a report by the Intelligence 
Unit of the British magazine The Economist, documents growing corporate 
involvement in Mexican education. Coca-Cola and Ford have built model 
schools. The Televisa Foundation organizes seminars for teachers and 
administrators. Industrialists for Basic Education (which includes the food 
giant Bimbo) pushes changes in curriculum and teaching standards.  
 
By far the most influential corporate education reform lobby is Mexicanos 
Primero, supported by the country’s wealthiest corporations and 
individuals, like Carlos Hank and Carlos Slim. Hernández Navarro calls it “a 
shadowy organization that promotes the interests of the corporate right 
wing in education.”  
 
The president of Mexicanos Primero, Claudio González Guajardo, is the co-
founder of the Televisa Foundation. Televisa, one of Mexico’s two 
television networks, was key to electing its last three presidents. In 
August, newly elected President Peña Nieto appointed González to head 
his transition team on education. At a dinner a month later, González told 
him that “Mexicans elected you, not the [teachers] union,” and urged him 
to “end the power of the union over hiring, promotion, pay and benefits 
for teachers.” 
 
Founded in 2005, Mexicanos Primero advocates standardized tests and 
merit pay for teachers based on test results. These principles were 
incorporated into the Alliance for Quality Education (ACE), negotiated in 
2008 between the union’s Gordillo and then-President Felipe Calderón. In 
2009, the government began administering a national standardized test for 
students, called ENLACE. Advocates of the corporate education reform 
agenda point to the poor results by Mexican students on the PISA 
(Programme for International Student Assessment), which is given by the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), an 
association of wealthy developed nations. In 2009, 50 percent of 15-year-
olds scored a level 2 or below (on a scale of 0 to 5) in math or science. 
 
According to many teachers, however, PISA and ENLACE don’t take context 
into account. Hernández Navarro says these tests imitate those mandated 
by No Child Left Behind, the Bush-era law mandating standardized testing 
in the United States. “But schools by themselves can’t overcome the 
divides of socioeconomic inequality,” he says. The reports by Mexicanos 
Primero “invent a crisis in order to make up myths about educational 
disaster and present Mexican teachers as privileged and irresponsible.” 
Likewise, a study by Susana López Guerra of the Universidad Pedagógica 
Nacional in Querétaro and Marcelo Flores Chávez of the Colegio de 
Bachilleres of Querétaro argues that PISA evaluates “socioeconomic 
condition, rather than actual intelligence, the difference in reading and 
writing abilities, or some other knowledge.” The “assumption,” López 
says, “is that social classes do not exist, nor is there socioeconomic and 
cultural inequality between developed and developing countries.” 
 
“In Mexico, there is a great difference between communities,” Torres says. 
“Some schools function very well because they have resources and the 
attention of the families. Others don’t. That doesn’t justify bad 
conditions, but to think that the only ones responsible are the teachers is 



just not true.” Eduardo Bravo Esqueda, formerly of the National Institute 
for the Physical Infrastructure of Schools, notes that “students study for 
six hours a day…where the temperature rises to 104 in the summer or 
where they freeze in the winter.” According to Hernández Navarro, over 
26,000 of the 223,144 basic education schools have no water, and many 
have no functional bathrooms or lighting. Nevertheless, Mexico’s testing 
system has begun to tie teachers’ jobs to the test results. “If they don’t 
achieve the educational goals, that’s when the firings begin,” Torres says. 
 
In “Advances in the Reform of Basic Education in Mexico,” the OECD called 
for putting teacher-training schools (called “normal schools”) on probation 
pending necessary reforms while opening the door to private ones. It also 
urged incoming President Peña Nieto to fire teachers whose students 
perform poorly on standardized tests and exclude them from teaching. 
Similar measures are also advocated by a Washington think tank, the 
Partnership for Educational Revitalization in the Americas, a project of the 
Inter-American Dialogue. 
 
PREAL’s Alexandra Solano justified the testing regime by arguing that 
“even small percentages of ineffective teachers can impact the economic 
chances of students and nations.” She cited a controversial study by the 
Hoover Institution’s Eric Hanushek, which asserts that a bad teacher will 
cost a US student $400,000 in lifetime earnings. Hanushek, Solano claimed, 
“found that replacing the least effective 5-7% of teachers with average 
teachers in the U.S. could increase its annual growth rate by 1% of the GDP 
[about $150 billion].” New York University’s Diane Ravitch, however, has 
cast doubt on Hanushek’s findings: “There’s a difference between trying to 
show that teachers differ in their abilities and saying that firing people 
based on a criterion that nobody supports will produce huge results in the 
real world.” 
 
PREAL, “the strongest private voice on education in Latin America,” 
supports the goals of Mexicanos Primero. Its director, Jeff Puryear, a 
former Ford Foundation officer, spoke at the ¡De Panzazo! screening. In 
addition to funding from the World Bank, PREAL received grants from the 
US Agency for International Development of more than $6 million from 
2001 to 2006, and nearly $12 million from 2007 to 2012. 
 
Puryear says that “PREAL has done very little in Mexico,” citing a 
conference and a few studies. According to USAID staffer Raphael Cook, 
PREAL has provided funds to local partner organizations in other countries 
in the region, including Businessmen for Education in Colombia, the 
Business Foundation for Educational Development in El Salvador and the 
Private Sector Council for Education Assistance in Panama. 
 
The Inter-American Development Bank helped create a similar group, the 
Latin American Network of Civil Society Organizations for Education, which 
includes Mexicanos Primero in Mexico. The work of these groups is 
premised on the notion that there is a crisis in education, “shifting 
attention from the origin of economic and sociocultural problems to the 
school environment,” Susana López argues. Education, she adds, “is 
transformed from a human right into a commodity.” 
 
Mexican teachers resist this idea and demonstrated for months when the 
ACE was introduced in 2008. This February, thousands of teachers filled 
Mexico City’s streets, protesting Peña Nieto’s education program. They 
were organized by the rank-and-file caucus, the National Coordination of 
Education Workers (CNTE), which for decades has battled the leaders of 
Mexico’s teachers union—including Gordillo. 
 



The CNTE took aim at the alliance between the government, the national 
leadership of their union and corporate education reformers. While still 
president of the SNTE, Gordillo and Mexicanos Primero’s González shared a 
platform at a 2011 conference called “Competitiveness and Education.” 
There, González called CNTE strikes in Michoacan and Oaxaca “a crime 
against youth.” He called the normal schools “a swarm of politics and 
shouting” and demanded that the government replace them with private 
institutions. That fall, police killed three students from the Ayotzinga 
Normal School in Guerrero after the students there blocked a highway.  
 
* * * 
 
Meanwhile, Oaxaca’s progressive teachers union, Sección 22, formulated 
its own vision: the Plan for the Transformation of Education in Oaxaca 
(PTEO). The plan covers conditions for students, evaluation, teacher 
training and salary questions, among other things. But its most important 
principle is diversity. Oaxaca’s indigenous population speaks sixteen 
different languages. “Education must be grounded in the context of each 
of our towns,” explains Tranquilino Lavariega Cruz, coordinator of the 
Center for the Study of Educational Development in Sección 22. A teacher 
“has to see the cultural richness in these communities, in the people who 
live there.” A standard third-grade lesson on maps, for instance, asks the 
student to calculate the distance from the drugstore to the hospital. “If 
you give this exercise to a child who doesn’t know what a hospital or 
drugstore is, it has no educational value,” he points out. “We’re not saying 
that all knowledge is contextual—a five is a five no matter where you live. 
Certain elements of the curriculum are universal, but others can have their 
own context.” 
 
Another principle is equality. “Schools in the heart of the city should be 
equal to those in marginalized communities,” Lavariega asserts. To 
achieve this, the PTEO process forms collectives, first among teachers and 
other school staff and then including parents, students and community 
leaders. “Communities should be able to generate their own educational 
process,” he explains. The school collective decides on an educational 
project, implements it and holds everyone accountable. 
 
Collectivity and accountability work, the Oaxacan teachers believe, while 
standardized testing doesn’t. Oaxaca is the one state where such tests 
have not been given. Lavariega charges that in the testing regime, “the 
teacher gives items to the student, which the student gives back. The test 
checks it. They’re treating education like a product.” And stakes are high, 
as tests become “the reference point in a process that can lead to firing a 
teacher, or cause a school to lose its certification and be closed. Taking its 
place is a private institution.” 
 
The PTEO proposes that teachers and students keep diaries and maintain 
portfolios of their work. “While we don’t totally discard conventional 
tests, we should also have interviews and surveys,” says Torres, who 
represents secondary school teachers in a union committee overseeing the 
PTEO. “Teachers and families should sit down together and analyze what 
they find in the diaries and portfolios. Teachers can ask each other, ‘How 
did you explain a certain idea? How well did it work?’” 
 
Oaxacan teachers envision evaluating teachers through their interaction 
with each other and with parents. “A good teacher is aware of the 
variation in the ways that children learn,” says Javier Rendón, a 
coordinator with the Oaxaca State Institute for Public Education, which 
administers the state’s schools. “We have to give each child what he or 
she needs, and it’s not the same. The focus of evaluation should be getting 



information that helps us change and improve the quality of education. 
The problem with the standardized test is its focus on competition.” 
 
The training system in the normal schools also needs to be changed, 
teachers believe. “The development of a critical capacity is the key 
element,” Lavariega says. “We want a training program that sees a 
teacher as a source of social change, someone who has roots in a 
community.” 
 
In Mexico, rural teachers historically have been as much social activists as 
educators. Nevertheless, for many years teacher training was not 
professionalized. It was only in 1997 that normal schools began granting 
the equivalent of a bachelor’s degree. “The professionalization of teachers 
really began then,” Torres says. “Now, it’s not enough just to graduate—
you need a master’s degree, and courses to keep you up to date.” 
 
In Oaxaca, a teacher who graduates from a normal school and passes a 
teaching exam is guaranteed a job—the only state where this promise still 
exists. However, critics claim that a teacher can pass on his or her job to a 
son or daughter. “We still have teachers who were trained in a very 
different world,” Torres explains. “These teachers, who are now retiring, 
say they should still have the right to give their job to their children. 
There aren’t a lot of jobs in Oaxaca, and this practice wouldn’t exist if 
there were greater job opportunities. But it has created many problems. 
Today, the majority of teachers are professionals, but sometimes a 
teacher may not be very well prepared or may not have been trained in a 
normal school.” 
 
The Oaxacan teachers have battled successive state administrations for 
years. In 2006, a Sección 22 strike became a virtual insurrection, and the 
national government sent in heavily armed police to suppress the 
rebellion. In its wake, the left-wing Democratic Revolutionary Party and 
the right-wing National Action Party organized an unwieldy coalition and 
defeated the PRI in the 2010 state election for the first time. Heavily 
supported by Sección 22, former Oaxaca City Mayor Gabino Cué became 
governor, opening the door for the PTEO. 
 
In 2012, however, the PRI regained the national presidency. In Mexico, the 
federal government controls education policy and funding. “The PTEO has 
to be evaluated by the federal government,” says Rendon. “A great deal of 
our resources comes from them, so if we don’t agree with their policy, it 
gets very complicated. Hopefully, we’ll be able to find points in common.” 
 
“It is a very viable proposal,” he adds. “We still have to work on it, but it’s 
a dynamic process. We’re asking teachers to develop their abilities to form 
collectives and help them actually change the school. All that takes 
training. And any change in the system requires money.” 
 
When Cué came into office, he signed an initial agreement with Sección 22 
to begin implementing the PTEO, which began in 280 schools last May and 
June. Each had to set up a collective, analyze the needs of students and 
the community, and come up with an education plan. 
 
In February, however, just before Gordillo’s arrest, Claudio González went 
to Oaxaca and warned Governor Cué that he had to “break the hijacking of 
education by Sección 22”; he also called the teachers “tyrants.” That was 
too much even for the state’s school director, Manuel Iturribarría Bolaños, 
who accused González of having come to the state to provoke a fight. 
Teachers picketed the Mexicanos Primero press conference, and González 
fled back to Mexico City. 



 
Meanwhile, teachers deal with day-to-day problems. “I teach biology at 
the Escuela Secondaria General José María Bradomín, in a poor community 
at the edge of the city,” Torres explains. “To convince students to take an 
interest, I use music and computers. We leave the classroom and look at 
leaves on the trees. People who teach in a traditional way ask what I think 
I’m doing. They want a very ordered room with everyone in their assigned 
seat. I want my students to learn to work together.” 
 
Migration from Oaxaca to the United States has risen sharply in the last 
twenty-five years. While the reform debate goes on, Oaxacan students still 
leave school every year and head north. Rendon coordinates programs to 
track them as they migrate with their parents in search of work. One sends 
Oaxacan teachers to the United States to help those students. Another 
brings California and Oregon teachers to Oaxaca, to better understand the 
culture of these migrant children. 
 
That’s a more complicated picture than the one presented by ¡De Panzazo! 
and Mexicanos Primero, promoted by USAID and the OECD. “Today our 
challenges are very difficult, because we’re living in a globalized world,” 
Torres concludes. “We can’t be separate from it. We can’t just tell a 
student, ‘You succeeded because you went to school.’ The child must be 
prepared for life. The challenge for me is to give students in school the 
tools they can use to resolve their life problems once they leave it.” 
www.zcommunications.org 

 

Electoral fraud and democratic struggles in Kenya 

 
 

 
 

Lessons from 2013 electoral process 
Horace Campbell First Published in Pambazuka 15 March 2013  
 
Unlike the elections of 2007, the recent elections in Kenya avoided 
massive bloodshed and gave victory to the Jubilee Coalition. An analysis of 
the significance of the elections is given and it is argued that political 
power cannot be monopolized by one section of the capitalist class 
 
The peoples of Kenya voted in an electoral process on 4 March 2013. There 
were six differing elections held on that day with the contests for 
president, 47 governors, 47 senators, 47 county women’s representatives, 
290 members of the National Assembly and 1,450 members of the county 
assembly. When the election results were officially announced by the 
Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission (IEBC) on 9 March, 
Uhuru Kenyatta, leader of The National Alliance (TNA), which together 
with three other parties formed the Jubilee Coalition, was declared winner 
of the presidential vote with 6,173,433 votes out of 12, 330, 028 votes cast 
– translating into 50.07 per cent of the vote. Mr. Raila Odinga leader of the 
Coalition for Reform and Democracy (CORD) was supposed to have polled 
5,340, 546 or 43.31 per cent of the votes. Under the Constitution of Kenya, 
the winner had to receive 50 percent plus one to avoid a runoff election. 
In this announcement Kenyatta, son of former President Jomo Kenyatta, 
was declared president – elect. 
 
Within one hour of the declaration of the official results by the IEBC, Raila 
Odinga disputed the declaration of Uhuru Kenyatta as president citing 
‘massive irregularities’ and evidence of ‘poll anomalies.’ Even before this 
press conference, the entire process of the 2013 elections had been called 
into question in the face of ‘technical' difficulties, where the system that 



had been established for the conduct of the elections failed. Were these 
‘technical’ failures in the birthplace of M-pesa, the famous electronic 
money transfer service, orchestrated to manipulate the system? This was 
the claim by the CORD alliance as they promised to file an election 
petition to challenge the election results of the presidential vote. Other 
sources claimed that there had been a cyber attack on the IEBC to 
discredit this independent body.  
The CORD challenge to what was called election rigging was to be 
presented to the Supreme Court of Kenya by a team of lawyers. The 
election petition that was being assembled was arguing that the 
equipment deployed by the IEBC for the election - ranging from the poll 
books, computer servers, electronic transmission of results and electronic 
voter identification - had failed and that the tallying of votes had been 
compromised. 
 
FRONTS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION 
This legal challenge to the 2013 elections brought to the fore one of five 
major fronts in the struggles for democratic participation in Kenya. The 
five fronts had been (1) the protracted political struggles – manifest in the 
election campaigns of Kenya (especially between 1992 and 2013, (2) the 
information warfare and attempts to control the flow of information about 
the political process, 3) the cyber warfare which involved the 
compromising of the computer systems of the IEBC) (4) the legal struggles 
to be fought before the Supreme Court and (5) the struggles over the 
devolution of political power weakening the centralization and 
concentration of wealth and power in Kenya since 1963.  
 
Both Raila Odinga and Uhuru Kenyatta represent wings of the nationalist 
thrust of the decolonization process. The father of Raila Odinga, Jaramogi 
Oginga Odinga, had been a stalwart of the independence struggles and had 
written the book about the derailment of independence, Not yet Uhuru 
(Not yet Independence). Western media placed the stamp of ethnic 
enclaves and simplified the principled opposition of Oginga Odinga to the 
derailment of the political process as‘tribal’ differences between the Luo 
and Kikuyu peoples. During the first forty years of decolonization, Kenya 
was the principal base for western military, economic and political 
mischief in Africa. 
 
Uhuru Kenyatta is heir to one of the largest fortunes in Eastern Africa and 
his family is associated with the forces that dominate the Nairobi 
Securities Exchange. The faction of the political divide represented by 
Uhuru Kenyatta and his running mate William Ruto was that section of the 
Kenyan society that had monopolized political and economic power since 
1963. In 2007, national elections were held and the outcome of that 
process contested. Headlines in newspapers far and wide had screamed 
‘Kibaki ‘stole’ Kenyan elections through vote rigging and fraud.’ Mwai 
Kibaki had been sworn in quickly at dusk in order to prevent a challenge in 
court and immediately violence had erupted as spontaneous outbursts of 
anger spread throughout Kenya. Sections of the political leaders entered 
the violent confrontation with allegations that these leaders fomented 
ethnic hatred and violence. The violent confrontations on the streets and 
villages of Kenya had left over a thousand dead . Two years after these 
clashes both Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto were indicted before the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) on charges of crimes against humanity.  
 
Within the ranks of the Kenyan society there had been a massive 
mobilization to reform the political system to break the monopoly of 
power by the Kenyan oligarchy. One component of the reform sentiment 
was that there should be an end to the politics of impunity. In the planning 
for the 2013 electoral contest, those opposed to the maturation of a 



dynastic tradition in Kenya mobilized to prevent a repeat of the vote 
rigging and fraud of 2007-2008. This reform process resulted in the new 
2010 constitution where a referendum was overwhelmingly supported by 
67 per cent of the voters. This referendum had expanded the democratic 
rights of the Kenyan people and the 2013 process was supposed to be one 
more episode in the extension of democratic participation.  
 
The very fact that the planned election petition opposing 'irregularities' is 
to be heard before the Supreme Court of Kenya is one of the small 
victories of the 2010 constitutional process. What was before the people in 
the election was whether the dominant tycoons could win in the elections 
what they had lost in the referendum in 2010. This was also a test of the 
contending forces, because elections as one element of political struggle 
depended on the organizational capabilities of the competing factions. To 
be able to rig elections successfully requires a level of financial, military 
and political capability that challenged Kenyans whether they were able to 
develop new strategies to extend democratic participation. The majority 
of Kenyans are opposed to the creation of a dynasty in the society and the 
protracted battles with the entrenched oligarchs will have consequences 
far beyond the created borders of present day Kenya.  
 
ELECTORAL FRAUD IN KENYA 
Throughout Africa numerous leaders have mastered the art of manipulating 
elections and the electoral game. After the African Union outlawed coups 
in 2002 many of the former generals found ways to perpetuate themselves 
in power through election rigging, unconstitutional manipulations of 
political process and subversion of their country’s constitutions. 
Elsewhere, the idea of democratic elections had been turned into contests 
between ethnic blocs. Kenya had not suffered from a successful coup’d 
etat by the military but since the 1969 split among the nationalist leaders, 
the electoral system has been bedeviled by fraud and the 
disenfranchisement of the electorate. Daniel Arap Moi , the second 
President of Kenya between 1978-2002, had gained international notoriety 
to the point where the struggles to extend democratic participation 
extended to every social group in Kenya. When it became clear to the 
external supporters of the Moi dictatorship that the mass mobilization 
against arbitrary rule held the seeds of massive revolt, international forces 
from the western world financed a massive human rights campaign to 
depoliticize the struggles for basic freedoms in Kenya. 
 
Under Arap Moi, the concentration and centralization of wealth had 
rocketed Kenya to the top tier of the African economies. The banking 
sector of Kenya became the hub for regional accumulation and leaders 
from as far afield as West Africa found the Kenyan financial services 
industry a friendly offshore center to store illicit holdings. The real estate 
sector in Nairobi grew by leaps and bounds and regional accumulators from 
Eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo, South Sudan, Uganda, 
Tanzania, Somalia and parts of Ethiopia found an alliance with the Kenyan 
magnates. The growth of the banking sector (boosted by funds from far 
and wide), the telecommunications sector, and insurance industry 
outpaced the traditional areas of manufacturing, agriculture, tourism and 
transportation sectors. Money laundering from the international trade in 
illegal substances could easily be disguised in this booming economy as the 
economic barons hid behind ethnic masks to demobilize the population. 
The politicization of ethnicity had been orchestrated very effectively by 
the British colonial overlords in the last years of colonial exploitation in 
order to divide the forces of national independence and reconstruction. 
 
Frank Kitson, the theoretician and practitioner of British counterinsurgency 
warfare had mobilized the British intellectual institutions and had 



stimulated a growth industry in British anthropological circles to reinforce 
the stamp of ethnic allegiances on the people of Kenya. Kenyan freedom 
fighters from the Land and Freedom Army (called Mau Mau) had exposed 
the crimes against humanity by the British and 50 years after 
independence, some of the survivors of ‘Britain's Gulag’ have been waging 
a protracted campaign to claim reparations from Britain. Last October the 
British courts ruled in favor of some of the veterans of the war who had 
been brutally tortured during the period of savage beatings and killings 
that had characterized the effort of Britain to defeat the independence 
struggle. What Britain had lost during the anti-colonial struggles it made 
up for with the massive cultural war to impose western values and cultures 
on a small educated elite. Although Britain had ceded power to a small 
group, the dominance of the English language and culture among the rulers 
had created Nairobi as a hub for international financiers. Kenyan schools 
and cultural institutions boasted of their links to Britain while towards the 
end of the Cold War the US military cooperated with the British to 
maintain Kenya as one of the cockpits of western imperial interests in 
Africa. 
 
Exploitation and domination in Kenya took many forms and the more 
intense the exploitation, the greater was the western presence in the form 
of differing business enterprises, media outlets, private military 
contractors, conservative evangelists and international non-governmental 
organizations. The latter claimed a space within the ‘human rights‘ 
networks across Eastern Africa and sought to monopolize the intellectual 
currents. In so far as extreme inequalities arose from the consequences of 
liberalization and privatization, there was a clear relationship between 
gross inequalities and regional alliances. These alliances were founded on 
the political barons whose experiences at primitive accumulation were 
refined with the years of holding on to political power. Scandals such as 
Anglo leasing, Goldenberg, Maize procurement followed each other with 
such regularity that the poor of Kenya were becoming immune to stories of 
theft of state property and misappropriation of funds. In the period 
between the referendum of 2010 and the elections of 2013 one former ally 
of Raila Odinga, Miguna Miguna issued a book, ‘Peeling Back The Mask’, 
about the economic activities of Raila Odinga as Prime Minister. A second 
book launched before the 2013 elections , ‘Kidneys for the King’ castigated 
Kenyan politicians in general but was supportive of Uhuru Kenyatta. What 
the books really exposed was the extent to which Raila Odinga was a 
novice in this hothouse of primitive accumulation that was called the 
business community of Kenya. 
 
This aspect of Kenyan society is of central importance to the history of 
electoral fraud and the changing political alliances. Fraud reinforced the 
conditions of mass poverty and regional divisions. Regional differentiation 
and ethnic mobilization were meant to conceal the massive wealth in the 
hands of a few. This high concentration of wealth dictated that the 
creativity of the mass of the population was compromised and the 
necessary conditions for genuine wealth creation remain stymied. Electoral 
fraud strengthened the power of those with the inside levers of the 
networks of capital. 
 
Numerous commentators have pointed to the undemocratic governance 
and manipulation of elections in countries such as Cameroons, Egypt, 
Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Swaziland and Zimbabwe to point to 
the reality that most African states are undemocratic. After the end of the 
Cold War western agencies such as the National Endowment for Democracy 
in the Unites States traversed the length and breadth of Africa promoting a 
brand of democratic politics that divorced policies from the economic 
realities of exploitation. In the teaching of political science, democracy 



has been associated with competition in elections just as economics is 
associated with competition in the market place. This representation of 
democracy has come from the conditionalities that have been associated 
with ‘development organizations’ in the past twenty years. The World 
Bank and the varying international organs promoted democratic 
governance that was in essence one where, democracy is a competitive 
political system in which competing leaders and organizations define the 
alternatives of public policy in such a way that the public can participate 
in the decision making process.  
 
Kenya was one of the bases for European and North American democratic 
initiatives .Robert Dahl has been one of the most prolific writers on the 
conception of democracy which excluded issues of economic management, 
access to economic resources and life itself. Engaged groups within Africa 
and outside critiqued this simplistic view of democracy to note that issues 
of health, education, shelter, food, environmental repair and basic 
requirements of life were very important components of democracy. In 
particular, African feminists drew attention to the issues of citizenship, 
bodily integrity, sexual and reproductive rights as central aspects of 
democracy that had been erased in the liberal conception of democracy. 
[1] Feminists broadened democracy even further than the horizons of the 
social democrats who had struggled to defend the rights of workers in 
Western Europe after the capitalist depression of the 1930s.  
 
It is precisely because of this tradition of undemocratic leaders covering up 
brutalities in the name of democracy why the mainstream focus on 
elections and voting has been manipulated and subverted. Leaders in most 
African countries understand the ideological biases of the mainstream 
scholarship on democracy and are aware that democracy can be 
undermined as long as the basic forms of capital accumulation are not 
seriously affected. It is for this reason that the writers on low intensity 
democracy argue for the link between political change and social reform. 
In Kenya a vibrant grassroots tradition maintained the pressures for social 
reforms and these pressures brought about shifting alliances. It was within 
this tradition of social reforms and the elaboration of democratic 
participation where the elections of 2013 needs to be located. 
 
ELECTORAL STRUGGLES IN KENYA  
After the struggles for independence in Kenya, the society produced 
thinkers and activists who stood at the front of the African struggles for 
democratic participation. Writers such as Ngugi Wa Thiongo achieved 
international notoriety in his campaign for justice in Kenya. Other leaders 
such as Wangari Mathaai had taken the ideas about democracy and basic 
rights to link to environmental sustenance. As one generation of Kenyans 
was exiled, imprisoned, broken or passed on, another came up and these 
battles for change emerged in the electoral contests. The twenty first 
century had started with intensified struggles to end the Moi dictatorship 
and this took the form of a coalition that brought Mwai Kibaki to the 
Presidency in 2002. No sooner had Kibaki occupied the seat of power when 
it became clear that the economic oligarchs would dominate the political 
spaces in Kenya. Five years after Kibaki took over from Moi to become the 
third President of Kenya, elections were held in December 2007. It was 
this election where the people came out and voted massively to end the 
dominance of the one per cent that dominated the Kenyan Stock Market.  
 
When the election results were announced, awarding victory to Kibaki for 
a second term in the first days of January 2008, there was a spontaneous 
eruption of outrage. Elements from the ruling factions entered into the 
fray to direct the spontaneous rebellions of the peoples into ethnic 
rivalries in order to stem the possibility of a wider rebellion. It was in the 



midst of this violent confrontation when the international forces converged 
on Kenya to work out a compromise where Mwai Kibaki would remain as 
President and Raila Odinga would enter a coalition government as the 
Prime Minister. For one large section of the population, this compromise 
was a bitter pill but was accepted in order to avert a complete breakdown 
of social peace. While the mainstream political forces jockeyed for 
positions, the grass roots democratic forces worked hard to bring to the 
table the reform of the political system through a constitutional process. 
This process culminated in a referendum of 2010 where the new 
constitution of Kenya was ratified. 
 
PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES  
The forces of democratic change in Kenya had been campaigning against 
impunity and international human rights forces joined in this call for 
impunity in order to be at the center of the political debate. This 
intervention took the form of the indictment of six leaders in Kenya who 
were indicted by the International Criminal Court on charges of crimes 
against humanity. After this indictment of the six, the charges were 
dropped against two and of the four that faced indictment; two were from 
the most prominent leaders in Kenya. These were the Deputy Prime 
Minister of Kenya, Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto. 
Both Kenyatta and Ruto presented themselves as ethnic leaders preserving 
the interests of the ‘Kikuyu’ and ‘Kalenjin.’ Uhuru Kenyatta represented a 
section of the Kenyan oligarchy that felt that it was their right to hold on 
to power. William Ruto had emerged in the last years of the Moi 
dictatorship and at the time of the 2007 elections had been an ally of Raila 
Odinga in the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM). Both Kenyatta and 
Ruto represented entrenched interests of capital. Ruto had received even 
greater national prominence during the struggles over the new constitution 
in 2010 when he emerged as the leading spokesperson for that faction of 
the Kenyan political leadership that was aligned to the most conservative 
section of religious fundamentalism in the United States. As a conservative 
populist leader, Ruto did not disguise his deep misogynistic and 
homophobic politics while presenting himself as the leader of the 
disenfranchised from the Rift Valley, in short, a leader of the Kalenjins.  
 
Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto created an alliance called The National 
Alliance (TNA) with the nomenclature of the Jubilee which was a play on 
both biblical code s as well as the fact that 2013 was the fiftieth 
anniversary of Kenyan independence. After some twists and turns during 
the period after the referendum when it was unclear where the balance of 
political forces stood, Uhuru Kenyatta took the nomination forms to be the 
presidential candidate for the TNA while William Ruto was his running 
mate. 
 
Both Kenyatta and Ruto hid behind regional allegiances and petty ethnic 
claims to mount their campaign. As the campaign matured and the lines of 
the electoral battles became sharper, Kenyatta and Ruto developed a 
sharp anti-imperialist posture with claims that their campaign was to 
protect the sovereignty of Kenya. Both leaders had presented themselves 
to the ICC in The Hague to proclaim their innocence. Here was a case of 
one of the most blatant manipulation of the anti-imperialist claims of the 
progressive forces in Africa.  
 
Progressive African intellectuals had critiqued the ICC in so far as up to the 
present all of those indicted under the statutes of the Rome Convention 
were from Africa. These African nationalists had queried whether it was 
only in Africa where crimes against humanity were being carried out. When 
the ICC indicted the leader of Libya as part of the NATO war against Libya 
in June 2011, the clear manipulation of the ICC by the West was opposed 



in Africa. More significant was the fact that the very same Western 
Europeans who had indicted President Bashir of Sudan aligned with Bashir 
to execute the war against the peoples of Libya. The United States was not 
a signatory to the Rome Statutes but the media in the United States were 
willing and able to hide behind the Rome Statutes to push the foreign 
policy agenda of the United States. 
 
William Ruto and Uhuru Kenyatta used the discourse of African radicals 
about defending the sovereignty of Africa, especially after some western 
European diplomats issued statements to the effect there would be 
sanctions on Kenya if Uhuru Kenyatta were to be elected President. The 
assistant Secretary of State for Africa in the State Department , Johnny 
Carson, inflamed the ‘anti-imperialist’ posture of the TNA leaders when he 
issued a statement to the effect that there would be ‘consequences’ if the 
leaders of the Jubilee alliance were elected in the elections. The planning 
for the elections of 2013 had attracted international attention because of 
the confluence of national, regional and international issues that hinged on 
the outcome of the elections. 
 
4 MARCH 2013: FRAUD OR TECHNICAL FAILURES? 
For the peoples of Kenya the 2013 electoral contests were the first to be 
held under the new Constitution. The Constitution had provided for a 
devolved system of government which replaced the 8 provinces of Kenya 
with 47 counties. On March 4 there were six elections held on one day. An 
elaborate system of the sharing of National revenues had been worked out 
in order to break the concentration and centralization of wealth and 
power in Nairobi. 
 
The election campaign had been unrelenting from the end of the period of 
the Referendum in 2010 and picked up momentum in the last months of 
2012. As the campaign intensified, there were signs that the technical 
capabilities of the IEBC were flawed. In February, the chairperson of the 
telecommunications company Safari com, Mr. Collymore had warned the 
public over possible electoral hitches. In a letter dated 21 February 2013, 
Mr Collymore pointed out the shortcomings of the technical capabilities 
that could ‘seriously compromise the IEBC’s ability to execute a credible 
election.’ This warning from the top service provider of cell phone service 
in Kenya brought this company into the center of the fray after the court 
challenge subsequent to the announcement of the election results on 
Saturday March 9. The CEO of Safaricom Had urged Hassan to pursue 
technical testing of stress loads, mobile handsets and website security. 
One other prelude to the election was the announcement by the Chief 
Justice, Dr. Willy Mutunga, that he had been threatened and intimidated 
by sections of the intelligence services when he was about to leave the 
country. Mutunga issued a statement reaffirming the independence of the 
Judiciary under the new Constitution. 
 
THE PEOPLE VOTED 
On the morning of 4 March, people woke early to go to the polls and found 
that by 5 am there were long lines of anxious citizens who wanted to 
exercise the franchise. People waiting for eight to ten hours and as the 
international media queried why there had been so much patience to vote, 
those who responded overwhelmingly declared that they had waited five 
years for this new chance to vote. Numerous stories were carried in the 
press of the sacrifices of the people as they waited to vote. Billions of 
Kenya shillings (over one hundred million dollars) had been invested in new 
technologies to ensure a smooth flow of the election but as soon as the 
polling started there were reports of the breakdown of the voter 
identification system. Electronic voter identification kits failed forcing the 
IEBC to manually register and identify voters. Prior to the elections, 



Kenyans had been feted in the international media as a new base to 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in Africa where young 
Kenyans were at the forefront of innovative rollouts to increase cell phone 
and computer usage in Kenya. Yet, on the very day that this expertise was 
needed, the entire system broke down. As reported in the newspapers, 
‘Kenyans witnessed the failure of virtually every instrument the IEBC had 
deployed for the elections: the poll books, the servers, the telephone 
transmission, the BVR – biometric voter registration- - they all failed 
despite the billions spent on acquiring them.’ 
 
The people of Kenya were shaken as the systems broke and differing 
reports were trickling in as to the cause of the breakdown of the system. 
Here was a replay of 2007 elections when it was not possible to believe the 
figures that were being reported. 
 
According to the East African newspaper, the credibility of the process was 
undermined. 
 
‘During voting on Monday the electronic voter identification kip procured 
late last year to identify voters failed, forcing the IEBC to switch to manual 
identification- a system that was castigated in 2007 election which was 
marred by rigging claims. The challenges did not end there. The electoral 
body was supposed to transmit election results from the polling centers 
electronically to the tallying center in Nairobi, from where they would be 
broadcast throughout the country. Afterwards, polling heads from the 
country’s 290 constituencies would physically take the hard copies of the 
results to the national tallying centre. The IEBC had to verify the results 
sent electronically before announcing the final results to the public. All of 
this was expected to be done in 48 hours after the polls closed, even 
though the law grants the poll body seven days after the voting to 
announce the results. But the electronic system failed, forcing the 
electoral body to adopt the manual tallying system. 
 
According to the IEBC chairman, the fault was due to a programing error 
which he said resulted from a conflict between the IEBC server and the 
database resulting in the system multiplying the number of rejected votes 
by eight. At some point the total votes counted at 5.6 m, the number of 
rejected votes were at 338, 592.’ 
 
As reported in the East African, ‘Polling clerks, frustrated by passwords 
that did not work and batteries that had not been charged, among other 
glaring mistakes, were forced to resort to manual identification of voters. 
The use of kits was meant to stop multiple voting an end such practices as 
people voted using the names of long dead voters.’ 
 
ELECTORAL FRAUD AGAIN? 
Instead of the results being announced after 48 hours, Kenyans were 
gripped by the conflicting reports coming out of the HQ of the IEBC about 
the causes of the technical problems. From the reporting, despite minor 
problems with the other five electoral contests, the major problem was 
with the tallying of the results of the Presidential election. It soon became 
obvious from the press reports that there had been massive interference 
with the system at numerous levels, at the polling station, with the 
tampering with the registration kits, with the breakdown of the computing 
system and with the inconsistent reportage of the election results. The 
IEBC was embarrassed when it was coming out that in some centers the 
number of votes counted exceeded the number of registered voters.  
 
Two days after the elections electronic tallying was discarded and counting 
began afresh manually. Under these conditions, the IEBC withdrew the 



verification of the results with the polling agents from the 8 Presidential 
candidates. After the removal of the polling agents , the vote counting 
process was not transparent. By 7 March, one nongovernmental 
organization went to Court to try to stop the counting. The African centre 
for open Governance (Africog) presented a case to the High Court saying 
that they had uncontroverted evidence’ of inconsistencies and votes that 
were more than the registered voters. Africog questioned why the IEBC 
had resorted to manual tallying of the votes and the fact that the 
technical failures were not explained to the electorate. 
 
This complaint had been followed but by another from the Vice 
presidential candidate of CORD, Mr Musyoka. The press conference of the 
VP of CORD was hardly covered by the local media and gave an indication 
of the layered organizational capabilities of the TNA. Not only did the 
campaign and publicity of the TNA exude the amount of financial resources 
available to the Uhuru Kenyatta camp, but the information operations of 
the TNA were superior to all the other parties combined. By Friday 
evening, the ways in which the reportage of the results were being 
managed by the print and TV forces demonstrated the fact that the 
population was being prepared for a victory by Uhuru Kenyatta. After 
midnight on 8 March, the citizens were told that election results would be 
announced at 11am on 9 March. By 2 am the IBEC released more results 
and by morning the dominant news outlets were carrying stories of the 
massive victory of Uhuru Kenyatta.  
 
When citizens went to sleep, it was not clear that Uhuru Kenyatta had 
reached the threshold of avoiding a runoff election. By mid-afternoon the 
IEBC announced the results with Uhuru Kenyatta designated as president 
elect. Apart from the declaration of the Presidential results, it was 
announced that CORD won 23 of the 47 senate seats, with 19 for Jubilee, 
the Amani Coalition of Musalia Mudavadi won – 4 Senate seats, while the 
Alliance Party won two senate seats. In the Parliament – of 291 MP’s 
Jubilee won 159, to CORD 139. Jubilee controlled most of the counties – 
won 21 governor seats, CORD 20 governor seats and seven shared among 
other independent parties 
 
International election observers stated that the polls were credible but 
immediately Raila Odinga on behalf of the CORD coalition called a press 
conference stating that the results were flawed and did not reflect the will 
of the voters. 
 
THE COURT CHALLENGE 
Within minutes after the IEBC delivered their results, Raila Odinga called a 
press conference and stated that the IEBC had delivered another ‘tainted 
elections.’ Odinga stated that,” we thought that this would never happen 
again. It most regrettably did. But this time we have a new independent 
judiciary in which we in CORD and most Kenyans have faith. It will uphold 
the rule of law and we will abide by its decision.” Even while international 
praise was being showered on the victor, the CORD alliance was assembling 
a team of lawyers to present a petition to the Supreme Court that the 
results were not credible. Under the law, the IEBC was supposed to turn 
over the information of the voting tallies to any Court challenge, but had 
been refusing to cooperate with the Court challenge. 
 
Kenyan citizens had voted and waited patiently to hear from the Chief 
Justice. Willy Mutunga had emerged from over thirty years of the anti-
dictatorial struggles in Kenya to become the Chief Justice. On Monday 
March 11, he made a clear press statement that the Supreme Court would 
hear the petition without fear or favor. The fourth leg of the 2013 
democratic struggles had been joined as Kenyans braced to the full 



information of the case to be presented to the High Court by CORD. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In 2007, Mwai Kibaki had been hurriedly sworn in even before the people 
had digested the results. Under the new reform constitution of Kenya 
there had to be 14 days between the election and the swearing in of the 
new President. In this 14 day period, any citizen had the right to present 
an election petition within seven days. This article of the constitution had 
been one small reform that guaranteed that Uhuru Kenyatta would not be 
sworn in while there were court challenges. Even in the face of the 
challenge, Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto began to play out the part as 
new leaders while for proper theater, they both went to church services 
with the press publishing pictures of Ruto shedding tears of joy. 
 
The local and international media were replete with stories that Kenyans 
had voted on the basis of ‘tribal’ affiliations’ ignoring the real information 
about the Kenyatta’s commercial interests – banking, insurance , 
agriculture, tourism, manufacturing and many other enterprises tied to 
western interest. The issues of the possibility of a Kenyan dynasty began to 
emerge as Kenyatta traveled to Gatundu, the seat of power under Jomo 
Kenyatta 1963-1978. It was the visual images of this new Kenyatta at 
Gatundu that brought out clearly the issues of theft and primitive 
accumulation over the past fifty years. 
 
During the presidential debates, Uhuru Kenyatta had admitted that in one 
part of Kenya he only had 30,000 hectares. In a society with mass poverty 
and landlessness this casual remark reminded the people that the millions 
of Kikuyus were not landlords like Uhuru Kenyatta. Kenyatta declared that 
the 2013 elections were the fairest and freest in Kenya’s history while 
numerous heads of states showered accolades on the peaceful electoral 
process. As the new battles of the democratic struggles went to the 
courts, Kenyans were being patient in so far as they understood that the 
entire process of reform that brought about this stage of democratic 
contest had emerged from fifty years of anti-dictatorial struggles. The 
devolved constitution had provided a template that could be a model for 
local self-determination as the pressures of African unification pushed the 
process of the full unity of the peoples of Africa.  
 
Kenyans had turned out in large numbers to exercise their franchise 
because they had placed their faith in the new devolved Constitution that 
they had struggled to bring into force. 
 
The Jubilee coalition has argued through their spokespersons that the 
elections represented the will of the Kenyan people. CORD argues that the 
tally was manipulated to avoid a runoff and second round of elections. If 
Jubilee was so confident then they ought to cooperate with the legal 
process and fight the fight if and when a ruling is made by the Supreme 
Court. 
 
In November 2010, Hosni Mubarak and his party announced that they had 
won 80 per cent of the votes in the elections. Four months later, the 
people organized themselves in a massive rebellion that drove Mubarak 
from power. The emergence of new social forces such as Asma Mafhouz 
was one indication that a new wind was blowing over Africa as the poverty 
and exploitation intensified in this period of crisis. Kenya is now awaiting 
its own Asma Mafhouz moment as the more far sighted members of the 
oligarchy understand that political power cannot be monopolized by one 
section of the capitalist class. This is the new stage of the struggle for 
democracy as the people. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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Tibetans in revolt: What is the way forward? 

 
 

 
 

Chinese regime’s repression responsible for Tibetan self-immolations 
chinaworker.info reporters 14 March 2013 
 
March 14 is the fifth anniversary of the protests across Tibetan-populated 
regions against suffocating political and religious repression by the 
Communist Party (CCP) regime. This also coincides with the anniversary, 
on March 10, of the crushing of the Tibetan revolt of 1959. Up to 200 
people lost their lives in the countdown to the Beijing Olympics in 2008, in 
the most serious upheavals in Tibet since 1989. The protests began 
peacefully, until repression by the state triggered riots and serious inter-
ethnic clashes between Tibetans and Han Chinese, and led many in China 
to support the subsequent crackdown.  
 
Five years on, and the agony of Tibetans is expressed in a wave of horrific 
self-immolations. More than 100 ethnic Tibetans have set themselves on 
fire over the past two years in a shocking new method of protest against 
Chinese state repression. Of these suicides and attempted suicides, around 
one-fifth were just 18 years of age of younger.  
 
Carrot and stick  
The militarized response of the CCP dictatorship has failed to quell these 
protests and bring ‘stability’. Religious oppression always and everywhere 
reinforces the grip of religion rather than reducing it. This has been the 
experience throughout the Muslim world in the last quarter of a century 
and there are examples with other faiths. As we socialists warned five 
years ago, the intensified crackdown on Tibetan Buddhist religious 
institutions – many of which are now under military rule – and on all 
expressions of Tibetan ‘separatism’ such as pictures of the Dalai Lama, has 
further alienated large numbers of Tibetan youth especially.  
 
Like a machine with just one setting, the CCP regime has only one answer 
to the current spate of political suicides – more repression! Last month a 
court in Gansu province sentenced three Tibetans to up to 15 years in 
prison after finding them guilty of “intentional homicide” for allegedly 
encouraging self-immolations. In Qinghai, over 70 have been arrested in 
recent weeks on similar charges. A 20-year old artist from Lhasa received 
two years in a labour camp for possessing digital photographs of two self-



immolators.  
 
Beijing’s strategy of adding some ‘carrots’ to the ‘stick’ of repression, by 
boosting investments into Tibetan regions, has not helped to alleviate the 
situation. Despite large-scale construction projects, especially into the 
Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR), in the past few years, the wealth gap 
has widened, with most Tibetans trapped at the bottom. Frenzied property 
speculation has pushed house prices out of reach of the majority in cities 
such as Lhasa, as in cities across China. A booming economy has mainly 
benefited the increasing numbers of Han Chinese and excludes Tibetans, 
especially the young, who more than ever move to other parts of China for 
work. Jiang Zemin’s famous slogan “grasping with both hands” – using 
repression and investment – translates into a stranglehold for the 
oppressed Tibetan masses.  
 
The processes at work in Tibetan-populated regions resemble those across 
China as the gap between rich and poor reaches explosive levels. Land 
grabs to feed the urban property bubble are displacing rural communities 
without providing jobs or a sustainable alternative lifestyle. More than one 
million Tibetan herders have been resettled, many into urban compounds 
where they live on a small government grant. “People who live in these 
houses look at it like a jail,” one young Tibetan told the International 
Herald Tribune (25 February 2013).  
 
Increasing nationalism  
As with the street protests of five years ago, most self-immolations have 
occurred not inside the TAR, but in nominally ‘autonomous’ Tibetan-
populated regions of provinces like Sichuan, Qinghai and Gansu. “Today it 
is in Sichuan’s highlands that the authorities appear to be struggling most 
to contain simmering discontent among ethnic Tibetans,” reported The 
Economist. This represents a shift, and for Beijing a new strategic 
headache. In the past these regions were seen as comparatively ‘stable’, 
with good relations between ethnic communities including Han and 
Tibetans. The iron fist of CCP rule, and its ‘zero tolerance’ towards 
legitimate demands for religious and cultural freedom, have resulted in 
increased nationalism both among the majority and minority communities.  
 
Riot police were called to quell violent clashes between Han and Tibetan 
students at a collage in Chengdu in late 2011, caused by Beijing’s 
educational policies which manifest nationalist and bureaucratic 
dogmatism. Han students at the school began posting online protests 
against Tibetan students receiving government subsidies. Among many Han 
students this perceived ‘favouritism’ caused great resentment. But at the 
same time Tibetan students feel aggrieved because they must study far 
from home – and in Mandarin – in order to obtain a university education. It 
shows incredible rigidity that the Chinese regime insists on Mandarin 
language teaching in higher education. This ignores the examples from 
many countries with multilingual education systems. Even Tibetan 
language classes operating outside the state-controlled education system 
have been closed by authorities.  
 
Defeating dictatorship  
The desperation that is driving Tibetan self-immolations is a product of the 
regime’s crackdown. It also reflects frustration among radicalised Tibetans 
after their Olympic-linked mass protests were isolated and thwarted in 
2008. Many activists fighting for self-determination and for an end to 
Chinese state repression were surprised and disoriented by the refusal of 
the so-called ‘international community’ to raise its voice in support of 
Tibetan rights or support calls to boycott the Beijing games despite the 
widespread sympathy for the Tibetan cause among ordinary people 



overseas. But as socialists explained at that time, it was predictable that 
capitalist Western governments and institutions like the UN, which are tied 
through multi-billion dollar business contracts and trade links into a close 
economic relationship with the CCP dictatorship, would adopt a low-key 
approach over the events in Tibet and not allow this to interfere with 
business.  
 
Whenever the capitalist powers intervene abroad to champion ‘democracy’ 
and ‘human rights’, these slogans are a cover of pure hypocrisy to hide 
their real aims, which are rooted in capitalism’s chase for markets, 
resources and profits. The disastrous US wars in Iraq and Afghanistan were 
not about ‘democracy’ but about oil, control of a vital region, and 
projecting US power. The Chinese regime supported the US in these 
conflicts, for its own great power reasons. The capitalist ‘international 
community’ has an appalling track record of betraying oppressed 
nationalities such as the Palestinians, Kurds and Rohingya. The Tibetan 
struggle ignores these historical lessons at its peril. Similarly, the Arab 
revolutions, when the masses of Egypt and Tunisia toppled military 
dictators, and the key role of independent unions and workers’ strikes in 
these struggles, hold vital lessons for Tibet’s future.  
 
Socialists support the right of the Tibetan people to independence. We 
fight for full democratic rights in China and internationally, including 
freedom of religion, while underlining that separation of the state and 
religion is a vital democratic safeguard. But to win freedom from national 
oppression, the Tibetan youth especially must see their struggle as linked 
to the struggle of the working masses across China against the same one-
party dictatorship. Working class unity and international solidarity are the 
key to success in this struggle, rather than false hopes in foreign 
governments and capitalist institutions.  
 
For the same reasons, the ‘middle way’ strategy put forward by the exile 
Tibetan leadership and most vocally by the Dalai Lama, of hoped for 
negotiations and compromise with the CCP, will lead nowhere. Frustration 
over this abortive strategy has radicalised more and more Tibetan youth 
but is also one of the factors fuelling the wave of self-immolations. These 
reveal a feeling of powerlessness flowing from the lack of mass struggle 
and a viable strategy to take on the Chinese regime.  
 
Similar vain hopes in the willingness or ability of the CCP leaders to 
negotiate are harboured by sections of the pan democratic leaders in Hong 
Kong. They falsely believe by practicing ‘moderation’ they can get special 
terms for Hong Kong, in return for accepting continued dictatorial rule on 
the Chinese mainland. By so doing they weaken, not strengthen, the 
struggle for democratic rights in Hong Kong, by turning away from the 
main force to achieve change – the gigantic but as yet unorganized working 
class of China. The CCP regime fears the break-up of China and for this 
reason resists granting political concessions to Tibet, just as it wants to 
curb Hong Kong’s increasingly radical ‘protest culture’, fearing any 
precedents that could encourage other regions to challenge Beijing’s 
control.  
 
As many commentators have said recently, China’s new leaders face the 
spectre of ‘revolution’ if today’s grievous social contradictions and 
economic imbalances continue. While it has yet to build independent 
organisations, it is the working class, the real creator of wealth in society, 
that is the key to change in China and everywhere else.  
 
It is towards this revolutionary perspective, for a democratic and socialist 
transformation in China, Tibet, and internationally, that the advanced 



Tibetan youth should turn their focus. Socialists stand for united working 
class struggle to win decent jobs, affordable homes and free healthcare. 
This requires democratic public ownership and planning of the economy. 
For this struggle to succeed, democratic fighting organisations are needed, 
students’ unions, women’s organisations and especially workers’ 
organisations, to elect representatives for the struggle, and decide 
policies, tactics and methods.  
 
We stand for the immediate withdrawal of paramilitary forces from 
Tibetan areas, and a working class appeal to end the tragic self-
immolations in favour of common struggle against the current system. We 
defend the right of all national and linguistic groups to use their mother 
tongue at school and in their interactions with government. We call for a 
truly free press, not monopolised by business interests or government, free 
from political censorship and with generous funding for minority language 
publications and broadcasting. Socialists stand for united struggle by 
working people of all nationalities against capitalist exploitation, for a 
genuine and voluntary socialist confederation of states throughout Asia, 
with the right of nations to self-determination, including to separate if this 
is their wish.  
 
We warn that on a capitalist basis there can be no genuine national 
independence, especially for smaller states, only neo-colonial control by 
bigger powers (for example nominally independent Nepal, which 
neighbours Tibet, is bossed by both India and China). The struggle for 
freedom in Tibet can only succeed as a socialist struggle to remake the 
world!  
www.socialistworld.net 

 

Struggle is the answer to women’s oppression 

 
 

 
 

Ruling establishments have long tried to ‘domesticate’ international 
women’s day – to shed crocodile tears for the victims of gender 
oppression 
Liv Shange, Democratic Socialist Movement (CWI South Africa) 13 march 2013 
 
Women are at the forefront of the rising struggles which are bound to 
challenge capitalism, and all the oppressions which may, as in the case of 
gender oppression, have originated in earlier social systems. In South 
Africa, women have defied the narrow space set out for them by brutal 
oppression, and played a key role in the workers’ and working class 
community struggles which have shaken the country in the last year.  
 
The publicity around the recent brutal rape and murders of Anene Booysen 
and Reeva Steenkamp have sparked massive outrage against sexist violence 
across South Africa. According to the Medical Research Council, only one in 
25 rapes are even reported in South Africa. Drawing on police statistics, 
that means an average of 3,600 rapes per day!  
 
Every year, thousands of women are murdered by the men closest to them. 
This is virtually a silent war against women. Breaking the silence is a good 
first step, but not enough. Steps towards liberation for the oppressed are 
won through struggle, and struggle is what is needed to fight back and 
eventually defeat the oppression of women. But who can take this fight to 
victory, and how?  
 
Fighting sexism – no priority of this government  
While International Women’s Day does not usually receive much attention 



in South Africa, this year the public outcry against violence against women 
has forced the African National Congress (ANC) government to talk about 
it. Unfortunately, we should not expect anything beyond talk. The same 
government which calls for the arrest of those who abuse and kill women 
cannot even provide enough DNA kits to police stations, not to mention 
ensure that a person reporting rape is not abused again by the police 
themselves!  
 
While lamenting the violence against women, in his 2013 ‘State of the 
Nation’ speech, President Zuma declared that ‘violent’ protests of workers 
would be treated as the priority crime. There will be a special prioritised 
court roll ensuring that striking workers and community members are 
locked up as quickly as possible. Suppressing the rising mass struggles that 
pose a threat to their positions and to the hand that feeds them – big 
business and capitalism – is a strategic priority for government. Ending 
sexist violence is not.  
 
While anyone, including politicians, will be moved and horrified by the 
details of the brutality inflicted and the numbing statistics of what 
sometimes appears like a war against women, in the end, for the ruling 
class, these are the unsavoury overheads of a system founded on 
exploitation, abuse and dehumanisation. As genuine as politicians, business 
people and celebrities may be in their denunciations of this violence, they 
do not have the solutions, because they are tied up with a system that 
cannot help but perpetuate gender oppression. The struggle for women’s 
liberation needs to be led by working class women, supported by working 
class men, and replace capitalism with a socialist system that can lay the 
foundation for ending all forms of oppression.  
 
A class question  
The high-profile murder of the rich, famous, white Reeva Steenkamp and 
the rape and murder of the poor, black, working class teenager, Anene 
Booysen, have led some commentators to preach about women’s 
oppression as a universal, eternal scourge against which we must all unite. 
It is true that both rich and poor women, in all countries, are affected by 
gender oppression in countless ways, of which rape and murder are the 
most extreme, but it does not affect them equally. For example, a low-
paid woman worker (most likely black) who depends financially on her 
male partner does not have the same possibilities to control her life as her 
billionaire woman boss (most likely white). While women in or around the 
capitalist elite suffer gender-based violence, prejudice and discrimination, 
they also benefit from capitalism’s dependency on working class women’s 
low wages, unpaid labour, e.g. in the family, that keeps the economy and 
society going at the cost of women’s health and lives, as well as the 
division of the working class along gender lines. Unity in the fight against 
women’s oppression is either unity under a working class banner, or a 
sentimental exercise in reinforcing illusions in the system.  
 
The ruling elite’s attempts at explaining the horrific violence against 
women, therefore, often smack of stale moralism. Zuma, for example, has 
pointed to, amongst other things, the ‘disintegration of the family’, ‘youth 
not respecting elders’ and single-parenting as causes. This adds confusion, 
not clarity. The family, in fact, is the main scene for violence against 
women. Like Anene Booysen and Reeva Steenkamp, many of the 2,500 
women who are murdered every year are killed by their intimate partners. 
Also in most cases of rape, the rapist is known to the victim – a husband, 
boyfriend, relative, etc.  
 
Calls for harsh sentences and against bail for suspected rapists, women 
abusers and murderers, like Oscar Pistorius, are welcome. But violence 



against women is not carried out by deranged monsters, in the main. In a 
2009 Medical Research Council study, in the Eastern Cape and KwaZulu-
Natal, one in four men admitted to rape. In a 2010 study in Gauteng, one 
in three admitted to rape and nearly 80% of men admitted violent abuse of 
women. A majority of girls’ first ‘sexual experiences’, if rape can be 
labelled as such, are not consensual. Rape and murder are the most 
extreme forms of gender oppression, which permeates society in countless 
ways.  
 
Women’s oppression is not an inescapable evil that has always existed and 
always will. In the long view of human history, it is still ‘news’! Early 
human societies, where there was no wealth to fight over, attached equal 
value to all members of the community. Patriarchy – the social order that 
puts men on top – arose along with class divisions.  
 
Women workers in South Africa on average earn 18% less than their male 
counterparts. Black women are the majority of the unemployed. These 
conditions, which see women dependent on men, having their freedom and 
self-esteem undermined, constitute the hotbed in which sexism and abuse 
flourish.  
 
Organising the fight back  
Denouncing all forms of gender oppression – for example the silencing of 
women in rural areas, various forms of objectification and 
commodification of women, name-calling, wife-beating, rape – is a start. 
The great work of many women’s groups against rape and abuse should be 
reinforced with mass mobilisation, where organised workers, both men and 
women, have a key role to play. The fight against rape and murder of 
women also needs to be linked to a fight for equal pay for equal work, for 
jobs for all, for shorter working hours without loss of pay, for decent, free 
education for all, for childcare available for all, for housing, water and 
electricity for all, for support programmes for all women who try to escape 
abuse.  
 
Community organisations and trade unions should organise not only for 
decent service delivery or working conditions but also against domestic 
violence, sexual harassment and rape. Not seeing or acting against these 
realities of women members amounts to condoning them.  
 
The Committee for a Workers’ International’s experience shows that girls 
and women, together with men, standing up, speaking out, organising and 
mobilising against sexual harassment and domestic violence can have 
immediate effects in pushing back the abuse. For example, we have 
organised school students against sexual harassment – marching and 
picketing, organising political education schools, feminist self-defence 
classes, demanding better resources for schools, etc. World-wide, it is in 
the course of women’s struggle and workers’ struggle coming together that 
gains have been made – women’s right to vote, to go to school and to 
work, to decide if and when to have children (free abortion), to marry and 
divorce - are all advances that have been forced out of the ruling class 
through struggle.  
 
With capitalism stuck in a dead-end, unable to take society forward, and 
the bosses looking to secure their rule by leaning on increasingly 
oppressive practices, there are dangers that such gains can be rolled back. 
In South Africa, the Traditional Courts Bill, which cements the 
disenfranchisement of women in the rural areas, is an example of this. 
Schools punishing pregnant learners with expulsion is another. If such 
threats are not fought against, the balance of power could shift even 
further against women. But the South African working class has long 



demonstrated its ability and determination to fight.  
 
Whether the issue is defending jobs, fighting for a living wage or against 
electricity cut-offs, our struggles need to have a zero-tolerance against 
women’s oppression and build maximum unity by addressing the issues that 
can hold women back. Despite beautiful words from all quarters, there is 
no other force capable of ending the oppression of women.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6202 

 

South Africa Is Angry And Frustrated  

 
 

 
 

Danny Schechter 11 March 2013 
 
Durban, South Africa: These are not the best of times in South Africa. It 
seems clear that there is fear and loathing everywhere as the press is 
packed with fresh allegations of corruption, and a restive mood spreads 
even as the country prepares to host the economic Summit of the BRICS 
countries it is part of---Brazil, Russia, India, and China which is facing a 
growth in joblessness and economic/political malaise. 
 
Nelson Mandela’s wife, Graca Machel, the brilliant Mozambican leader who 
married the man everyone here calls by his clan name Madiba, is speaking 
out even as her husband Nelson Mandela no longer can because of age and 
infirmity.  
 
She calls South Africa an “angry nation... on the brink of 'something very 
dangerous'. She was speaking at a memorial for a Mozambican cab driver 
whose killing by the police was caught on a cellphone camera and went 
viral. The police deny they were brutal, despite the video, which further 
outrages a country that seems to be increasingly turning on the politicians 
they see as plundering its resources.  
 
Machel minced no words, saying South Africa is a society 'bleeding and 
breathing pain' and warned against 'deeper trouble from the past that has 
not been addressed.  
 
That deeper trouble evoked the compromise negotiated settlement that 
won political power for the ANC through elections in the early 90's, but 
kept economic power in the hands of a mostly white elite dominated by 
big business, the mining energy complex. Economist Sampie Terrablanche 
tells that story of an imposed neoliberalism lobbied for by multinationals, 
international financial institutions and foreign governments like the U.S. 
and U.K. in his book, Lost in Transformation.  
 
There are many critical voices. Steve Biko’s one-time close comrade, 
Mamphela Ramphele, a doctor turned banker, poverty expert and 
businesswoman, has launched a new political party Agagng (Sesotho for 
build) to challenge the ANC. While her base lacks the ANC’s deep roots in 
the black community, her analysis resonates with many.  
 
Her statement aimed to “rekindle The South African Dream” writing “the 
country of our dreams has unfortunately faded...The dream has faded for 
many living in poverty and destitution.”  
 
It was a lyrical all to memory and militancy asking, “Do you remember our 
patience and quiet dignity as we waited in long queues to cast our very 
first votes as citizens of a free South Africa? Do you remember how you 



choked with emotion and had goose bumps as you made your very first 
cross on the ballot? Do you remember the tears of joy and relief when we 
watched our first President, Rolihlahla Mandela, being honoured with a fly-
past by the air-force that was to have its first democratically elected 
commander in chief? …..  
 
Do you remember the dream we embraced to build ours into a great 
society – a prosperous constitutional democracy united in its diversity?”  
 
She lashed out a corruption but the media gave her new initiative little 
chance of succeeding. Other parties, upset that she didn’t embrace them 
remained distant, even as it prompted other leaders like Mangosuthu 
Buthelezi to launch yet another broadside at the ANC.  
 
“Last week's State of the Nation address (by President Jacob Zuma) has 
left us in no doubt that the time has come to remove from power a 
leadership not fit to govern. The time has come to close the door on this 
first Republic under the ANC, and to close it firmly on all the 
inefficiencies, deficiencies and problems the ANC has brought with it. This 
is no longer the party of the 1912 visionaries; the party of Dr Pixley ka 
Isaka Seme, Inkosi Albert Luthuli and Nelson Mandela. This ANC is corrupt. 
It is failing South Africa.”  
 
What Buthelezi and the ANC’s other critics seem to forget is that the 
former government, the all white apartheid regime, was as corrupt, even 
if they were perhaps more discreet about it and controlled the media so 
there could be no exposes.  
 
Also, whenever you have someone taking money, someone else is giving it, 
like the foreign arms companies that used payoffs to win business in South 
Africa.  
 
This doesn’t make any of it right but shows there is a deeper context 
implicating more than ANC officials.  
 
It is not just the black community that is hurt by or involved in these 
practices. Indians and whites are also compromised.  
 
In a country shocked by a current domestic rape and child abuse crisis, the 
one story that made all the headlines was the case of disabled celebrity 
Runner/Olympian, Oscar Pistoroius, shooting and killing his model 
girlfriend. Both were white.  
 
As Eurasia Review noted, “The Pistorius case cannot … be treated in 
isolation of a complex culture, which makes its eventual outcome a 
defining moment for South Africa. Whether that moment shifts the socio-
political terrain is another matter altogether.  
 
Between 2011 to 2012, two important centres in Cape Town, which have 
historically responded to diverse forms of gender based violence were all 
struggling for survival.”  
 
The Pistorius family has now defended the arsenal of guns found in his 
home and no doubt in other homes. Violence is endemic in a culture of 
poverty and personal insecurity as crime becomes a crude and uneven 
redistribution system.  
 
Eurasia Review adds, “Alongside this struggle for survival, two other 
important political events occurred on South Africa’s landscape. The first 
was the public murder of miners in Marikana who dared protest in order to 



demand for an acceptable living wage and the second was the constant 
revival and disappearance of the Traditional Courts Bill…”The bill is 
considered a reversal of the rights of women by making traditional chiefs 
powerful overlords who are not subject to democratic checks or balances.” 
 
And so if you scratch the surface of almost any issue, you find currents of 
dissent and disagreement, as well as angry denunciations of whoever is 
thought responsible. The depth of this estrangement from government and 
disgust with the direction the country has taken is not fully reported in the 
media.  
 
The sense of comradeship, unity and feelings of social cohesion—the we, 
not the I—that unified South Africans in the struggle for years seems to be 
disappearing as inequality deepens, and people scramble to survive 
economically as individuals in an economy that is not growing fast enough 
to promote economic growth, and is still largely controlled by white-
owned multi-nationals and banks.  
 
The sense of traditional solidarity, class cohesion and community is under 
strain by a blatant Darwinism with even the poor embracing that core 
Capitalist value: “look out for number one” as government services —what 
they call “delivery” promises -- falter and fail.  
 
The other day I sat with two South African women, one named Confidence, 
the other the widow of a deceased commander of the Underground MK 
army that fought for the country’s liberation.  
 
Both were frustrated by the slow pace of change, and are in need of 
medical care they can’t afford. Both were working but their salaries did 
not really cover their costs. Once more political, both seem to be spending 
more time in Church these days praying for divine intervention.  
 
In his autobiography, Long Walk To Freedom, now on its way into becoming 
a major motion picture, Nelson Mandela warned that after you have 
climbed your final mountains, there will be others to climb.  
 
South Africans still have much climbing to do.  
http://www.zcommunications.org 
 
News Dissector Danny Schechter has made many films and TV programs 
about South Africa. He is currently working on the Making and Meaning of 
Long Walk To Freedom, Comments to dissector@mediachannel.org 

 

Do we know what we eat? 

 
 

 
 

Esther Vivas 9 March 2013 
 
Knowing what we eat has become something which is every day more 
difficult. The recent food scandal where horse meat was detected in beef 
highlights this clearly. Cannelloni from La Cocinera, burgers from Eroski, 
ravioli and tortellini from Buitoni, and Ikea meatballs are some of the 
products that have been withdrawn from the market. It is clear that we 
don’t have any idea of what we are putting in our mouths. 
 
It was in Ireland and Great Britain where, in January, horse DNA was first 
identified in meat sold as beef. Companies like Tesco, Lidl and Aldi, and 
even Burger King were forced to remove these products from their 



establishments. Here in the Spanish state, the government denied the 
existence of any similar situation. Weeks later, the Consumers’ 
Organization found horse meat in burgers from Eroski and AhorraMas 
 
Food globalization and the off shoring of agriculture and food lead to these 
things. Sooner or later the consequences of such scandals come here also. 
The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and the Environment has had to 
acknowledge, finally, the existence of horse meat in products that were 
sold as veal. And multinationals such as Nestlé, among others, have 
withdrawn the affected food. 
 
While the replacement of one meat by another is not detrimental to our 
health, that case has reignited fears on what we eat and who pulls the 
strings of the food system. Once more, it has demonstrated how the 
economic interests of a handful of companies in agro-industry are put 
above the food needs of the people. In this way, if producing horsemeat is 
cheaper, horsemeat is what will be on the plate. 
 
In addition, discovering where the fraud started becomes mission 
impossible in a food chain that has foods travel an average of five 
thousand kilometers, according to a report from Friends of the Earth, 
before arriving on our plate. A burger can be made by meat from ten 
thousand cows and go through five different countries before reaching the 
supermarket. Where did the horse meat come from? Ireland initially 
accused the Spanish state, then Poland. When the case erupted in France, 
the culprit was a factory in Luxembourg which, in turn, pointed out that 
the meat came from Romania, who at the same time, said the goods came 
to them from the Netherlands and Cyprus. There is no way to know the 
answer. 
 
History repeats itself. And whenever a new scandal appears we see the 
same cross-accusations, social alarm, impossibility of knowing its origin 
and tons of food in the dumper. It happened with e. coli and cucumbers 
and much earlier with chickens with dioxin, BSE, swine flu and many more. 
And it will happen again. It’s the other side of a food system that in reality 
does not work and is unable to feed us in a sound and healthy way, be 
transparent and put an end to hunger in the world. 
 
Such food scandals are the result of a dislocated, extended, oil dependent 
model, without farmers, intensive, addicted to pesticides, which basically 
seeks to do business with something as essential as food. Even swine flu 
and bird flu originated in intensive large scale breeding farms, where 
animals are crowded, abusively and cruelly treated, highly dosed with 
antibiotics are raised and treated as merchandise. 
 
Today the food chain, which has at one end the farmer/producer and the 
other the consumer, has been extended to such an extent that none of 
them can impinge on it. Our food is in the hands of companies that 
monopolize every one of the stages of production, processing and 
distribution of food, from the seeds to the supermarket, and impose their 
rules of the game. And if our right to feed ourselves is in the hands of 
companies like Cargill, Dupont, Syngenta, Monsanto, Kraft, Nestlé, Procter 
& Gamble, Mercadona, Alcampo, El Corte Inglés, Carrefour and so on it is 
clear that this right, as evidenced by reality, is not guaranteed. 
 
We only have one alternative: to re-appropriate agriculture and food 
policies. To end the dictatorship of the markets in food. To demand that 
which is denied to as individuals and as a people: the right to decide, 
sovereignty, in this case over food. And to once again become owners of 
our agriculture and our food 



 
*Esther Vivas is an activist in a variety of social movements in Barcelona. 
She has participated in campaigns in favour of food sovereignty and she 
has written several articles and books on this issue. 
 
Translated by International View Point. 
+info: http://esthervivas.com/english/ 

 

The ‘Bolivarian Revolution’ and its prospects after Chavez 

 
 

 
 

More than ever, the struggle for socialism is necessary! 
Johan Rivas, Socialismo Revolucionario (CWI Venezuela) 9 March 2013 
 
On Tuesday 5 March, the Venezuelan Vice-President, Nicolás Maduro, 
announced that President Hugo Chavez, leader of the Bolivarian 
Revolution, had died. The news brought with it an outpouring of grief and 
shock, with thousands rushing to Caracas’s main square, the Plaza Bolivar, 
to lament the loss. Many Venezuelans, until that day, still held hopes that 
Chavez would ‘recover’ and return to take up the presidency as he had 
done three previous occasions.  
 
Once his death was announced, the pro-capitalist and bourgeois media, 
both nationally and internationally, spread the unfortunate news. On the 
one hand, they hypocritically expressed their ‘sympathy’ and recognised 
the leadership of Chavez in an international context. On the other hand, 
they ‘subtlety’ started a campaign denouncing the death of a ‘dictator’ 
and ‘tyrant’.  
 
They also began speculating about the internal divisions inside the 
Venezuelean government in an attempt to strategically weaken its post-
Chavez leadership, which faces enormous challenges to fill the space left 
in the wake of Chavez’s leadership.  
 
The importance of Chavez’s death Venezuela cannot be underestimated. 
To understand it, it is necessary to understand the political processes that 
first brought Chavez to power and the effect of Chavez and ‘Chavism’, 
nationally and internationally.  
 
The origins of the Bolivarian Revolution and Chavism  
Before Chavez came to power, after decade of decadent, so-called 
‘democracy’ that only saw pro-capitalist government act in the interests of 
the rich in society and international capital, Chavez signified a break with 
the old system. Without doubt, it signified a ‘revolution’ in the minds of 
those who lived through the 1990’s. That decade was one of hunger, 
extreme poverty and brutal repression under the bipartisan leadership of 
the social democrats (AD) and the Christian democrats (COPEI) 
governments. There was also mass opposition struggle. There were 
indefinite strikes in many parts of the public sector, including health and 
education. Venezuela was similar, in some ways, to what today we see in 
Greece, Spain and Portugal.  
 
The revolutionary left in Venezuela, mainly influenced by the politics of 
the Cuba Revolution and the former Soviet Union, fought for decades 
against under extreme and brutal state repression. Thousands disappeared 
and died. By the end of the 1990’s, the Left was almost destroyed, as they 
made up a significant part of those who were killed or ‘disappeared’.  
 



These factors, combined with the total absence of support from the social 
and Christian democrats for the class interests of the masses, and the 
deepening of neo-liberal politics and ‘reforms’, had a huge impact on the 
middle layers of the Venezuelan military. Unlike most other countries in 
Latin America, many soldiers in the middle to upper layers of the military 
come from working class or peasant backgrounds.  
 
This helps explain the radical nationalist character of the National 
Bolivarian Armed Forces that we see today. Chavez knew this and 
therefore was able to help lead the civic military coup in 1992 that had 
elements of a military uprising. Although the coup failed, it transformed 
the political scenery, presenting a nationalist, radical and popular 
alternative.  
 
The ‘first revolution’ of the 21st century  
The Bolivarian Revolution was later to become the first revolutionary 
upheaval of the 21st century that put forward the idea of socialism in a 
post-cold war world. It followed the fall of the Berlin Wall and the 
declarations of international capitalism that they had ‘won’ and were the 
only viable social, economic, cultural and political model.  
 
It is clear, as we have always said, that Chavez and the politics of the 
Bolivarian revolution has many weaknesses and has not advocated a 
programme that can defeat capitalism and put forward socialism, as an 
alternative. Chavez did not initially speak about ‘socialism’. He began to 
raise it in the light of the attempted in 2002 right wing coup and ‘lock out’ 
and during the big radicalisation of the masses which took place during and 
after these events. Advocating ‘revolution’ and the need to change the 
system and raising the idea of socialism, at a time when no other political 
world leader would advocate such ideas, was very significant. This had an 
important international impact, especially amongst a layer of young 
people.  
 
Today it is not only Chavez’s words and the actions of the masses of 
Venezuela over the last 14 years that have confirmed the need to 
overthrow capitalism. Recent world events have reaffirmed this, proving 
capitalism is a system for the 1% of society. The Indignados, Occupy 
movement, the ‘Arab Spring’ and mass demonstrations in Portugal, Spain 
and Greece are a reflection of the growing international rejection of the 
profit system. Although these processes do not mean there is yet a clear 
understanding amongst the masses about how to overthrow the system or 
what to replace it with, Chavez played a role towards this goal, on an 
international level, by publicly speaking about Marx and even Trotsky, at 
times, and, of course about socialism as a possible alternative.  
 
The hypocrisy of the bourgeois right  
For years, the right wing bourgeois press have stated that Chavez is a 
“dictator” and that Venezuelans live under a “tyrannical communist” 
regime. This is clearly false and, if nothing else, proved that the majority 
of media remains in private hands.  
 
The hostility of the capitalists and their media and politicians, shows the 
important role played by popular organisations in state politics, such as 
that of the ‘community councils’ and now the ‘communes’. One of the 
contradictions of the Bolivarian Revolution, however, is that these 
organisations exist under the close scrutiny of the state bureaucracy, 
which makes the final economic and political decisions.  
 
The hypocrisy and hostility of right wing is an important factor when 
analysing the political situation in Venezuela. However, equally important, 



is the role played by bureaucrats and opportunists inside the Chavismo 
movement, which must be defeated. It is these elements that want to 
deny the role played by the working class and mass popular movements in 
the revolutionary processes that have developed. Indeed, these tendencies 
were decisive in putting pressure on Chavez to go further to the left, in 
demands, rhetoric and reforms.  
 
The nationalisations that took place after the failed right wing coup, in 
2002 and the social reforms that brought millions of Venezuelans out of 
extreme poverty are mainly thanks to the working class, the youth, the 
peasants and the poor who demanded these actions and supported their 
implementation. We must continue to support and fight for a deepening of 
these reforms, while linking them with the need to fight for socialism.  
 
Today the right wing is calling for “national unity” and the government is 
calling for “peace”. But we have to say, strongly and clearly, that the 
unity we want to see, amongst the masses, crucially involving the working 
class and their traditional, grassroots organisations, and real, lasting peace 
will only be possible with the defeat of capitalism and the dismantling of 
the capitalist state and introduction of a democratic socialist alternative.  
 
The fact that capitalism and its state remain was recognised by Chavez. He 
said, “In Venezuela, we have advanced a lot, but there is still much to do, 
the capitalist structure is intact as is the bourgeois state”. Unfortunately, 
he did not then conclude and explain what was necessary.  
 
Despite recent events, the right wing remains on the offensive against the 
working masses. This is clear from the actions favoured of the bosses and 
reaction for over a decade; financial speculation, ensuring the scarcity of 
staple foodstuff and engineering high inflation and de-industrialisation. 
Politically, however, the ruling class is divided between the reactionary, 
even neo-fascist ‘radicals’ and the pro-democracy capitalist ‘moderates’, 
who are a majority on the right, at this stage. Furthermore, the right 
overall cannot rely on a solid social support base to gather enough strength 
to defeat Chavism.  
 
Post-Chavez government at a crossroads: revolution or counter- 
revolution?  
The government is correct when it says that the Venezuelan capitalist class 
is parasitic and that it lives on the profits of petroleum and the 
importation of the goods, services and manufactured products. At the 
same time, the government, who in their own way maintain this parasitic 
class, is at a crossroads. The government tries to operate within the limits 
of capitalism, introducing economic measures, such as the recent currency 
devaluation that will put the weight of the economic crisis on the working 
class and the poor. But, at the same time, it is the working class and poor 
that the government relies on for its support.  
 
However, enormous grassroots pressure, although with a confused idea of 
revolution and socialism, will pressurise a post-Chavez government to 
adopt a more radical position. Failure to do so would only see it moving 
quickly to the right and to threaten the reversal of the reforms won during 
the last 14 years.  
 
Presidential elections to determine who succeeds Chavez will take place in 
a few weeks. Although there is a very small chance that the right could 
triumph, this is highly unlikely and it is most likely that political control 
will remain in the hands of ‘Chavismo’.  
 
Chavez’s death does not signify an end of the revolutionary process  



It would be a mistake for Chavismo movement to think that it can govern 
in the same way that Chavez did. Within the Chavismo movement today, or 
in the medium term, there is no one who has the same authority as Chavez 
or anyone capable of maintaining popular support and the support of the 
critical Left.  
 
Both Nicolás Maduro and Diosdado Cabello know that, as the political 
leadership of Chavismo, they need to manage the situation with care. The 
revolutionary Left today is fragmented and dispersed but there are at least 
small and significant steps to re-organise, as we have seen over the last six 
months. An example of this was a national Bolivarian meeting of 
revolutionary organisations that took place over the last months. There is a 
sector of the Left that is working towards the construction of a political 
leadership to the left of the leadership left behind by Chavez. This, 
together with economic uncertainty and a right wing offensive are 
challenges that the leadership of the ruling PSUV party will have to 
confront.  
 
The right wing has been very careful not to initiate any radical actions that 
may provoke a social explosion. The perspectives for Venezuela are not 
certain. But to think that the death of Chavez means the death of 
Chavismo is an error, as it assumes that Chavismo will only move towards 
the right. However, sections of the government will attempt to go in this 
direction, to try and appease capitalism and imperialism.  
 
The urgent task now, more than ever, is to fight for the conscious, 
independent self-organisation of the working class, the peasants and the 
poor. We must expose the bureaucratic, reformist contradictions of 
Chavismo, defeat the right wing and demand and fight for a revolutionary, 
democratic, socialist programme.  
 
We cannot fall into the ‘democratic’ bourgeois logic of the government, of 
defending the “sovereignty of the Fatherland”. This means rejecting the 
idea that the revolution is ‘national’ but making clear it is an international 
question. We must try and unite the working class, not divide it. The 
alliances that strengthen capitalist trade relations, such as ALBA, Mercosur 
etc, are not the only alliances as far as the exploited and oppressed of 
Latin America are concerned. Our alliances come from our struggles.  
 
We call and fight for the construction of a federation of revolutionary, 
democratic socialist nations across the Americas and further. It is only this 
that will guarantee the revolutionary triumph in Venezuela and the world.  
 
We say:  
All power to the communes, community council and workers’ councils! The 
only way to deepen the revolutionary process started by Chavez, and to 
defeat capitalism, and the bureaucrats and corruption, and the right wing, 
is for the grassroots to assume power, through revolutionary social 
organisation  
 
We stand for:  
 
Nationalisation of the banks, monopolies and oligopolies! Nationalisation of 
the means of production, under the democratic control and management 
of organised of working people  
 
The popular and revolutionary transformation of the armed forces through 
soldiers’ committees, where democratic and re-call elections are held and 
planned by community revolutionary defence committees  
 



Profound extension of the social missions in health, work and housing, with 
a national plan to improve access to free and quality public services under 
worker’s and community control and management  
 
Centralisation and state monopoly, under worker’s control, of foreign 
trade (imports and exports), to end speculation and the flight of capital  
 
A planned economy initiated from workplaces and community committees, 
where the necessities of society are debated and agreed on, in line with 
sustainable growth and conservation of the environment  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6201 

 

March 8th The day of international working women’s solidarity 

 
 

 
 

Beware the anger of women against the bosses’ system! 
Committee for a Workers' International 8 march 2013 
 
For over a hundred years, March 8th has been the day on which to 
commemorate the great struggles of working women for a better deal at 
work and in society. It is also the day to celebrate the contribution of 
women – some famous, many unknown - in the fight against oppression and 
for socialism.  
 
It is traditional on this day to remember the early strikes of textile workers 
in America, of ’match-girls’ in England and of the working women of St 
Petersburg whose strike on International Women’s Day, 1917, set off the 
revolution that overthrew Tsarist dictatorship in Russia. There are also the 
great socialist fighters to remember – Rosa Luxembourg, murdered on the 
orders of Social Democrat leaders in Germany, Clara Zetkin, Alexandra 
Kollontai. There are workers’ leaders like Mother Jones in the US who 
inspired mineworkers and their wives to fight the bosses without stint. This 
year is the centenary of the birth of Rosa Parks - the black woman in the 
racially segregated south of the US, whose courage in refusing to give up 
her seat in a Montgomery bus to a white person inspired a generation of 
civil rights activists.  
 
Hidden from view  
The number of women whose contribution to society is recognised, 
however, is extremely limited. Many statistics available now on the 
internet verify that the overwhelming majority of women in the world are 
confined to a life of toil in the home and in the field and factory. They 
have proportionately far smaller chances of achieving a basic education 
and far greater chances of being refugees or the direct victims of wars and 
civil wars as in Syria today. They are the overwhelming majority of the 
adults who bring up children on their own.  
 
It is clear from the scarcity of women in photographs of world leaders – be 
it at G20s or Global Forums – that women are a clear minority even 
amongst the ruling elite. Even a feminist from the British aristocracy has 
been hidden from view for four centuries! Her ’crime’ was to argue that 
the women of her class should stand in line as equals when it came to 
inheriting family estates and accumulated wealth!  
 
In the past it was generally only daughters of the rich, or exceptionally 
determined middle-class and working women, who were able to get an 
education and develop skills in the arts and sciences. Even when they did, 
recognition was late in coming, if it came at all. Last year, an ’edit-athon’ 
was organised by two British science organisations to try and redress the 



balance of Wikipedia entries internationally; women scientists tended to 
be either absent or accorded no more than a few lines even when their 
achievements were more significant than those of their much-mentioned 
husbands or male colleagues!  
 
The way capitalism and class society has operated over the centuries has 
depended on holding most women in subjection and treating them as 
second class citizens. Their primary role has been to produce and care for 
the next generation of owners and workers and perpetuate the idea, with 
the help of myths and religion, of rulers and ruled...in society and in the 
home. Part of the ideology used to maintain this has involved cultivating 
humiliating images of women as only useful for reproduction, decoration 
and looking after men and their children or as sex objects.  
 
Women’s rebellions against their double oppression have been the subject 
of jokes and comedies for centuries - from the sex-strike in Euripides’ 
’Lysistrata’ to the ’bra-burning’ of the ’Women’s Liberation’ movement of 
the mid 20th century! Today’s media attempt to make fun of protests such 
as the ’Billion women march’ of 14 February and the recent ’slut-walks’ 
against victim-blaming that have taken place in different parts of the 
world.  
 
Parties affiliated to the Committee for a Workers’ International participate 
in campaigns against sexism and chauvinism and for a better deal for 
women. In a number of countries CWI sections have taken the initiative in 
launching specific campaigns against gender prejudice and oppression. At 
the same time we emphasise how women’s oppression is rooted in the 
division of society into classes and the need to build the struggle to 
establish a different form of society - socialism.  
 
In England and Wales, the ’Rape is no Joke’ campaign has been set up with 
the aim of countering a recent spate of politicians - of the ’left’ and right – 
as well as comedians - trivialising rape. In Sweden, there has been a 
vicious attempt by a group of internet users to belittle women as 
vulnerable sex-objects. The CWI-affiliated Ratvisepartiet Socialisterna has 
revived its campaign, ’Refuse to be called a whore’, to help young women 
counter this horrible form of harassment and humiliation.  
 
Mass protests  
In the past year, there have been significant mass demonstrations around 
the world on gender issues. The gang-rape and murder of the young woman 
student in India provoked an outpouring of anger about something which 
unfortunately happens to millions of women world-wide. Women from the 
oppressed caste dalits in India (known as ‘untouchables’) are often raped 
as victims of revenge punishment and the perpetrators go unpunished. The 
horrific statistics for rape in India are carried on the New Socialist 
Alternative website.  
 
Members of the CWI in India and internationally participated in the many 
demonstrations in protests at the lack of action to protect women from 
rape. New Socialist Alternative campaigned for a safe environment for 
women at home as well as outside it – the need to combat the entrenched 
domination of men over women enshrined in law and tradition. They linked 
their demands with the need to fight for an end to the capitalist system 
itself that discriminates against and oppresses women. They called for 
People’s Defence Committees and also for the removal from office of top 
politicians convicted of rape.  
 
While understanding why angry people on the demonstrations in India 
advocated such things as castration and capital punishment to deal with 



offenders, we opposed these measures. They deny arrestees basic human 
rights to a fair trial and could lead to the judicial killing of innocent people 
in an attempt to appease the campaigners. Such measures do nothing to 
change attitudes towards women or to prevent rape. The death penalty is 
a dangerous weapon in the hands of the ruling class that has already been 
used against innocent people and activists in the workers’ and social 
movements across India.  
 
In Ireland at the end of last year, CWI members were involved in organising 
the angry responses that spread round the world when Savita Hallapanavar 
died in a Galway hospital when she was denied an abortion which would 
probably have saved her life. The Socialist Party (Ireland) has also been a 
driving force in launching a new campaign called Rosa – for Reproductive 
rights, against Oppression, Sexism and Austerity. It is holding an 
International Women’s Day protest on the slogans: ’Stand up for women’s 
right to choose’, ’Stop violence against women’, ’Rage against rape’ and 
’Oppose austerity and the assault on the public sector ’.  
 
Socialists can brook no compromise in the fight for free abortion on 
demand. They must fight to preserve and extend the rights now coming 
under attack in a number of countries.  
 
One of the key demands in the programme for women advocated by the 
CWI has been for the right of all women to choose when and whether to 
have children. That means being fully in favour of freely available 
contraception, abortion and fertility treatment without the prohibition by 
the church, state or male partners.  
 
Savita’s abortion was refused on the grounds that “Ireland is a Catholic 
country”. This is just one example of how some of the most reactionary 
attitudes towards women and other aspects of social life are ’justified’ by 
religious doctrine. Just this week, the annual UN-sponsored Gaza marathon 
has had to be cancelled because the Hamas-run Authority has reversed a 
decision to allow women to participate. Almost half of the runners who 
had registered to take part - international and Palestinian - were women. 
Last year a number of very determined women athletes faced deep-seated 
prejudice in their countries in order to compete in the Olympic Games.  
 
In recent weeks, there has been a widely publicised case in Saudi Arabia of 
the brutal execution by beheading of a 24 year-old Sri Lankan maid. At the 
age of 17 she had been accused by her employers of murdering their baby. 
The publicity given to this case has shone a spotlight on the plight of 
literally millions of women forced into a form of often abusive domestic 
slavery in order to send a pittance to their families, mostly in poverty-
stricken countries of Asia. More has to be done to campaign for the basic 
rights of these women, but removing the scourge of mass poverty in their 
home countries in their home countries is the task of the socialist 
revolution.  
 
In the meantime socialists fight for every advance possible in relieving the 
suffering of women. Campaigns must be supported to stop the ’sale’ of 
hundreds of thousands of women and children across borders and into 
prostitution and pornography. In China we are in favour of the abolition of 
the one-child policy that deprives women and men choice in the size of 
their family. In Ethiopia, we support the heroic efforts of young women 
little more than children themselves travelling the country to urge the 
next generation to refuse to endure what they had to go through – female 
genital mutilation, forced marriage and violent sexual intercourse. The 
rate of FGM has indeed declined where campaigns have been conducted, 
but it will take dramatic political and social change to eradicate all the 



horrific indignities and physical harm that women and girls have to face 
around the world.  
 
Late last year, 14 year-old Malala Yusafzai from Pakistan was flown to 
Britain for life-saving treatment. The Taliban had shot her in the head to 
try and put an end to her heroic campaign to get at least a basic education 
for girls. A new film called ’Girl Rising’ features similar girl-heroines to 
underline how giving girls an education helps them and their communities. 
Teams of women who volunteer to work in western Pakistan to vaccinate 
children against deadly diseases are also targeted and killed by reactionary 
Islamic fanatics.  
 
The women of the CWI in Pakistan have organised many protests on the 
streets and in the workplaces as well as noisy and combative contingents 
on the May Day demonstrations. Recently they led the victorious strike of 
’lady nurses’ in Lahore (see socialistworld.net).  
 
Recent events in South Africa have inspired men and women worldwide 
who fight for a socialist alternative to the horrors of capitalism. The 
millions of workers there who have risen against the treacherous ANC 
government have many valiant woman fighters amongst them. Women in 
South Africa face one of the worst rates of rape and domestic violence 
internationally and live in one of the most unequal societies in the world. 
The newly formed Workers’ and Socialist Party has the potential to grow 
into a mass force fighting for nationalisation, democratic planning and a 
new form of society to end capitalist rule – a development that can inspire 
millions of oppressed people around the world.  
 
It is not just in Africa, Asia or Latin America that millions of women suffer 
daily abuse and physical attack. It is happening on a horrifying scale in the 
most developed capitalist nation in the world – the USA. A feminist writer, 
Gloria Steinman recently pointed out that more American women have 
been killed by their husbands or boyfriends since 2001 than all the US 
citizens killed in the 9/11 World Trade Centre attacks and the Iraq and 
Afghanistan wars put together.  
 
In Spain, according to an article in the Wall Street Journal, a rise in 
domestic violence is exacerbated by cuts in public spending as well as the 
country’s ’machismo’ ideology that influences judges and social workers 
who should be taking measures to protect women from violent partners. 
There is not only poorer provision for women attempting to leave a violent 
relationship but cuts have been made to the programme meant to help 
men stop taking violent action against their partners.  
 
As capitalism’s crisis deepens, women bear an unequal measure of the 
suffering it inflicts on working and poor people. The majority of the 
world’s jobless, homeless and hungry are women and their children. In 
Europe - North as well as South - genuine and hard-won welfare reforms 
are being annihilated by austerity budgets. Services are being slashed 
which have most assisted women as the primary carers of children and of 
elderly and sick relatives. Women’s jobs in the public sector, as well as 
welfare benefits, are being axed. In many ’developed’ economies, the lack 
of house-building and tighter rules on allowances for the poorest families 
is seeing millions of families homeless.  
 
For purely economic reasons, young people without a decent income are 
staying at home with their parents, often along with their grandparents, 
adding to the daily burdens and strains that generally fall on women’s 
shoulders. Relationships are placed under enormous pressure.  
 



What can be done to change things?  
Since the earliest days, the sections of the CWI have continued the best 
traditions of the workers’ movement in championing the struggle for equal 
pay for work of equal value. Way back in the 1960s we covered the famous 
struggle of women workers at Fords in Britain, for example, now the 
subject of the film ‘Made in Dagenham’. Other campaigning work has 
taken up the issue of sexual harassment at work, most severe in the sweat-
shops of the neo-colonial world, but a constant menace world-wide. We 
have fought, with some success, for domestic violence to be taken up by 
the trade unions; it affects the lives (and ability to be active in the 
movement) of so many of their members.  
 
Over the years, in the USA, Europe and elsewhere, the struggles of women 
have achieved many improvements. In some countries, as the workers’ 
movement has receded, the situation has gone back. The austerity policies 
of all the major capitalist countries are now hitting the jobs of women, 
many of them in the public services on which they have depended to 
relieve them of some of the numerous tasks they are expected to perform. 
 
Women have been to the fore in the strikes and demonstrations against 
cuts in Europe - be it in Greece, Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, Britain, 
Belgium. CWI members have been fully involved in aiming to bring more 
and more women workers and young women into the ranks of our sections. 
 
In the neo-colonial world, the everyday struggle to feed the family has 
worsened. Prices of basic foods have rocketed. This is a recipe for new 
social explosions like those we saw in the Spring of 2011 in Tunisia and 
Egypt. Women have often been to the fore in these struggles too and are 
still prominent on the streets in Tunisia, Egypt and elsewhere. Millions of 
women in India stayed away from the factories, building sites and offices 
where they work to join the two day general strike in March against 
rocketing prices and misery wages.  
 
A commentator in the British Guardian, Seamus Milne, welcomes the 
“historic shift” of women to the left as they have become more involved in 
the world of work. But ’left’ is relative in a world where no mass parties 
really stand for the interests of working class and poor people. Having 
more women in parliaments would also not necessarily lead to big 
improvements in equality of opportunity, pay and living conditions for 
women anywhere. Positive discrimination can give you more women 
holding positions but it does not, of itself, lead to policies that can change 
the fortunes of the vast majority of women in society. Women are still 
paid far less than men and must demand the full implementation of a 
policy of equal pay for work of equal value.  
 
As we have known since the days of Catherine the Great, Indira Gandhi, 
Margaret Thatcher et al, having a woman at the head of the state was no 
guarantee against autocracy! Nor have female presidents in Brazil, Chile or 
Argentina changed the fate of the tens of millions of women struggling to 
bring up families in primitive conditions and in the sprawling shanty towns 
around the cities.  
 
Women from the property and land-owning classes in Asia or Africa will not 
fight for an end to feudal relations – in agriculture or within the family 
including the degrading exploitation of women. Nor will they push for the 
end of female enslavement in garment sweatshops or on the fields or the 
bonded labour of children that adds to their wealth! Nor will women heads 
of state mean more progressive policies in relation to women. Nor does 
having a rich business-woman at the head of the IMF add to the wealth of 
working women. Nor does having a female head of a national trade union 



organisation make the urgent calling of national general strikes against 
austerity any more likely– be it Susanna Camusso in Italy or Frances 
O’Grady in Britain!  
 
The future  
The right to flexible well-paid jobs, child-care, affordable and adequate 
housing, health and education free and on demand, are all the vital 
components for a healthy society. A shorter working week and the 
provision of good quality, public services would relieve much of the burden 
and stress which currently falls on the shoulders of women in the family in 
particular.  
 
Fully sharing and easing all domestic tasks is only viable on the basis of a 
shorter working week for all and the socialisation of tasks currently 
undertake. Community provision of good, healthy meals and communal 
laundries can work only on the basis of a plentiful supply of machines and 
of chemical free fresh food along with rotas of short shifts for well-paid 
workers. This was the dream of the early socialists but it was thwarted by 
the lack of material development in the isolated economy of the USSR, 
particularly under the Stalinist dictatorship which usurped the revolution, 
ultimately paving the way for the restoration of capitalism.  
 
The coming to power under the leadership of the Bolshevik Party of a 
workers’ socialist government in Russia nearly 100 years ago saw the 
immediate passing of legislation aimed at establishing equal rights for 
women in relation to marriage, divorce, work and wages. Abortion was 
made free and available on demand as well as contraception. Equal rights 
were also established for homosexuals to counter the huge prejudices that 
had built up in society. This was the first government in the world to do so 
– something that is timely to remember in Russia today as Putin tries to 
eliminate all LGBT rights!  
 
But capitalism, especially capitalism in crisis, is not able to provide what 
the overwhelming majority in society – the 99% - need. For women in 
particular, to escape oppression at work, in society and in the home a 
total socialist, transformation of society is more vitally necessary than 
ever. The conditions for the spread of socialist ideas and for revolution are 
growing - in southern Europe, in the Middle East, in China and perhaps, 
above all, in South Africa. The potential for the establishment of a 
federation of socialist states world-wide has never been greater.  
 
Bosses and landlords, beware the anger of women against your system! 
Women of the world, fight for your rights! Join the struggle to end 
capitalist exploitation and look to a future society of harmony and 
prosperity - a socialist world!  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6196 

 

On the Legacy of Hugo Chávez 

 
 

 
 

Greg Grandin 6 March 2013 
 
I first met Hugo Chávez in New York City in September 2006, just after his 
infamous appearance on the floor of the UN General Assembly, where he 
called George W. Bush the devil. “Yesterday, the devil came here,” he 
said, “Right here. Right here. And it smells of sulfur still today, this table 
that I am now standing in front of.” He then made the sign of the cross, 
kissed his hand, winked at his audience and looked to the sky. It was 



vintage Chávez, an outrageous remark leavened with just the right touch 
of detail (the lingering sulfur!) to make it something more than bombast, 
cutting through soporific nostrums of diplomatese and drawing fire away 
from Iran, which was in the cross hairs at that meeting. 
 
The press of course went into high dudgeon, and not just for the obvious 
reason that it’s one thing for opponents in the Middle East to call the 
United States the Great Satan and another thing for the president of a 
Latin American country to personally single out its president as Beelzebub, 
on US soil no less. 
 
I think what really rankled was that Chávez was claiming a privilege that 
had long belonged to the United States, that is, the right to paint its 
adversaries not as rational actors but as existential evil. Latin American 
populists, from Argentina’s Juan Perón to, most recently, Chávez, have 
long served as characters in a story the US tells about itself, reaffirming 
the maturity of its electorate and the moderation of its political culture. 
There are at most eleven political prisoners in Venezuela, and that’s 
taking the opposition’s broad definition of the term, which includes 
individuals who worked to overthrow the government in 2002, and yet it is 
not just the right in this country who regularly compared Chávez to the 
worst mass murderers and dictators in history. New Yorker critic Alex Ross, 
in an essay published a few years back celebrating the wunderkind 
Venezuelan conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Gustavo Dudamel, 
fretted about enjoying the fruits of Venezuela’s much-lauded government-
funded system of music training: “Stalin, too, was a great believer in 
music for the people.” 
 
* * * 
 
Hugo Chávez was the second of seven children, born in 1954 in the rural 
village of Sabaneta, in the grassland state of Barinas, to a family of mixed 
European, Indian and Afro-Venezuelan race. Bart Jones’s excellent 
biography,Hugo! nicely captures the improbability of Chávez’s rise from 
dirt-floor poverty—he was sent to live with his grandmother since his 
parents couldn’t feed their children—through the military, where he 
became involved with left-wing politics, which in Venezuela meant a mix 
of international socialism and Latin America’s long history of revolutionary 
nationalism. It drew inspiration from well-known figures such as Simón 
Bolívar, as well as lesser-known insurgents, such as nineteenth-century 
peasant leader Ezequiel Zamora, in whose army Chávez’s great-great-
grandfather had served. Born just a few days after the CIA drove reformist 
Guatemalan president Jacobo Arbenz from office, he was a young military 
cadet of 19 in September 1973 when he heard Fidel Castro on the radio 
announce yet another CIA-backed coup, this one toppling Salvador Allende 
in Chile. 
 
Awash in oil wealth, Venezuela throughout the twentieth century enjoyed 
its own kind of exceptionalism, avoiding the extremes of left-wing 
radicalism and homicidal right-wing anticommunism that overtook many of 
its neighbors. In a way, the country became the anti-Cuba. In 1958, 
political elites negotiated a pact that maintained the trappings of 
democratic rule for four decades, as two ideological indistinguishable 
parties traded the presidency back and forth (sound familiar?). Where the 
State Department and its allied policy intellectuals isolated and 
condemned Havana, they celebrated Caracas as the end point of 
development. Samuel Huntington praised Venezuela as an example of 
“successful democratization,” while another political scientist, writing in 
the early 1980s, said it represented the “only trail to a democratic future 
for developing societies…a textbook case of step-by-step progress.” 



 
We know now that its institutions were rotting from the inside out. Every 
sin that Chávez was accused of committing—governing without 
accountability, marginalizing the opposition, appointing partisan 
supporters to the judiciary, dominating labor unions, professional 
organizations and civil society, corruption and using oil revenue to 
dispense patronage—flourished in a system the United States held up as 
exemplary. 
 
Petroleum prices began to fall in the mid-1980s. By this point, Venezuela 
had grown lopsidedly urban, with 16 million of its 19 million citizens living 
in cities, well over half of them below the poverty line, many in extreme 
poverty. In Caracas, combustible concentrations of poor people lived cut 
off from municipal services—such as sanitation and safe drinking water—
and hence party and patronage control. The spark came in February 1989, 
when a recently inaugurated president who had run against the IMF said 
that he no choice but to submit to its dictates. He announced a plan to 
abolish food and fuel subsidies, increase gas prices, privatize state 
industries and cut spending on health care and education. 
 
Three days of rioting and looting spread through the capital, an event that 
both marked the end of Venezuelan exceptionalism and the beginning of 
the hemisphere’s increasingly focused opposition to neoliberalism. 
Established parties, unions and government institutions proved entirely 
incapable of restoring legitimacy in austere times, committed as they were 
to upholding a profoundly unequal class structure. 
 
Chávez emerged from the ruin, first with a failed putsch in 1992, which 
landed him in jail but turned him into a folk hero. Then in 1998, when he 
won 56 percent of the vote as a presidential candidate. Inaugurated in 
1999, he took office committed to a broad yet vague anti-austerity 
program, a mild John Kenneth Galbraith–quoting reformer who at first had 
no power to reform anything. The esteem in which Chávez was held by the 
majority of Venezuelans, many of them dark-skinned, was matched by the 
rage he provoked among the country’s mostly white political and economic 
elites. But their maximalist program of opposition—a US-endorsed coup, an 
oil strike that destroyed the country’s economy, a recall election and an 
oligarch-media propaganda campaign that made Fox News seem like PBS—
backfired. By 2005, Chávez had weathered the storm and was in control of 
the nation’s oil, allowing him to embark on an ambitious program of 
domestic and international transformation: massive social spending at 
home and “poly-polar equilibrium” abroad, a riff on what Bolívar once 
called “universal equilibrium,” an effort to break up the US’s historical 
monopoly of power in Latin America and force Washington to compete for 
influence. 
 
* * * 
 
Over the last fourteen years, Chávez has submitted himself and his agenda 
to fourteen national votes, winning thirteen of them by large margins, in 
polling deemed by Jimmy Carter to be “best in the world” out of the 
ninety-two elections that he has monitored. (It turns out it isn’t that 
difficult to have transparent elections: voters in Venezuela cast their 
ballot on an touch pad, which spits out a receipt they can check and then 
deposit in a box. At the end of the day, random polling stations are picked 
for ‘hot audits,’ to make sure the electronic and paper tallies add up). A 
case is made that this ballot-box proceduralism isn’t democratic, that 
Chávez dispenses patronage and dominates the media giving him an unfair 
advantage. But after the last presidential ballot—which Chávez won with 
the same percentage he did his first election yet with a greatly expanded 



electorate—even his opponents have admitted, despairingly, that a 
majority of Venezuelans liked, if not adored, the man. 
 
I’m what they call a useful idiot when it comes to Hugo Chávez, if only 
because rank-and-file social organizations that to me seem worthy of 
support in Venezuela continued to support him until the end. My 
impressionistic sense is that this support breaks down roughly in half, 
between voters who think their lives and their families’ lives are better off 
because of Chávez’s massive expansion of state services, including 
healthcare and education, despite real problems of crime, corruption, 
shortages and inflation. 
 
The other half of Chávez’s electoral majority is made up of organized 
citizens involved in one or the other of the country’s many grassroots 
organizations. Chávez’s social base was diverse and heterodox, what social 
scientists in the 1990s began to celebrate as “new social movements,” 
distinct from established trade unions and peasant organizations vertically 
linked to—and subordinated to—political parties or populist leaders: 
neighborhood councils; urban and rural homesteaders, feminists, gay and 
lesbian rights organizations, economic justice activists, environmental 
coalitions; breakaway unions and the like. It’s these organizations, in 
Venezuela and elsewhere throughout the region, that have over the last 
few decades done heroic work in democratizing society, in giving citizens 
venues to survive the extremes of neoliberalism and to fight against 
further depredations, turning Latin America into one of the last global 
bastion of the Enlightenment left. 
 
Chávez’s detractors see this mobilized sector of the population much the 
way Mitt Romney saw 47 percent of the US electorate not as citizens but 
parasites, moochers sucking on the oil-rent teat. Those who accept that 
Chávez enjoyed majority support disparaged that support as emotional 
enthrallment. Voters, wrote one critic, see their own vulnerability in their 
leader and are entranced. Another talked about Chávez’s “magical realist” 
hold over his followers. 
 
One anecdote alone should be enough to give the lie to the idea that poor 
Venezuelans voted for Chávez because they were fascinated by the 
baubles they dangled in front of them. During the 2006 presidential 
campaign, the signature pledge of Chávez’s opponent was to give 
3,000,000 poor Venezuelans a black credit card (black as in the color of 
oil) from which they could withdraw up to $450 in cash a month, which 
would have drained over $16 billion dollars a year from the national 
treasury (call it neoliberal populism: give to the poor just enough to 
bankrupt the government and force the defunding of services). Over the 
years, there’s been a lot of heavy theoretically breathing by US academics 
about the miasma oil wealth creates in countries like Venezuela, lulling 
citizens into a dreamlike state that renders them into passive spectators. 
But in this election at least, Venezuelans managed to see through the mist. 
Chávez won with over 62 percent of the vote. 
 
Let’s set aside for a moment the question of whether Chavismo’s social-
welfare programs will endure now that Chávez is gone and shelve the left-
wing hope that out of rank-and-file activism a new, sustainable way of 
organizing society will emerge. The participatory democracy that took 
place in barrios, in workplaces and in the countryside over the last 
fourteen years was a value in itself, even if it doesn’t lead to a better 
world. 
 
There’s been great work done on the ground by scholars such as Alejandro 
Velasco, Sujatha Fernandes, Naomi Schiller and George Ciccariello-Maher 



on these social movements that, taken together, lead to the conclusion 
that Venezuela might be the most democratic country in the Western 
Hemisphere. One study found that organized Chavistas held to “liberal 
conceptions of democracy and held pluralistic norms,” believed in 
peaceful methods of conflict resolution and worked to ensure that their 
organizations functioned with high levels of “horizontal or non-
hierarchical” democracy. What political scientists would criticize as a 
hyper dependency on a strongman, Venezuelan activists understand as 
mutual reliance, as well as an acute awareness of the limits and 
shortcomings of this reliance. 
 
Over the years, this or that leftist has pronounced themselves 
“disillusioned” with Chávez, setting out some standard drawn, from theory 
or history, and then pronouncing the Venezuelan leader as falling short. 
He’s a Bonapartist, wrote one. He’s no Allende, sighs another. To 
paraphrase the radical Republican Thaddeus Stevens in Lincoln, nothing 
surprises these critics and therefore they are never surprising. But there 
are indeed many surprising things about Chavismo in relationship to Latin 
American history. 
 
First, the military in Latin America is best known for its homicidal right-
wing sadists, many of them trained by the United States, in places like the 
School of the Americas. But the region’s armed forces have occasionally 
thrown up anti-imperialists and economic nationalists. In this sense, 
Chávez is similar to Argentina’s Perón, as well as Guatemala’s Colonel 
Arbenz, Panama’s Omar Torrijos and Peru’s General Juan Francisco 
Velasco, who as president between 1968 and 1975 allied Lima with 
Moscow. But when they weren’t being either driven from office (Arbenz) or 
killed (Torrijos?), these military populists inevitably veered quickly to the 
right. Within a few years of his 1946 election, Perón was cracking down on 
unions, going as far as endorsing the overthrow of Arbenz in 1954. In Peru, 
the radical phase of Peru’s military government lasted seven years. 
Chávez, in contrast, was in office fourteen years, and he never turned nor 
repressed his base. 
 
Second and related, for decades now social scientists have been telling us 
that the kind of mobilized regime Venezuela represents is pump-primed for 
violence, that such governments can only maintain energy through internal 
repression or external war. But after years of calling the oligarchy squalid 
traitors, Venezuela has seen remarkably little political repression—
certainly less than Nicaragua in the 1980s under the Sandinistas and Cuba 
today, not to mention the United States. 
 
Oil wealth has much to do with this exceptionalism, as it also did in the 
elite, top-down democracy that existed prior to Chávez. But so what? 
Chávez has done what rational actors in the neoliberal interstate order are 
supposed to do: he’s leveraged Venezuela’s comparative advantage not 
just to fund social organizations but give them unprecedented freedom 
and power. 
 
* * * 
 
Chávez was a strongman. He packed the courts, hounded the corporate 
media, legislated by decree and pretty much did away with any effective 
system of institutional checks or balances. But I’ll be perverse and argue 
that the biggest problem Venezuela faced during his rule was not that 
Chávez was authoritarian but that he wasn’t authoritarian enough. It 
wasn’t too much control that was the problem but too little. 
 
Chavismo came to power through the ballot following the near total 



collapse of Venezuela’s existing establishment. It enjoyed overwhelming 
rhetorical and electoral hegemony, but not administrative hegemony. As 
such, it had to make significant compromises with existing power blocs in 
the military, the civil and educational bureaucracy and even the outgoing 
political elite, all of whom were loath to give up their illicit privileges and 
pleasures. It took near five years before Chávez’s government gained 
control of oil revenues, and then only after a protracted fight that nearly 
ruined the country. 
 
Once it had access to the money, it opted not to confront these pockets of 
corruption and power but simply fund parallel institutions, including the 
social missions that provided healthcare, education and other welfare 
services being the most famous. This was both a blessing and a curse, the 
source of Chavismo’s strength and weakness. 
 
Prior to Chávez, competition for government power and resources took 
place largely within the very narrow boundaries of two elite political 
parties. After Chávez’s election, political jockeying took place within 
“Chavismo.” Rather than forming a single-party dictatorship with an 
interventionist state bureaucracy controlling people’s lives, Chavismo has 
been pretty wide open and chaotic. But it significantly more inclusive than 
the old duopoly, comprised of at least five different currents: a new 
Bolivarian political class, older leftist parties, economic elites, military 
interests and the social movements mentioned above. Oil money gave 
Chávez the luxury of acting as a broker between these competing 
tendencies, allowing each to pursue their interests (sometimes, no doubt, 
their illicit interests) and deferring confrontations.  
 
* * * 
 
The high point of Chávez’s international agenda was his relationship with 
Brazil’s Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, the Latin American leader whom US 
foreign policy and opinion makers tried to set as Chávez’s opposite. Where 
Chávez was reckless, Lula was moderate. Where Chávez was 
confrontational, Lula was pragmatic. Lula himself never bought this 
nonsense, consistently rising to Chávez’s defense and endorsing his 
election. 
 
For a good eight years they worked something like a Laurel and Hardy 
routine, with Chávez acting the buffoon and Lula the straight man. But 
each was dependent on the other and each was aware of this dependency. 
Chávez often stressed the importance of Lula’s election in late 2002, just a 
few months after April’s failed coup attempt, which gave him his first real 
ally of consequence in a region then still dominated by neoliberals. 
Likewise, the confrontational Chávez made Lula’s reformism that much 
more palatable. Wikileak documents reveal the skill in which Lula’s 
diplomats gently but firmly rebuffed the Bush administration’s pressure to 
isolate Venezuela. 
 
Their inside-outside rope-a-dope was on full display at the November 2005 
Summit of the Americas in Argentina, where the United States hoped to 
lock in its deeply unfair economic advantage with a hemisphere-wide Free 
Trade Agreement. In the meeting hall, Lula lectured Bush on the hypocrisy 
of protecting corporate agriculture with subsidies and tariffs even as it 
pushed Latin America to open its markets. Meanwhile, on the street 
Chávez led 40,000 protesters promising to “bury” the free trade 
agreement. The treaty was indeed derailed, and in the years that 
followed, Venezuela and Brazil, along with other Latin American nations, 
have presided over a remarkable transformation in hemispheric relations, 
coming as close as ever to achieving Bolívar’s “universal equilibrium.” 



 
* * * 
 
When I met Chávez in 2006 after his controversial appearance in the UN, it 
was at a small lunch at the Venezuelan consulate. Danny Glover was there, 
and he and Chávez talked the possibility of producing a movie on the life 
of Toussaint L’Ouverture, the former slave who led the Haitian Revolution. 
 
Also present was a friend and activist who works on the issue of debt relief 
for poor countries. At the time, a proposal to relieve the debt owed to the 
Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) by the poorest countries in the 
Americas had stalled, largely because mid-level bureaucrats from 
Argentina, Mexico and Brazil opposed the initiative. My friend lobbied 
Chávez to speak to Lula and Argentina’s president Néstor Kirchner, another 
of the region’s leftist leaders, and get them to jump-start the deal. 
 
Chávez asked a number of thoughtful questions, at odds with the 
provocateur on display on the floor of the General Assembly. Why, he 
wanted to know, was the Bush administration in favor of the plan? My 
friend explained that some Treasury officials were libertarians who, if not 
in favor of debt relief, wouldn’t block the deal. “Besides,” he said, “they 
don’t give a shit about the IADB.” Chávez then asked why Brazil and 
Argentina were holding things up. Because, my friend said, their 
representatives to the IADB were functionaries deeply invested in the 
viability of the bank, and they thought debt abolition a dangerous 
precedent. 
 
We later got word that Chávez had successfully lobbied Lula and Kirchner 
to support the deal. In November 2006, the IADB announced it would write 
off billions of dollars in debt to Nicaragua, Guyana, Honduras and Bolivia 
(Haiti would later be added to the list). 
 
And so it was that the man routinely compared in the United States to 
Stalin quietly joined forces with the administration of the man he had just 
called Satan, helping to make the lives of some of the poorest people in 
America just a bit more bearable.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 

South Africa’s New Apartheid 

 
 

 
 

Sabine Cessou 8 March 2013 
 
A group of building workers relaxed on the pavement in central Cape 
Town, enjoying their lunch break. Every minute was precious; nobody was 
in a hurry to get back to work. “They pay us peanuts,” said a bricklayer 
with a gold tooth. On the equivalent of $1,470 a month, he is not too badly 
off; in the run-up to the 2010 World Cup, the builders’ unions secured pay 
increases of 13-16% by threatening not to complete work in time. They are 
the exception. 
 
There has been extreme tension in South Africa since 16 August, when the 
police killed 34 strikers at Lonmin plc’s platinum mine in Marikana, near 
Johannesburg, an incident of huge symbolic importance, since the forces 
of law and order shooting at demonstrators remind all of the apartheid 
era. Yet South Africa is now a democratic and multiracial state, since 1994 
governed by the African National Congress (ANC). The strikers were part of 
its historic electoral base, South Africa’s poor and black majority. 



According to official figures, poor households (62% black, 33% mixed-
ancestry) make up half the population (25.5 million) of this industrialised 
country, the only emerging market in sub-Saharan Africa. 
 
The reaction to the Marikana killings recalls that to the Sharpeville 
massacre of 21 March 1960, when the forces of the apartheid regime 
(1948-1991) killed 69 black people in the township, 60km from 
Johannesburg. They had been demonstrating against the requirement for 
“non-whites” to carry passbooks outside their homelands or designated 
areas. When the news reached Cape Town, rioters in the black township of 
Langa burned public buildings. 
 
Since Marikana, there have been wildcat strikes by mine, transport and 
farm workers. Farm workers in Western Cape Province have demanded 
that their pay be doubled from the minimum wage of 75 rand a day to 150 
rand ($20). This has led to clashes with the police, the burning of 
vineyards and the looting of shops. Workers have been sacked, but there is 
no social dialogue. In November two farm workers were killed during a 
demonstration in the village of De Doorns, 180km from Cape Town. 
 
The Lonmin miners had demanded a pay increase from $540 to $1,620 a 
month; after a six-week strike, they secured a rise of 22% and a bonus of 
$255. With the help of the Congress of South African Trade Unions 
(Cosatu), the farm workers around De Doorns won a 52% rise in February, 
bringing their pay to 105 rand ($13.50) a day. “It’s like cancer spreading,” 
said Andile Ndamase, a union representative at a cement company in Cape 
Town and disillusioned member of the ANC. “The riots started well before 
Marikana; since then the unrest has only got worse. We are demonstrating 
for a better tomorrow, and we are tired of waiting for it.” 
 
Political heritage 
The social power struggle is part of the political heritage of the apartheid 
era. The black trade unions affiliated with Cosatu were authorised in 1985 
by a racist regime that had its back against the wall and needed 
negotiating partners. While Nelson Mandela was still in prison and the ANC 
was banned, Cosatu took part in a huge protest movement. Its calls for a 
national strike helped to paralyse the South African economy, under 
pressure from international sanctions since 1985. 
 
Today the black trade unions, which have 2.2 million members, are 
demanding real social policies from the government and improved working 
conditions for all. Yet these unions are in government. In 1990 Cosatu, the 
South African Communist Party and the ANC formed a “revolutionary” 
tripartite alliance for far-reaching social change. The left wing of the ANC 
is made up of Communists and trade unionists, whom the party tries to 
keep in line by giving them key jobs. Senior Communist Party figures fill 
many ministerial posts; representatives of Cosatu sit on the ANC’s national 
executive committee. This undermines the credibility of their opposition 
to the ANC’s neoliberal economic policy. 
 
Change in our lifetime? 
Early in the morning, the station in Khayelitsha, Cape Town’s biggest black 
township, was crowded with people buying tickets. A one-way trip into 
town costs 8.50 rand ($1.15); a monthly public transport pass is $13.50, 5% 
of the average salary of a private security guard ($270). On the train, 
women caught up on their sleep while vendors walked up and down selling 
crisps, drinks, socks and earrings. In Cape Town, many of the passengers 
made their way to the bus station, on the roof of the railway station, 
where minibuses and taxis waited to ferry them to the white residential 
suburbs where they work. These private taxis make up for the considerable 



deficiencies of the public transport system. From dawn to dusk, they cover 
most of the transport needs of black South Africans who don’t own a car. 
The journey costs 5 rand. 
 
“I fear the wheels are coming off,” said Sipho Dlamini, in his 60s, referring 
to the political situation. He described himself as an unsung hero of the 
fight against apartheid. As a member of the military wing of the ANC, he 
spent the best part of his life fighting for change in his lifetime. (“In our 
lifetime” was a watchword for South Africans in the 1980s, remembering 
the generations who had fought in vain since the ANC was founded in 
1912.) Dlamini was disappointed, not just by corruption among the black 
elite, but also by the riots: “They happen so often now, that nobody pays 
any attention.” Police data reveal that South Africa had an average of 
three riots a day between 2009 and 2012. That’s a 40% increase on 2004-
2009, according to sociologist Peter Alexander of the University of 
Johannesburg (1). 
 
The trouble at Marikana was provoked by gross injustice: foremen at the 
Lonmin mine got a pay rise; the men who dig the ore did not. Another 
issue was the management’s extensive use of private brokers to recruit 
temporary labour and curb the power of the unions. Cosatu has condemned 
the practice, but looks the other way. Its friends in the ANC — including 
the head of JIC Mining Services, Duduzane Zuma, son of South Africa’s 
president — have extensive interests in the industry. 
 
The National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), affiliated with Cosatu, is one of 
the biggest unions, with more than 310,000 members. In Marikana it was 
for the first time unable to handle an industrial dispute, and the 
Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union (a breakaway faction of 
the NUM) assumed leadership of the protest movement, promising a pay 
rise of 300%. 
 
There is also a lack of social dialogue in the mining sector. Even after the 
tragedy, the Lonmin management continued to give the miners ultimatums 
for going back to work and to threaten them with dismissal. This is not 
simply a hangover from apartheid. “The politicisation of social conflicts, 
which undermine the authority of the ANC and its leaders, scares the big 
mining groups,” said Thaven Govender, a young importer and distributor of 
mining equipment. “In fact, everyone — the strikers, the unions and the 
ANC — will lose out as a result of this business. The big mining companies 
employ people because labour is cheap in South Africa. To avoid another 
Marikana, they will mechanise operations and make people redundant as 
fast as they can.” In January Anglo-American Platinum, which also faced 
strikes last year, announced that it was cutting 14,000 jobs at two of its 
mines, around 3% of its workforce. 
 
President Jacob Zuma visited Marikana, but a few days after the killings. 
He did not meet any miners and talked only to the Lonmin management. 
His political rival Julius Malema, 31, a former head of the ANC Youth 
League, thrown out of the ANC in April last year for “lack of discipline”, 
took advantage. Malema, who has made himself spokesman for the 
disappointed grassroots members of the ANC, took up the strikers’ cause. 
He went with them to court, where 270 were initially charged with murder 
under an old anti-riot law introduced by the apartheid regime (the 
demonstrators could be charged with murder on the grounds that they had 
provoked the security forces). When this caused a public outcry, the 
charges were dropped and a commission of inquiry was set up. Malema 
seized the opportunity to call once again for the nationalisation of the 
mining sector and to denounce collusion between the government, the 
black bourgeoisie, the unions and “large cap[ital]” companies (see 



Legalised corruption). 
 
‘We are free only on paper’ 
Observers wonder which will be the first to implode under social pressure: 
the ANC or Cosatu. But the forces involved are far more complex than a 
simple left-right divide, and are preventing a split. 
 
None of this interests Dumisane Goge, 20, who was “born free” — after the 
fall of the apartheid regime. He doesn’t plan to vote at the next general 
election, in 2014: “We are free only on paper,” he said. “The right to vote 
is meaningless when the choice is between the ANC and the ANC.” At 16, 
he spent four months in prison for robbing a shop with friends. Determined 
never to go back, he resumed his studies, passed his school leaving exams 
and enrolled on a marketing course in Cape Town, which he pays for by 
working part-time at a petrol station. He expects nothing from fat-cat 
politicians and is outraged that “Zuma is building a palace that will cost 
240 million rand [$31m] at Nkandla, his home village in KwaZulu Natal, 
when children in the schools don’t even have textbooks.” 
 
South Africa’s black bourgeoisie live far from the townships, and don’t 
spend their money there. Their taste for luxury and their wealth became 
apparent under Thabo Mbeki (president from 1999 to 2008), thanks to the 
rapid economic growth of the 2000s. But since Zuma came to power in 
2009, Archbishop Desmond Tutu (2) and the South African Council of 
Churches have been warning of a “moral decline”, of far greater concern 
than the price of the sunglasses worn by the “Gucci revolutionaries”. “It’s 
very obvious that many social relationships are motivated by greed,” said a 
black business lawyer, who asked to remain anonymous. “People talk 
about sex at the dinner table, and not just in connection with our 
polygamous president. Corruption is spreading...” A former senior manager 
at De Beers accused of corruption replied: “You get nothing for mahala 
[nothing].” 
 
Like riots by the poor, political assassinations don’t make the front page in 
South Africa. Yet in KwaZulu Natal, Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces, 
people kill for positions of power in which they are likely to be offered 
bribes and juicy commissions on public works contracts. Lydia Polgreen, 
head of The New York Times’s Johannesburg bureau, incurred the wrath of 
the ANC by describing this phenomenon (3). 
 
The rising violence is worrying in a country that is still a model of 
democracy in Africa. Before the last ANC congress, in December, members 
came to blows over the selection of candidates. Chairs were thrown in 
Eastern Cape Province, there were fist fights in North West Province and 
an armed gang interrupted an ANC meeting in a township in East Rand, 
near Johannesburg. Supporters of Zuma threatened violence against 
supporters of vice president Kgalema Motlanthe, who was standing for 
chairman of the party. ANC membership has grown rapidly over the last 
few months, prompting rumours that it was the votes of “ghost members” 
which gave Zuma his victory. Opinion polls had suggested that Motlanthe, 
seen as having greater integrity, was in the lead. 
 
The ANC, which won two-thirds of the votes in South Africa’s first 
democratic elections in 1994, serves as both government and opposition 
owing to a lack of other parties capable of asserting themselves in debate. 
Only the Democratic Alliance can make its voice heard. It is led by Helen 
Zille, 61, a white woman who is a former mayor of Cape Town and the 
serving premier of Western Cape Province. The party attracts white and 
mixed-race supporters, but is less successful with the black population. 
With 16.6% of the vote in 2009, it has only 67 of the 400 seats in South 



Africa’s parliament; the ANC has 264. 
 
Decided behind the scenes 
Years of secrecy, suspicion and infiltration by the special branch of the 
apartheid regime’s police have created a distinctive political culture 
within the ANC. “The important things are decided behind the scenes, not 
in public,” said South African political scientist William Gumede. Party 
unity is sacrosanct, even if yesterday’s enemy, the Afrikaner “Nats” 
(National Party), are no longer on the political scene. Revealing internal 
dissent to the outside world is still taboo, and the ANC’s relationship with 
the press is tense. 
 
Leftwing party members who believe the party is betraying its ideals often 
express themselves in veiled language. Cosatu’s secretary general 
Zwelinzima Vavi, who is among those most critical of Zuma is more direct. 
He has attacked the ANC’s “corruption, mediocrity, bad policies” and 
accused it of being a party that stands for “Absolutely No Consequences... 
whether it’s about flights, about textbooks, about corruption”, referring to 
the lack of accountability among the senior echelons of the party. He is 
suspected of wanting to launch a competing party and has received death 
threats. 
 
The power struggles within the ANC are both insidious and violent. After 
beating his rival Cyril Ramaphosa to the presidency in the 1990s, Mbeki 
fired Zuma, his vice president, who was on trial for rape and corruption. 
Zuma found it easy to present the charges as another conspiracy devised 
by a head of state known for dirty tricks. This allowed him to mobilise 
widespread support. 
 
Mbeki, a UK-educated technocrat, was seen as uncharismatic, out of touch 
with the people and unable to take criticism. Zuma presented himself as 
an authentic Zulu: he was polygamous, like some village chiefs in KwaZulu 
Natal, but very few city dwellers; he had earned his stripes in combat; his 
friends referred to him as a “true African” and a “political titan”. His 
election victory left the ANC deeply divided after the Polokwane congress 
of 2007. The first sign of dissent came in October 2008, when Mosiuoa 
“Terror” Lekota, a former minister loyal to Mbeki, founded a new party, 
the Congress of the People. He was immediately branded a traitor by the 
ANC and only won 7.42% of the vote in the general election of 2009. 
 
On the defensive 
Since Marikana, Zuma has repeatedly said there is no leadership crisis in 
South Africa. When he does not take refuge in denial, he is on the 
defensive. He hides behind anti-apartheid struggle songs such as Umshini 
Wam (Bring Me My Machine Gun) and Somlandela Luthuli (We Will Follow 
Luthuli — the only other Zulu to have been chairman of the ANC), and 
defends himself with statistics, such as the number of new houses built 
and households that now have water and electricity — though he never 
mentions the number of jobs created or of black South Africans who have 
graduated from university. 
 
Unemployment is officially 25.5% and social inequalities are only slowly 
being diminished. The “black diamonds” — the black middle class that 
emerged in the early 2000s and of whom economists had such great 
expectations — have turned out to be only “cubic zircs” (cubic zirconia — 
fake diamonds) as the harshest critics put it. According to leftwing 
Afrikaner economist Solomon Johannes Terreblanche, “ANC policies have 
created a black elite of 2 million, and a middle class of 6 million. The gap 
between these 8 million rich blacks and the 20-25 million poor people has 
grown dangerously wide.” 



 
Twenty years after the end of apartheid, South Africa’s whites still earn 
more than its blacks: six times more according to the 2011 survey; their 
average income is $49,275, compared with $8,100 for black households. 
There is no national minimum wage, but there are variable minimums in 
occupations identified by the government as being the most vulnerable, 
where trade unions are less active and workers are at the mercy of their 
employers: domestic servants, farm workers, cleaners, private security 
guards, taxi drivers and retail sector workers. The last pay increase for 
domestic servants was in December 2011, when minimum wages rose to 
1,625.70 rand ($216) a month for those working over 27 hours a week and 
1,152.32 rand ($155) for those working fewer than 27 hours. 
 
Social welfare — child allowance and old age benefits — is the only source 
of income for 54.7% of poor households, according to the results of a 
survey by Statistics South Africa in November, which also revealed that one 
South African in four does not have enough to eat. Several ANC ministers 
have opposed the introduction of a Basic Income Grant (BIG), a minimum 
income for physically able adults, whether employed or unemployed, 
which they see as a subsidy for “alcoholism and lottery tickets”. After 
more than a decade of discussion, the BIG has yet to be implemented. 
 
Meanwhile, the despair is evident. In Khayelitsha, some drown their 
sorrows with gospel music, others with dagga (cannabis), Mandrax 
(methaqualone) or tik (crystal methamphetamine).  
www.zcommunications.org 

 

“Another fine mess” Budget Crisis in the United States 

 
 

 
 

Rob Sewell 5 March 2013 
 
Whom the gods wish to destroy, they first make mad, goes the saying. It is 
an apt description of the warring factions of the US political 
establishment, especially the Republicans, who are engaged in a ferocious 
battle over the government budget, and to hell with the consequences. 
 
Astonishingly, like a scene from a Laurel and Hardy slapstick movie, this 
fiscal “war” between the Establishment parties threatens near paralysis in 
the world’s largest economy. 
 
As a result of a last-minute “compromise” deal to avoid a “fiscal cliff” in 
the stand-off in August 2011, the latest failure to reach a deal has forced 
the White House as of 1st March to introduce “sequestration”, a term 
describing automatic across board cuts in public spending (half from 
discretionary programmes and half from defence) to the tune of $85bn by 
September of this year, but amounting to $1.2 trillion over the next 
decade. These cuts will, with massive attacks especially on Medicare and 
welfare, deliver roughly a $2.5tn deficit reduction over these ten years. 
Even then, the total US debt as a percentage of GDP will continue to rise. 
 
While both Republicans and Democrats are united in the need for cuts and 
attacks on the working class, they are deeply divided over tactics on how 
best to carry them out. This failure to compromise and agree on such 
tactics, death by hanging or death by a thousand cuts, has produced the 
latest fiscal mess. 
 
“The sequester was written in a way that would ensure that Congress 



would never let it happen”, stated Jay Carney, a White House spokesman. 
But it has. 
 
This “sequestration” now risks derailing the present weak “recovery”. If 
implemented it will be a massive blow to the US economy, which has been 
struggling for nearly four years to drag itself out of the deepest slump. But 
with US growth at l.5% last year, cuts on such a scale, as we can see in 
Europe, will throw any recovery into reverse. Even now, the Congressional 
Budget Office projects only 1.4% growth in 2013, leaving aside the effects 
of sequestration. Some have described the present situation as a slow-
motion train wreck, which seems an accurate description. 
 
“I don’t anticipate a huge financial crisis,” said President Obama, with 
little confidence as he looks over the abyss. “But people are going to be 
hurt. The economy will not grow as quickly as it would have. 
Unemployment will not go down as quickly as it would have.” 
 
While the economy has experienced a small recovery, with the fall in last 
quarter’s GDP revised upwards to a 0.1% growth, things are looking very 
fragile. Growth in other parts of the world is faltering, starting with China. 
In Europe, we have austerity, rising unemployment and deepening 
recession. 
 
US consumer spending increased in January, but this looks like a blip, as 
incomes rose by 2.6% in December as companies moved to beat the payroll 
tax. This was immediately followed in January by the biggest fall in 
incomes in 20 years since 1993, with a drop of 3.6%. People are living off 
their savings, but this cannot last. The sequestration cuts will certainly eat 
into demand, pulling money out of the economy of people who spend it. 
 
The sequestration will be a big blow to this, with more than one million 
civilian federal workers could be given unpaid leave starting in April. Some 
800,000 civilian Pentagon workers will be sent home without pay. Each US 
state will face problems. In Virginia, 90,000 civilian defence staff will be 
put on unpaid leave. In Georgia, 4,180 children will not receive their 
routine vaccinations. In Texas, 930 teaching jobs will be cut. Fire fighters 
and police officers will be laid off as, in the words of Obama, the 
sequestration takes a “meat cleaver” to the US government. There will be 
a 9.4% cut in benefit cheques, especially hardest affecting the 3.8m 
Americans who have been unemployed for more than six months. There 
will be lay-offs of dairy inspectors which could paralyse the meat and dairy 
industry, creating scarcities and forcing up prices. “The effects will be 
significant, and people will feel them”, said John Hickenlooper, governor 
of Colorado. 
 
The sequestration cuts are across the board, affecting all government 
agency budgets, with few exceptions. This gives little room for manoeuvre. 
It was meant not to provide any flexibility, which some Republicans are 
worried about. “We have intelligence operations that could get slowed 
down or stopped”, said Mike Rogers, Republican chairman of the 
intelligence committee. “That’s a problem.” It will also affect defence 
spending. Federal workers will be the hardest hit. There is usually a 30-day 
notice period for unpaid leave, so those actions are likely to kick in in 
April, if the crisis is not resolved by then. 
 
A number of states are already on the brink of bankrupcy. The governor of 
Michigan has declared a fiscal emergency in Detroit, which could lead to 
municipal bankruptcy, the largest in US history. In November 2011, 
Jefferson County, Alabama, filed the largest bankruptcy to date, involving 
$3.14bn in bonds. Three Californian cities – San Bernardino, Mammoth Lake 



and Stockton – also filed for bankruptcy. Clearly more will follow suit. 
 
How did the American ruling class get itself into such a political deadlock? 
The Republican Party has almost changed beyond recognition over the last 
decade or more, with the rise of the Tea Party fundamentalists. These 
backwoods men and women are virulently opposed to any increase in 
spending and are demanding huge cuts, especially to health and welfare. 
They wield a large influence within the ranks of the Republican Party and 
have used their muscle to put pressure on the Republican Congress to 
systematically block any compromise over government spending. Obama 
and the Democrats are not innocent either. They agreed to the 
sequestration and added the threat of automatic cuts. They are in favour 
of making cuts, but want to increase taxes on the wealthiest, to which the 
Republicans are adamantly opposed. This has produced a series of crises 
and threatened shut-downs of government as agreement on the state 
budget has periodically broken down. 
 
In the past, the two parties of American big business have easily reached 
compromises. But as Sarah Binder of the Brookings Institution said: “that 
was when moderates made up about 30 to 40 per cent of both chambers.” 
That is not the case today. Many Republicans view Obama as a radical or 
“socialist”, which is clearly not the case. It shows how far Republican 
views have shifted, to the chagrin of the US ruling class, who want an end 
to this constant conflict. However, those involved see sequestration as the 
best place to pick a fight and “stand on principles”. 
 
In the past couple of years, instead of a comprehensive agreement, 
Congress and the White House have experienced a succession of rolling 
budget crises, forcing them to implement piecemeal deficit reduction 
steps. In January, they agreed on income tax increases for households 
earning more than $450,000 a year, the first time Republicans have voted 
for higher taxes in more than 20 years. At each crisis point, a last minute a 
compromise has been reached, but this is becoming more difficult with 
each new crisis. Republicans vowed that their January compromise would 
never be repeated. Relations have become embittered and there has been 
a real breakdown in relations between Obama and the Republican 
leadership in Congress. 
 
There seems to be no immediate solution. Even the President seems to 
think this could play out over weeks and months. “It may take a couple of 
weeks. It may take a couple of months”, he said. There appears to be an 
assumption that the deepening crisis and growing layoffs will knock heads 
together and produce a compromise as before. “Once the pain of 
sequestration begins and constituents begin to complain, politicians tend 
to bend quickly”, explained Chris Krueger, an analyst. This seems to be the 
most likely outcome, although they are playing a risky game, with 
Republican anti-taxation groups such as Americans for Prosperity and the 
Club for Growth barking at their heels. 
 
How long is this situation going to last? There is a new deadline on 27th 
March where Congress has to renew funding for the government, which, if 
left unresolved, would lead to a partial shutdown of federal agencies in 
addition to the sequestration cuts. They will want to avoid this at all costs, 
but both sides are into brinkmanship. They are in practise making it more 
difficult to strike a deal, but the alternative is too drastic to contemplate. 
 
Wall Street is clutching its head. The US Federal Reserve does not know 
which way to turn. One month they are proposing another round of 
quantitative easing, and the next they are fretting about the dangers of 
such a policy. In such uncertain and dangerous times as these, the ruling 



class cannot afford an on-going crisis. The most intelligent sections look 
with incredulity at the current position, but seem powerless to resolve it. 
The American bourgeoisie will need to take firm action to put an end to 
this mess and compel a “grand bargain”. While such action can temporarily 
resolve this or that crisis, they are presently stuck with their unstable 
political representatives, a sure recipe for dangerous disruption in the 
future. 
 
These days, the US governs by crisis, a reflection of the impasse of the 
system. This endemic crisis is not lost on the working class. Sooner or later 
they will see the need to break with the two-party system and create a 
political party of their own. Such a development would transform the 
situation in the United States. Socialism will inevitably find a rebirth on 
American soil and offer a real way out of this impending chaos. 
www.marxist.com 

 

Portugal: New explosion against austerity and the government 

 “Screw the Troika – the people are the best rulers” 
socialistworld.net 3 march 2013 
 
Yesterday, on 2 March, over 1.5 million people reclaimed Portugal’s streets, in what even the 
media has speculated may have been the country’s biggest ever demonstrations. With 800,000 in 
Lisbon, 400,000 in Porto, and tens of thousands more in over 30 cities, nationwide, the masses 
poured onto the streets, under the slogan “Screw the Troika – the people are the best rulers”. The 
marches gave an expression to the seething anger an ferment at the death spiral which the Troika’s 
puppet centre-right coalition government, led by Passos Coelho (conservative, PSD party), has 
imposed on the country through its vicious austerity policies.  
 
The demonstrations sent a clear message to the Troika – EU, ECB and IMF – as their representatives 
visited Lisbon for the seventh time to oversee the brutal cuts imposed on the country. As well as 
the need to stop the Troika, hundreds of thousands in front of the finance ministry expressed their 
demand to bring down the government. A protester is quoted by Euronews.com: “I just want to tell 
Passos Coelho that I have the right to scream and show everyone how revolted I am at his 
incompetence, mediocrity and dishonesty – at everything.” Another one adds: “If the government 
pays attention to what is happening and understands that the people are against them, they should 
get out. If not, this won’t stop.”  
 
The newspaper Publico quotes a demonstrator referring to Passos Coelho (which is not only the 
name of the Prime Minister, but also the Portuguese word for rabbit): “I’d rather have horse in my 
hamburgers, than rabbits [coelhos] in the government”.  
 
These demonstrations, bringing together workers, the poor and solidiers in every town of the 
country showed that the Portuguese people are up for a fight, and determined to force this 
government and its policies from the scene of history.  
 
Translate the anger into a strategy for victory  
The task now, in order to translate this massive popular will for change into victory, is for the 
building of a movement an strategy strong and militant enough to bring down the coalition, armed 
with the necessary ideas and programme to chart a way out of the mass misery of the capitalist 
crisis.  
 
A 24 hour general strike is needed as an immediate step towards an all out struggle to bring down 



the government.  
 
Last September, the same platform brought hundreds of thousands onto the streets, sending the 
government into disarray and forcing it to cancel important austerity announcements. However, the 
momentum was unfortunately not seized upon, by an escalating calendar of mobilisations to force 
the government out. The same mistake must not be repeated.  
 
Armenio Carlos, Secretary-General of CGTP (main trade union federation) is quoted from his speech 
on 2 March: “Today it is clear that this government has no political legitimacy, has no moral 
legitimacy, has no ethical legitimacy to continue to govern, because any visit, by any minister is 
followed with protests and demands for the resignation of the government. The government has 
became the problem that prevents the solution” (Euronews.com). However, Carlos is currently not 
giving a lead, to implement the steps necessary to bring down the hated politicians.  
 
The organisation of those who made history on 2 March 2013 into democratic committees of action 
in workplaces and communities, an immediate campaign to force the CGTP (main trade union 
federation) leaders into the calling of a general strike to bring down the government, the 
occupation of strategic buildings, the main workplaces etc., are no longer utopian dreams but 
urgent tasks of the hour. Given the revolutionary spirit and strength of the movement expressed on 
2 March, activists do not only have to put pressure on the trade union leaders for such a call, but 
should also move forward to build for it from below.  
 
If Coelho falls, what alternative?  
Alongside this, the mass left parties (Left Bloc and Communist Party, who already share almost 30% 
in polls) have been handed an historic responsibility to channel the movement through a political 
programme to end the misery of capitalism and austerity - a programme to refuse to pay the debt, 
no to austerity, nationalisation of the banks and commanding heights of the economy under 
workers’ control and management. Such a government could immediately inspire the struggles in 
Greece, Spain, Italy and all over Europe. It could link up for example with the Greek, Spanish and 
Italian workers in a joint battle to end the dictatorship of the Troika and the markets.  
 
This requires the urgent formation of a united front of the left parties, trade unions an social 
movements around a programme for a government of the workers and the poor, to refuse the 
payment of the debt and implement socialist policies.  
 
The demonstrations were literally soaked through with the legacy of the Portuguese revolution, of 
April 1974. Following on from the repeated singing of “Grandola Vila Morena”, in protest actions in 
last weeks, the demonstrations ended with the mass singing of this hymn of the 1974 revolution, in 
an emotional scene, reflecting how 38 years after the event, the capitalist crisis has dragged 
revolution back onto the agenda. The only lasting way to complete its legacy is to carry through the 
socialist revolution today.  
www.socialistworld.net 

Egyptian Debt Threatens Tahrir Square's Promise of Freedom 

 

As the U.S and the IMF apply pressure to the Egyptian government to cut public spending and 

pay a high interest rate on debts incurred during the previous regime, the Egyptian government 

targets international NGOs with repressive policies  
Shir Hever on the Real News Network 4 March 2012  
 
SHIR HEVER, ECONOMIST, ALTERNATIVE INFORMATION CENTER: It has been almost two years 



since the revolution in Egypt, the ousting of President Hosni Mubarak, and the beginning of a new 
era. 
 
 
 
The first democratic elections in Egypt were held, but the newly elected government now discovers 
that external forces are still in place, and if the government will not comply with the demands of 
global capital interests, dire consequences could apply to the Egyptian population. 
 
 
Egypt's referendum on the approval of a new constitution last December has passed with a small 
margin after only a third of Egyptians took part in the referendum.  
 
 
Yet in addition to the political controversy, Egypt's economic situation is in crisis. The Central Bank 
of Egypt published data comparing the economic situation in Egypt in February 11, 2013, to the 
same date two years ago. The numbers speak for themselves. Egypt lost nearly two-thirds of its 
foreign currency reserves, its currency has weakened, its balance of payments deficit has 
worsened, and unemployment has increased. 
 
 
According to Farah Halim, a journalist and blogger of the Rebel Economy blog, policies 
implemented by the Egyptian government included increasing hiring in the public sector in order to 
reduce unemployment and gain public support. 
 
 
Energy subsidies have been a way by which the government could ease the costs of living and 
support local industry even before the revolution. 
 
 
The Egyptian Ministry of Finance, however, admitted on February 16 that the money for the 
subsidies is running out. 
 
 
Egypt has accumulated a debt burden of 80 percent of its GDP. Such a high debt rate makes it 
vulnerable to international pressure. Merely paying the interest on the public debt consumes a 
quarter of all of public spending. 
 
 
Egypt's overall budget deficit is expected to increase in 2013 to EGP 135 billion. Therefore, interest 
payments could quickly take up a larger portion of the public spending, dealing an additional blow 
to the standard of living in Egypt. 
 
 
Nothing demonstrates the external pressure which restrict Egypt's economic decision-making better 
than the U.S. intervention. The U.S. supports the Egyptian army with FMF (foreign military 
financing) of approximately $2 billion annually, making it the second biggest recipient of aid from 
the U.S. after Israel. 
 
 
This money does not flow into the Egyptian economy. The Egyptian army must use it to purchase 
weapons from the U.S. military companies. It does, however, give the U.S. significant influence 



over the Egyptian military. This influence was used to keep Mubarak in power between 1981 and 
2011. 
 
 
Egypt, which was once able to supply its food needs locally, has become increasingly dependent on 
food imports over the last decades because Mubarak's government favored the business class and 
allowed much of Egypt's fertile lands to become desert. Today Egypt must import more than half of 
its wheat from abroad. The U.S. exports to Egypt a quarter of Egypt's wheat consumption, and 
France is the second biggest source of wheat for Egypt. 
 
 
In February 10, the U.S. ambassador to Egypt, Anne Patterson, was not shy in making public 
demands for policy changes from the Egyptian government. She demanded that Egypt will conclude 
an agreement with the IMF (the International Monetary Fund), that Egypt will cut back on energy 
subsidies to the population, and that it will honor the financial obligations of the previous regime, 
essentially paying the debts incurred by the non-democratic Mubarak presidency. 
 
 
Another way by which foreign interests are involved in the Egyptian economy is through non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) and governmental agencies. Such organizations operate using 
foreign funding, and provide various projects in Egypt, including development projects, 
humanitarian assistance, and projects for promoting human-rights. 
 
 
The Morsi government in Egypt is highly suspicious of these organizations and has taken steps to 
reduce their influence over Egyptian politics. Workers in many NGOs were encouraged to leave the 
country. Several offices were closed. The Egyptian government is now drafting a new law to restrict 
the operations of NGOs. 
 
 
On the one hand, foreign aid disbursed through NGOs can be a subversive method to exert influence 
on the Egyptian political sphere and to exert pressure on the Egyptian government to play by the 
rules of global capitalism, meaning, for example, to abide by demands of the IMF and to repay 
debts which have been extracted from Egypt through corruption by a non-democratic government. 
 
 
On the other hand, curbing NGO activity also harms local civil society and threatens the democratic 
process in Egypt. It raises questions about freedom of speech, freedom of organizations, and the 
ability of Egypt's civil society to maintain links with the civil society in the rest of the world. 
 
 
From an economic point of view, these NGOs support impoverished Egyptians, and provide 
employment for the Egyptian middle class. Egypt's economy is dependent on foreign aid, which has 
already been dropping considerably because of the international economic crisis, from $22 per 
Egyptian in 2008 to only $7 dollars in 2010 on the eve of the revolution. 
 
 
The Egyptian government must now choose between complying with international pressure, 
implementing austerity programs, and worsening the social conditions in Egypt, or defaulting on its 
debts and bracing itself for severe sanctions from the U.S. and international institutions. 
therealnews.com 



The Afghan People Are Fed Up 

 
 

 
 

An Interview with Malalai Joya 
Malalai Joya and Elsa Rassbach 2 March 2013 
 
Malalai Joya, 34, first gained international attention in 2003 when she 
spoke out publicly against the domination of warlords. She was at that 
time serving as an elected delegate to the Loya Jirga that was convened to 
ratify the Constitution of Afghanistan; in 2005 she became one of 68 
women elected to the 249-seat National Assembly, or Wolesi Jirga, and 
was the youngest member of the Afghan parliament. 
 
In 2007 she again spoke out against former warlords and war criminals in 
the Afghan parliament and was thereupon suspended from the parliament. 
Since then she has survived many assassination attempts. She travels in 
Afghanistan with armed guards and has worked tirelessly on behalf of 
Afghan women and to end the occupation of her country. 
 
She has received broad international recognition. In 2010, Time Magazine 
placed Malalai Joya on their annual list of the 100 most influential people 
in the world, and Foreign Policy Magazine in listed her in its annual list of 
the Top 100 Global Thinkers. In March, 2011, The Guardian listed her 
among Top 100 women: activists and campaigners. Her most recent book is 
Raising My Voice. 
 
I first met Malalai in 2007 in Berlin, after she was invited to speak in the 
German Parliament (see http://www.zcommunications.org/the-war-on-
terror-is-a-mockery-by-elsa-rassbach), and we've met again during some 
of her further visits to Europe. This interview is based on our conversation 
during her most recent visit to Berlin and subsequent email 
correspondence between us. 
 
RASSBACH: Last month in Paris representatives of the Taliban for the first 
time met with their former enemies of the Northern Alliance, the 
collection of militias that fought them in the 1990s and eventually helped 
the U.S. to oust the Taliban regime. Now President Obama has invited 
Afghan President Hamid Karzai to meet with him in Washington on 
January 11th. 
 
What do you make of this? 
 
JOYA: To make the current puppet regime in Kabul more powerful, the 
U.S. and NATO have been trying to bring together three groups that 
emerged during three criminal periods of war in Afghanistan: the warlords, 
the Taliban, and some of those who served the hated Russian occupation.  
 
Both the Taliban and the Northern Alliance warlords are long-time allies of 
the West. These groups are criminal, dark-minded, and reactionary to the 
core. In their lust for power, they are ready to sacrifice national interests 
of Afghanistan to any foreign power. 
 
The Taliban and the Northern Alliance warlords are responsible for much of 
the suffering of the Afghan people. They are like a wolf and a vulture and 
can never be regarded part of a “solution” to Afghanistan’s tragedy. Our 
people want them prosecuted as traitors and war criminals. But the West 
wants to “unite” them and impose them on our nation. Joining this dirty 
mafia regime are some of the ex-Russian puppets, the Khalq and the 
Parcham, who tortured and killed countless innocent democratic-minded 
people. Such unity may serve the U.S./NATO interests in Afghanistan, but 



will lead to another reign of terror and brutalities upon our poor people. 
 
As history shows, the U.S. has relied on criminals, dictators, human rights 
violators, and reactionary forces in many other countries of the world. 
Recently in Libya the U.S. and NATO supported fundamentalists who are 
worse than Qaddafi; in Syria they are supporting Al-Qaeda and other such 
dirty groups. So it is not surprising that they are once again working with 
the Taliban and with Hekmatyar and other criminals in my country. 
 
It was the U.S. that brought the warlords into power in Kabul, and the 
U.S./NATO puppet Karzai is even more shameless than previous Afghan 
puppets of the British and the Russians. While the puppets of Russia and 
Britain negotiated behind closed doors, Karzai is publicly selling 
Afghanistan to a foreign master. The so-called strategic agreements like 
the Bilateral Security Agreement provide for long-term U.S./NATO military 
bases in Afghanistan. The U.S. wants to remain in Afghanistan because of 
its geopolitical location: to be able to control other Asian powers like 
Pakistan, Iran, Russia and China. 
 
Karzai and Obama are working on an outline of an agreement for legalizing 
permanent military bases in Afghanistan. But as long as we have foreign 
military bases in our country, we have no independence. And when we 
have no independence, we have nothing, and all talk of democracy, human 
rights and women's rights is a joke. Afghanistan is the second most corrupt 
country in the world. And Afghanistan is the worst place to be a woman, 
according to a recent international study. They are looting our rich mineral 
deposit mines worth three trillion dollars, and they are raking in money 
from the drug trade. 
 
For the U.S. government, the wellbeing of the Afghan people has no value 
at all. The U.S. elites just want relative stability in order to continue the 
occupation and maintain military bases in Afghanistan without much 
trouble. If “stability” can be achieved by empowering the worst enemies 
of Afghan people, they are ready to do this. After all, the U.S. schemes to 
interfere with and control Afghanistan did not begin with 9/11. They go 
back for decades. 
 
What means has the U.S. used to interfere with and control Afghanistan? 
 
The warlords who were put into power in Kabul by the U.S. are extremist 
fundamentalists. In the 1980s, during the Cold War, they received much 
financing and support from the ISI (the Inter-Services Intelligence agency 
of Pakistan) and from the CIA to fight the Soviets. The warlords were 
known to be misogynists; for example, one of their leaders was Gulbuddin 
Hekmatyar (founder of Hezb-e Islami), a fanatic who in the early 1970s 
ordered his followers to throw acid into the faces of Afghan women who 
refused to wear burkas in Kabul.  
 
The U.S. government supported and nourished these fundamentalists to 
kill democratic, leftist, secular and progressive people in Afghanistan. 
Eight fundamentalist parties were created -- seven in Pakistan and an 
eighth in Iran -- and each of them wanted to be the one in power. After 
they ousted the Soviet-backed regime in Afghanistan, they conducted a 
brutal civil war among themselves in Afghanistan from 1992 to 1996. Alone 
in Kabul the warlords killed more than 65,000 innocent people and turned 
the city into ashes. 
 
In the 1990s, the CIA provided financing to the ultra-fundamentalist 
Taliban and encouraged Pakistan and Saudi Arabia to support the Taliban 
in their drive to power; in 1996, the Taliban defeated the warlords and 



ruled Afghanistan for five years.  
 
In 2001, after ousting the Taliban regime with the help of the warlords, 
the U.S. government announced that it had learned from past mistakes and 
would not empower Islamic fundamentalism again. But in reality they are 
still helping the brutal fundamentalists and imposing the old criminals and 
looters upon us. Islamic fundamentalism is once again the main tool in the 
hands of the U.S. to control Afghanistan, to suppress progressive and 
freedom-loving forces of my country, and to stop the emergence of a 
powerful democratic anti-occupation movement. 
 
The power of media has been another effective way for the U.S. to 
mislead Afghans, especially the youth, to say yes to the occupation and to 
the continuing presence of foreign military bases in Afghanistan. Over the 
past eleven years, the U.S. has promoted media in Afghanistan and has 
spent large sums of money on propaganda and “soft war.” Almost all the 
major media outlets in the country are under U.S. control. A large 
majority of the Afghan people is illiterate, and we have no independent, 
progressive media to neutralize and counteract the pro-U.S. media. 
 
The NGOs are another tool of the U.S. and other NATO countries in 
Afghanistan. Through financing NGOs, they buy the loyalty of some Afghans 
and use them as their puppets to advance their agenda in Afghanistan. 
Unfortunately, there are many Afghans, especially intellectuals, who are 
paving the way for a continued U.S./NATO occupation. 
 
There are many reports that the U.S. and NATO want to keep a significant 
troop presence in Afghanistan well after 2014. But if all the foreign 
troops were to leave, would there be civil war in Afghanistan? 
 
There is already a civil war, a dangerous civil war. Whether the foreign 
troops stay or leave, war is going on. The presence of foreign troops only 
makes our struggle for justice harder, because the occupiers empower 
reactionary warlords -- and now also empower Taliban, along with killers 
from the past Russian puppet regime. At least if the foreign troops leave, 
one of the biggest evils will be gone. Then we will face internal enemies. 
If the occupation leaves, at least the Taliban will not get more powerful. If 
the troops honestly leave, the backbone of these terrorists will break. 
They will become like orphans, because their godfather is the U.S., which 
was also the godfather of Al Qaida.  
 
We are fed up with the so-called helping hand of the U.S. and NATO that is 
used to justify occupation. The mother and father of all these tragedies is 
the occupation itself and the U.S./NATO support of the killers of my 
people. When the occupation leaves, these fundamentalists will get weak. 
They have no roots in the heart of the people, and their backbone will 
break. If the U.S. stops helping terrorists and killers, then they may not be 
in a position to wage a civil war and destroy Afghanistan like they did in 
90’s. 
 
So the first request of the people is: Leave Afghanistan and stop supporting 
our enemies. 
 
Have you seen any improvements at all for the people under the 
U.S./NATO occupation, for example in the situation of women? 
 
The situation of women in Afghanistan was used as an excuse for the U.S. 
and NATO to occupy our country. But it is clear they were not fighting on 
behalf of women, because they have put into power the reactionary 
warlords who are sworn enemies of women. If your family were bombed in 



a wedding party or your daughter raped by Taliban, what would be your 
reaction? And you want to negotiate with them? 
 
There is no question that some schools and universities have been built 
during the U.S./NATO occupation, and some money has been given to the 
Karzai regime for projects on behalf of women's and human rights. 
Meanwhile, tens of thousands of civilians, most of them women and 
children, have been killed during these eleven years of occupation. They 
even used white phosphorous; they even bombed wedding parties.  
 
In comparison to the dark period of the medieval-minded Taliban, today 
there is now a Ministry of Women, and 25% of the representatives in the 
parliament are women. But the female representatives have mainly a 
symbolic function, and little is done for ordinary women. In the larger 
cities like Kabul and Herat, women have some jobs and education, but in 
most of Afghanistan their lives are hell. The media don't write much about 
the many women who are raped or stoned to death in public. Hundreds of 
schools have been closed, and even in Kabul women don't have security 
going to school; in many provinces acid is thrown in their faces. In most 
places killing a woman is still as easy as killing a bird. 
 
Due to lack of justice and pressure on women, last year 2300 suicide cases 
were recorded among Afghan women, which has no parallel in our history. 
 
These warlords are misogynists, just like the Taliban, and they don't want 
women's rights in Afghanistan; a few token fundamentalist ladies wearing 
beautiful clothes should not fool people. And many of the women who 
have positions, who run NGOs, are corrupt and have received money from 
the occupation; they betray the truth and justify the U.S. occupation and 
are even ready to negotiate with the Taliban. Through this, the situation 
of women will become more bloody and more of a disaster. 
 
Under the U.S./NATO occupation, there is day by day a widening gap 
between rich and poor. A small percentage of drug-lords, warlords and 
corrupt officials have everything in their hands while a large majority of 
the people suffers from poverty and unemployment. Under the occupation, 
Afghanistan has become the biggest producer of opium and heroin in the 
world. With the efforts of the U.S. and NATO, Afghanistan has become the 
capital of the world drug Mafia and also now tops the list of the world's 
most corrupt countries (according to a recent study by Transparency 
International). All of the “achievements, if any, that can be attributed to 
the occupation are spoiled by these shameful epidemics that have had and 
will continue to have a long-run disastrous effect on the whole society. 
 
Where do you place your hopes for the future of Afghanistan? 
 
I tell people, don't just see two fronts like the Taliban vs. the occupation 
or the warlords vs. the occupation. There is a third front of democratic-
minded intellectuals, activists, parties, organizations, groups, and 
individuals. Focus on them. 
 
The Afghan people are fed up. Fundamentalism and occupation are no 
longer accepted among the common people because of the brutalities and 
savagery they have experienced over the past decade. There is more 
openness, now, to progressive and democratic organizations and ideas. 
With the passage of time, I hope for the emergence of a powerful justice-
loving alternative in Afghanistan. The U.S. is the main obstacle towards 
the development of such democratic forces. 
 
Some people are deceived by the anti-imperialist banner of the Taliban, 



and education is in fact the key to get rid of all of these miseries, all of 
this ignorance. I remember someone called me when I was in Kabul and 
said, Oh my sister, I am in the mountains. I support you. I agree with you. 
You are against occupation. You are against these warlords. I went to the 
Taliban to take my revenge against the warlords -- and he told me a long 
story on the telephone. I said, Please come down from the mountains. 
Don't go with the Taliban. Going with one terrorist to take revenge on 
another terrorist makes no sense. They are deceiving you. He said, Yes, I 
agree with you, but there is no way for me. And I discussed with him. This 
is part of the important role of democratic-minded activists.  
 
When women learn to read and write, many of them become extraordinary 
activists, and these brave women are running projects and organizations 
that are really working on behalf of women's and human rights, like RAWA, 
like OPAWC, like the Social Association of Afghan Justice Seekers, and a 
few others that I know who are also justice-seekers. And now women are 
even coming onto the streets and demonstrating, wearing the burka, in 
resistance against the U.S. and NATO and also against the Islamic 
fundamentalists. This is a positive example and a source of hope. In the 
history of Afghanistan, we have never before seen this kind of activism by 
women.  
 
In different parts of Afghanistan there are small protests -- in Kabul, in 
Jalalabad, in Helmand Province and in Farah Province, and in many other 
places -- and for the first time women are joining these protests. I hope 
that with time, there will be a broader movement in Afghanistan like in 
many of the Arab countries. It will take time.  
 
As the great German writer Bertolt Brecht said, Those who struggle may 
fail. Those who do not struggle have already failed. 
 
If you were invited to speak to the U.S. and NATO officials, what would 
you say? 
 
Stop this criminal war in my country as soon as possible. Your war, waged 
under a fake banner of human rights and democracy, is in fact a war 
against poor Afghan people. You are not only traitors to the Afghan 
people, but to your own people as well. You are stealing from the pockets 
of poor Americans and Europeans and wasting billions of dollars on killing 
and looting in order to safeguard only the interests of a very small, elite 
minority. You have a massive war and propaganda machine to sell your 
lies. But the world's conscience, which includes a large number of U.S. 
antiwar veterans, is against you: you can’t overturn it by any means. So 
your war machinery is doomed to fail, and the toiling people of the world 
will win. 
www.zcommunications.org 
 
Elsa Rassbach is a US journalist and filmmaker based in Berlin, Germany. 
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The Case for Open Access Academic Publication 
Glenn Ashton  27 February 2013 
 
 
A metamorphosis is underway in making knowledge from institutions of 
higher learning accessible to all. This change is the open access (OA) 



revolution. 
 
Most new knowledge emerges not from industrial research, but from within 
the hallowed halls of academia, from our universities, technological 
institutes and affiliated research organs. The breakthroughs and 
innovations made in these institutions benefit us in many ways beyond the 
narrow focus of commercial adoption. 
 
In the USA, 58% of basic research emanates from academia. In developing 
nations that proportion is significantly higher. The largest single financial 
contributor to higher learning and thus academic research remains the 
state, followed by institutional fees, then industry funding. The state pays 
approximately 40% of all university costs in South Africa, 30% in the USA. 
This provides a potent incentive and motivation to ensure academic 
research is publicly available. 
 
However there is a fundamental problem in how this information is shared 
at present. The primary means of sharing new knowledge, research or 
critique is traditionally through publication in what are known as peer-
reviewed academic journals. These are publications where experts in the 
field examine and approve articles for publication. 
 
The problem with this venerable system, which dates back to the 17th 
century, is that academic journals have become increasingly inaccessible, 
especially to those working outside narrow specialist fields of interest. 
This is mainly due to spiralling costs. 
 
While journal costs used to be reasonable they increased four times faster 
than inflation between 1996 and 2010. This was mainly the result of 
monopolistic behaviour within a consolidated, commercially oriented 
academic publishing industry. 
 
Access to a single journal article can now cost hundreds of Rands, making 
it unaffordable to most. The biggest line item on university library budgets 
is subscription to academic journals. Large South African universities pay 
around R40 million per year, sometimes buying back the same information 
they have generated. Even Harvard University has stated it can no longer 
afford to keep paying for all of its subscriptions. The impacts on 
educational systems are dire, especially in developing nations. 
 
Clearly the existing system is broken and counter-productive. We cannot 
deny that cutting-edge, publicly funded information should be harnessed 
for the broadest possible social benefit. 
 
Research shows that academic institutions have been perceived, 
especially since the 2008 economic crisis, as exclusive, cloistered 
institutions with limited broader social relevance. This is not only because 
of self-referential logic but more because people cannot actually see what 
highly paid academics produce and more importantly, what relevance their 
output has. 
 
Over the past two decades there has been a fundamental realisation as to 
the extent of these problems along with a corresponding shift to address 
them. What is now known as “open access” or OA publication has become 
more broadly accepted and promoted 
throughout academia. 
 
This shift has arisen both from within, as the scope of the problem has 
dawned on academics, and from without, as the utility and spread of the 
Internet has been integrated into the modern world. In short, hard-copy 



printed text is no longer essential to disseminate information. The internet 
has made previously inaccessible information far more readily available. 
 
The start of open access academic publication was driven by various 
visionaries during the later part of the 20th century. This reached critical 
mass during the 1990s. The collective aim was to make relevant research 
available to the broadest possible audience, for free. The philosophical 
underpinnings of the OA movement were reinforced by various national 
initiatives such as the Bromley principles of full and open access, which 
became established US policy. This shift was eventually enshrined in three 
major international agreements, collectively known as the BBB 
agreements, after being finalised respectively in Budapest, Bethesda and 
Berlin. 
 
The underlying assumption of the BBB principles is that access to published 
information must be available free of cost. However the agreements go 
somewhat further. If work is OA, then the copyright holder(s) consent to 
others not only using the work, but also allow the distribution, 
transmission and public display of the work, in any digital medium, for any 
responsible purpose, as long as authorship is attributed. 
 
These principles have much in common with the philosophy behind open 
source, non-proprietary computer code managed under the GNU general 
public licence, from which the Linux programme kernel emerged. Equally, 
the simultaneous development of principles like copyleft, a counter to 
copyright, along with the now well-established creative commons licence 
system has enabled the publication of printed and electronic media under 
similar conditions to the BBB principles. However open source is not 
identical to open access: they are more cousins than siblings. 
 
The consequence is that published knowledge has become far more 
accessible, encouraging innovation. Research shows how significant 
demand for access to OA academic articles and data emanates from the 
general public, not only from within academia. The German government 
estimates that at least 35%of the workforce is employed in “knowledge 
intensive services”, providing 37% of the entire added value chain. Clearly, 
intellectual property and the knowledge economy have direct bearing on 
the real economy. 
 
OA has been embraced by both governments and large international 
institutions like the World Bank and the UN Educational and Scientific 
Organisation (UNESCO). In South Africa the charge has been led through 
institutional change in large universities, notably Stellenbosch University 
which hosted the Berlin ten year conference in 2012 and which 
financially supports open access publication. Other Universities are 
gradually shifting in this direction, some faster than others. 
 
The Department of Science and Technology actively supports the process 
and was instrumental in aligning South Africa with the SciELO open access 
platform developed in Brazil, which now links Africa and the Americas. 
Despite this the South African government has failed to yet establish a 
coherent national OA policy. 
 
One exciting aspect of the shift toward OA publication is the degree to 
which several established publications have embraced the concept. This is 
by no means universal, with some organised opposition to the concept, 
mainly on self-interested financial grounds. Beside the rapid 
establishment of OA journals like the Public Library of Science (PLoS), 
established, reputable publishers like Springer have started the inevitable 
shift, while others such as like Elsevier and JStor have demonstrated 



resistance to true OA principles. They have consequently come in for 
significant 
academic flak and even boycotts. 
 
An important consideration in evaluating the shift toward OA is the 
estimation of credibility of any publication. If an article has not been 
properly reviewed, or is published in a lesser journal that has neither the 
reputation nor the “impact factor” of more cited publications, credibility 
can be diminished. The increasing relevance of so-called “almetric” 
services, which measure the impact of research across the web has begun 
to displace the primacy of impact factors. 
 
OA advocate Aaron Swartz recently became something of a martyr in the 
cause of open access, after relentless persecution by both Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and the US Department of Justice was implicated 
in triggering his suicide. Each of these institutions have subsequently 
reconsidered their polices around OA. Swartz was prosecuted for 
systematically distributing restricted JStor academic publications onto an 
open access database. His death prompted the drafting of “Aaron’s 
Law” which proposes to remove “terms of service” contractual obligations 
from felony criminal sanction. 
 
These seismic shifts in the dissemination of information collectively 
illustrate the extent to which the doors of learning are indeed opening to 
all, or at least to those with access to the internet. Now attention is 
focused on making OA available on mobile devices. Never in history have 
technological advances provided such massive impetus for egalitarian 
change toward open access to scholarship and learning. While the battle is 
far from over, academic publishing will never be the same again. 
http://allafrica.com/stories/201302271126.html 
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Mauro Vanetti 28 February 2013 
 
In a period of crisis and decline of capitalism, to many people religion is 
the one certainty to cling on to. But if the Pope himself is no longer 
convinced he can keep his position until his death, this illusion of solidity 
begins to break down. The effect of the surprise announcement of his 
retirement by Pope Benedict XVI on the consciousness of over a billion 
Roman Catholics is going to be that of a spiritual earthquake, and it is 
surely going to have political consequences too. 
 
Pope Benedict XVIThe last time a Pope abdicated his position before 
Benedict XVI was in 1415, when Gregory XII retired with the purpose of 
recomposing the Western Schism, a forty-year long split between the 
Church of Rome and the Church of Avignon. The papal spokesman himself 
has ruled out serious health issues behind the 2013 abdication. It seems 
that this pontiff’s resignation is also based on a profound split within the 
Catholic Church and particularly within the Roman Curia, i.e. the 
government of the Church and the administrative apparatus of its 
miniature theocracy. 
 
The material basis of the Church 
The Catholic Church is organised like a cross between an old feudal 
monarchy and a modern political party. In a world dominated by the 
capitalist mode of production, it plays the role of collective ideologue on 



behalf of the bourgeoisie, influencing 1.2 billion people on all continents. 
To carry out this reactionary task it employs, in addition to the lay 
personnel working in its bodies and the structures it controls, an apparatus 
of more than 400,000 priests (half of them concentrated in Europe), 
750,000 nuns etc. In the USA alone over a million men and women work for 
the Roman Catholic Church, in one way or another. 
 
This enormous propaganda machine is financed mainly in three ways: with 
donations in money, in kind and through voluntary work (including the 
work of monks and nuns, who – at least on paper – are not entitled to own 
anything personally); with the rent from the enormous estates it owns; and 
through parasitism on the finances of some states, notably the Italian 
Republic. But these sources of finance are becoming more and more 
obstructed. 
 
The decline in “vocations” has forced the European Church to import 
clergy en masse from the Third World. The quota of Catholics in the world 
population is stagnating at 17%, however this hides the steep qualitative 
reduction of adherence to religious precepts and liturgy, which translates 
into scarcer donations and a weakening of the transmission of the faith 
across generations. 
 
The statistics show how most Catholics do not attend the Holy Mass weekly 
and in many countries the attendance figures are steadily shrinking; in 
Italy in 1995-2000 48% of adult Catholics declared that they were following 
this fundamental prescript, in 2005-2008 only 36% were doing so. Such data 
also do not reflect the real situation. For instance, a poll commissioned by 
the Vatican itself in a central-Sicily diocese actually organised a physical 
headcount of how many among those who said they go to church every 
Sunday (30%) are actually doing so. The result showed that only about half 
of them (18%) were actually attending mass. 
 
Between1990 and 2010 the number of children being Confirmed went down 
by 18% in Europe, although this was compensated for by an increase in the 
Third World; the amount of First Communions has declined so steeply in 
the advanced countries that it has led to a global fall of 5% in the same 
time span. 
 
The relative growth of the Church in some underdeveloped areas of the 
globe cannot sustain the costs of its weakening in the West. In those 
countries that are economically decisive for the Church, the faithful 
themselves do not seem particularly attached to it; according to a 2005 
opinion poll, 44% of Italian Catholics are of the opinion that the Church 
does not give adequate answers to the problems of family life. In Northern 
Italy in 2011 civil marriages had already overtaken religious marriages. 
Similar statistics can be found for the Catholic population of most Western 
countries, including Spain and Ireland. 
 
There is also a growing hostility of public opinion against ecclesiastic 
privileges, especially outrageous in times of crisis and in those countries 
with a Catholic majority, but it is significant also in countries like the USA, 
where such privileges are shared among myriads of Christian 
denominations and other faith organisations. 
 
Combine all this with the competition from more modern and aggressive 
Churches and the threats to the stability of the Vatican’s cash flow can be 
easily understood. This has made the Vatican more and more dependent on 
the reinvestment of its capital resources in financial operations, exploiting 
the possibility of using their statelet in Rome as a tax haven and an 
international money launderer. The instrument for such risky transactions 



is the IOR, a private bank based in the Holy See under the direct control of 
the Pope. This bank was created in 1929 in order to efficiently manage the 
funds coming in from the Fascist State after the Lateran Pacts between 
Italian State and the Vatican were signed by Mussolini and the Pope’s 
prime minister. There could be no better illustration of the close link 
between the “money changers in the temple” and the most reactionary 
aspects of capitalism. 
 
Court intrigues 
In 2006 Joseph Ratzinger picked Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone as his new 
secretary of state, i.e. prime minister. Bertone had already been 
“working” with Ratzinger in the Roman Inquisition, and they were allies in 
the 2005 conclave (the papal conclave is the cardinals’ congress that 
elects a new Pope). From that position over the years he has accumulated 
remarkable power that he has been using most recklessly against the 
growing ranks of his enemies within the papal court. 
 
It is in the context of a sharp conflict between Bertone’s faction and his 
opponents in the Curia (like Cardinal Sodano, Cardinal Ruini and other 
“Woytylians”) that the Vatileaks scandal erupted. This scandal consisted in 
a series of leaks about two main questions: the dirtiness of Vatican 
finances and the imminence of a pontifical succession. 
 
Since 2008 Cardinal Bertone has been the head of the governing body of 
the IOR. From there, he has been opposing all attempts by the Italian 
central bank and the Council of Europe to make the IOR’s workings less 
opaque. Basically, at present, anybody can anonymously open a bank 
account there by using a clergyman accomplice as a proxy. Since 2010 a 
series of scandals emerged, exposing how the IOR is the favourite partner 
of several Italian and European big banks for black transactions. In 
December 2010, 23 million euros belonging to a nameless IOR client were 
frozen by the Italian authorities. 
 
The unfolding of the economic crisis meant that the banking authorities 
were less willing to be tolerant towards the IOR’s way of operating, acting 
in utter papal deregulation, tax-free and in total disregard for 
international regulations. The situation got so bad that the Italian 
authorities forcibly switched off all ATMs in the Vatican City. Rumours, 
reported by the daily paper La Repubblica as originating in the Roman 
Curia, say that the ATM blockade and the resignation of Benedict XVI are 
closely linked. 
 
In 2009, Ratzinger and Bertone named as president of the IOR Ettore Gotti 
Tedeschi, a banker supportive of the “free-market Catholic theory” who 
holds that the current economic crisis is caused by abortion and 
contraception. However, when Gotti Tedeschi tried to interfere with the 
workings of the bank in order to make them a bit more transparent, he 
came up against a brick wall. It is the same wall that stopped archbishop 
Viganò when, after being placed in charge of sorting out the huge budget 
deficit of the Holy See, he ended up stepping on the toes of too many 
corrupt high priests. The name of this brick wall is Marco Simeon. He is a 
minion of Cardinal Bertone (rumours say he is his son!) who schemed for 
the dismissal of Viganò and, later, Gotti Tedeschi. 
 
The leaks are likely to have started as a reprisal against the “Bertonian 
party”. Explicit letters by Viganò were circulated to the press; detailed 
information on the conflict unfolding within the IOR was revealed. 
Journalists even got hold of a classified document written for Pope 
Benedict, in which it is reported that a Sicilian cardinal had spoken to 
some Chinese ecclesiastics predicting a new Pope before 2013. The 



Chinese understood it as a murder threat, but in hindsight it sounds 
arguably as a reference to the coming abdication. In this document, 
Cardinal Angelo Scola, archbishop of Milan and a sworn enemy of Bertone, 
is also indicated as the designated successor of Ratzinger. The 
whistleblower was also identified: hilarious as it might sound, the guilty 
individual turns out to be the butler! The pope’s personal butler was then 
arrested by the Vatican Gendarmerie – an unprecedented event in itself – 
on 24 May. That same day, Gotti Tedeschi is dumped. 
 
The butler maintained that he would trigger Vatileaks with the goal of 
protecting the Church and the Pope himself from the enemy within: greed 
and corruption... and its secretary of state. It is worth noting that the trial 
ended with a sentence, but the pontiff pardoned the butler. Some explain 
the abdication of Ratzinger as an extreme measure to untangle the Curia 
from the suffocating grip of Bertone. It would not be easy, and Ratzinger 
did not seem keen, to fire the secretary of state, but if the Pope quits 
then his prime minister must quit at once, and he may not be confirmed if 
the conclave settles a new balance of power. Apparently, Bertone is using 
these last days before 28 February – the announced abdication date – to 
place his minions in key positions; significantly enough, he rushed to have 
a fresh new group of obedient Bertonians take over the management of 
the IOR. Everything indicates an exacerbation of the internal struggle. 
 
Popes change, problems remain 
Joseph Ratzinger’s election represented a departure from the line of John 
Paul II, based on universalism, ecumenism and an attempt at appealing 
more to the youth. As Marxists, we know that Karol Wojtyła’s policy was no 
less reactionary: the Polish pope opened his reign under the banner of 
blatant anti-Communism and bigotry, and that the fake anti-capitalist and 
anti-imperialist postures adopted after the collapse of the USSR and during 
the war in Iraq were actually used to occupy political space on the left and 
to divert millions of youth into the sterile ground of mass gatherings at the 
World Youth Day, pulling them away from the struggle against capitalism. 
This manoeuvre, however, revealed its limits with the so-called anti-
globalisation movement, when the attempted Catholic hijacking of the 
movement yielded very meagre results. As a matter of fact, the fake anti-
capitalism of Wojtyła did not even manage to hinder the leftward shift in 
Latin America, and ecumenism failed to significantly slow down the march 
of other religions and new sects. Despite Wojtyła’s intentions, his alleged 
openness did not effectively counter the weakened influence of the 
Catholic dogma, and at the end of the day it merely made the numerous 
black sheep in the Catholic flock go along with the prevailing trends. To 
the cardinals attending the conclave, the election of Ratzinger must have 
tasted like black coffee after a night of binge boozing. 
 
The election of this German theologian was an obscurantist choice that 
implied a shift in focus back to the hard core of conservative true 
believers. It was a provincial choice which was aimed at looking after the 
greedy interests of the Church in Italy and the intrigues within the Curia of 
Rome. As we can see, this line also faced huge problems and has now been 
defeated. His papacy has seen a never-ending stream of embarrassing 
scandals, dramatic splits, and reactionary statements. 
 
Already in his sermon as Dean of the cardinals’ conclave, before being 
elected, he attacked the “dictatorship of relativism”, listing the 
ideological enemies of the Christian faith hidden behind the relativist 
menace – among which Marxism deserved to be mentioned in first place. 
With the Regensburg lecture of 2006, besides launching a provocation 
against Moslems while winking at religious intolerance, he revived his 
crusade against relativism by preaching the medieval opposition of the 



reason of science and the reason of faith. He tried to blur or even revoke 
the innovations introduced by Vatican Council II and readmitted four 
ultraconservative Traditionalist Christian bishops, including one who 
turned out to be a Holocaust denier. 
 
He inherited from the previous pope the massive scandal of the cover-ups 
and complicity of diocesan chanceries and the Vatican in cases of rapes 
committed by priests, particularly on children, and he managed the cases 
with reticence and a conspiracy of silence (this is all backfiring now with 
protests in many countries against reprehensible cardinals being allowed 
into the new conclave). He confirmed the most stubborn clerical stance on 
contraception, AIDS prevention, the right to abortion, euthanasia, and 
homosexuality. He dogmatically rejected any request for innovation in the 
ecclesiastic structure coming from those fringes of the clergy more 
concerned with the crisis of trustworthiness and vocations. 
 
The 2005 conclave found a way out of the standoff between Ratzinger and 
the Argentinian Jesuit Bergoglio thanks to the “betrayal” of some Latin 
American cardinals who chose to switch side to Ratzinger, who knows in 
exchange for what. The composition of the caste of cardinals is very much 
weighted towards some countries that are financially decisive for the 
Catholic Church. Despite the proclaimed global vision of Christianity, 49 
cardinals out of 209 are from Italy. The second most represented nation is 
the USA, though they only have 19. The whole of Latin America gets a 
mere 30. The consistories held by Benedict XVI have strengthened the 
Italo-centric and Euro-centric allocation of cardinals. This pope has 
created so many cardinals that the next conclave will have within it a 
majority of cardinals chosen by him. Any attempts to elect a non-European 
pope, to be used in poorer countries with the same political function that 
Karol Wojtyła had in Eastern Europe, will meet fierce opposition from the 
powerful Italian lobbies in the College of Cardinals. 
 
Most likely the showdown will be between one of Bertone’s men, such as 
Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi and a member of the anti-Bertonian front, e.g. 
Angelo Scola, the Archbishop of Milan. Cardinal Scola is a member of 
Communion and Liberation (CL), an ultra-reactionary movement acting as 
an organised faction within the Catholic Church. CL eagerly recruits from 
the youth, rears them in CL schools, sends them to universities and 
afterwards tries to find important positions for them in the Big Business 
milieu – as entrepreneurs or managers, or just as employees of CL 
members – where CL operates as an economic lobby with known 
connections to right-wing politicians and the mafia. This group was 
founded in the 1950s with the clear goal of stopping the influence of left-
wing ideas among the students, and features distinctive Red Scare 
obsessions and intense political activism. They have their own special 
theology constructed with sectarian methods around the abstruse pseudo-
philosophical jargon of their deceased guru Father Giussani. Getting a 
pope belonging to their own tendency is one of the main goals of this 
“entrist” group – and for the first time this now seems within reach – 
embodied in the potential pontiff Angelo Scola. CL members have not 
hidden their enthusiasm; they went to Saint Peter’s Square a few days 
after the abdication was announced with a large banner reading Thanks, 
Your Holiness! The awkward presence of CL behind Scola can nonetheless 
scare away many anti-Bertonians, for several of them belong to rival 
movements and factions like Opus Dei. Will CL form a coalition of Catholic 
sects in support of Scola on the basis of some sort of power sharing 
agreement? We will see. 
 
A system in crisis 
The crisis of capitalism is also the crisis of its ideological pillars. No new 



pope can find a way out of this cul-de-sac. The Roman Catholic Church, a 
formidable factor of stability for world capitalism, can turn into its 
opposite to become an element of instability. A bank-Church can blow like 
banks sometimes do. A Church which speaks an anachronistic language 
when dealing with civil rights and social equality, but which at the same 
time understands very well the language of power and financial derivatives 
can rapidly lose the broad support it still enjoys. Splits at the top over 
obscure power struggles will undermine its credibility and heralds schisms, 
both on the right, like the Traditional Catholics, and on the left, like the 
Theology of Liberation. 
 
The Pope/King has no clothes. Demands such as completely cutting the 
state funding of Churches, expropriating their properties, kicking the 
priests out of state schools, etc., will become more and more popular. The 
workers and youth will look for a more radical way of expressing their 
hatred of the money changers in the temple. And this can only find a 
progressive expression in a worldwide struggle against all the money 
changers and all the temples: the struggle for international socialism. 
www.marxist.com 

 

Italy: Voters reject austerity in ‘tsunami’ election 

 
 

 
 

Political instability, crisis and new opportunities ahead 
Chris Thomas, Controcorrente (CWI in Italy) 
27 February 2012 
 
The “Tsunami tour” was the name comedian Beppe Grillo gave to his 
election meetings which filled piazzas throughout the country with tens of 
thousands of ‘spectators’. Now an electoral tsunami has well and truly 
rocked the Italian political system with Grillo’s 5 Star Movement, which did 
not exist at the last election, becoming the biggest single party in the 
lower house with more than 25% of the vote. Another 25% of the electorate 
stayed at home, the highest ever post-war abstention rate.  
 
The outcome of the election on 24 and 25 February is political gridlock. No 
party or list having an overall majority and the possibility of fresh 
elections quite soon. The opinion polls had predicted a victory for the 
Democratic Party (PD) in the lower house and most commentators 
expected an alliance of the PD in the senate with the electoral coalition of 
the outgoing (unelected) prime minister, Mario Monti. However, the polls 
vastly underestimated support for the 5 Star Movement and also for 
Berlusconi’s PDL, which, on the basis of populist programmes, tapped into 
deep and widespread anti-austerity and anti-political establishment 
feelings.  
 
Just 120,000 votes separated the PD camp from that of the PDL in the 
lower house (Camera). The Centre-Left got 29.5% to the Centre-Right 
29.2% but the PD lost nearly 4 million votes compared with the last 
election and the PDL 6 million! Even though the PD as the ‘winning’ party 
will receive bonus seats to give it a majority in the Camera, it cannot 
reach a majority in both houses of parliament, even in alliance with Monti. 
 
Grillo has ruled out any alliances and a ‘grand coalition’ - embracing 
Bersani (PD leader) and Berlusconi - although not impossible, could be 
politically suicidal for the PD. The ‘technocratic government’ card has 
already been played with the Monti government, so the most likely 
perspective now seems to be a period of political crisis leading eventually 



to another election, possibly after a change in the electoral law, in which 
the support for the ‘Grillinis’ could grow even further.  
 
The “worst result possible” was how the Wall St Journal described the 
election outcome. The repercussions will reverberate far beyond Italy. The 
day after the election, falls on the Milan stock exchange were so great that 
trading was temporarily suspended. At the same time the spread 
(difference between interest rates on Italian and German bonds) began to 
increase, raising once again the prospect of market turmoil in Europe. The 
fate of the Euro could eventually be decided not in Greece but in Italy.  
 
‘NO’ to austerity  
The election results were an overwhelming rejection of Monti’s austerity 
policies of public spending cuts, tax increases and attacks on workers’ 
rights. Monti had been dubbed the ‘saviour of Italy’ when he replaced 
Berlusconi in November 2011 and the markets began to stabilise after 
months of instability and crisis. In these elections he was the candidate of 
Brussels, of Merkel and of a section of the Italian capitalist class. They 
were fearful that a PD government with an overall majority would come 
under pressure from workers and unions to ditch or water down the 
austerity policies they had supported under Monti. A PD/Monti coalition 
was considered the safest option for continuing the ‘Monti agenda’. This 
strategy failed dismally with Monti’s alliance receiving just 10.5% in the 
Camera. Before the elections Monti’s personal ratings had been higher 
than all the party leaders but this was precisely because he was a 
‘technocrat’ and not part of the despised political class. Once he became 
“one of them”, his days were numbered.  
 
Grillo and the 5 Star Movement were the real winners. His slogan “tutti a 
casa” (send them all packing) summed up the absolute disgust and 
contempt which ordinary Italians have for politicians, establishment 
parties and an entire rotten political system mired in corruption, scandals 
and self-enrichment while working people are called on to make more and 
more sacrifices.  
 
Scandals  
Reports of the huge cover up and fraud at Italy’s third biggest bank, Monti 
dei Paschi, exploded during the election campaign, tainting the PD, who 
have been historically closely linked with the management of the bank. It 
reinforced the deep-rooted feeling that the whole system stinks. Every day 
pages of the press were devoted to stories of politicians receiving kick 
backs for economic favours, of public funds being creamed off to fund 
lavish lifestyles and of company directors (including the director of one of 
Italy’s biggest and most prestigious companies, Finmeccanica) being 
arrested for fraud and corruption.  
 
The Grillo votes came from across the political spectrum – from the right, 
from the left and from those with no political affiliation. “I want to give 
them all a kick up the arse!” was how one voter explained her choice, 
summing up the mood of many of those who voted for the 5 Star 
Movement. In the piazzas, Grillo shouted populist slogans and sound-bites 
about curbing the power and privileges of the political ‘cast’, about a 
‘citizen’s income’, a referendum on the Euro, a shorter working week, 
nationalising the banks, and about improving the environment, all of which 
struck a chord with those who have had enough of cuts and corruption.  
 
There are enormous illusions in the ability of the Grillinis to shake the 
system up. In reality, the Movement (Grillo refuses to call it a party) has 
no worked-out programme capable of solving the day-to-day problems of 
unemployment, low wages, and declining public services which most 



ordinary Italians are concerned with. It has no real roots in the workplaces 
or communities, organising principally via the Internet and social media. 
Grillo himself decides policies and tactics in an ad hoc, off-the-cuff way 
with no explanation or understanding of how those policies could actually 
be implemented in practice. His ‘rants’ are confused and inconsistent.  
 
Grillo has an ambiguous position with regards to the far-right and 
immigration. During the campaign he spoke of “eliminating” trade unions 
although he has also made a distinction between CGIL, CISL and UIL on the 
one hand and the more combatative FIOM and unions of the base. At a 
certain stage the limitations and contradictions of the Movement will 
become clear, ripping it apart. It is likely to disappear as quickly as it has 
arisen; but for the moment, in the absence of a left-wing, anti-capitalist 
alternative, it has become the main vehicle for expressing the anger, 
frustration and disaffection of millions of Italians and its support could 
grow even more.  
 
Economic crisis  
These elections took place against the background of the longest recession 
in Italy in the post war period. GDP has declined 7% since the economic 
crisis began. Unemployment has doubled and more than 37% of young 
people are now without work. Devastated by rising taxes and declining 
wages, the average family’s real income is at the same level as it was 27 
years ago. Yet with working and middle class people desperate for an end 
to austerity, the PD were offering a continuation of the Monti agenda with 
just a few ‘modifications’. They pledged to respect the fiscal compact and 
balance the budget even though this would entail cuts of 45 billion euros 
every year. This is behind the massive fall of 11% in their ratings towards 
the end of the campaign.  
 
Berlusconi, on the other hand, was astute enough to understand how 
supporting Monti’s tax increases and cuts agenda was undermining his 
electoral base and so he pulled the plug on the Monti government, waging 
a populist anti-austerity, anti- Europe, pro-tax-cutting election campaign. 
This included sending a mock-up tax demand to every home pledging to 
reimburse every penny that people had paid out when Monti reintroduced 
the IMU household tax. On the basis of this campaign the ‘mummy’, as one 
French newspaper dubbed Berlusconi, rose like Lazarus from the dead; his 
PDL alliance clawed back 15 points in support and ended up neck and neck 
with the PD.  
 
What little remains of the Left was electorally crushed. Nichi Vendola’s 
SEL (Left Ecology Freedom) party, which was allied with the PD, got just 
3.2%. Had the party stood alone it would have failed to cross the 4% 
threshold and would have had no seats in parliament. This was ultimately 
the fate of Rivoluzione Civile, the heterogeneous electoral list headed by 
the former magistrate, Antonio Ingroia.  
 
New force needed  
Instead of standing on a clear anti-capitalist/workers’ list, Rifondazione 
Comunista (PRC), once a semi-mass workers’ party, dissolved itself into 
Rivoluzione Civile on a vaguely reformist/liberal platform. This was an 
opportunist move, undemocratically imposed from above in a desperate 
attempt to get back into parliament. The PRC lost all of their MPs five 
years ago after entering into a coalition government with the pro-capitalist 
PD. After every electoral defeat, the PRC leadership, rather than looking 
to increase its support by involving itself in struggles in the workplaces and 
in local communities, has sought a new unprincipled electoral alliance, and 
every time its vote has plummeted. Rivoluzione Civile won just 2.2% of the 
vote meaning no seats at all..  



 
The unprecedented support for Beppe Grillo can only be understood in the 
tragic context of the collapse of the Italian Left. But now an entirely new 
political landscape is emerging. The anger of working class people has 
exploded in the ballot box rather than on the streets and in the 
workplaces, but continuing crisis and instability will see the development 
of new mass struggles.  
 
At a certain stage the inadequacy of the 5 Star Movement will be exposed 
leaving millions looking for another alternative and opening up huge 
possibilities for the building of a new mass political force based not on 
confused populism but on the movements of workers and young people, 
offering a real solution to the problems of working people by challenging 
not only the politicians but the economic roots of the whole rotten 
capitalist system.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 

Bulgarian Government resigns amid Mass Protests 

 
 

 
 

Francesco Merli 25 February 2013 
 
Austerity policies imposed by governments throughout Eastern Europe are 
provoking social convulsions in one country after another. In a short span 
of time we have seen mass opposition arising in Hungary, Slovenia (where 
a public sector general strike paralysed the country on January 23), 
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Romania and elsewhere. Mass protests have 
erupted also in Bulgaria. On Tuesday, February 19, a demonstration in 
Sofia against austerity measures and high energy prices escalated in 
clashes after harsh police intervention, resulting in 25 people injured. 
 
“We are an absolute island of stability” 
(Bulgarian President Rosen Plevneliev, Financial Times, December 5, 2012) 
 
Over the past years we have constantly stressed the idea that under the 
present conditions of capitalist crisis any attempt by the ruling classes to 
re-establish economic stability will inevitably provoke social convulsions 
and political instability. This is particularly true for weaker capitalist 
countries like Bulgaria whose government was praised for following a path 
of austerity measures in spite of having the lowest public debt in the 
Eurozone (just 20% of the GDP). The government crisis in Bulgaria is only 
the latest development that confirms this forecast. 
 
It is ironic in the present situation that just a couple of months ago 
Bulgarian President Rosen Plevneliev was declaring to the Financial Times 
that “We are an absolute island of stability” (FT Special Report on 
Bulgaria, December 5, 2012). This declaration may seem completely 
delusional with today's eyes, but was based on the assumption that the 
Bulgarian masses would persist in their state of political apathy and 
passivity indefinitely. That assumption – and the same could be said for 
any other country – proved to be profoundly wrong. 
 
Boiko Borisov, leader of the GERB centre-right party (Citizens for European 
Development of Bulgaria) resigned on Wednesday, February 20th, from his 
premiership, after 3 years in office. This move comes as a surprise after 
Borisov had just 24 hours earlier ruled out the possibility that he would 
resign and promised that electricity bills would be cut by 8 percent. The 
declared motivation for this decision “I will not participate in a 



government under which police are beating people,” as reported by the 
Guardian, could possibly be part of a desperate attempt to shuffle cards 
and recover support for forthcoming early elections probably due in April. 
However, whichever manoeuvres Borisov is resorting to, the triumph in the 
2009 general elections when GERB won with a landslide, scoring 39.7% of 
the votes, seems long gone. 
 
A Mood against the System 
At the beginning of February Bulgarian households received shockingly high 
electricity and gas bills, increased by 50 to 100% over previous peak levels 
in a situation where abnormal ratios of these bills to average salaries and 
pensions have been a problem for years. The amounts charged were 
exceeding the monthly income of many people, especially of elderly 
people on lower pensions which can be as low as 150 Euros per month. 
 
A spontaneous protest movement spread like wildfire with thousands of 
people blocking roads and burning their utility bills in front of the offices 
of the privatised electricity distribution companies (particularly the Czech-
owned CEZ), often ending up in attempts to break into these offices and 
the inevitable clashes with the police. During the first two weeks of 
February major demonstrations and protests were held in 35 cities. 
 
What may have forced the government resignation is that the wave of 
discontent is not affecting just the poorest layer, but even small business 
people and the middle layers who represented the main social base of 
support for GERB are taking part in the demonstrations as they feel 
threatened by impoverishment. 
 
Symptoms of desperation expressed the general mood when two men set 
themselves on fire in two different events of self-immolation – a 30 years 
old man set himself on fire in front of the municipality of Varna and 
another died after doing the same in a central street of Veliko Tarnovo. 
 
The sacking on Monday by Borisov of finance minister Simeon Djankov, the 
architect of fiscal austerity measures such as pension and wage freezes 
over the past three years, far from achieving a truce with the protesters, 
further encouraged them. 
 
However, it would be wrong to ascribe the cause of the present movement 
just to the event which triggered it, that of the rising utility bills. In spite 
of the promises of future prosperity, corruption at the highest level is 
endemic while most people live with a fraction of the average income of 
other EU countries (living standards are equivalent to 45% of the EU 
average) and with wages averaging about 400 Euros a month and pensions 
about half that. What this movement shows is a deep and profound 
discontent accumulated over the years towards the whole system. 
 
Al Jazeera carried the following interesting comment by Bulgarian 
journalist Mariya Petkova: 
 
“Bulgarians started comparing the protests with the wave of 
demonstrations in 1997, which escalated to the point where protesters 
stormed the parliament and forcefully toppled the BSP government. The 
country back then was in a severe financial crisis, and unemployment and 
high cost of living had mobilised the population. 
 
“However, the main difference between the two waves is that the one in 
1997 had a very clear partisan aspect, while today's protesters have made 
a very clear effort to prevent political parties from taking advantage of 
their mobilisation. 



 
“The most popular chant of demonstrators has been 'Mafia! Mafia!' - it 
might sound bizarre to an outside observer, but not to a Bulgarian, as it is 
full of meaning. Mafia refers to the three electricity companies which 
through illegal practices inflate bills. Mafia refers to the people in the 
state and political institutions who are aware of the problem, but 
financially co-opted to prevent investigation. 
 
“Mafia refers to the network of businessmen, mediators and politicians 
who privatised the utility companies, along with thousands of other state 
enterprises, profiting in the process and setting up schemes to exploit the 
Bulgarian people even more. 
 
“In short, the 'democratic' process in Bulgaria has allowed illegality and 
legality to merge into one. The electoral mechanism of changing political 
parties in power every four years has failed completely to put a check on 
corrupt behaviour of politicians. Hence, it doesn't matter which party is in 
power - whether GERB (Borisov's party), or BSP, or MRL or UDF. The 
problem is not personal behaviour of politicians, it is systemic.” 
 
The global capitalist crisis and the particular crisis of the Eurozone has had 
an important impact on Bulgaria's economy, with unemployment shooting 
up from 5 to 12.3% and youth unemployment from 13 to around 30% over 
the last three years. According to the European Commission, Bulgaria tops 
the list of countries with highest share of population subject to severe 
material deprivation. It was 30% in 2008 but had risen to 44% in 2011 and 
the situation has definitely not improved since then, quite the contrary. 
 
The one safety valve to the mounting internal crisis has been until now 
emigration which severely affected whole areas with hundreds of 
thousands of youth leaving the country, but this safety valve may be 
obstructed by the threatened introduction in the EU of tougher 
immigration constraints and limitations to the free circulation of people 
coming from the poorest Eastern European countries. 
 
Renationalise what had been privatised 
The most significant feature of this wave of protests is represented by the 
demands raised by the demonstrators. Again, Al Jazeera reports: 
 
“On the economic side, the demands are: scrapping of contracts with the 
electricity companies and nationalising them; putting those who signed 
them on trial; revision of electricity bills with citizen participation; 
declassification of the contracts for all privatisation deals in the last 24 
years; revision of all concession contracts for the past 24 years; and 
ceasing privatisation processes. 
 
“On the political side, demands have gone even further to seek an 
overhaul of the political system in Bulgaria. They have made clear that 
the system has to be changed in such a way that when the next party 
comes to power, it can no longer behave the way all governments in 
Bulgaria have for the past 24 years. There have to be checks on political 
power and mechanisms to prevent collusion between politicians, private 
economic interests and organised crime. 
 
“Protesters are currently calling for a Constituent Assembly to be formed 
to change the constitution and develop mechanisms of direct involvement 
of citizens in government matters. There have been proposals of specific 
measures to be taken such as: cutting the number of members of 
parliament to 240; stripping them of immunity; establishing procedures 
for early dismissal; establishing 50 percent citizens' controlling quota in 



state institutions.” 
 
It is highly significant that in a country like Bulgaria, 24 years after the 
transition to capitalism and the market economy, a mass movement is 
demanding the stopping of privatisation altogether, the renationalisation 
of what has been privatised and the establishment of some forms of 
democratic control by the masses themselves over the economy and that 
the idea of recalling public officials is becoming part of the political 
debate among the mass of the population. 
 
Although it is still early days in this process of radicalisation and political 
awakening of the Bulgarian workers and youth, we can see here the germs 
for a programme for the overthrow of the corrupt crony-capitalist and 
criminal elements who dominate the Bulgarian state, but the main 
question that will arise is: which social forces within society will have the 
power to implement the aspirations of the masses? Promises of auto-
reform carried out by those who represent the backbone of corrupt 
Bulgarian capitalism will inevitably be put forward as a means of 
introducing cosmetic changes in order not to change the mechanism that 
allowed a minority to profit whilst the majority is locked into permanent 
poverty. 
 
It is possible that similar attempts will buy some time for the Bulgarian 
ruling elite, but will not solve the fundamental contradictions. 
 
The root cause of this crisis is not simply the corruption of the ruling elite. 
Corruption is not purely a Bulgarian phenomenon, but is endemic to one 
extent or another in all capitalist societies. Even an ideal society freed of 
corruption (which is not possible under capitalism), as long as it is based 
on capitalism, it would have to face the stringent laws of capitalist 
exploitation and competition which are the root causes for the present 
crisis of overproduction, poverty and mass unemployment. Productive 
investments are sinking and speculation of all sorts is rising. The reason for 
this lies in the fact that the capitalists are conscious that they will not get 
a return on investments aimed at increasing the productive capacity for 
the foreseeable future within the context of stagnating world markets. 
 
The present crisis of capitalism is exacting a heavy toll from the already 
impoverished masses of Bulgaria and other Eastern European countries. 
Blow after blow, austerity measure after austerity measure, mean that the 
mass of the population, through their own experiences, is coming to the 
conclusion that the transition to capitalism after all these years has 
brought nothing more than a temporary improvement in their living 
conditions and now austerity measures, privatisations and cuts are rapidly 
eating away all the concessions made, while a minority is profiting 
enormously from the process. Corruption and crony capitalism is endemic 
at all levels of society, while Western European, US and Russian 
corporations have piled up huge profits by gaining access to natural 
resources, a cheap labour force and markets. 
 
It is the end of a dream – the dream of reaching the standards of living of 
Western European workers through the introduction of capitalism. 
Capitalism in these countries is failing the mass of the population and the 
social and political consequences of this very fact will inevitably push the 
workers and youth of Eastern Europe towards rediscovering and giving a 
new life to their powerful revolutionary traditions of class struggle. 
 
Update 25 February 
Tens of thousands of people again took to the streets yesterday (Sunday, 
February 24) in more than 40 cities and towns across Bulgaria. This is a 



remarkable development because it's happening in spite of the government 
resignations accepted by Parliament on Thursday. As we explain in the 
article (which was written on Friday), the character these demonstrations 
are taking is increasingly anti-systemic. From the point of view of the 
protesters, the government’s resignation means little if the prospect is one 
of yet another rotten government led by one of the mainstream political 
parties. They want their demands to be addressed now. 
 
The main slogans of these demonstrations were again against the 
monopolies and privatisations and echoed the widespread mood of outrage 
for how the country's assets have been sold out to a criminal gang of crony 
local capitalists and foreign monopolies. As a result of this crisis, the need 
to renationalise what has been privatised and to build mechanisms of 
popular control over the state, have become central in the debate among 
the mass of the Bulgarian population. 
 
However, the points of strength of the movement – its breadth, 
spontaneous character and broad popular support – risk turning into weak 
points when the question of what alternative to the present system can 
emerge from the protests is posed. As we explained, any attempt at self-
reform of the system – which seems like the path entered by president 
Rosen Plevneliev – will maybe buy some time for the ruling elite, but will 
definitely not address or solve any of the real problems at the centre of 
the present upheaval. 
 
But what can Plevneliev promise, other than cosmetic changes? Whatever 
promise is made, if those who are to implement the changes are going to 
be the same social forces and mafia responsible for the present mess, it 
will not (and never could) fulfil the needs and expectations of the mass of 
the population. 
 
The whole situation seems to be heading towards a deadlock unless the 
Bulgarian workers and youth take the initiative and structure the 
movement setting up protest committees in every school, university, 
workplace and village or neighbourhood and coordinate them at a local 
level and nationally. The movement needs a democratic leadership and the 
situation requires the step to build a strong alternative to the 
establishment, starting from enforcing a ban on utility bill payments. 
 
Workers in the privatised companies should reclaim control of all trade 
union organisations and organise themselves on the shop floor and take 
over control from their managements. They should be those assessing what 
the real position is and open the books to public scrutiny, preparing the 
ground for workers' control after nationalisation. Energy supplies and 
heating should be guaranteed to all households. All measures should be 
coordinated with workers' committees in the public sector and with the 
neighbourhood committees. Delegates should be elected with the right of 
recall. Unless the power of the working class is organised, even the 
strongest movement cannot pose but an episodic threat to the system. 
www.marxist.com 

 

Spain:Corruption scandal leaves government on the brink 

 
 

 
 

What strategy to do away with rotten government and system? 
Danny Byrne, CWI 25 February 2013 
 
Imagine a Western European country in which 56% of young people are 



unemployed; where over 6 million are out of work; where 400,000 families 
have been evicted from their homes in the last 4 years; where almost one 
third of children are in poverty. Its political rulers have, in the last years, 
implemented one of the biggest austerity programmes in history, 
sentencing millions more to poverty and destitution, with more, even more 
brutal anti-social policies to come. Now imagine that these same rulers – 
many of them millionaires – including the President, are found to have 
been milking millions in corrupt payments, from both private donations 
and public money over the last decade. However, as with many previously 
“unthinkable” positions thrown up by the current capitalist crisis and 
chaos, this “imaginary” situation is a reality, now being played out in 
Spain.  
 
The impact of these developments on an already explosive situation should 
not be underestimated. The events of the last short period testify to this. 
On Monday 18 February, thousands of Iberia workers staging strike action 
against sackings blocked up Madrid’s Barajas airport, provoking police 
charges and brutality. Following a spate of suicides provoked by house 
evictions – 4 suicides in only 48 hours – fire-fighters in the regions of 
Madrid, Galicia, Catalunya and the Canary islands have refused to 
collaborate in evictions. Madrid’s fire-fighters’ union released a statement 
refusing to act as “puppets of the banks, and of their servants in 
government”. Tens of thousands then took to the streets on a day of 
massive demonstrations calling for halt to all evictions. The pathetic 
weakness of the Rajoy government following the latest scandal is a key 
new element in this situation of growing struggle and radicalisation from 
below.  
 
Bárcenas scandal  
At the end of January, the ‘El Pais’ newspaper published documents, 
allegedly detailed secret hand-written accounts covering the last 11 years 
(up til 2008), written by ex-PP treasurer, Luis Bárcenas. He has been under 
the spotlight following investigations into a previous corruption scandal - 
the ‘Gurtel’ case. This revealed he held a Swiss bank account, with a stash 
totalling over €22 million, proceeds of years of tax-free looting. However, 
these secret papers contained even juicier information. This has thrown 
the government into its deepest crisis yet, dissolving its already 
disappearing legitimacy in the eyes of the vast majority of people.  
 
They detailed the paying out of regular sums of cash derived from (mostly 
illegal) big business donations to the party, to the top leaders of the PP, 
including current President, Mariano Rajoy. They indicate that over this 
time, Rajoy received a total of over €300,000 in payments of this 
character, including extra one-off sums, marked for spending on “suits”! 
They also detail payments of a similar scale to a wide range of PP leaders, 
including PP “number 2”, Maria Dolores De Cospedal, and payments to 
Health Minister, Ana Mato, which included entries marked “Luis Vitton”, 
for fashion accessories! The origins of these donations, primarily from big 
construction companies, but also from bosses in other sectors, are 
unsurprising. These are Spanish big bosses, understandably keen to 
bankroll the party that has since brought them gifts such as anti-worker 
labour reforms, and lucrative contracts in privatised hospitals and health 
centres among many others.  
 
Moreover, the repertoire of policies implemented by this party over the 
last year alone, includes a direct gift to fraudsters and tax-dodgers alike: a 
fiscal amnesty allowing wealthy tax-dodgers to repatriate their winnings, 
avoiding the full whack of backdated tax payments. The fact that this 
outrageous policy was used by Bárcenas himself, to “repatriate” over €11 
million last year, is an additional deeply embarrassing detail, which helps 



to cast light on this elaborate con job.  
 
The response of Rajoy and his government so far, has been contemptuous, 
based on outright denial, and offers to provide “proof” which insult the 
intelligence of the Spanish people. The “proof” which Rajoy promises to 
present goes no further than an offer to publish copies of his tax returns – 
as if these would include any details of tax free corrupt cash payments! 
However, as the saga goes on, revelation after revelation gives further 
credence to the allegations. Handwriting analysis experts commissioned by 
El Pais, El Mundo and other establishment newspapers have confirmed that 
the papers were written by Bárcenas. PP MPs and key figures, including the 
President of the Spanish Senate, have entries in the papers. At a 
subsequent hearing of the anti-corruption tribunal, a former PP MP, Jorge 
Trias, swore under oath that the copy of the accounts in circulation was 
the same as a copy previously shown to him by the ex-treasurer himself.  
 
So far, the government’s response to the allegations has consisted of a 
bullish attempt to close ranks, deny all knowledge, and eulogise the 
Presidents trustworthiness and “clean hands record”. However, given the 
damning indictment of the PP that these allegations represent, a layer of 
leaders crying foul, in an opportunistic attempt to save their political 
fortunes, is inevitable. Already, the outlines of a serious internal crisis are 
being drawn.  
 
Internal splits and divisions in regime  
Back in 2004, when Rajoy won the PP leadership, his main rival was Madrid 
PP leader, Esperanza Aguirre. She is a fiery politician, generally seen as to 
Rajoy’s right appealing to the PP’s more conservative base, with her more 
provocative rhetoric against the trade unions, left and Spain’s 
nationalities. Until recently, it seemed like Rajoy had been able to rid 
himself of her irritating influence. But like a flu which hits you on the 
morning when you least need it, the Bárcenas scandal has brought her back 
onto the scene. Sharply critical of the party leadership’s handling of the 
crisis, she offered herself to lead a democratic “regeneration”, along with 
calls for the dismissal of Health Minister, Mato. While at present this mini-
rebellion seems confined to Madrid, as the saga unfolds and pressure 
mounts from all sides (not least from the workers and youth), Rajoy could 
become increasingly isolated.  
 
One of the features of the current situation, of profound crisis and 
instability, and popular rage and ferment, is for divisions to emerge within 
the regime itself. This could link up with and exacerbate the already open 
breaches which have opened up, on a national/regional level, within the 
PP as well as within the state forces (army, police, judiciary, etc), which 
have already been a factor in the government’s underlying weakness.  
 
While this process is accentuated by given issues and events, such as the 
current scandal, it is also a general feature of periods of deep crisis. Often 
in such periods the ruling class has no clear project to overcome the crisis 
and restore growth and stability, around which it can rally its forces and 
social base. What better description of the situation facing the Spanish 
government and capitalist class, on collision course with the majority in 
society and wedded to a suicidal austerity agenda which pushes the 
economy deeper into depression. Such a situation, combined with massive 
pressure building up from below, and the development of new struggles of 
the workers and youth, with some revolutionary features and traditions, is 
bound to strike fear into the hearts of the ruling class. It naturally 
provokes squabbling and splits. These fears, as well as the massive ferment 
and growing determination to struggle among workers and youth, show 
that events are ultimately moving in a revolutionary direction, as the 



objective situation cries out for it. However, in order for this to be 
anything more than abstract analysis, a struggle must be waged to 
establish the subjective conditions for a revolution – a powerful movement 
with the strategy and political programme necessary for a struggle to the 
end. The absence of these conditions explain an infinite amount about the 
present situation.  
 
Will the government fall?  
Despite the government’s rapid loss of legitimacy, the initial response of 
the ruling class to this crisis will be to try at all costs to maintain the 
current government in place, for fear of the even greater instability which 
any alternative arrangement would bring. In parliamentary terms, the PP 
enjoys a large majority, and capitalism’s second reliable state-wide force, 
the ex-social democratic PSOE, is going through its own deep crisis of 
support and legitimacy – on 23-24% in polls - with no immediate prospect 
of winning elections. A problem for the ruling class in any attempt to 
restore legitimacy to the capitalist government is that the PP’s crisis of 
legitimacy extends to all pillars of the establishment! There is not one 
prominent capitalist institution or party which enjoys the confidence of 
the broad mass of Spaniards, Basques, Catalans etc.  
 
This applies to all pillars of the much-touted new Spanish “democracy” 
following the “Transition” from Francoism. The Monarchy is deep in its 
own scandals, following the case of Urgandarin, the King’s son in law, who 
made millions for himself and his friends through stealing the proceeds of 
charitable institutions, and the king’s own embarrassing revelations of 
elephant-hunting trips at the taxpayer’s expense. Weeks before the 
current scandal exploded, a Metroscopia opinion poll published in El Pais, 
showed that a stunning 96% of people judged the level of corruption among 
the political class as a whole to be “very high”. Even the model of state, 
the “autonomies” which after the transition to democracy were hailed as 
the once-and-for-all solution to the historic national question, has lost its 
legitimacy, with only 18% favouring the maintenance of the current model 
in some polls.  
 
PSOE, along with right-wing nationalist parties in Catalunya and the Basque 
country, are also beset by regular corruption scandals. Indeed, a similar 
crisis of corrupt payments from big bosses to the PSOE party was key to 
the bringing down of the Felipe Gonzalez government in the 1990s. The list 
goes on and on, and has been a feature of Spanish politics for many 
decades, especially during the construction boom of the last decade. 
However, while a boom can quite nicely fatten up a rotten corrupt ruling 
class, a crisis can just as nicely expose it for what it is.  
 
Towards a “technocrat” regime or national unity government?  
In this context, any alternative to Rajoy based on early elections would 
bring deep uncertainty for the ruling class and capitalism. The capitalist 
class, in Spain and internationally, is conscious that the years to come 
contain many barriers to be bulldozed and battles to be waged, not least 
between the central Spanish government and the nationalities, especially 
Catalunya. And for such a period, they want a reliable government which 
can best resist the mass pressure and opposition to it. This entails a 
government with a hefty majority, and at least a modicum of legitimacy 
among a section of the working and middle classes. At the moment, Rajoy 
does not provide them with this. However, in the absence of an alternative 
they can have confidence in, they can hang onto him for a period.  
 
This being said, the bourgeois and its representatives will already have 
extensively thought and planned out a possible ‘plan B’ scenario. Press 
reports already indicate that around the PP, the options of Rajoy’s 



resignation to be replaced by his deputy, and even of early elections, have 
been contemplated. A possible, even a likely, perspective is that if the 
pressure on Rajoy does not recede, in an attempt to prevent new risky 
elections, the question of a national unity government, or “grand national 
pact” – an idea with strong resonance and history in Spain following the 
1970s’ “Moncloa pact”, comes back onto the agenda. In Italy and Greece, 
we have already seen the imposition of such governments, headed by 
technocrat figures. Under the current conditions, events in Spain seem also 
to be moving in this direction, although any technocrat or national unity 
government would obviously in no way bring stability or a period of “social 
peace”.  
 
Organise from below to force a movement capable of toppling 
government  
Any such solution should meet with mass organised resistance by the 
workers and social movements, with a determined struggle demanding the 
fall of the government and new elections. As Socialismo Revolucionario 
(CWI in Spain) has pointed out, with the current weakness of the PP 
government, a workers’ movement with a serious strategy and a leadership 
worthy of the name could bring it down through a new calendar of 
mobilisations. After three powerful 24 hour general strike over the last 2 
years, such a plan of mobilisations would have to represent an 
intensification, with a 48 hour general strike as the next step in a struggle 
capable of casting the PP government aside.  
 
However, in the current situation, many in Spain will ask themselves, 
somewhat despairingly – “why has such a movement not developed, 
despite the extent of the government’s bankruptcy?”. The answer to this 
question mostly lies in the state of the leadership of the traditional 
workers’ movement and its main forces – the trade unions. The leaders of 
the main two trade unions, CCOO and UGT, seem to have no intention of 
taking a lead in organising such a struggle. Their recent declarations have 
at best been limited to a demand for Rajoy’s personal resignation. Even 
then, put the condition of the need to “prove” the veracity of the 
allegations. Millions of workers, unemployed, young people and pensioners 
will need no judicial convictions before making their minds up as to the 
rotten corrupt, anti-worker nature of this government of thieves. The 
union leaders have made no significant attempt to mobilise the collective 
power of the working class since the magnificent general strike of 14 
November, when over 10 million struck and 4 million took to the streets.  
 
This is despite a growing militancy from below, as shown in the massive 
and combative action being taken by workers in different sectors across 
the state since the general strike. “New” and militant forms of struggle 
have emerged. The tactic of workplace occupations has come back on the 
agenda, following the beginning of the marvellous movement of the “white 
tide” against health cuts and pivatisation in Madrid, in which over 20 
hospitals have been partially occupied by workers, and already some minor 
partial victories have been won. Indefinite strikes, rarely seen until now, 
are also abounding – refuse workers in Sevilla, Granada, Cadiz and other 
cities, along with numerous companies in the private sector. These 
developments clearly show that the dynamic force in the workers’ 
movement, the force which is setting the real pace of struggle and giving 
an expression of the mood in society, is the working class, and trade union 
rank and file, in contrast with the approach of the top layers.  
 
The current passive position of the leaders is a continuation of the policy 
they have implemented since the beginning of the crisis. They have acted 
only when under unbearable pressure, to organise general strikes – which 
have invariably been strong and successful mobilisations – only to proceed 



to immediately demobilise, rather than opting for intensification to impose 
alternatives to the government’s austerity. Spain’s trade union 
bureaucracy seems to be profoundly stuck in pre-crisis mode, when the 
economic boom partially allowed for a “social partnership” approach, of 
deals with the bosses and government to protect social gains while 
safeguarding “social peace”. However, this period is over. In the context 
of capitalism’s deep crisis, no deals or pacts can paper over class divisions 
in society, and weakness and passivity from the workers movement 
encourages an even more savage aggression from capital. The union 
leaders are also further domesticated by the movement’s dependence on 
state funding, which diminishes further their desire not to “rock the boat”. 
 
But this approach, and their current refusal to act decisively, will 
ultimately be unable to stop struggle developing. In May 2011, a similar 
conjuncture, with the crisis developing at lightning speed and a trade 
union leadership unwilling to give the growing anger an expression, led to 
the explosion of the Indignados’ 15M movement. This movement has since 
somewhat diminished and become dispersed, including into positive 
developments such as the growing massively popular movement of direct 
action against house evictions. This has been partially due to the 
weaknesses of organisation and political programme (or lack thereof) 
which the CWI and SR outlined since the movement’s birth.  
 
However, in a similar way, the current situation could see the explosion of 
a movement which goes over the heads of the trade union leaders. 
Already, the 3-day national students’ strike in the first week of February 
was accompanied by massive demonstrations which took up the demand 
for the resignation of the government. These and protests on specific 
issues – including evictions – can give an expression of the generalised 
discontent and rage in society. However, in order to force this government 
and its policies from the scene of history, a massive organised and 
sustained movement, bringing together all individual struggles in general 
strike action, is necessary. For this, and to overcome the roadblock of the 
union bureaucracy, the building, strengthening and coordination of 
democratic mechanisms of control from below – assemblies and 
committees of action in workplaces, universities, schools and 
neighbourhoods – is a key demand of the hour. Such bodies, organised 
democratically with the election of delegates – and the right to recall 
them – are a key ingredient of the type of movement necessary  
 
The left and the struggle for a workers’ government  
One of the main reasons why the capitalist class is so afraid of the spectre 
of new elections, is their fear of how the masses will vote! In the 
immediate aftermath of the Rajoy corruption revelations, the Financial 
Times despaired: “If elections were to take place now, Spain could face 
Greek-style political fragmentation, with the two main parties reduced to 
the diminished size of Greece’s conservative ND and… PASOK (which, like 
the PP, also had a recently won absolute majority).” This fear, also 
articulated by Rajoy himself, among the elite is entirely justified. Spain’s 
“bipartidismo” (two party system) has functioned since the fall of Franco 
as a key stabilising factor for capitalism, guaranteeing its control over 
government, whether under one colour or another. However, this is 
another institution cast asunder by the crisis.  
 
Recent opinion polls show a colossal fall for the PP, over 20% down on its 
November 2011 election victory. But PSOE, capitalism’s second reliable 
state-wide party, has not reaped the benefits, with polls showing that they 
too have lost ground, even compared to the historic hammering they 
received at the last elections. The main force which has benefited has in 
fact been the United Left (IU), along with new forces of the nationalist left 



(Bildu in the Basque country and CUP in Catalunya). IN recent polls, the IU 
is between 15 and 16%, up from below 7% in 2011 elections and less than 
4% in 2008. In the recent Catalan elections, the vote for the left (ICV/IU 
and the pro-independence, anti-capitalist CUP) reached a combined 
second place in the Catalan capital, Barcelona. This process is the best 
expression of the radicalisation, and consequent shift to the left, that 
public consciousness has undergone during the crisis, and especially in the 
last 12 months.  
 
However, a decisive question is whether these changes in support will 
remain a question of mere electoral intention, or whether they – along 
with the explosive struggles to come – can be translated into a real 
movement capable of radically changing the situation for the better. There 
remains much work to be done if the answer is to be in the positive. 
However, the growth of the left, on the correct basis, can quickly put it in 
a position to challenge for a majority. The prospect of an alternative 
government of the anti-austerity left would be a key catalyzing factor in 
the situation in Spain, and give a new hope and confidence to workers’ and 
social movements increasingly determined to fight to stop the social 
carnage.  
 
In order for such a prospect to become viable, various political and 
organisational conclusions have to be drawn. Firstly, we are beginning 
from a situation in which the hegemony of PSOE as default “opposition” 
party is under threat, following decades of pro-capitalist policies, 
including that which begun the current austerity offensive between 2008 
and 2011. This provides the real left with a golden opportunity to seal the 
fate of this ex-workers party – to the dustbin of history. However, a 
disastrous way to go about it would be to prop up PSOE by making political 
pacts and coalitions with it, which unfortunately is a strategy defended by 
the majority of the IU leadership. In Andalucia, we see the fruits of such a 
policy being borne – a government with IU ministers implementing the 
biggest austerity programme in the region’s history. Such a strategy is 
incapable of assuring that IU develops as the political voice of a society 
turning away from the parties of the system. Worse still would be the 
impact of a repetition of the Andalucia experience on a state-wide level, 
which would be posed from some quarters in the context of new elections. 
International experience, especially the implosion of the Italian PRC (Party 
of Communist Refoundation) following its participation in the anti-worker 
Prodi government in the 1990s, must be learned from to avoid such a 
disastrous scenario.  
 
At the IU’s national convention in January, growing opposition from within 
the coalition itself was on display. A motion criticising the policies 
implemented by the Andalucian coalition, and calling for the withdrawal of 
the IU from the coalition, was passed at one of the convention’s sessions. 
In Andalucia itself, as a result of a magnificent campaign of opposition 
from below – led by Sanchez Gordillo among others - , 3 of the IU’s 
regional MPs refused to back the government’s latest cuts packages. Other 
successful motions passed, including support for the imposition of a 
“workers’ wage” salary policy for IU elected representatives, indicate the 
growing polarisation between left and right within.  
 
If an organised left opposition existed on a state-wide level, following the 
example of the “IU from below” platform in Andalucia, these movements 
within could much more effectively be reflected in changes to how the IU 
and its leadership operate on a state-wide level. Given the momentum 
behind the IU at this stage, with events pushing it further and further 
towards a position as contender for power, the debates within and around 
it on questions of policy, strategy and a revolutionary socialist alternative 



to capitalism, are of crucial importance. An organised opposition within 
the IU, defending a policy of political independence from the capitalist 
parties, an opposition to all cuts, rejection of the payment of the debt and 
for socialist policies of massive public investment financed by massive 
wealth taxes, and the nationalisation of the banks and key sectors of the 
economy to break with capitalism and austerity, would be a powerful new 
factor in Spanish political life.  
 
However, although a necessary central pole in any challenge to the power 
of capitalism in Spain, in the new situation thrown up by the crisis, IU is no 
longer the only show in town. The national question, pushed to the 
forefront by the crisis, especially in the historic Catalan and Basque 
national communities, has shaken up the political scene generally. The 
deep connection between rising pro-independence sentiments and the 
deep opposition to the austerity policies of the PP central government, has 
seen an important space open up on the left. The space has been partially 
but rapidly filled by new formations, combining pro-independence 
positions with opposition to austerity and an anti-capitalist profile. In 
Catalunya, the CUP stood for the first time in November’s elections, and 
from nothing won 3 MPs, with opiion polls only one month later giving it 
twice that amount. In the Basque country, Bildu, a new formation in the 
“abertzale” (pro-independence left) tradition made shockwaves in 
elections in October, emerging as the second party.  
 
The breakthroughs for these forces is partially linked to the IU leadership’s 
insufficient position on the national question – formal recognition of the 
right to self-determination, but no concrete support for moves in this 
direction. Indeed, with over 80% of Catalans in favour of a referendum on 
self-determination – a basic expression of this right – IU leader Cayo Lara 
has come out against it, on the premise that Catalunya’s future is 
something for all of Spain to decide! This approach must be corrected – in 
line with the best revolutionary traditions of the Spanish workers’ 
movement – in favour of the defence of this right in both word and deed.  
 
A key task today is for the building of united fronts, on a regional, national 
and state-wide basis, of the genuine left, including the IU, and various left 
nationalist and regional formations, such as Bildu, CUP etc. The potential 
fruits of such a strategy are being shown in Galicia, where the new AGE 
alliance (IU plus left-wing nationalists) had exploded onto the scene. In the 
latest poll, it is tied neck and neck with PSOE on about 20%. Moreover, 
when the youth is taken into account, results are even more astounding. 
Among those under 35, support for AGE is higher than that of both the PP 
and PSOE combined! Such a united front should be formed on a state-wide 
level, on the basis of an united platform for a left government.  
 
Such a government would have to reject the payment of the debt to the 
banksters at home and abroad, and refuse austerity impositions from the 
capitalist European institutions. Then, on the basis of mass struggle and 
democratic rank and file organisation among workers, youth, the 
unemployed and pensioners, a workers’ government, based on public 
ownership and democratic control the economy and a socialist plan of 
production could be fought for. The earth-shaking impact that such a 
struggle would have internationally, especially in fellow peripheral 
European countries such as Greece and Portugal, would clearly show the 
outline of a potential new union of the European peoples, in struggle 
against devastation – the ultimate basis for the alternative of a free and 
voluntary socialist federation of Europe.  
 
Embedded in the situation in Spain is the need for revolution, for the 
imposition of a socialist solution, the only lasting way to remove the 



logjam of history. However, in the absence of a movement with the 
necessary tools to win, a more dangerous situation for the working class 
could develop, with national fragmentation, and the rise of reactionary 
forces which prey on the desperation of ever-bigger social layers. The 
potential outline of such developments is already being drawn, with the 
rise in reactionary Spanish or ‘Castillian’ nationalism, reminiscent of the 
Franco era, and the growth of forces like the UPyD, which express this, 
alongside populist opposition to corruption, and the power of the trade 
union movement etc. This being said, the momentum of the situation is 
still with the working class, and the dominant shift in attitudes remains 
towards the left. There is still the basis for Marxists – despite the 
complications of a given conjuncture - to be confident of the forward 
march of the coming Spanish revolution.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 
 

 

Will a Higher Minimum Wage Cost Jobs?  
 

 

Robert Pollin interviewed by Paul Jay from the Real News Network 22 February 2013 
 
PAUL JAY, SENIOR EDITOR, TRNN: Welcome to The Real News Network. I'm Paul Jay in Baltimore. 
And welcome to this edition of The PERI Report with Bob Pollin, who now joins us from Amherst. 
 
Bob's the cofounder and codirector of the PERI institute in Amherst. His latest book is Back to Full 
Employment. 
 
Thanks for joining us again, Bob. 
 
PROF. ROBERT POLLIN, CODIRECTOR, POLITICAL ECONOMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE: Thanks very 
much, Paul, for having me. 
 
JAY: So, actually, I want to ask you a question. We received just a little while ago an email from 
Cornell University. Professor Richard Burkhauser has commented on President Obama's call to raise 
the minimum wage to $9 an hour. And here's what Burkhauser had to say: 
 
President Obama's call for an increase in the minimum wage to reduce poverty flies in the face of 
30 years of evidence from Card and Krueger to Newmark and Washer that increases in the minimum 
wage have no effect on poverty rates.  
 
Bob, the argument that Burkhauser gives is that most people working at minimum-wage jobs are 
not heads of families, they're younger people in families that already have income earners, and 
that if you raise the minimum wage, it's going to reduce the number of jobs available for young 
people who are mostly in these minimum-wage jobs and really do nothing about poverty levels, 
because the main bread-earners are already earning more than the minimum wage, he argues. He 
says that's the evidence for 30 years. What do you make of that? 
 
POLLIN: Well, that's not the evidence that I'm familiar with. The evidence that I'm familiar with, 
having studied living-wage proposals, minimum-wage proposals around the country at state levels, 
at municipal levels, and national levels, the evidence is the overwhelming majority of people who 
are at or near minimum-wage levels of wages are not teenagers—let's put it that way. They're—the 
median age is roughly in the 30s. Most of the people have been at their job or at similar jobs for 
over a decade. They are on their long-term employment trajectory; they're not about to jump up to 
some middle-income job as soon as they get out of college.  



 
That doesn't mean that there aren't teenagers. The number of teenagers in the labor force are 
disproportionately at or near minimum-wage jobs. But the majority of people at or near minimum 
wages are not teenagers.  
 
Now, there is another point. There are many cases in which teenagers or young people who are 
working at or near minimum-wage jobs are part of families that are above the poverty line, and 
some of my own research has shown that in fact the contribution of the teenager is what 
significantly helps to bring the family above the poverty line. So it is not just this image of middle-
class teenagers taking jobs at McDonald's in order that they can go and buy the latest iPad. There's 
some of that, but disproportionately the majority are people that are making a significant 
contribution to keeping their families above water in terms of surviving in a very, very rough 
economy. 
 
JAY: Well, we're going to invite Dr. (I'm assuming it's Dr.) Burkhauser to come on and have a debate 
with Bob about all of this.  
 
But let me ask you another question about this $9 minimum-wage proposal by President Obama. 
The studies I've seen, in terms of doing—as I do these interviews, seem to suggest that if a 
minimum-wage earner is the head of a family, $9 an hour does not do what President Obama said it 
would do, which is raise a family out of poverty. It seems to me the minimum wage to do that 
would be something more like $14, $15 an hour. In some places it could be as high as $17 or $18.  
 
POLLIN: That's certainly consistent with all the research that I myself have done with my 
colleagues here at PERI.  
 
Look, the minimum wage in this country in 1968 was close to $11 an hour after we adjust for 
inflation. That means that any 16-year-old—by the way, middle-class/poor 16-year-olds showing up 
for a job at McDonald's in Texas somewhere in 1968 had to get paid close to $11 an hour.  
 
Now, on top of that, average productivity, the amount the average worker produces over the 
course of a day, has more than doubled since that time, more than doubled. So if the minimum 
wage were simply to keep up with the average level of labor productivity in this country, we're 
talking at something around a $20 minimum wage. 
 
JAY: But hang on for one sec. That increase in productivity, does that exist also in the service 
industry, where so much of this minimum-wage job are? 
 
POLLIN: This is average labor productivity, and 65, 70 percent of the economy is services, so yes. 
Now, there are issues in how you measure productivity in services, but the point is the overall pie 
in this economy has grown a whole lot since the late 1960s, early '70s, when the minimum wage 
peaked.  
 
So what we have now is a $7.25 national minimum wage. It's higher in some states. But it is not 
close to being decent to keep a family above the poverty line if the head of household is earning it. 
Even if the second earner in the family is earning a minimum-wage job and someone else is earning 
somewhat above that, that still doesn't keep a family above what I would call a basic living 
standard—not what I would call.  
 
By the way, the U.S. Census department has now created other categories in addition to the, you 
know, badly inadequate poverty line as a measure of economic distress. So if we want to take a 
more reasonable measure of what it takes to live a minimally decent life, family life in this 



country, the poverty line isn't any good to begin with. Something closer to double the poverty line 
is more reasonable. 
 
JAY: And what do you make of the argument Burkhauser and, of course, many other people make 
that especially smaller businesses, which I would guess is where a lot of the minimum-wage workers 
are working, unless it's a big chain, service, restaurant, or something like that, but at any rate, that 
they can't afford, given the market as it is, to have, you know, as many workers as they would now 
at $14, $15, $17 an hour? In other words, if that were to be instituted, they would have to get rid 
of some people. 
 
POLLIN: Well, I mean, of course you have to increase the minimum wage in increments. If you go 
today from $7.25 to $17 an hour, of course it's going to create a lot of disruptions. So we have to 
move from where we are today, $7.25, incrementally up to where a decent wage would be.  
 
And the main thing holding back job creation, of course, is the Great Recession and what's 
happened ever since. It is not the minimum wage. We know over and over again—he cites studies 
that have gone on for 30 years. It so happens those studies find that minimum-wage increases that 
are incremental do not cause any significant employment effects, negative employment effects, if 
any at all. That's the net result of 30 years of research. There's really no denying that.  
 
And if you want to create jobs for small businesses, well, then, where you really need to start is to 
get credit back to small businesses. Small businesses essentially—in the aggregate, small businesses 
have not got net increases in borrowing basically since 2007. Now, that's six years now that they 
basically have been credit-starved. So that's the way—if you really care about creating 
opportunities within small businesses, we would focus on getting credit to small businesses. 
 
JAY: So, as I said, we're going to invite Professor Burkhauser to come on and debate Bob Pollin 
about the minimum-wage laws, and I hope he will. 
 
Thanks for joining us again, Bob. 
 
POLLIN: Thank you very much for having me, Paul. 
 
JAY: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network. 
 
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumi

val=9721 
 
Robert Pollin is Professor of Economics at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. He is the 
founding co-Director of the Political Economy Research Institute (PERI). His research centers on 
macroeconomics, conditions for low-wage workers in the US and globally, the analysis of financial 
markets, and the economics of building a clean-energy economy in the US. His latest book is Back 
to Full Employment. Other books include: A Measure of Fairness: the Economics of Living Wages and 
Minimum Wages in the United States, and Contours of Descent: US Economic Fractures and the 
Landscape of Global Austerity. 

Pakistan: Economic Salvation - Privatisation or Expropriation  

 
 

 
 

Lal Khan 22 February 2013 
 
There has been an aggressive campaign in the media that the recipe for 
growth and the solution to the economic crisis is privatisation and not the 
nationalisation of industry, agriculture, finance capital and the economy. 



Nationalisation has been dubbed as a failure and an economic disaster. 
 
The burgeoning losses and corruption in the PIA, WAPDA, Railways, Steel 
Mills and other state institutions have been diagnosed as the products of 
nationalisation and public ownership. For most analysts and politicians 
dominating society, the solution of these economic woes is simply the 
‘privatisation’ of these enterprises. Such brusque and absurd statements 
only lay bare the obtuseness and mediocrity of the experts of the elite who 
slavishly ape the western bourgeois economists who have plunged the 
economies of advanced capitalist countries into the deepest slump in 
memory. 
 
The reality is that the economic development in Europe, the USA, Japan 
and other advanced capitalist economies in the post war period was 
possible through the domination of state sectors in the economy that gave 
them a certain social advance and stability. The economic history of 
Pakistan also contradicts this approach of monetarist economics. In the 
1960s under the Ayub regime there was a substantial expansion of industry 
and infrastructure and the main emphasis of the economic policy was not 
the present doctrine of trickle down and free market economics. 
 
On the contrary it was Keynesian economics that was pushing the growth 
rate and expanding the economy. Although it was the by-product of the 
spin off effects of the boom in western capitalism in that period, it was 
mainly through the intervention of the state that the economy surged 
forward. The state set up industries and dams and other infrastructure 
projects under the state institutions like the Pakistan Industrial 
Development Corporation (PIDC). Similarly, land reforms were introduced 
and the state invoked policies to expand and stimulate demand. But this 
model failed to carry out an equivalent social development which 
sharpened contradictions in society that exploded in the revolutionary 
upheaval of 1968-69. 
 
Despite defeat in a war, dismemberment of the country and massive 
destruction, the PPP government, under the influence of the mass 
upsurge, carried out some of the most radical reforms in the country’s 
history. Large chunks of the mainly domestic capital and industry were 
nationalised and massive land reforms were instituted. However, the 
capitalist state and the system were not overthrown under the utopian 
doctrine of a ‘mixed’ economy. The reforms were sabotaged by a 
bureaucracy that was in cahoots with the landlords, capitalists and the 
imperialist monopolies. 
 
The failure of these reforms to deliver laid bare the incapacity of carrying 
out of reforms within a capitalist setup. These nationalisations were in 
fact bureaucratisation of the industries and did not introduce workers 
management, control and collective ownership. It was a regime of state 
capitalism that tried to attack some sections of the ruling class without 
eliminating their system in its totality. As soon as they recovered from the 
initial blows, this elite hyped inflation and sabotaged the economy 
resulting in severe social and political instability. In connivance with the 
imperialists and the military generals they toppled the PPP government 
and assassinated Bhutto through the gallows in a venomous vengeance for 
the bruises they got from these expropriations. 
 
In the 1980s, when Keynesian economics started to collapse internationally 
after the oil shock and the first major post war slump of the mid seventies, 
the new mantra was trickledown economics under the synonyms of 
Reaganomics and Thatcherism. In reality, it was the same old monetarist 
capitalism of the 1860s. The collapse of a bureaucratic caricature of 



socialism in the Soviet Union and the capitalist degeneration of the 
Chinese bureaucracy further gave impetus to this aggressive neoliberal 
economics. 
 
However, these policies in the ex-colonial countries from Chile to Pakistan 
were a catastrophe for the teeming millions. The brutal but cowardly Zia 
dictatorship was afraid and cautious of implementing large scale 
privatisations as they were terrified of a massive workers backlash that 
could have overthrown the despotic regime. But with the advent of the 
democratic regimes of Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif the privatisation 
process was accelerated. Thatcherism became the role model. With the 
lull in the movement and the ideological betrayals of the left political and 
trade union leaders, who capitulated to Fukuyama’s theory of ‘the end of 
history’, the interests of the rulers were served. The disastrous impact on 
the workers and the impoverished masses was cynically ignored. Today, 
almost all of the mainstream political leaders in Pakistan subscribe to this 
doctrine of trickledown economics. 
 
Even in the present situation there are numerous examples which 
demonstrate the progressive impacts of expropriations for the oppressed 
masses. In its issue of 19th January this year the most ardent advocate of 
privatisation, The Economist, had this to write about the situation in 
Bolivia. “Since becoming Bolivia’s president in 2006, Evo Morales has 
brought ever more of the country’s economy into the hands of the state. In 
his first year in office he renationalised the oil industry. Telecoms, much 
of electricity generation and then zinc and tin mining followed. On 
December 29th Mr. Morales announced the expropriation of two 
electricity-distribution companies owned by Iberdrola, a Spanish 
company...Bolivia has overtaken its wealthier neighbour Peru in access to 
clean water, the World Bank reckons... average incomes have more than 
doubled in dollar terms...The government may now be able to expand 
electricity provision, as it has with water...”But to sustain this alleviation 
of poverty and the access of the basic amenities Evo Morales will have to 
go the whole hog and expropriate the commanding heights of the 
economy. Capitalism has to be overthrown and the socialist revolution 
completed for the emancipation of the masses in Bolivia. 
 
With the present catastrophic condition of Pakistan’s economy, 
privatisations only end up in worsening the plight of the toiling masses. 
What we can learn from the economic history of capitalism is that class 
interests are irreconcilable. For the ruling classes and their imperialist 
bosses these policies of privatisation and the intensification of exploitation 
are necessary to sustain their rates of profits. For the working masses it 
means exclusion from health, education, water, electricity and the other 
basic needs of life. But half hearted nationalisations within the constraints 
of capitalism are futile and end up in a disastrous economic crisis. The 
politics of the people’s emancipation need the expropriation of the banks, 
industry and agriculture. This can be only brought about by the creation 
and establishment of a democratically planned economy where all 
production, wealth and resources are not for the sake of profits but for 
fulfilment of human need and for putting an end to deprivation. 
www.marxist.com 

 

ALEC's Plan to Kill Union Jobs Everywhere  

 
 

 
Dave Saldana 21 February 2013 
 



 It’s an anniversary London, Ontario, did not celebrate. It’s been a year, 
and the shock has yet to wear off in the Canadian city just an hour’s drive 
east of Detroit. All that remains is the hardship of carrying on through 
mass joblessness, and its hand-in-hand partners, surges in poverty, mental 
health crises and addiction.  
 
It’s a story many American communities will recognize -- but this one 
involves an American company wooed with a sweetheart deal by the 
Canadian government for a factory the Americans likely never intended to 
keep. What they really wanted, it seems, is to bust the union.  
 
The lockout began on New Year’s Day, 2012, when Caterpillar Inc., a U.S. 
company, left 465 union workers on the pavement. At the Electro-Motive 
Diesel factory, they made engines and parts for diesel locomotives; 
Caterpillar subsidiary Progress Rail Services bought up the company in 
2010.  
 
The workers had refused the company’s demand of a 50-percent wage cut 
and slashed pensions and benefits. Then the workers of Canadian Auto 
Workers Local 27 voted to strike. They were prepared to fight hard 
bargaining with people power.  
 
But on February 3, the company essentially told them all to go to hell, and 
permanently closed the plant.  
 
“All facilities within EMC, Electro-Motive Diesel and Progress Rail Services 
must achieve and maintain competitive costs, quality and operating 
flexibility to win in the global marketplace,” read a carefully-worded 
corporate statement. “The London plant, primarily because of an 
antiquated labor contract, faced serious competitive disadvantages.  
 
Had the Canadian government examined the deal beforehand, they might 
have learned what CAW President Ken Lewenza says his union knew from 
the beginning -- that the fix was in. “We learned from internal 
[Caterpillar] documents that the corporation had planned to close the 
plant before they ever negotiated to buy it,” Lewenza says.  
 
Then Lewenza asked for a government review under foreign investment 
laws of Caterpillar’s 2010 takeover of the London plant, saying it should 
have been examined at the time to ensure that the corporation’s intent 
was not simply to strip the plant of its assets and move the operation to 
another country. The government said no, claiming the sale did not meet 
the $299 million threshold to trigger a review. The actual numbers, 
however, were never made public.  
 
Seeking a buyer for the plant, the Conservative government of Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper sweetened the pot for Caterpillar, showering the 
company with tax breaks and demanding nothing in return -- no job 
guarantees, no promise to stay -- when it approved the sale. In its 
relentless pursuit of profit, and Caterpillar is highly profitable, the 
corporation had no incentive to keep it in Ontario. So eager was it to leave 
London that Caterpillar spent $38 million to shutter the plant. Local 27 
President Tim Carrie said a status quo agreement with the union would 
have been far cheaper.  
 
So why leave? 
 
A New, Anti-Union Paradise for Corporations 
In its closure announcement, Caterpillar said it was shifting operations to 
other facilities in North and South America. Among the newest Caterpillar 



facilities is a factory in Muncie, Indiana. The welcome mat Indiana set out 
was generous. Millions of dollars in tax breaks and grants, plus millions 
more from the county, would seem like a lot of money, but it still doesn’t 
add up to the $38 million cost of closing the factory in London.  
 
No, the real incentive was the anti-union law signed by Indiana Gov. Mitch 
Daniels (R) less than 36 hours before Caterpillar shut down the Canadian 
plant.  
 
“Right-to-work” (RTW), as the Indiana law and others like it are known, is 
one of those Orwellian phrases conservatives like to use when they want to 
paint a smiley face on some horrible thing they do. It is actually nothing 
more than a union-busting law, slowly starving collective bargaining 
representatives of the dues that keep them alive.  
 
It works like this: Unions are obligated by law to fully and diligently 
represent everyone within their bargaining unit, even if they are not union 
members. Union members pay dues; non-members are required to pay a 
proportional fee based on the amount necessary to negotiate and enforce 
the union contract. This proportional fee eliminates “free riders,” i.e., 
those who pay nothing, yet receive all the benefits.  
 
But RTW statutes strip unions of the authority to collect any fees from 
anyone, union member or not, essentially leaving them to run on a 
“donations only” basis. Since RTW laws require unions to provide a service 
to people who cannot be required to pay for it, these laws act as a 
disincentive to organizing a union, because who’s going to pay for 
something they can get for free?  
 
Anti-union advocates say RTW is the alternative to “forced union 
membership.” This is a lie. Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act 
protects the right of workers to refuse to join a union. Lack of candor 
pervades the RTW message, and experience shows that it permeates the 
movement.  
 
RTW is an effort of anti-union forces going back to the Taft-Hartley Act, 
the 1947 law that authorized it, along with a slew of other anti-union 
regulations. These measures place limits on union activities—First 
Amendment-protected speech conduct like certain strikes and pickets—
that would be unconstitutional in any other context. But in the name of 
“worker freedom,” they have been allowed stand. Since 1947, 24 states 
have adopted RTW, the most recent being Michigan, birthplace of the 
modern industrial labor union.  
 
What happened in Michigan last December is highly instructive about 
whom, exactly, RTW is intended to help, and who is behind it.  
 
ALEC’s Reach Widens 
Union leaders in Michigan say they were stunned by the shocking speed 
with which the bill was passed and signed into law, particularly since 
Republican Gov. Rick Snyder had previously said RTW was “not on [his] 
agenda.” But it has long been on the agenda of the American Legislative 
Exchange Council (ALEC).  
 
In fact, it’s little surprise that much of the Michigan laws’ language comes 
verbatim from ALEC model legislation. As the Center for Media and 
Democracy shows, ALEC’s model has also appeared in the union stronghold 
of Pennsylvania, with backing from the Koch-funded Americans for 
Prosperity and cheerleading from union-busting fanboys like Stephen Moore 
of The Wall Street Journal (subscription req’d). With further support from 



the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and untold secret financing from 
corporations—thanks to the corporation-friendly Supreme Court’s Citizens 
United ruling— Ohio appears to be next on the RTW chopping block.  
 
You may recall that Ohio enacted anti-public-union legislation in 2011, but 
that this was overturned by public referendum. Likely in fear of a similar 
rebuke by their constituents—many of whom owe their livelihoods and 
standard of living to the state’s union legacy— Michigan legislators 
attached an appropriation to their bill, which means it cannot be 
overturned by popular vote. But the anti-union forces haven’t given up on 
having their way in Ohio.  
 
Make no mistake, workers will suffer if RTW laws spread across what’s left 
of the industrial heartland, whether they belong to a union or not. It’s a 
well-known fact that union workers make more money and have better 
benefits than similarly situated non-union workers. What’s less well known 
is that unions lift wages for everyone in the labor market, as non-union 
employers must compete with unions’ higher wage standard to attract 
better employees.  
 
As former Clinton advisor Eric Liu writes in Time, “Even if you aren’t a 
member your pay is influenced by the strength or weakness of organized 
labor. The presence of unions sets off a wage race to the top. Their 
absence sets off a race to the bottom.” 
 
This race to the bottom is, no doubt, a strong incentive to RTW’s 
corporate sponsors. The lower the wages, the worse the benefits, the 
more profit they can pocket. Of course, lower wages also mean less 
demand and a stagnant economy, and hurt the middle class, but this is of 
no concern to the corporations because HIGHER PROFITS, DUDE.  
 
Last Bulwark Against Corporate Political Power 
Another, likely more powerful, incentive is that weakening unions removes 
the only organized opposition to complete corporate dominance of the 
political landscape.  
 
Conservatives like to pretend that unions are equivalent to corporate 
super-PACs in the political arena, but that’s nothing more than a 
convenient myth. “Corporations support Republicans, generally, as unions 
support Democrats, generally. So it all balances out,” says the myth. But 
that, according to the Center for Responsive Politics, is plainly false; in the 
2012 election, business outspent unions 15:1. 
 
But campaign spending is just one way unions influence politics and 
activate their members (who may elect not to contribute to a political 
fund). Educating members about issues and encouraging them to share the 
knowledge and get out the vote—the activist model of trade unionism that 
has surged in recent years—are unions’ real strength.  
 
Both of these efforts are good investments for unions. While Democrats 
leave much to be desired in protecting workers’ rights, the GOP is 
affirmatively hostile. What do you get when Republicans control the 
legislature and the governor’s mansion? You get Wisconsin, you get 
Michigan. You get a rollback of progress earned from decades of struggle, 
jammed through the lawmaking process and rammed down the public’s 
throat.  
 
As Andrew Downs of the Mike Downs Center for Indiana Politics said of 
Republican super-majorities in the state legislature in 2012, In this 
situation now, there's no reason for any Republican to pay any attention to 



any Democrat. Or, he might well add, any union, working family, or 
anyone who can’t fill their campaign war chests.  
 
And that is why Caterpillar spent $38 million to pink-slip 465 Canadians. 
The company’s unconscionable demand for 50-percent wage cuts and 
slashed benefits was no negotiating tactic—of course the union workers 
would not accept it. It was an insult that preceded the injury.  
 
But Ontario’s loss is Indiana’s gain -- after a fashion. The Canadians were 
made an example of; here’s what sticking up for your labor rights will get 
you in an RTW world.  
 
Competing For the Bottom 
So congratulations, Muncie. Remember when American factories started 
closing, and we all raged about how good American jobs were getting off-
shored to Third World sweat shops with no labor standards? Guess where 
you are now.  
 
Jim Stanford, CAW economist and author of Going South: Cheap Labour as 
an Unfair Subsidy in North American Free Trade (1991), lays it out thusly: 
“U.S. workers are among the most productive in the world, yet wages in 
the U.S. are lower than most other industrial countries, including Canada,” 
which he attributes to “the uniquely regressive nature of U.S. labor and 
social policies.”  
 
“These regressive trends in the U.S. labor market are pulling down 
conditions in its trading partners– and since Canada is the closest, we are 
feeling it most powerfully.”  
 
CAW President Lewenza has a more blunt take.  
 
“Corporations are multinational, located throughout the world, they can 
go anywhere and exploit workers to increase their bottom line,” Lewenza 
says. “Capital can move from one province to another country, from one 
state to another state, chasing lower wages. And what we’re seeing is, 
they’re whipsawing workers from one end of the map to the other. You’re 
getting whipsawed.”  
 
There you have it, Indiana workers. As the Caterpillar episode shows, 
thanks to your Republican super-majorities and their immunity to any 
opposition from Democrats or unions, you’ve won the race to the bottom.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 

Support the Two day Indian General Strike!!! 

 
 

 
 

Major Singh 21 February 2013 
 
Today marks the beginning of a two- day general strike in which the 
working class of the whole of India will rise with one voice to declare their 
dissatisfaction at the horrible conditions being imposed upon them by the 
crisis of capitalism. This unprecedented action should not be seen as a one 
off event or as simply a demonstration. Rather, it is indicative of the 
pressure that has been building up within Indian society over the last 
period and is symptomatic of the on-going fight within the trade unions to 
force the leadership to come up with a fighting solution to the problems 
which are faced by the workers on a day to day basis. 
 



Gujarat during the general strike last February - Photo: wftucentral orgThe 
Indian economy is slowing down. What we as Marxists have understood to 
be an inevitable outcome of the world crisis of capitalism is daily 
becoming more and more evident to the ruling class within India to the 
extent that they can no longer deny the fact that a slowdown is underway. 
And the prospects facing them strike terror in their hearts. The inability of 
companies to do deals on a world market more and more glutted with 
unsold and unsellable products and of the government to borrow money is 
just one of the expressions of the current crisis of overproduction. The 
other is the way in which this translates onto Indian soil. Being faced with 
an unfavourable world market and being unable to develop the internal 
market after a prolonged period of record growth, the financial crisis 
within India is worsening on a daily basis. 
 
From Liberalisation to Desolation 
Since the liberalisation process opened up in 1991, certain sectors which 
had been privatized and opened up to foreign investment have shown 
significant growth. This was linked to the general period of boom 
throughout the world economy and the massive inflating of a debt bubble 
in the west. The Indian economy grew by leaps and bounds becoming one 
of the “Asian Tigers” and along with the other BRIC countries (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China and South Africa) a force within the world market. But 
all of this progress would not have been possible had it not been built on 
the toil and misery of working people and the ever worsening conditions 
which exist within the countryside as well. Progress in India has been 
possible on the back of the further super exploitation of its population. 
 
This whole situation has changed though. At the onset of the crisis in 2008, 
India, China and a number of other countries continued to show growth 
and appeared unaffected by the chaos that ensued in the west, but 
nonetheless, as India has grown more and more a part of the world 
economy, and as capitalism has reasserted itself within China, this global 
crisis of capitalism has not left these countries unaffected. India’s growth 
over the last period has been built primarily on foreign direct investment 
in a number of sectors and the exporting of raw materials to China (which 
consequently went into the production of commodities to be sold primarily 
in the west). The recession in the west, the crisis in the Eurozone and the 
slowdown of the American economy were inevitably at a certain stage 
going to make their impact felt in India and this is what we have begun to 
see. 
 
The crisis in India is self-evident to working people as the ability of 
companies to maintain their current levels of profits has become shaky to 
say the least. The slowing down of the economy sends shivers down the 
spine of every Congress and BJP politician and all of those landowners and 
big business men who know that this will lead to big convulsions within 
Indian society. We saw the potential for this in the response of people 
across India to the gang rape of a young woman in New Delhi 
(http://www.marxist.com/agony-of-indias-growth.htm). 
 
Although the ruling class is split on how to get out of the oncoming crisis. 
they all agree on one thing in particular, the fact that they refuse to pay 
for it themselves. To defend their own material interests the ruling class is 
being forced by the situation to attack working people on every front. 
They insist that working people must pay for this crisis and from price 
hikes and inflation to the constant attacks on trade unions and their ability 
to organise, to the high unemployment that is making life miserable for 
many young people while the living conditions of the masses are being 
squeezed every single day. All of this is being done in the name of 
maintaining the capitalist system. 



 
February the 28th 2012 
This process has not passed without the awareness of the working class 
though and in the past 2 to 3 years we have seen the re-emergence of the 
class struggle, from small scale militant strikes in a number of factories in 
different states to defend pay and conditions and to increase wages, to 
local protests against corruption and struggles against a whole number of 
issues. We have begun to see a rebirth of the class struggle which has cut 
across the religious and ethnic communal divide to unite workers in action 
against their common exploiters. 
 
This was demonstrated in magnificent form when on February the 28th 
2012 a one-day general strike was organised by all of the main trade union 
federations (http://www.marxist.com/other-india-rises-in-massive-
general-strike.htm), the Centre of Indian Trade Unions (CITU), the Indian 
National Trade Union Congress (INTUC) , the All India Trade Union Congress 
(AITUC), the Hind Mazdoor Sabha (HMS) and the Bharatiya Mazdoor 
Sangh(BMS), who allagreed to hold the joint action around a number of 
demands including an end to corruption in government, the enforcing of 
trade union rights enshrined within the Indian constitution and the end to 
the casualisation of the labour force. This action saw 100,000,000 workers 
going on strike, the biggest general strike in world history, and 
demonstrates the sheer strength and weight of the working class within 
society when it decides to move. As the old expression goes, not a light 
shines or does a wheel turn without the kind permission of the working 
class. 
 
This showed the gigantic potential of the working class to take the running 
of society into its own hands. If this movement had been channelled into a 
proactive campaign, not just against the effects of the capitalist crisis but 
also for a solution to this crisis based on the nationalisation of the means 
of production under democratic workers control and the planning of the 
economy based on the needs of working people and not for the profits of 
the few, then the whole game would have changed. 
 
Two Day General Strike 
Needless to say this has not happened and the demands of the trade unions 
remain unmet by the government. As has already been explained, this 
government or any other government based on a market economy, on 
capitalism, will continue to be unable to offer a solution to working 
people. 
 
The Communist Party of India MP and General Secretary of AITUC, Gurudas 
Dasgupta, has said that the bad situation that the country is facing has 
been leading to job losses, and ongoing corruption has been emptying the 
government treasury. 
 
The trade unions have been forced to return once again to the struggle and 
further fight for the basic demands that they had made last year and now 
a new action has been planned; a two-day general strike on the 20th and 
21st of February. You can read the joint declaration of the National 
Workers Convention held on 4th of September 2012 at the bottom of this 
page for a full list of the demands being fought for. 
 
One or two day general strikes can provide a focal point, to unite workers 
across the communal divide, without religious sentiment and all of the 
other conflicts used by the ruling class to divide working people, but in and 
of themselves they cannot provide a lasting change to society. Without 
direction and a clear plan of action the tremendous energy and élan 
created by such movements can lead to demoralisation and defeat for the 



working class. 
 
Bhagat Singh 
When Communist Party of India MP, Gurudas Dasgupta, was asked why he 
had initiated this action he stated, “This is not the country envisaged by 
Bhagat Singh, Jawaharlal Nehru or Sardar Patel. This is a country that has 
been taken over by the rich and powerful. People are yet to get 
independence from poverty, unemployment, corruption and injustice.” 
 
“Never before have all the trade Unions come together like this. This unity 
will be our weapon. Having a two day strike is a tough task which we have 
not done before. Our preparations will have to be robust. We are aware 
that the common man will face difficulties. But the condition of workers is 
very grave and desperate. Newspapers will write against us. The court 
might act against us. The government and employers will unite against 
us.” 
 
We would agree with Comrade Dasgupta. This is certainly not the India 
envisaged by Bhagat Singh. When Bhagat Singh was alive he was not simply 
fighting against British imperialism but also against the lackeys of 
international capital on Indian soil, the landowners and factory bosses, 
who through joint collaboration with the Imperialists were sapping the 
lifeblood from the masses. 
 
These people remain in power today and in spite of the progress of the last 
66 years, the tasks of the revolution Bhagat Singh was fighting for, the 
socialist revolution, remain incomplete to this day. Even the basic tasks of 
the bourgeois democratic revolution, the settling of the land question, 
that of national unification and the institution of basic bourgeois 
democracy, have not been implemented. And the capitalist ruling class 
itself will remain forever unable to solve these problems. 
 
Globalisation over the last 20 years has seen horrible conditions imposed 
upon the Indian masses and has caused misery and destruction to the 
environment, but this has also had a progressive character in that it has 
strengthened the Indian working class. The Indian working class is now 
bigger and stronger and in certain respects more organised than it has ever 
been in its history. We have seen the rebirth of the Indian working class in 
the recent period and this movement will begin to bear fruit in the coming 
period. 
 
Need for a Political response 
Although the methods of exploitation may have changed in these last 66 
years, the root cause of the people’s misery remains the same as does the 
cause of the current crisis. The capitalist system itself and the exploitation 
of working people are to blame and they are threatening to destroy all 
that has been achieved in the past. If the advanced capitalist countries in 
the west are unable to afford healthcare and decent housing and 
education for their populations or to stem the tide of corruption, what 
hope do we have that a capitalist government in India will be any 
different? 
 
Until we destroy capitalism, until the working class takes power into its 
own hands, nationalises the banks, the land and industry throughout the 
whole of India and starts planning production based upon the needs of the 
masses, life will get more and more unbearable. We must not shy away 
from this fight. It is a fight that we can and must win, but to do so we will 
need to fight for a genuine socialist programme. 
 
A step forward was taken on February the 28thlast year when 100 Million 



went on strike for 24 hours, but a great deal of time has passed between 
then and now. The immediate task is to fight to build the two day general 
strike so that last year’s action pales in comparison but at the same time a 
political struggle must be waged and pressure brought to bear on our 
political leaders in the Communist Parties to provide a genuine alternative 
to the neo-liberal policies of the capitalists. 

 
 
Declaration 
This National Convention of Workers held on 4th of September, 2012 at 
Talkatora Stadium, New Delhi, participated in by workers representatives 
from all over India from all sectors, expresses its deep concern and anguish 
at the total non-response of the government to address the burning issues 
of the working people viz. containing price-rise, universalization of social 
security rights for unorganized sector workers, ensuring proper minimum 
wages, mass scale contractorization, rampant violation of labour laws and 
onslaught on trade union movement in the country through various forms 
of countrywide programmes and agitations in a democratic manner since 
last three years. Such non-response of Govt. to the all-in-united activities 
and persuasion by trade unions is nothing but an affront on the democratic 
rights and aspirations of the working people of the country, which the 
trade union movement cannot accept lying down. 
 
While condemning the government for its inaction and total indifference 
towards the miserable plights of the working people who keep the wheel 
of the economy moving, this National Convention strongly opposes the 
move of the Govt. to curtail budgeted allocations for pro-people 
employment and welfare schemes like NREGA and ICDS meant for rural 
populace and women and child care respectively. The Govt. is hell bent 
upon carrying the financial reforms by amending the bank and insurance 
laws to allow entry of MNCs and Corporates in these vital sectors and also 
pushing through the privatization process in phases through disinvestment 
of shares in blue chip PSUs in the core and strategic sectors of the 
economy. The Govt. is gifting natural and mineral resources of the country 
to corporate and MNCs paving the way for their loot. 
 
Labour law violations are on increase, corporates have been given free 
hand to suppress democratic trade union rights including the basic right of 
forming a trade union and increase in deployment of contract labour on 
jobs of regular nature. Many millions of workers employed to run several 
central govt. schemes, like ICDS, ASHA, mid-day-meal, sarva-siksha etc. 
are being denied even the statutory minimum wages and associated rights. 
The state administration has become subservient to MNCs, and Corporates. 
The recent unfortunate incident in Maruti-Suzuki Plant in Manesar and its 
aftermath including the arrest of 150 workers and dismissal of over 
workers is a glaring instance of corporate govt. nexus. 
 
It appears the govt. is bent upon continuing the same anti people 
economic policy even seeking to enact legislations that run contrary to the 
interest of working people and their social security rights besides 
generating a severe recessionary impact on the national economy. The 
growth of economy is as low as 5.2 and index of industrial production 
declining to less that 1 percent with unemployment situation aggravating 
severely. The Convention expresses its deep concern at the refusal of the 
Central Govt. to respond to the just demands of the united platform of 
trade unions on which the country had witnessed, as never before, a 
massive general strike on 28th February 2012. 
 
The Convention while taking note of the precarious economic situation of 



the country, steep rise in the price of essential goods and commodities and 
all out attack on trade union and social security rights and rampant labour 
law violations decides to further intensify the joint struggles, that were 
being carried out for the last three years on the following demands: 
 
While reiterating the five point demands formulated jointly by the Central 
Trade Unions and Federations for: 
 
1) Concrete measures to contain price rise, 
2) Concrete measures for employment generation, 
3) Strict enforcement of labour laws, 
4) Universal social security cover for organized and unorganized workers 
and creation of National Social Security Fund and 
5) Stoppage of disinvestment in Central and State PSUs/Undertakings, the 
National Convention demands immediate action by the Govt. of India to 
ensure: 
 
•· No Contractorisation of work of permanent/perennial nature and 
payment of wages and benefits to the contact workers at the same rate as 
available to the regular workers of the industry/establishment. 
•· Amendment of Minimum Wages Act to ensure universal coverage 
irrespective of the schedules and fixation of statutory minimum wage at 
not less than Rs 10,000/- linked with cost price index. 
•· Remove all ceilings on payment and eligibility of Bonus, Provident Fund, 
Increase the quantum of gratuity. 
•· Assured Pension for all. 
•· Compulsory registration of trade unions within a period of 45 days and 
immediate ratification of the ILO Conventions Nos. 87 and 98. 
•· The National Convention adopts the following action programmes to 
press for once again the above burning issues facing the working people: 
Programme: 
 
1. State / District / Sector level Joint Conventions during September, 
October and November 2012 
2. Satyagraha/Court Arrest/Fill jails on 18th / 19th December 2012 in all 
the states throughout the country 
3. March to Parliament on 20th December 2012 (mobilization by the unions 
from the states adjoining Delhi) 
4. Countrywide Two Days General Strike on 20th and 21st February 2013 
 
The National Convention appeals to the working people of the country and 
their unions/federations irrespective of affiliations to respond in a massive 
way the call for countrywide united struggle and participate en mass in the 
action programmes formulated by this all-in united platform of workers 
and employees to press for these vital demands embracing all sections of 
the toiling class. 
 
www.marxist.com 

 

Crushing Russia's Labor Leaders 

 
 

 
 

Boris Kagarlitsky 19 February 2013 
 
While the public's attention is focused on the 20 suspects arrested in 
connection with the May 6 protests, we should not forget other political 
prisoners who fell under the boot of the repressive regime even sooner.  
 



In early February, members of the presidential human rights council called 
on the president to release Valentin Urusov, a trade unionist from the 
Sakha republic. Urusov did not promote any anti-government slogans and 
did not call for overthrowing leaders. He only fought for higher wages and 
better working conditions for employees, but that turned out to be enough 
to land him in jail.  
 
Urusov's problems began in 2008, when he led workers at Alrosa in a strike 
for better working conditions. After that, he was suddenly charged with 
drug possession and arrested. The case against him looked so flimsy that 
the Supreme Court of the Sakha republic freed the union leader in May 
2009 and ordered a retrial. However, the district court delivered a second 
guilty verdict, dismissing the defense arguments. 
 
The Sakha law regarding strikes is written in such a way that any form of 
collective action is effectively prohibited. The law is clearly biased in 
favor of official trade unions linked to the government and United Russia. 
In sharp contrast to official rhetoric that portrays Russia as a social state, 
it has become almost daily practice to wage attacks against labor leaders, 
fire activists who have joined free trade unions and bar trade union 
representatives from access to workplaces. What's more, there is no 
functioning mechanism to safeguard labor rights, and companies often 
refuse to enter into collective bargaining with employees.  
 
The fortitude Urusov has shown in prison and his refusal to plea bargain 
has made him a hero of the Russian labor movement. Labor leaders in 
other countries have even taken an interest in the fate of the activist, and 
he has been nominated for this year's Arthur Svensson International Prize 
for Trade Union Rights.  
 
The International Labor Organization as well as European and global labor 
groups have repeatedly appealed to Moscow to review the verdict, and a 
letter in support of Urusov signed by dozens of European intellectuals was 
met by Russian authorities with either silence or ambiguous and empty 
promises. At the same time, however, the fact that a member of the 
president's own human rights council has now taken up the call shows that 
the international pressure is having an effect. This time, the authorities 
will have difficulty ignoring an appeal from a Russian body that is known to 
be loyal to President Vladimir Putin and his policies.  
 
For Russia's free trade unions, obtaining Urusov's release is a top political 
priority and a matter of principle. At stake is not merely the fate of a 
single activist — even one that has become a hero and a symbol of the 
movement. The message from the International Labor Organization to 
Russian authorities spoke of the need for fundamental reforms to the 
country's labor laws and practices. The relationship between government, 
employers and employees must change. Company owners will eventually 
have to accept the fact that in Russia, as in most other countries, workers 
have the right to strike and to establish their own organizations that are 
independent of the state. But as long as the repressive system is used to 
wage attacks against workers struggling for their economic rights, any talk 
of a social partnership between government and the people rings hollow. 
www.zcommunications.org 
 
Boris Kagarlitsky is the director of the Institute of Globalization Studies. 

 

 



Workfare: A Policy On The Brink 

 
 

 
 

Warren Clark 18 February 2013 
 
'Three people start today on this “work experience”. They are to help us 
for up to 30 hours a week for eight weeks over the Christmas period. I am 
terrified by the idea that head office think they don’t need to pay their 
staff. I myself am on part-time minimum wage and if they can have 
workers for free now, what is to stop them making my position redundant 
and using job centre people to run the store at no cost to themselves?’ – 
Shoezone employee, November 2012. 
 
At the end of 2012, stores such as Argos, Asda, Superdrug and Shoezone 
made use of the government’s workfare schemes to meet their seasonal 
demand, instead of hiring extra staff or offering overtime. This is part of 
an increasing trend to replace paid employees with workfare participants. 
In September the 2 Sisters Food Group sacked 350 workers at its plant in 
Leicester. It moved the production of its pizza toppings to Nottingham, 
claiming that the move was ‘as a result of several recent strikes’. 
However, instead of employing people, the company has taken on 100 
workfare placements, ‘to give them an idea of what it’s like to work in the 
food sector’. 
 
It’s not just companies using workfare. It has an increasing presence in the 
public sector too, plugging the gaps left by redundancies and cuts. 
Hospitals, public transport and councils have all used workfare participants 
to provide services. Halton Council has shed 10 per cent of jobs since 2010, 
and is now using workfare placements. Lewisham has closed some of its 
libraries. It has now emerged that its new, outsourced ‘community 
libraries’ use people mandated onto workfare for free labour. 
 
The use of workfare has escalated over the past year and this has had a 
significant effect on the amount of paid work available. ‘Mandatory work 
activity’, which compels people to work without pay for 30 hours a week 
for four weeks, has been expanded to 70,000 placements a year, despite 
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) research showing that it had 
‘zero effect’ on people’s chances of finding work. The so-called ‘work 
experience scheme’, eight-week placements mainly in the private sector, 
is expected to put 250,000 people to work without pay over the next three 
years. The government refuses to say how many of the 850,000 people sent 
on the ‘work programme’ have also been forced to work for free. With five 
other workfare schemes also in operation, it all adds up to workfare 
replacing paid jobs and driving down wages. 
 
Yet despite the expansion in workfare, the first statistics published on the 
work programme show it has been a resounding failure: it did not even 
reach its own minimum target for the number of people the schemes were 
supposed to get into work. People on the work programme are twice as 
likely to have their benefits sanctioned as to find work. 
 
Challenging workfare 
Until recently the reality of mass forced labour in the UK was yet to reach 
public consciousness. Unless you, or a friend, had been made to work for 
free for the likes of Asda, or your work hours were cut when your employer 
took on placements, you probably wouldn’t have known about the policy. 
Red Pepper (Oct/Nov 2011) was among the first to report on the 
government’s plans to rapidly increase the number of people on workfare 
and raise concerns about how the scheme would undermine work 
conditions, undercut the minimum wage and attempt to rewrite the social 



contract. 
 
The success of the campaign against workfare is ensuring that it is both 
widely known and widely criticised. Workfare’s viability is now genuinely 
in question. Tens of big high street brands and charities have been 
compelled by public pressure to end their use of workfare, including 
Sainsbury’s, HMV and Oxfam. Two of the workfare schemes (work 
experience and some placements on the work programme) no longer 
threaten to punish those who fail to participate by stopping their benefit 
payments (though claimants are often given the impression that they will 
be, or are threatened with a compulsory scheme if they don’t comply). 
 
There have been promising stories of grassroots union activists seeing off 
the threat of workfare at the Home Office and in Brighton and Hove City 
Council, while Norwich City Council was the first local authority to pass a 
motion boycotting workfare. The future of workfare is uncertain and this 
central plank of the government’s attack on welfare could be overturned. 
 
Building a movement 
In February 2012, Tesco made the mistake of posting an advert for a 
workfare position online: nightshifts for jobseeker’s allowance. Within 
hours, the advert was all over Twitter and Facebook and the mainstream 
media were forced to pay attention, with even the Daily Mail leading with 
headlines such as ‘Tesco makes u-turn over “slave labour” jobs scheme’ 
(22 February 2012). 
 
Once people knew about workfare, they responded. Days of action have 
taken place in 43 towns across the UK – from cheeky post-it notes left 
throughout stores to occupations and pickets of key offenders. Very rapidly 
brands including TK Maxx, Burger King and Marie Curie, which had been 
quietly profiting from thousands of hours of unpaid work, withdrew to save 
their reputations. 
 
Boycott Workfare also targeted pro-workfare think tanks, whose 
undemocratic lobbying has pushed the workfare agenda. Persistent 
campaigning has ensured they no longer advertise the venues of their 
conferences, fearing the events will be disrupted by direct actions. 
 
The campaign and ensuing media coverage has challenged the political 
climate. Far too many people of all political hues bought into the narrative 
of ‘strivers and skivers’. It was Labour, after all, that introduced workfare 
into the UK, dividing benefit recipients into deserving and undeserving 
poor. 
 
As grassroots action picks off some of the largest workfare users, the 
schemes’ futures begin to look less certain. Until coordinated UK-wide 
action forced a climbdown (though not a complete withdrawal), the British 
Heart Foundation’s website boasted that at any one time it had 1,600 
workfare placements in its stores. A recent DWP report on mandatory work 
activity has noted a sharp reduction in placements since charities have 
been persuaded by the campaign to withdraw. Since December 2012 the 
willingness to profit from forced unpaid work has become even more 
unpalatable as people on sickness and disability benefits who have been 
found ‘unfit for work’ can also be sent on unlimited periods of workfare. 
Lord Bichard, in a Commons select committee, even mooted mandatory 
work for pensioners. In recent months, by taking on the target others have 
baulked at, namely charities, Boycott Workfare has prompted even more 
to announce that they will be pulling out. Workfare is wobbling. 
 
These victories have presented new challenges. Despite mainstream media 



commentators, politicians and some campaign groups claiming that Tesco 
had pulled out of workfare when the company announced an additional 
new scheme it was introducing, in reality it was still participating. 
Superdrug and Scope suspended involvement, then later sneaked back in. 
 
A campaign led by the unemployed 
From the start the Boycott Workfare campaign has involved and taken its 
lead from people directly affected by workfare, people who are often 
ignored by many sections of the left. 
 
Where traditional politics has left a vacuum, the space for grassroots, 
creative and agile campaigning has opened up. Working with other groups, 
a key feature of the way Boycott Workfare campaigns is that it seeks to 
enable as much action as possible – welcoming every tactic and strategy 
deployed against workfare and publicising actions wherever they are and 
whoever has organised them. It means empowering individuals to resist 
being subject to workfare, providing information to people receiving social 
security or who have been sanctioned. It’s about trying to help, with no 
strings attached. 
 
People understand that it is their actions that can make the difference. 
It’s their movement. Much of the knowledge about who is using workfare is 
‘crowd-sourced’; people’s real stories and experiences are used to 
challenge those who claim they are not using workfare. Every day, people 
take their own actions against workfare, writing letters, sending emails or 
haranguing those involved in the schemes on social media. 
 
Slowly but surely a campaign network has established itself across the UK. 
People take action when and how they want to, liaising to share 
information and inspiration and to coordinate for key targets. Collectively 
the grassroots are punching way above their weight. 
 
Workfare and the unions 
As is often the case, how unions have responded varies enormously. Union 
leaderships have been slow to react to workfare as a workplace issue. The 
TUC occupies the uncomfortable position of officially condemning 
workfare, while supporting Labour’s intended scheme, the so-called ‘job 
guarantee’. This scheme advocates compulsory work at far below a living 
wage with a similar harsh sanctions regime to that operated by the current 
coalition government. 
 
Grassroots members of Unite’s new community branches are taking direct 
action against workfare. Yet Unite still asked the Boycott Workfare 
campaign to do free casework for its new community union members who 
had been unemployed and recently sanctioned, despite charging these 
members a £26 annual fee. Boycott Workfare declined. It seems Unite is 
yet to use its resources to offer the kind of individual case support we try 
to provide for free. 
 
The PCS has been supportive, agreeing to sit down with the campaign to 
see what can be achieved by working together. However, the CWU agreed 
to help implement a workfare scheme at the Royal Mail. It belatedly exited 
the scheme, after being embarrassed into doing so. 
 
Despite this mixed picture, local branches have passed motions opposing 
workfare and brought the issue to national conferences. Many unions, 
including the BFAWU, NUT, Unison, Unite and PCS now have policy against 
workfare. In 2013, the campaign hopes to work in genuine dialogue with 
unions to devise strategies to counter workfare at a local, regional and 
national level – essential since workfare’s implementation is so diffuse. 



 
The year ahead 
The campaign to stop workfare faces some big challenges in 2013. Since 
October 2012, people who refuse workfare or fall foul of the system in 
other ways now risk losing their subsistence benefit for up to three years. 
Universal credit looms on the horizon and with it will come a new deluge 
of conditionality. Low paid and part-time workers will be drawn into the 
same boat as jobseekers – forced to do jobsearch and workfare until they 
are earning the equivalent of full-time work at minimum wage. Whitehall 
intends to make using the disastrous Universal Jobmatch website 
compulsory, sentencing those claiming social security to hours of 
demoralising searching on an ineffective database, while also making 
surveillance of every click possible. 
 
There is, however, a realistic prospect of success. A DWP legal submission 
attempting to block information about who is using workfare argues that 
the schemes risk collapse if that information is published. Since we are 
continually discovering this information through word of mouth anyway, 
the campaign can take heart from this admission of its effectiveness. 
 
More people will be introduced to workfare in 2013. But as we step up our 
outreach, they will also be introduced to us, and we still have a few tricks 
up our sleeves. Potential workfare users be warned: if you exploit us we 
will shut you down. 
 
Warren Clark is a member of the Boycott Workfare campaign, with 
personal experience of workfare. He writes here in a personal capacity.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 

 

South Africa and the Resource Curse 

 
 

 
 

 
Patrick Bond interviewed by Paul Jay from the Real News Network 15 
February 2013 
 
PAUL JAY, SENIOR EDITOR, TRNN: Welcome to The Real News Network. 
I'm Paul Jay in Baltimore. And please join us now for this week's edition of 
the Bond report with Patrick Bond, who now joins us from South Africa.  
 
Patrick is the director of the Center for Civil Society. He's also a professor 
at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond's an author and 
editor of the recently released books Politics of Climate Justice and 
Durban's Climate Gamble.  
 
Thanks for joining us again, Patrick. 
 
PATRICK BOND, DIRECTOR, CENTRE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY: Great to be with 
you, Paul. 
 
JAY: So what's the big story this week in South Africa? 
 
BOND: It's really been mining, because South Africa for the 19th time has 
hosted the African Mining Indaba. Indaba is a local word for gathering. And 
these are thousands of the companies, the heads of state and state 
functionaries and the journalists who make up this huge industry that is 



responsible for so much environmental destruction and economic, social, 
and political degradation on the continent. And they gather every year. 
 
And this year was especially important, because there's been such a roller 
coaster, especially with the single biggest sector, platinum, here in South 
Africa. It was the largest firm, a couple of weeks ago—that's Angloplats—
announcing 14,000 layoffs right in the area of the Marikana platinum 
fields, where there was a big massacre last August. The commission into 
the massacre's been continuing with more revelations about emailing that 
actually catalyzed the police and the mining ministry to intervene and to 
get the mineworkers off that famous hill where they were trapped and 34 
murdered over the course of a few minutes last August 16.  
 
But, you know, the company involved there, that was Lonmin, third-largest 
platinum miner. They've made an extraordinary comeback. In the last 
couple of weeks, they've announced that they had a huge increase in 
production after the mineworkers settled the 22 percent wage increase, 
Paul. And what that means is that there's suddenly a jockeying in this 
sector, and the largest firm, Anglo, was rapped over the knuckles very 
strongly by the South African government and by the mineworkers and is 
now beginning to come to the table. And there is also talk, although 
there's no nationalization of mines, that certainly what brought Anglo was 
a threat to review their mining license. 
 
So we're really seeing an intensification of class and state capital struggles 
over mining. And the most exciting moment probably last week, Tuesday, 
was when Joe Seoka, the bishop from Pretoria who is very much a leader 
and very present with the mineworkers at Marikana, went and led a march 
against the mining indaba, insisting that on environmental and social 
grounds they clean up their act. 
 
JAY: Why would one of the companies seem to be profitable, Lonmin, and 
the other losing money in the same fields? 
 
BOND: Well, it's partly because Lonmin had such a huge loss. They lost 
around 90 percent of their share value, so they've had to come up 
naturally as a sort of bounce-back. And no one had much expectations that 
a company like that—by the way, a company once named in 1973 the 
unacceptable face of capitalism by British Prime Minister Edward Heath—
no one really expected them to make a comeback at all. And the workers 
certainly have remained militant, and many of them are claiming they 
didn't get their full payment back, and they've been threatening strikes in 
recent days. So I think the situation's quite fluid. 
 
It also relates very much to whether key individuals like Cyril Ramaphosa, 
the Lonmin shareholder, probably the largest South African shareholder, 
nearly 9 percent, he in the meantime was made the deputy president of 
the ruling party, and pretty much a clear line of succession to becoming 
the next president after Jacob Zuma retires, probably in the year 2017. 
And so Cyril Ramaphosa very present in the debates about what to do 
about mining and very much mining industry representative. And the other 
key figure this last week, a woman called Mamphela Ramphele, who is the 
chair of Goldfield—it's a big gold mining operation which also is 
downsizing—and she used to be the World Bank managing director for 
poverty, a neoliberal, a very controversial former partner of Steve Biko, 
the great black consciousness leader. 
 
JAY: I was about to say, aren't both of these figures former activists? 
 
BOND: Indeed. Ramaphosa was the National Union of Mineworkers leader 



who actually led in 1987 the first big mine strike that was a national strike 
and really shook the apartheid regime and its corporate friends. 
 
And Mamphela Ramphele was banned by the apartheid regime and then did 
her doctorate at the University of Cape Town and became the president—
what we call the vice chancellor—of that university before going to the 
World Bank. And now she's a venture capitalist and sits on the boards of a 
number of companies and does a great deal of public intellectual work and 
will start a new political party in coming days. That party, lining up to the 
right of the African National Congress, probably will pull away some of its 
middle-class support. 
 
So it's an interesting time in terms of the fluidity in the political system, 
even though we don't really have an election scheduled here till 2014. 
 
JAY: And what do you make of the arc of people like these two individuals 
we're talking about, who were activists in the fight against apartheid and 
are now essentially multimillionaire big capitalists who are fully pushing 
neoliberal economics and politics? I mean, is it that when they fought 
against apartheid, it was really a fight against racism for them and not for 
any kind of more equitable social-economic system? I mean, how do you 
get—or is this cynicism and corruption now? 
 
BOND: Well, both are extremely ambitious. And in the sense that they've—
they're probably about the brightest people of the anti-apartheid 
generation. You could name maybe a dozen and they would certainly be 
there. But that ambition goes, in a sense, personality-wise, with the flow, 
and that's crony capitalism in this country. It's a corporatist arrangement 
where big business and the big government, along with some factions of 
big labor, including the mineworkers, have settled into a fairly easy 
relationship in which there's a revolving door.  
 
So, Paul, it's not so much, as one, you know, might initially think, a sellout 
or a complete change in ideology, but a natural evolution that many of the 
sharpest people in the anti-apartheid movement decides where they can 
make money and exert influence. And I think to both their credits, they're 
leaving the business world behind.  
 
Both are now quickly resigning—for example, Ramaphosa now resigning 
from Lonmin so that he can be a full-time politician and not be 
encumbered by the huge—I mean, he's worth about $600 million at least, 
and he's therefore probably able to put most of his holdings into a blind 
trust and come out of whatever political experience he has still the 
second-wealthiest black man in South Africa, probably about the fourth-
richest overall. And although Manphela Ramphele had many other 
possibilities as the World Bank managing director for poverty, she could 
certainly have stayed in the multilateral system. I think, for both of them, 
exerting power and being very frustrated with the way in which the South 
African government has degenerated with the corruption at the top of the 
government—and I think in some ways these are real valid efforts by 
ambitious people to exert more political influence.  
 
However, the problem is that they are doing so within a context of 
corporate, state, and some big labor relationships which have had this 
terrible environmental, social, labor, economic, and I think political 
degeneration. And that's the resource curse, writ large here. We've seen 
many other examples. You could argue that the Central African Republic 
intervention in January by the South African government, 400 troops going 
to back up a dictator there, was because South Africa has uranium 
interests there. In fact, the deputy foreign minister acknowledged such. 



 
So we're beginning to see South Africa in the same way France in Mali in 
recent days has gone in, probably to protect the interests of uranium in 
that vicinity, uranium producers for the big French nuclear plants. And so 
mining again plays this environmentally destructive, but also politically 
degenerative role. And that's what we saw with the African mining summit 
here in Cape Town, where so many very wealthy people came and made no 
concessions, really, whatsoever to the reality that the gig is up, that 
people understand much more, after the Marikana massacre, what kind of 
damage they're doing.  
 
JAY: Alright. Thanks for joining us, Patrick. 
 
BOND: Thank you. 
 
JAY: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network 
therealnews.com 
 
Patrick Bond is the Director of the Center for Civil Society and Professor at 
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. Bond is the author and 
editor of the recently released books, Politics of Climate Justice and 
Durban’s Climate Gamble. 
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The Courage Of The Vigilante Feminists Is Contagious 

 
 

 
 

Laurie Penny 14 February 2013 
 
'I'm sick of being ashamed. Three days ago, an anti-harassment activist said 
those words to me in a flat above Cairo's Tahrir square, as she pulled on 
her makeshift uniform ready to protect women on the protest lines from 
being raped in the street. Only days before, I'd heard exactly the same 
words from pro-choice organisers in Dublin, where I travelled to report on 
the feminist fight to legalise abortion in Ireland. I had thought that I was 
covering two separate stories – so why were two women from different 
countries and backgrounds repeating the same mantra against fear, and 
against shame? 
 
From India to Ireland to Egypt, women are on the streets, on the airwaves, 
on the internet, getting organised and getting angry. They're co-ordinating 
in their communities to combat sexual violence and taking a stand against 
archaic sexist legislation; they're challenging harassment and rape culture. 
Across the world, women who are sick and tired of shame and fear are 
fighting back in unprecedented ways. 
 
This is not 2011. The mood of hope that so recently swept Europe, 
America, the Middle East and cyberspace is collapsing into confusion and 
social tension, and social tension is being channelled, in part, into 
suspicion of minorities, immigrants, people of colour, and women and 
girls. Sexism often functions as a pressure-release valve in times of social 
unrest – and when it does, it takes different forms, depending on local 
values. Right now, in Egypt, it's groping, heckling and mob attacks; in 
Ireland, it's rape apologism and a backlash against abortion and sexual 
equality; on the internet, it's vicious slut-shaming and revenge porn. But 
this time, women are refusing to take it any more. 
 
Like the Arab spring and Occupy in 2011, local movements with no 



apparent connection to one another are exchanging information and taking 
courage from one another's struggles. The fight against misogyny is 
spreading online and via networks of solidarity and trust that develop 
rapidly, outside the traditional channels. I met Swedish and Iranian 
feminist activists in Dublin, and British feminist activists in Cairo, and have 
seen live information about the women's marches in Egypt spread quickly 
through chains of activists from South Africa to the American Deep South. 
Men and boys, too, are involved as allies – not in large numbers, but in 
numbers large enough to make their presence impossible to overlook. 
 
What's fascinating about these new feminist movements is their 
independence. They're developing organically, outside the well-worn 
circuit of NGOs, government lobbying and quiet petition-signing that has 
been the proper format for feminist activism for more than two decades. 
As if on some secret signal, women and their allies across the world have 
expressed a collective lack of faith in governments and police forces to 
deal with endemic sexism. The lists of demands still begin with changes in 
the law, but many women are no longer prepared to wait patiently and 
politely for the police and judiciary to update their practices. There's no 
time to wait for gradual reform to heal the sickness in society when what's 
needed is triage. 
 
Tiny groups that meet on Facebook and Twitter turn into gangs prepared 
to meet violence with violence in self-defence. This month the 
government of India was frightened into taking a stand on rape culture by 
the very real prospect of riots in the streets. On the internet, where until 
recently misogynist abuse has often been accepted, vigilantes are 
systematically exposing bullies and harassers and publishing their names. 
In Cairo last week, women yelled for the Morsi administration to 
acknowledge and deal with street harassment – but they also brandished 
knives. I interviewed a rape survivor in her early twenties who told me 
that if anyone tried to hurt her or her friends again, with no rule of law 
protecting women, she was prepared to inflict pain. These women are 
doing what worthy campaigns like Eve Ensler's ambitious one billion rising 
campaign cannot manage: they are making men afraid. 
 
It's too early to say whether the mood of mutiny will last. When people 
fight misogyny, they aren't just fighting governments and police forces, 
religious organisations and strangers in the streets – they also have to deal 
with intolerance from their loved ones, from their colleagues, from friends 
and family members who can't or won't understand. Over the last few 
weeks I have been humbled by the bravery of the activists I've met, 
particularly the women. It takes a special sort of courage to cast off 
shame, to risk not just violence but also intimate rejection for the sake of 
a better future. And the thing about courage is that it's contagious. 

 

Optimism at Davos based on reality? 

 
 

 
 

IMF and World Bank reduce growth predictions 
Editorial in this week’s Offensiv, paper of Rättvisepartiet Socialisterna 
(CWI Sweden) 13 February 2013 
 
After this year’s World Economic Forum in Davos, with 2,500 politicians 
and capitalists from around the world, the media reported an, increasing 
optimism about the world economy. But this in no way means the crisis is 
over.  
 



The main reason for the optimism is a strong rise on many stock markets 
and larger dividends for shareholders. The world’s 100 richest people 
increased their wealth by $241 billion, to $1,900 billion in 2012.  
 
Behind this lies the massive efforts of the central banks - the U.S. Federal 
Reserve and the ECB, the EU’s central bank - which have been buying up 
securities worth hundreds of billions of euros and dollars. This money, 
mostly paid to the banks, almost automatically leads to a rise in stock 
markets. However, this is not the same as an economic upturn. Rather, it 
shows that the factors that initiated the crisis of 2008-09 still dominate.  
 
In an article explaining the optimism, the Economist concludes that the 
most important reason is that the world has managed to avoid the worst 
potential disasters. So far, the euro has not collapsed and the US did not 
fall over the fiscal cliff.  
 
However, the facts speak against optimism. Last month, both the World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) downgraded their 
predictions for the world economy. The World Bank has reduced its 
estimate of global economic growth for 2013 from 3% to 2.4.%. For the 
euro zone, the reduction is from 1.1% growth to minus 0.1%. The IMF 
predicts negative growth of 0.2% for the euro area, with many others being 
more pessimistic.  
 
Among the worst hit crisis countries in Europe - Spain, Italy and Portugal - 
are in official recession (a shrinking economy for at least six months), 
while Greece is in a depression. The Greek economy has shrunk 25% since 
2008. While speculators rejoice, unemployment continues to rise. Nearly 
26 million people are without jobs in the EU, of which 18.7 million are in 
eurozone countries.  
 
Four of the six biggest high-income countries have still not recovered since 
the crisis began - France, Britain, Italy and Canada. Of the other two, 
Germany - Europe’s biggest economy - shrank by 0.5% in the fourth quarter 
of 2012.  
 
Also, the US economy – seemingly the strongest recovering major economy 
- shrank from October to December by 0.1%. The ‘fiscal cliff’ was avoided 
at the last minute on New Year’s Day, but will return in March, with new 
threats of large automatic cuts. Unemployment in the US is already 
approaching 8%.  
 
The news of a turnaround in China must be seen in this context. The new 
leaders at the top of the dictatorship in Beijing have continued on the 
same path as before - big investments financed by loans. That means 
short-term growth while inflating the financial bubble yet further and 
increasing over-capacity.  
 
Disagreement  
2013 will be a crucial year, said IMF Managing Director, Christine Lagarde, 
at the World Economic Forum. It was also obvious that the world’s leaders 
disagreed on what to do and who should pay the costs. Instead of a 
common strategy, their policies are increasingly about trying to send the 
bill abroad.  
 
The contradictions are being sharpened. All industrialised countries are 
committed to increasing exports at a time when world trade grew by only 
4% in 2012. The main result of the Federal Reserve’s Quantitative Easing - 
now at over $3,000 billion, 20% of its GDP - is that the dollar’s value is 
falling, which favours US exports. A similar effort is now being undertaken 



by the new Japanese government. This means that the euro is increasing in 
value, leading the French government to demand counter-measures by the 
ECB.  
 
The state of the world economy was summed up by one commentator in a 
recent article about Spain underlining, The sharp contrast between 
brightening market sentiment and the worsening situation on the ground. 
Bankruptcies, unemployment and the decline in GDPs are all worsening.  
 
The crisis has entered a new phase, and the capitalist system’s failure is as 
clear as ever. The wealth of the parasites in the stock market is growing in 
parallel with unemployment and social distress. The working class needs 
parties that stand for a clear socialist alternative.  
www.socialistworld.net 

 

For workers, a thinner slice of pie 

 
 

 
 

Farooque Chowdhury First Published in Pambazuka 12 February 2013 
 
In a global examination of the survival of capitalism in crisis, the recent 
International Labour Organisation report shows that workers globally 
continue to be extremely exploited and capital continues to exact greater 
profits for the minority whilst finding new ways to justify this heinous 
system 
 
Once again, the much told fact has been reiterated: workers get a thinner 
slice of pie. The International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) ‘Global Wage 
Report 2012/13: Wages and Equitable Growth’ records the fact. The bigger 
slice is always for capital. This is the rule, and the rule was enacted and 
being implemented by capital. There is no division of power; although 
capital markets the power-division formula in democracy market.  
 
An amalgamation of crises, especially financial and economic crises in the 
advanced capitalist countries have intensified capital’s war against labor. 
One of the gains by capital in this war is labor’s declining share in income. 
The ILO report finds: ‘Workers get a smaller share of GDP, as a bigger slice 
goes to capital income.’ Capital income shares increased in a majority of 
countries. In China, wages tripled over the last decade, but GDP grew at a 
faster rate than the total wage bill. This surge cut down labor’s share.  
 
In 16 developed economies, the average labor share dropped from 75 
percent of national income in the mid-1970s to 65 percent in the years just 
before the economic crisis, and in 16 developing and emerging countries, 
it decreased from 62 percent of GDP in the early 1990s to 58 percent just 
before the crisis.  
 
Labor’s declining share in income means labor is paid less for its necessary 
labor time, and less payment for necessary labor time means labor is 
pressed down or squeezed out more for more profit by capital, which is 
labor’s increased hardship, deprivation, and suffering. Then, labor is 
dictated to keep silent. And, this is the democracy capital practices. A real 
capitalist democracy!  
 
To put it point blank: it’s labor’s starved, half-starved days, untreated 
diseases, degrading housing condition, more work, less rest, more 
uncertainty, less security, more indignity. This puts pressure on labor and 
weakens labor’s bargaining power. So, the ILO report finds: ‘Wage growth 



suffered a double-dip in developed economies.’ 
 
Between 1999 and 2011, the report tells, average labor productivity in 
developed economies increased more than twice as much as average 
wages. In a number of larger economies including the US, Germany and 
Japan wage growth lagged behind productivity growth.  
 
In Germany, average wages declined in spite of positive average labor 
productivity growth in the years 1999–2007. In 2011, hourly wages were 
only marginally (0.4 percent) above their 2000 level while hourly labor 
productivity had grown by 12.8 percent over the same period. Real 
monthly wages remained flat although labor productivity soared by almost 
a quarter over the past two decades.  
 
Citing S. Fleck, J. Glaser and S. Sprague’s ‘The compensation–productivity 
gap: A visual essay’, in ‘Monthly Labor Review’ (US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, January 2011) the ILO report says: ‘The gap between hourly 
labor productivity and hourly compensation growth contributed to a 
decline in the labor share in the US, where real hourly labor productivity in 
the non-farm business sector increased by 85 percent since 1980 while real 
hourly compensation increased by only around 35 percent. In the UK, 
despite ‘productivity gains real average wages declined sharply.’  
 
The declining trend is also ‘amazing.’ In a number of countries including 
Greece and a number of new EU member-countries, wages declined 
considerably more than labor productivity.  
 
LOWER WAGES 
Large numbers of employees are getting lower wages, finds the report. 
The reasons include reduced working hours and less overtime. Companies 
in several countries have reduced employees’ working time: three or four-
day weeks have replaced five-day week, daily hours have been reduced, 
and even plants have been shut down for weeks or months. 
 
Reducing working hours is no kind-heartedness of capital. The same is with 
less overtime work. The measure has been taken to avoid laying off labor 
as laying off labor creates risky situation for capital, especially during the 
period of increased social tension. The threat to capital’s political 
instability increases. 
 
‘Real average wage growth,’ the ILO report finds, ‘has remained far below 
pre-crisis levels globally, going into the red in developed economies, 
although it has remained significant in emerging economies…. Omitting 
China, global real average wages grew at only 0.2 percent in 2011, down 
from 1.3 percent from in 2010 and 2.3 percent in 2007. This is the hard 
fact of 0.2 percent, and the fact turns harder if one casts glimpses on the 
company, especially bank balance sheets of loss and profit. The sheets 
show a higher profit, higher dividends.’  
 
In developed economies, wages suffered a double dip; in eastern Europe 
and central Asia, real wages contracted severely in 2009; in the Middle 
East, real average wages appear to have declined since 2008; and in 
Russia, the real value of wages collapsed to less than 40 percent of their 
value in 1990s. It took another decade before the Russian wages regained 
its initial level. In terms of real value of wages, is it a decade lost in the 
Russian capitalist wilderness? 
 
In India, wage trends appeared ‘somewhat unclear’, as the report 
observes. It says: ‘[R]eal wages declined in a majority of recent years, 
shrinking the purchasing power of wage earners. This would explain the 



many concerns expressed by workers in India about rapidly increasing 
prices, particularly food prices. The trend, however, is surprising in the 
light of the country’s rapid economic growth over the last decade.’ 
 
In a number of Arab countries, the Arab Spring ‘seems to have prompted 
[...] to make further increases in wages for local people working in the 
public sector. [But in] the private sector, minimum wages and collective 
bargaining are underdeveloped in the Arab region.’ 
 
WAGE-PRODUCTIVITY GAP 
The wage growth-labor productivity growth gap, the ILO report finds, is 
widening. The fact turns out: labor is made to move wheels with more 
speed, move its limbs and brain faster, stretch its muscles further but the 
number of coins that are thrown down on its frail hands increases with a 
slower speed. The gap widens.  
 
When necessary labor time is squeezed down further, wheels are turned 
speedier, and labor’s bargaining power is weakened, the crueler reality 
declines to hide. It gets exposed. It’s hard time for labor, a time of 
intensified exploitation of labor, a time for higher profit by capital. It’s 
not ‘equitable growth’, the ILO report’s 2012/13 edition looks at. So, the 
academic parlance emerges: ‘working poverty.’ 
 
But there is cheap labor: workers in the Philippine manufacturing sector 
were paid $1.40 for every hour worked. It was less than $5.50 in Brazil, 
$13 in Greece, $23.30 in the US, about $35 in Denmark.  
 
A treacherous space is there. ‘Throughout the crisis wages continued to 
grow in Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa and Asia.’ 
 
Growth in wages in Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa and Asia will 
not reach the level in Europe and the US in the near-future. So, there will 
be scope for threatening labor in these two continents, there will remain 
space for bargaining with it, and there will be profit.  
 
IMF INTERVENTION 
In Greece, the report notes, wages were growing ahead of productivity 
before the crisis. But, average wages were forced down by austerity 
programs. However, in 2010-2011 cumulatively it fell down close to 15 
percent. The minimum wage has been severely cut, losing 22 percent of its 
previous value, informs the report.  
 
‘This change was made on the request of the European Central Bank, the 
European Commission and the IMF as a condition for giving the Greek 
Government access to bailout funds from the European Financial Stability 
Facility (EFSF).’ The report cited ‘The IMF’s advice on labor market 
issues’, IMF Fact sheet [1]: ‘Wage cuts were necessary if the country was 
to regain competitiveness and growth.... The IMF also considered that the 
minimum wage in Greece was substantially higher than in other developed 
economies, even though ... it was not out of range.’ 
 
Referring to the case of Portugal the report says: in the country, ‘access to 
EFSF came at the condition of a minimum wage freeze.’  
 
In Serbia and Albania, the report says, ‘real wages fell in spite of positive 
labor productivity growth, a reflection of the freezing of nominal wages in 
the public sector.’  
 
Citing M. Arandarenko and S. Avlijas’ ‘Behind the veil of statistics: Bringing 
to light structural weaknesses in Serbia’ in V. Schmidt and D. Vaughan-



Whitehead (eds): ‘The impact of the crisis on wages in South-East 
Europe’(2011) the report says: ‘In Serbia, an agreement with the IMF 
signed in April 2009 included a commitment by the government to keep 
public sector wages and pensions frozen in nominal terms in 2009 and 2010 
– as a result of which real wages in the public administration declined. This 
measure came with a ban on new employment in the public sector. 
Similarly, on the advice of the IMF, budgetary restrictions on wage growth 
in the public sector have been introduced in Albania.’ The IMF’s wage-
freezing ‘story’ is told, at least for now.  
 
SPACE FOR CAPITAL 
It is preached that companies need breathing space – scope for making 
profit – in times of crisis. So, an arrangement was imposed on labor: work 
sharing. 
 
Many companies, the report finds, have adopted new working practices, 
and labor’s hourly wage rates were changed. Brains in the moneybag of 
capital have not suggested reducing profit rate.  
 
Citing ILO’s ‘Decent world country profile: Ukraine’ (Geneva, 2011) and G. 
Kulikov and V. Blyzniuk’s ‘Impact of the financial and economic crisis on 
wages, income distribution and the tax system’ (Budapest, 2010) the 
report says: In Ukraine, ‘[m]any employees had to go on unpaid leave, 
especially in the industrial sector while others saw their basic wages 
frozen and their bonuses cut.’ Ukraine labor has experienced the award of 
formally resorting to open market its red turned white party bosses 
promised.  
 
However, the reality emerges: capital finds its breathing space by further 
and further encroachment of labor’s breathing space. 
 
CAPITAL’S INCREASED SHARE 
The report says: ‘The mirror image of the fall in the labor share is the 
increase in the capital share of income (often called the profit share), 
which is measured most frequently as the share of gross operating surplus 
of corporations as a percentage of GDP.... [I]n advanced economies, 
profits of non-financial corporations have increasingly been allocated to 
pay dividends, which accounted for 35 percent of profits in 2007 and 
increased pressure on companies to reduce the share of value added going 
to labor compensation.’ 
 
The report shows: in many countries, there is a long-term trend towards 
labor compensation’s falling share and profit’s rising share. 
 
Citing studies/reports including OECD’s ‘Divided we stand: Why inequality 
keeps rising’ (Paris, 2011) and J. Roine and D. Waldenström’s ‘On the role 
of capital gains in Swedish income inequality’ (in Review of Income and 
Wealth, Vol. 58, No. 3, 2012) the report said: In the period 1987–2008, a 
large part of the increased surplus of corporations went into boosting the 
dividends to shareholders. In France, total dividends increased from 4 
percent of the total wage bill in the early 1980s to 13 percent in 2008. In 
the US, three-quarters of the increase in gross operating surplus went into 
the payment of dividends. The greater concentration of income with 
capital instead of labor, booming dividends have often contributed to 
higher overall household income inequality. No interpretation is needed. 
‘Truth needs no flowers of speech’, writes Pope.  
 
VOID CAPITALIST GLOBALIZATION 
Capitalist globalization was hawked vociferously by the mainstream. But, 
the void promise by capitalist globalization has been exposed. 



Financialization is actually gambling with incapacity by a few that savages 
the broader society. To labor, capitalist globalization is a savage fact. 
Reality has exposed the lies of the benefits of trade globalization, 
expansion of financial markets, etc. 
 
‘The drop in the labor share is due to technological progress, trade 
globalization, the expansion of financial markets, and decreasing union 
density, which have eroded the bargaining power of labor’, says the 
report. ‘Financial globalization, in particular, may have played a bigger 
role than previously thought.’ 
 
Citing D. Rodrik’s 1997 work ‘Has globalization gone too far?’ (Washington 
DC, Institute of International Economics) and Ö. Onaran’s ‘Globalisation, 
macroeconomic performance and distribution” in E. Hein and E. 
Stockhammer’s (eds) ‘A modern guide to Keynesian macroeconomics and 
economic policies’ (2011) the report says: ‘[F]inancial globalization has 
probably weakened workers’ bargaining position.’ 
 
In developed economies, the report says, ‘global financialization 
contributes 46 percent of the fall in labor income shares, compared to 
contributions of 19 percent by globalization, 10 percent by technology and 
25 percent by changes in two broad institutional variables: government 
consumption and union density. ... [F]inancialization, globalization and 
technological progress have all grown in magnitude over time, thus 
contributing negatively to changes in labor income shares between the two 
periods.’ 
 
THE WORKING POOR  
‘One of the key findings’, the report says, ‘is the growing inequality in 
income, in terms of functional and personal income distribution.’ 
 
‘[M]any waged and salaried workers in developing countries are in fact 
living with their families in poverty’, says the report. Out of about 209 
million wage earners in 32 developing countries from 1997 to 2006, about 
23 million were earning below US$1.25 a day and 64 million were earning 
less than US$2 per day, the international poverty lines for 32 developing 
countries.  
 
An ‘interesting’ relation is mentioned in the report. ‘A lower labor share’, 
the report says, ‘was associated with a higher share of net exports in all 
countries. A 1 percent lower labor share was associated with higher rates 
of investment in GDP in nine countries as well as in the eurozone group, 
but had no perceptible effect on investment in five emergent economies 
and the US. The positive effect of lower labour share on exports is perhaps 
not surprising, given the close relationship between the concept of the 
labour share and the concept of unit labour costs. A decline in unit labour 
costs is often seen as an improvement in external cost competitiveness 
[...] lower unit labor costs are [...] frequently advocated as a means of 
restoring economic growth and promoting employment. This is [...] the 
rationale behind the decision in Greece to reduce the minimum wage by 22 
percent, with a further 10 percent cut for young workers, together with a 
reduction in non-wage costs (social security contributions) by 5 percentage 
point. Similar [...] measures were also part of IMF programs in Portugal, 
Serbia and Latvia.’  
 
The fact shows capital’s efficiency in imposing burdens on labor: to 
sharpen competitive edge, press down, squeeze out labor, ask labor to 
‘sacrifice/contribute’, which is actually appropriation. To ensure the 
‘sacrifice/contribute’, there is force, the force of political mechanism. 
And, to hide the act of appropriation and use of force, there are crude 



jargons ‘innovated’ by a section of dignified academic brains.  
 
The reality of shrinking income, increasing hardship, growing poverty of 
the labor, and rising profit of capital finds Guy Ryder, ILO Director-
General, write in the Preface of the report: ‘On a social and political level 
this trend risks creating perceptions that workers and their families are not 
receiving their fair share of the wealth they create.’  
 
In developed economies, according to the report, unemployment rose from 
less than 6 percent to more than 8 percent of the labor force. The figure 
was double-digit in Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain. Worldwide 
unemployment has gone up by 27 million since the start of the crisis, 
bringing the overall number of unemployed to about 200 million or 6 
percent of the global labor force. 
 
In this saturnalia organized by capital, shall labor’s discontent and rising 
appear immoral and illogical?  
www.pambazuka.org 
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Tunisia: towards a second revolution? 

 
 

 
 

Jorge Martin 7 February 2013 
 
On the morning of February 6th, the prominent left wing leader Chokri 
Belaïd was assassinated in front of his house in Tunis. Thousands have 
taken to the streets, attacked offices of the ruling Ennahda party, which 
they consider responsible for the assassination, and a general strike has 
been called for tomorrow, February 8th. This could be the incident that 
sparks a much needed second revolution, two years after the overthrow 
the hated Ben Alí regime. 
 
Chokri Belaïd was the general secretary of the Unified Party of Patriotic 
Democrats (PUPD), which describes itself as Marxist and Pan-Arabist, as 
well as being one of the leading figures of the Popular Front, a coalition of 
left wing forces including the Workers Party (PT, formerly the PCOT). 
Belaïd’s family and comrades lay the blame for his assassination on the so-
called “Leagues for the Protection of the Revolution”, gangs of fascist 
thugs linked to the ruling Islamist party Ennahda. Hamma Hammami, the 
spokesperson of the Popular Front and main leader of the PT declared: 
“the government as a whole is responsible for this political crime”. The 
current government is a coalition between the Islamist Ennahda, the 
Congress for the Republic (CPR) and the social democratic Ettakol. 
 
On Saturday, February 2nd, a regional congress of the PUPD was attacked 
by Salafist gangs leaving 11 people injured. At that meeting Chokri Belaïd 
denounced Ennahda as being responsible for the attack, which was the 
latest in a constant and growing campaign of intimidation and violence 
carried out by Islamic extremists. 



 
As news spread of his assassination, thousands immediately gathered in 
protest demonstrations, both in the capital Tunis and in cities and towns 
across the country including Gafsa, Sidi Bouzid, Béja, Kasserine, Bizerte, 
Mahdia, Sousse, Siliana and Mezzouna. In many of these places the 
demonstrators ransacked and torched the offices of the ruling Ennahda 
party. Thousands gathered in the Habib Bourgiba Avenue in the capital and 
outside the Ministry of the Interior. Once again, the shouts of “the people 
want the overthrow of the regime”, which were the rallying cry of the 
Tunisian revolution against Ben Alí, were heard again. 
 
Incredibly, despite the official condemnation of the killing by the 
government and Ennahda, the state used riot police and tear gas against 
the demonstrators and against the procession which accompanied the 
ambulance transporting the body of Belaïd. 
 
Some of the demonstrations on the day and on Thursday have acquired 
insurrectionary proportions. In Sidi Bouzid youth clashed with the police 
throughout the night and attacked the police barracks, finally forcing them 
to withdraw, to be replaced by the Army on the streets. In Jendouba, a 
march organised by the regional UGTT trade union on Thursday 7, occupied 
the building of the regional governorate and demanded that the governor 
should leave the region. Similarly in Gafsa, paralysed by a general strike, 
demonstrators have clashed with the police while attempting to occupy 
the governorate building. There was also a general strike in Siliana, which 
had already seen a popular uprising in November 2012. In Kelibia (Nabeul), 
the offices of Ennahda were assaulted and the government delegate 
expelled. In El Kef, which was the scene of a regional strike two weeks 
ago, there were huge demonstrations yesterday and today and the offices 
of Ennahda were attacked and the people declared all government 
representatives persona non grata in the region. Media reports pointed out 
that police forces were completely absent and that militants of the 
Popular Front had organised stewarding to guarantee public security.  
 
Clearly, even before the assassination of Belaïd, there had been a build up 
of discontent and anger which had been accumulating for months. The 
current unstable coalition government has never had mass popular 
support. At the time of the Constituent Assembly elections in October 
2011, with a turnout of just 50% of those registered to vote, Ennahda, the 
main coalition partner got barely 37% of the votes and its coalition 
partners got even less; CPR 8.7% and Ettakol 7%. 
 
The lack of legitimacy of the tripartite government was shown by the fact 
that the wave of strikes and regional uprisings which was unleashed by the 
overthrow of the Ben Alí government on January 14, 2011, continued 
unabated, though with ups and downs. 
 
The basic reason for this is that the social and economic conditions of the 
masses have not changed in any significant way. If anything, the situation 
has worsened after the overthrow of the regime. In the past, the Tunisian 
economy was heavily reliant on foreign investment, attracted by cheap 
labour and a stable political situation (ie. a ruthless dictatorial regime 
guaranteeing the suppression of social protests), tourism and the migration 
to Europe as an escape valve. With the onset of the capitalist crisis in 
Europe, these three avenues have dried up. Dozens of European companies 
have closed their factories in Tunisia, as there is no longer social “peace”, 
but also because Europe no longer provides a hungry market for their 
products. Tourism has also collapsed for similar reasons, with a 30% drop in 
the number of tourists in 2011. 
 



We have to remember that it was mainly the social and economic 
conditions which led to the revolutionary uprising which ended by 
overthrowing Ben Alí. Endemic rates of youth unemployment of over 35% 
and thousands of unemployed graduates with no future were amongst the 
main reasons for the movement. None of that has changed. Unemployment 
is around 17 to 18% overall (up from 13% before the revolution) and 40% for 
youth. 
 
The uprising in Siliana, where a general strike demanding jobs and 
economic progress in November led to clashes with the police, with the 
burning down of the Ennahda offices and over 300 people injured, marked 
the beginning of a new wave of protests. At the beginning of December, 
Salafist thugs (which act with the acquiescence of the national 
government) attacked the offices of the UGTT in the capital on the day the 
trade union was commemorating the anniversary of the assassination of its 
founder. The attacked provoked an angry reaction which forced the union 
leaders to call a national general strike for December 13. Even before that 
day the regions which played a key role during the revolution against Ben 
Alí came out on strike on December 6: Gafsa, Sidi Bouzid, Sfax and 
Kasserine. 
 
The December 13 general strike was seen by all as a political strike, the 
only aim of which could be the overthrow of the government. Enormous 
pressure was brought to bear on the UGTT leaders which finally, at the last 
minute, decided to call it off. The decision was taken with only a very 
narrow majority and there was widespread discontent amongst the ranks. 
 
In any case, the calling off of the strike did not solve anything. Regional 
strikes and movements continued, as well as a wave of strikes in different 
sectors involving customs officers, secondary teachers, university 
lecturers, social security officers, hospitals etc. December 2012 ended 
with a regional strike in Jendouba and January 2013 started with a very 
radical general strike in El Kef, with tens of thousands participating in the 
demonstrations and establishing road blockades throughout the region. In a 
sign of the desperation facing many of the unemployed, some of those 
involved in a sit-in to demand jobs went on a hunger strike and decided to 
sew up their lips. 
 
This enormous pressure from below led to a crisis in the ruling coalition 
and all sorts of attempts to enlarge its scope, that is, to make more 
parties responsible for its economic policies. Throughout January there 
were calls for some sort of “national dialogue” commission to be set up, 
the main aim of which would be to rope the leaders of the UGTT trade 
union into some sort of deal to put an end to the wave of strikes and 
demands by the workers. Meanwhile the government has been in 
negotiations with the IMF for a 1.8 billion dollar loan. The conditions 
attached to such a loan are, in themselves, a recipe for a social explosion, 
demanding further deregulation of the labour market, cut backs in 
subsidies to basic products, a reduction in the number of civil servants. 
 
Under enormous pressure from below, the UGTT leadership today has 
decided to call a general strike for tomorrow, Friday, to coincide with the 
funeral of Chokri Belaïd. At the same time, the Prime Minister, Hamadi 
Jebali decided to sack the government and call for the appointment of a 
new “technocratic government”. This has been rejected by Ennahda (the 
party he belongs to). The manoeuvres and dealings from above reflect the 
difficulty the Tunisian ruling class has in finding a government with enough 
legitimacy to carry out the anti-working class policies which are needed 
from their point of view. This is a reflection of the strength of the workers 
movement. 



 
The 2010/11 revolution in Tunisia was not completed. Ben Ali was 
overthrown, but his regime and the capitalist system he defended still 
remain. At the time of the revolution there was no clear alternative 
offered by any of the revolutionary organisations which could have taken 
the movement further beyond the limits of bourgeois democracy and 
towards genuine social transformation. In those conditions, the whole 
movement was contained and derailed along bourgeois democratic lines. 
 
The new revolution that is being prepared, demands that the lessons from 
the shortcomings of the previous one are studied and learnt. The only way 
to solve the pressing problems of the Tunisian masses of workers and the 
poor is through the expropriation of the handful of capitalist families and 
multinational groups which control the country’s economy, so that the 
resources of the country (material and human) can be put under a 
democratic plan of production to start addressing the needs of the masses. 
 
What needs to be stated clearly is that as long as the capitalist system, 
based on the private property of the means of production, is left 
untouched then, none of the problems of poverty, unemployment and 
oppression faced by millions of Tunisians can be solved. These are 
precisely the lessons of the last two years. 
 
Tens of thousands of workers and youth have already experienced the joys 
of capitalist “democracy” in Tunisia. They are ready and willing to fight 
for genuine liberation. What is needed is a revolutionary leadership armed 
with a program which can lead them to victory. A similar process is taking 
place in other Arab countries, particularly in Egypt. A new revolutionary 
upsurge in Tunisia will have an even greater impact across the Arab world 
than the overthrow of Ben Ali two years ago. 
www.marxist.com 

 

The big business of corruption 

 
 

 
 

Nickolaus Bauer (Mail & Guardian) 7 February 2013  
 
Corruption seems to have become the norm and if big business can't keep 
its hands off public funds, can South Africans expect government to do so? 
 
The alleged fixing of state construction contracts dominated newspaper 
headlines earlier this week, but soon petered out as allegations of fraud 
worth R30-billion left South Africa cold. 
 
With no official response from any state department or, at the very least, 
condemnation from opposition parties, it raises questions on how 
acceptable corruption has become in South Africa – within the business 
sector in particular. 
 
While government or state officials are roundly condemned for any 
indication of corruption in its dealings, the same cannot be said for when 
big business is caught with its hands in the public funds cookie jar. 
 
In an environment where the assumption is that business is not adequately 
punished for their improper conduct, it could be argued that it has become 
acceptable – or at least tolerable – for business to be corrupt. 
 
Weekend newspaper reports pointed to evidence in a major fraud and 



racketeering probe, showing leaders in the construction industry illegally 
fixed state and other corporate contracts. 
 
Large projects that were purported to be “fixed” included the 
reconstruction of both the Green Point stadium and FNB stadium in the 
run-up to the 2010 World Cup, the Coega development project, the Nelson 
Mandela Bridge in Johannesburg and the Gautrain. 
 
Moreover, industry leaders named as having actively been involved in the 
bid-rigging included the likes of international conglomerates such as 
Murray & Roberts, WBHO, Group Five and Grinaker-LTA. 
 
But instead of prompting the same level of outrage that met Nkandlagate, 
the R30-billion scandal has seen a muted response from civil society, 
opposition parties, government and the business sector. 
 
Misconceptions 
“South African discourse on corruption is shrouded in misconceptions,” 
said Ebrahim Fakir on Wednesday, political analyst at the Electoral 
Institute of Southern Africa. 
 
“It’s far too easy to simply point at someone and call them corrupt without 
dealing with the actual problem at hand.” 
 
South Africa currently occupies the 64th position out of 189 countries that 
participate in the Transparency International Corruption Index – a gauge on 
how corrupt a country is when measured against global norms. 
 
The country has slid more than 20 places down the index in the past five 
years, driven by the arms deal scandal, the conviction of former police 
commissioner Jackie Selebi on corruption-related charges, as well as the 
removal of Selebi's replacement, Bheki Cele, in connection with a 
questionable police lease deal. 
 
But the corrupt practices of the business sector – both alleged and proven – 
are not seen to be the major drivers behind our tumble down this global 
scale, which is a problem. 
 
“We are dealing with a double problem – dodgy dealings within 
government and within the private sector,” Aubrey Matshiqi, political 
analyst at the Helen Suzman Foundation said. 
 
“If you have two partners willing to commit acts of corruption there is 
little chance of uncovering it and dealing with it effectively.” 
 
Maximum penalty 
At the moment, businesses found guilty of corruption or price-fixing 
receive a financial penalty administered by the Competition Tribunal. 
 
The maximum penalty is no more than 10% of the firm’s annual turnover 
and it is normally far less than the rewards financial impropriety offers. 
 
“Often it’s more beneficial for businesses to conduct corrupt practices as 
they know the punitive measures they face will not harm the profits they 
reaped during those nefarious activities,” Fakir added. 
 
“Why would you want to stop doing something that doesn’t cost that much 
in the long run?” The real ethical issues at play are if the corporate sector 
is willing to take responsibility for its own wrongdoing, Fakir adds. 
 



“Much of the business in South Africa has been built on the back of 
corruption and as such they [businesses] are not cognisant of their own 
wrong actions.” 
 
War on corruption 
The ruling ANC is berated for claiming that corruption is a two-way street, 
frequented by both corruptor and the corrupted. 
 
But is there not a point to be made for how the business sector conducts 
itself – seemingly without fear of sanction? 
 
To properly wage war on corruption we would need political will and an 
appetite and willingness from the private sector. 
 
Without the latter South Africa is not fully equipped to meet one of the 
greatest challenges in its democratic history. 
 
“The country is at a stage where things could turn horribly wrong if we 
don’t take a stand against this now,” Bongi Mlangeni, spokesperson for 
Corruption Watch said. 
 
“We should be outraged and concerned at even the slightest example of 
corruption – we can’t just watch and criticise. If we do, we are doomed.” 
 
. Nickolaus Bauer is the Mail & Guardian's jack of all trades news reporter 
that chases down stories ranging from politics and sports to big business 
and social justice. 
Read more from Nickolaus Bauer Twitter: @NICKolausBAUER post a 
commentemail this articleprint this articlelogin to clipIn This Section 
Zuma condemns Bredasdorp rape as shocking, cruel and inhumane 
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Hanif Manjoo 8 hours ago  
 
Though tougher legislation is awaiting Presidential proclamation, the 
Competition Tribunal should rather be the conduit to, in addition to 
imposing financial sanctions, refer cases with criminal intent/overtones to 
the NPA / Public Protector for further investigation and action. 
 
To impose a fine (no matter how big) is laughable as most of them have 
already raked in 5-10 times more! Like stealing a R1-million and paying 
lawyers R250 000 to get off scot-free..... with R750 000 in the bank! 
 
An old (and still applicable) trick! 
 
 
Flag 3 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Jakes Mathews 8 hours ago  
 
If there is anybody who can finish off corruption, than it must be God 
himself, no mortal being can ever get rid of corruption, they can only 
control it! 
 
Flag 1 person liked this. Like ReplyReply Donovan Jackson 8 hours ago  
 
Government is supposed to be the higher moral authority - business does 
not take responsibility for laws. 
 
Flag 7 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Intern Africa 8 hours ago  
 
Nikolaus: 
 
But instead of prompting the same level of outrage that met Nkandlagate, 
the R30-billion scandal has seen a muted response from civil society, 
opposition parties, government and the business sector. 
 
That's not correct; 
 
Before 2010 there were many people who did not have FIFA and soccer 
stars in their eyes and thought many better things could have been done 
with the stadium, from building it in an area needing development, making 
it a multi-function stadium, building it on Spoornet property and of course 
there was the piece in the Financial Times in the UK mentioning NGOs 
perspectives and the Carbuncle court case... 
 
We protested RAPE before the building of the stadiums, and still do with 
the annual maintenance bill of R56 Million and a turnover much less than 
that; #Nkandla was one of those surprise from behind rapes it was hidden 
so we didn't see it coming 
 
Flag 5 people liked this. Like ReplyReply frans van erk 8 hours ago  
 
Corruption seems to have become the norm and if big business can't keep 
its hands off public funds, can South Africans expect government to do so? 
 
Do I have to read the above as a statement of approval for the further 
existence of this anc government? 
 
I can't answer the above question better than Archbishop Napier did in a 
message I received this morning. 
However, if the reader doesn't have any feeling between Good and Bad, 



don't waste your time, skip the following copy and paste message. 
 
What’s  
wrong with the South Africa we love? 
Cardinal Wilfrid Napier  
ofm 
Archbishop of  
Durban  
 
If I were a true Christian my answer to  
the question: What is wrong with South Africa would be: I  
am!  
Yes, I am what is wrong with South Africa  
because I have not always thought, said or done what was needed, when it 
was  
needed, and the way it was needed! 
Second, I am what is wrong because I have  
not come out in support of the one or two, or dozens of South Africans who 
have  
spoken out or taken action when the occasion demanded. 
Third, I am what is wrong because I have  
not challenged those in leadership when they’ve behaved like rulers who  
decide for “The People” what is good for them, rather than like governors  
who do all they can to implement what the People say they need to live a 
decent  
human life. 
Fourth, I am what is wrong because I have  
not taken the opportunities offered to stand up for the Truth, when it was 
being  
abused and violated by those who will use any means to make themselves 
look  
good, or justify the moral shortcuts they are taking. 
 
Now, let’s look at some of the wrongs  
that have plagued us during the past year and the one before and so on, 
which I  
have not acted to put right: 
 
1. A President who speaks and  
behaves as if he no longer sees himself as President of all the country and 
of  
all in the country. More often than not we are uncertain if being President 
of  
his Party, of his Tribal Group, of his Family,  
comes before being President  
of all South Africans regardless of race, colour, creed; or social class  
including the Poor! 
Un-presidential behaviour and  
speeches leave many disappointed, disillusioned, downright ashamed of 
having  
trusted or even given the benefit of the doubt in regard to his moral 
lapses,  
financial mismanagement of his own family and personal affairs, let alone 
the  
Nkandla debacle of recent date. 
Most of all I am disappointed  
that I have not spoken out after voicing my doubts about his suitability to  
represent the country from a moral and ethical point of view right at the  
beginning. 
Now he’s been elected leader  



of the ANC, is the country to suffer another whole decade of mediocrity,  
dishonesty, pretence, even to the point of reverse apartheid.  
 
2. Manner of putting right  
the wrongs of apartheid 
Today, many, including myself,  
are upset about being victims of new race classification which is passed off 
and  
applied as “justifiable discrimination” because it is meant to benefit the  
“previously disadvantaged (PD)!”  
It is a moot question whether  
discrimination can ever be justified? Whether it is White Discrimination or  
Black Discrimination, it remains Discrimination! And our Constitution says 
there  
should be no discrimination. And former President Mandela said he would 
stand up  
against any type of discrimination! 
 
3. Race discrimination  
re-introduced by sleight of hand 
Who are the “previously  
disadvantaged”? Are they all Blacks, all Coloureds, all Indian? What? Since 
the  
Race Classification Act was one of the first to be removed from the Statute 
Book  
post apartheid, what criteria are used to classify citizens today? Do the  
“previously disadvantaged” automatically include the descendents of the  
Matanzima’s, Selebe’s, Mangope’s and Mphephu’s, who by their abusive 
rule proved  
themselves to be Rulers who ruled the people through their  
Ruling Parties?  
God save us from a similar  
fate under our Governing Party! 
 
4. South Africa’s “Crime  
against Humanity”  
The Crime against Humanity in RSA is the  
total and utter disregard and disrespect for the life and limb of the human  
person. Nothing can have brought this to the fore more graphically than 
the  
stark contrast between South Africa’s muted reaction to crime and 
violence and  
the furore in India over the assault, rape and murder of a student of that  
country. There ordinary people spontaneously, but vigorously and 
unequivocally  
arose in protest saying with one voice: Enough is Enough!  
Oh, if only we would imitate  
the Indians. At present we cannot, but at least let us begin by sitting down 
to  
do serious introspection into the root causes of our shameful contempt for 
human  
life. Then perhaps meaningful actions may follow!  
 
5. Are we capable of  
changing? I believe we are but only if we do two things: 
First we must give God back  
his proper place in public life as acknowledged in our Constitution. There 
we  
ask Him to bless us and our country. As any believer, of whatever faith will 
readily affirm: You cannot ask for and expect to receive God’s blessing 



unless  
you are willing and committed to submitting to His will, in particular as it 
is  
expressed in His Commandments. 
The second thing we need to  
do, is to take his Commandments seriously to heart especially the 5th  
“Thou shalt not kill!” 
 
6. The “undemocratic”  
manner of electing the State President. 
After two decades of  
experience, we clearly need a more democratic way of electing the Leader 
who is  
to preside over us as a nation. It is neither just nor fair to have an “elite”  
group of a couple of hundred Members of Parliament elect one who ought 
to  
represent the whole population of 50 million. 
 
7. A second question  
regarding democratic representation concerns the “Party List System”. The 
principal problem with the List System is that candidates chosen to 
represent  
the electorate are patently failing in their task because they are beholden 
to  
the party which can promote or demote them at will and without 
reference to  
their performance in the eyes of those they are supposed to serve. 
 
It is high time the findings  
of the Slabbert Commission were dusted off, studied, debated and put into 
practice. 
 
These are just some of the reasons why I  
am what is wrong with South Africa and why I am responsible. My dream 
and prayer  
is that during this year 2013 God will bless each and every South African 
with  
the wisdom, compassion, justice and love that will enable us to come 
together  
again to consider the changes needed to give South Africa the best chance 
of  
being the winning nation in Africa and indeed in the world. 
 
 
 
Flag 9 people liked this. Like ReplyReply The Gadfly 8 hours ago  
 
Collusion to share the spoils of a massive infrastructure state spending 
program and redistibute them more equitably amongst more employees 
can hardly be called corruption. Corruption would have occured if only one 
of the companies mentioned received all the tenders offered!  
 
More seriously - you cannot really expect one to survive without the other 
and as such State vs Tenderpreneur corruption is mutually dependable  
 
Flag Like ReplyReply Andy 8 hours ago  
 
If these 'businessmen' they have defrauded the tax payers; they must be 
charged and brought to book. Disgraceful! 
 



Flag 2 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Dirk Short 7 hours ago  
 
The government of a democracy is placed into 
a position of leadership by the citizens of a country. They are expected to 
serve the nation by creating and upholding the law. In this regard, it is the 
Government's responsibility to identify risks and then mitigate those risks 
by 
drafting and implementing the necessary legal framework for 
conducting business. Secondly, as elected leaders of a country, it is 
expected that government will above all lead by example. The elected 
leaders will both uphold and enforce the law while also protecting the 
justice 
systems’ independent roll if bringing all transgressors to account. 
In conclusion, it is expected of leaders in government to LEAD by 
uncompromisingly upholding and enforcing the law. This above all, will 
ensure 
the delivery of a just legal framework in which all citizens can conduct 
business in compliance with the law without fear or favour.  
 
Flag 6 people liked this. Like ReplyReply FrankieFig 7 hours ago  
 
Starts at the top... 
 
Flag 2 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Sicelo Fayo 7 hours ago  
 
Corruption seems to have become the norm and if big business can't keep 
its hands off public funds, can South Africans expect government to do so? 
A curious, if not bizarre question that, in some way, speaks to our general 
understanding of government. But to answer the question first; yes South 
Africans have every right and reason to expect government to not only 
properly manage its coffers, but to jealously guard against corruption from 
whichever quarter it comes.  
That is because government is an agency of society tasked with the 
responsibility of managing a basket of its affairs while the rest of society 
goes about its business of making a living.The business sector is not 
equivalent to government in any way, for it is not an agency of society; 
but a corporate member of that society and is therefore subjected to all 
the rules, regulations and deemed acceptable conduct that all members of 
that society are expected to, by their own determination, abide with and 
uphold.Therefore, if business is seen to be misbehaving in anyway, 
including corrupting government, a simple solution is for government 
(presently run by the ANC) to act as it is mandated by society in getting 
business to toe the line. If government (ANC) fails in two aspects, 
executing as mandated its agency role, and instead joins a section of 
society to rob blind the rest of society, it must simply be removed through 
the ballot box. That's barely rocket science, now is it? Let's stop making 
silly excuses for corruption by government. Indeed, we'd expect the media 
to be even more circumspect in how it presents matters of the nature to 
the public. 
 
Flag 8 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Paul Whelan 7 hours ago  
 
We can go on talking about whose fault it is till the cows come home, but 
it won't change the fact that corruption is inevitable in a party-state : 
because there is no alternative, there is no alternative. 
 
Flag 2 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Deric Slabberts 6 hours ago  
 
Oh ok! So you are saying that because big business has corruption, its ok 
for the ANC to be corrupt? The crap from News24 seems to be spilling over 



onto M&G. Sad. 
 
Flag 5 people liked this. Like ReplyReply grahamcr 6 hours ago  
 
Nickolaus - Pioneer Foods paid penalties of hundreds of millions for fixing 
bread prices, and they are still paying. Waltons paid huge fees to take over 
a large portion of Massmart so the cost of doing business is hugely 
expensive. I have been exposed to the construction fraternity for more 
than 10 years and they will always inflate there pricing for a number of 
reasons, - slow payment by the user thus there cash flow is severely 
affected, difficulty in sourcing raw materials, having to pay kick backs to 
demanding municiple and government officials. The majority of the blame 
for this sorry state of affairs lies with the official who checks the tender 
numbers, they should have an intimate knowledge of costings and what 
items cost and should at least have a quantitative knowledge the work to 
be done. Regrettably the government in their rush to transform their 
agencies moved in idiots who have no knowledge or experience in these 
matters so they will be taken to the cleaners. Think of the second hand car 
salesmen as a start point for pointing fingers at business - and no I am not 
involved in any of the companies that are under investigation - I am one of 
the retired people who used to check construction/shop fitting tenders  
 
Flag 3 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Pupuru Motebejane 6 hours ago  
 
Life blood of Capitalism  
 
Flag Like ReplyReply Muvhuso Mapfulagatsha Erick 6 hours ago  
 
im suprised why no comments from the so called tax payers, 
 
Flag 1 person liked this. Like ReplyReply Jonas_Barbarossa 6 hours ago  
 
Aahh crap! Yes indeed...how can the priest keep it in his pants if the 
parishioners cannot even!? 
Mr. Bauer, there has been a lot of criticism from many people (and me 
also) that this bandit capitalism, where big business gets away with small 
fines for criminal offences, should be rectified by GOVERNMENTS since 
they are the ones writing the laws. We are at the mercy of governments 
and big business who are both stealing our money. The difference is that if 
government is caught stealing then nothing happens while big business is 
simply forced (by the government) to redistribute the proceeds. 
But hey, on the bright side, if an ordinary person does the same thing as 
the government and big business then he is simply put in jail for a long 
time. There...justice! 
 
Flag 7 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 1Moithuti0 6 hours ago  
 
Corruption is corruption and it robs our country of its targeted 
development and projected growth. 
 
We cannot be sitting here quietly without lamenting the corruption the 
private sector because government's doing it. Same way as we cannot be 
oblivious to our government's looting and brush it aside and say the 
National Party government was just as bad. It is wrong on our part. 
Democracy offers us the opportunity to speak out against any form of 
corruption be it in the private or public sector.  
 
We as South Africans need to stand together and expose these greedy 
bastards for who they are. If we don't then we have to accept the nanny 
state we're in filled with crime and social grants where no one is 



accountable. 
 
Flag 5 people liked this. Like ReplyReply bewilderbeast 5 hours ago  
 
It's a wonderful system: You tender R100m for a R10m job; Your 
mate/partner/connection in government makes sure you get it; You kick 
R5m to The Party (to ensure This Party can continue Till Jesus Comes); You 
subcontract someone for R1m to do the actual work; They deliver about 
R4.95 worth of real value; When the Government Quality Assurance guys 
(we do have those, right?) say Hey! This work is terrible! you say HEY!! Do 
you Know Who I Am?? 
The people toyi-toyi at the non-delivery; The govt puts out a new tender 
to do the same thing all over;  
You tender R100m for a R10m job; Your mate/partner/connection in 
government . . .  
Just keep playing the tape - it's looped. 
 
Flag 6 people liked this. Like ReplyReply 1Zoo1 5 hours ago  
 
The whole point of this article is entirely meaningless because there can 
be no comparison. 
 
Business is in it for profit for the shareholders. They have to use 
shareholder investments to return more money to the shareholders than 
they put in. These are private funds. 
 
Government is the trustee of public funds. It is in a position of trust over 
other peoples' money to use the money for the benefit of the society as a 
whole. 
 
That is a major difference which cannot be overcome with an illogical 
narrative of false guilt: you're also bad so don't complain about me.  
 
Corruption is intolerable in government no matter what the business sector 
does. 
 
Flag 7 people liked this. Like ReplyReply Moor 5 hours ago  
 
The corrupt should be punished. No arguments. 
 
One does get the feeling that business is looking short term these days. 
Grab whatever we can from South Africa while we still can, while there is 
still an economy to plunder seems to be the motivation. 
 
And Anglo, Breweries etc. move their interests offshore in anticipation of a 
collapse. 
 
Flag 4 people liked this. Like ReplyReply vadettev 3 hours ago  
 
Nickolaus: This article is not looking at the link between individuals in the 
private sector and their relationship with government officials that allows 
then to act in this manner. Alot of times it is private companies with links 
to the government. I get the feeling that alot of tenders are actually 
awarded to private companies that is registered to employees of the 
government, this might also include relatives/friends. There is apparently 
plans to prohibit government officials from doing business with the 
goverment. Our problem still lies in the fact that certain office bearers, 
whose job it is to serve the citizens always look at ways that transactions 
will benefit them personally. It might be a private company that is pushing 
up their prices, but the person that owns the company or serves on the 



board of the company is a high ranking official.  
 
Flag Like ReplyReply Janice Ashby 3 hours ago  
 
We have seen private sector of the free world become criminal enterprises 
with banks in the USA creating illegal scams and getting away with it so it 
is hardly surprising that the private sector in other formerly honest 
countries are now climbing on the bandwagon as they see they can get 
away with it. In fact the bigger the corruption the more likely the 
perpetrators will go unpunished. I guess we need another world war to 
level the playing field again.  
 
Flag Like ReplyReply Johann Ungerer 3 hours ago  
 
Business will contend that they are playing by the rules set by officials 
controlling the issueing of these tenders. If they were not corrupt, they 
would not win the business and therefore not survive. Unfortunately, a 
blame-storming, or who's more guilty approach to corruption will not solve 
the problem of corruption. It is safe to assume that no large tender is 
awarded without significant monies changing hands under the table. The 
solution, if there is one, is to remove the fiscus from the control of people 
who don't need to earn it to spend it. When you have to actually earn the 
rands you spend, you choose your supplier based on his ability to deliver 
and his price, not on how much he'll pay you to swing the business his way. 
If you have to consider the maintenance of the project after having built 
it, it may drastically influence the likelihood of the project commencing in 
the first place. Instead, we have a near limitless tax chest, that is spent 
with wild abandon and zero consideration for where it is supposed to come 
from. The numbers are too big, and the responsibility for generating it is 
not with those that control the spending of it. Much easier to spend other 
people's money. 
mg.co.za 

 

How Washington helped foster the Islamist uprising in Mali 

 
 

 
 

Jeremy Keenan First Published in Pambazuka 6 February 2013 
 
As the French-led military operation continues, Jeremy Keenan reveals 
how the US and Algeria have been sponsoring terror in the Sahara. 
 
On 12 October 2012, the UN Security Council voted unanimously in favour 
of a French-drafted resolution asking Mali’s government to draw up plans 
for a military mission to re-establish control over the northern part of Mali, 
an area of the Sahara bigger than France. Known as Azawad by local 
Tuareg people, northern Mali has been under the control of Islamist 
extremists following a Tuareg rebellion at the beginning of the year. For 
several months, the international media have been referring to northern 
Mali as ‘Africa’s Afghanistan’, with calls for international military 
intervention becoming inexorable. 
 
While the media have provided abundant descriptive coverage of the 
course of events and atrocities committed in Azawad since the outbreak in 
January of what was ostensibly just another Tuareg rebellion, some pretty 
basic questions have not been addressed. No journalist has asked, or at 
least answered satisfactorily, how this latest Tuareg rebellion was 
hijacked, almost as soon as it started, by a few hundred Islamist 
extremists. 



 
In short, the world’s media have failed to explain the situation in Azawad. 
That is because the real story of what has been going on there borders on 
the incredible, taking us deep into the murky reaches of Western 
intelligence and its hook-up with Algeria’s secret service. 
 
Azawad’s current nightmare is generally explained as the unintended 
outcome of the overthrow of Libya’s Muammar al-Qadafi. That is true in so 
far as his downfall precipitated the return to the Sahel (Niger and Mali) of 
thousands of angry, disillusioned and well-armed Tuareg fighters who had 
gone to seek their metaphorical fortunes by serving the Qadafi regime. But 
this was merely the last straw in a decade of increasing exploitation, 
repression and marginalization that has underpinned an ongoing cycle of 
Tuareg protest, unrest and rebellion. In that respect, Libya was the 
catalyst for the Azawad rebellion, not its underlying cause. Rather, the 
catastrophe now being played out in Mali is the inevitable outcome of the 
way in which the Global War On Terror has been inserted into the Sahara-
Sahel by the US, in concert with Algerian intelligence operatives, since 
2002. 
 
WHY ALGERIA AND THE US NEEDED TERRORISM 
When Abdelaziz Bouteflika took over as Algeria’s President in 1999, the 
country was faced with two major problems. One was its standing in the 
world. The role of the army and the DRS (the Algerian intelligence service) 
in the ‘Dirty War’ had made Algeria a pariah state. The other was that the 
army, the core institution of the state, was lacking modern high-tech 
weaponry as a result of international sanctions and arms embargoes. 
 
The solution to both these problems lay in Washington. During the Clinton 
era, relations between the US and Algeria had fallen to a particularly low 
level. However, with a Republican victory in the November 2000 election, 
Algeria’s President Bouteflika, an experienced former Foreign Minister, 
quickly made his sentiments known to the new US administration and was 
invited in July 2001 to a summit meeting in Washington with President 
Bush. Bush listened sympathetically to Bouteflika’s account of how his 
country had dealt with the fight against terrorists and to his request for 
specific military equipment that would enable his army to maintain peace, 
security and stability in Algeria. 
 
At that moment, Algeria had a greater need for US support than vice-
versa. But that was soon to change. The 9/11 terrorist attacks precipitated 
a whole new era in US-Algerian relations. Over the next four years, Bush 
and Bouteflika met six more times to develop a largely covert and highly 
duplicitous alliance. 
 
ALGERIA'S 'STATE TERRORISM' 
In January 1992, legislative elections in Algeria were on the point of being 
won by the Front Islamique du Salut, which would have resulted in the 
world’s first democratically elected Islamist government. With a ‘green 
light’ from the US and France, Algeria’s generals annulled the elections in 
what was effectively a military coup d’état. It led almost immediately to a 
‘civil war’ (known as the ‘Dirty War’) that continued through the 1990s, 
allegedly between the Islamists and the army, in which an estimated 
200,000 people were killed. 
 
By 1994, the Algerian regime’s secret intelligence service, the 
Département du Renseignement et de la Sécurité (DRS), had succeeded in 
infiltrating the main armed Islamist groups, the Groupes Islamiques Armées 
(GIA), to the extent that even the GIA leader, Djamel Zitouni, was a DRS 
agent. Indeed, many of the killings and civilian massacres were either 



undertaken by the DRS masquerading as Islamists or by GIA elements 
tipped off and protected by the DRS. 
 
John Schindler, a former high-ranking US intelligence officer and member 
of the National Security Council and now the Professor of National Security 
Affairs at the US Naval War College, recently ‘blew the whistle’ on 
Algeria’s creation of terrorists and use of ‘state terrorism’. Writing about 
the 1990s, he said: 
 
‘The GIA was the creation of the DRS. Using proven Soviet methods of 
penetration and provocation, the agency assembled it to discredit the 
extremists. Much of [the] GIA’s leadership consisted of DRS agents, who 
drove the group into the dead end of mass murder, a ruthless tactic that 
thoroughly discredited GIA Islamists among nearly all Algerians. Most of its 
major operations were the handiwork of the DRS, including the 1995 wave 
of bombings in France. Some of the most notorious massacres of civilians 
were perpetrated by military special units masquerading as Mujahedin, or 
by GIA squads under DRS control.’ [1] 
 
By 1998, the killing had become so bad that many Islamists abandoned the 
GIA to form the Groupe Salafiste pour le Prédication et le combat (GSPC) 
but it soon became evident that it too had been infiltrated by the DRS. 
 
Although the ‘Dirty War’ began winding down after 1998, it has never 
really ended. The GSPC, which changed its name to Al Qaeda in the Islamic 
Maghreb in 2006, is still operative both in northern Algeria and the Sahara-
Sahel. 
 
In many respects, little has changed since the 1990s in that the DRS is still 
creating terrorists and using ‘false flag’ incidents and ‘state terrorism’ as 
fundamental means of control. The DRS has certainly not changed: its 
head, General Mohamed Mediène, who was trained by the KGB and once 
referred to himself as ‘The God of Algeria’, [2] was appointed in 1990 and 
is still in post. He is regarded as the most powerful man in Algeria. 
 
As for Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, its leaders in the Sahara and Sahel 
regions, namely Abdelhamid Abou Zaid, Mokhtar ben Mokhtar and Yahia 
Djouadi (all have many aliases) are either agents of the DRS or closely 
connected to it. 
 
My first book on the Global War On Terror in the Sahara, The Dark Sahara 
(Pluto 2009), described and explained the development of this 
extraordinary relationship. It revealed why it was that the Bush 
administration and the regime in Algiers both needed a ‘little more 
terrorism’ in the region. The Algerians wanted more terrorism to legitimize 
their need for more high-tech and up-to-date weaponry. The Bush 
administration, meanwhile, saw the development of such terrorism as 
providing the justification for launching a new Saharan front in the Global 
War On Terror. Such a ‘second front’ would legitimize America’s increased 
militarization of Africa so as better to secure the continent’s natural 
resources, notably oil. This, in turn, was soon to lead to the creation in 
2008 of a new US combat command for Africa – AFRICOM. 
 
The first US-Algerian ‘false flag’ terrorist operation in the Sahara-Sahel 
was undertaken in 2003 when a group led by an ‘infiltrated’ DRS agent, 
Amari Saifi (aka Abderrazak Lamari and ‘El Para’), took 32 European 
tourists hostage in the Algerian Sahara. The Bush administration 
immediately branded El Para as ‘Osama bin Laden’s man in the Sahara’. 
 
RUMSFELD’S CUBAN BLUEPRINT 



The US government has a long history of using false flag incidents to justify 
military intervention. The thinking behind the El Para operation in 2003 
can actually be traced directly to a similar plan conceived by the US Joint 
Chiefs of Staff 40 years earlier. 
 
In the wake of the 1961 Bay of Pigs disaster – when a CIA-trained force of 
Cuban exiles, supported by US armed forces, attempted unsuccessfully to 
invade Cuba and overthrow the government of Fidel Castro – the US 
Department of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff drew up plans, 
codenamed Operation Northwoods, to justify a US military invasion of 
Cuba. The plan was presented to President John F Kennedy’s Defense 
Secretary, Robert McNamara, on 13 March 1962. Entitled ‘Justification for 
US Military Intervention in Cuba (Top Secret),’ the Northwoods Operation 
proposed launching a secret and bloody war of terrorism against their own 
country in order to trick the American public into supporting an ill-
conceived war that the Joint Chiefs of Staff intended to launch against 
Cuba. It called on the CIA and other operatives to undertake a range of 
atrocities. As US investigative journalist James Bamford described it: 
‘Innocent civilians were to be shot on American streets; boats carrying 
refugees fleeing Cuba were to be sunk on the high seas; a wave of violent 
terrorism was to be launched in Washington DC, Miami and elsewhere. 
People would be framed for bombings they did not commit; planes would 
be hijacked. Using phony evidence, all of it would be blamed on Castro, 
thus giving Lemnitzer [Chair of US Joint Chiefs of Staff] and his cabal the 
excuse, as well as the public and international backing, they needed to 
launch their war against Fidel Castro’s Cuba.’ 
 
The plan was ultimately rejected by President Kennedy. Operation 
Northwoods remained ‘classified’ and unknown to the American public 
until declassified by the National Security Archive and revealed by Bamford 
in April 2001. In 2002, a not dissimilar plan was presented to US Defense 
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld by his Defense Science Board. Excerpts from its 
‘Summer Study on Special Operations and Joint Forces in Support of 
Countering Terrorism’ were revealed on 16 August 2002, with Pamela Hess, 
William Arkin and David Isenberg, amongst others, publishing further 
details and analysis of the plan. The plan recommended the creation of a 
‘Proactive, Preemptive Operations Group’ (P20G as it became known), a 
covert organization that would carry out secret missions to ‘stimulate 
reactions’ among terrorist groups by provoking them into undertaking 
violent acts that would expose them to ‘counter-attack’ by US forces. 
 
AL QAEDA IN THE ISLAMIC MAGHREB 
My new book on the Global War On Terror in the Sahara (The Dying Sahara, 
Pluto 2013) will present strong evidence that the El Para operation was the 
first ‘test run’ of Rumsfeld’s decision, made in 2002, to operationalize the 
P20G plan. In his recent investigation of false flag operations, Nafeez 
Ahmed states that the US investigative journalist Seymour Hersh was told 
by a Pentagon advisor that the Algerian [El Para] operation was a pilot for 
the new Pentagon covert P20G programme. 
 
The Sahara-Sahel front is not the only case of such fabricated incidents in 
the Global War On Terror. In May 2008, President George W Bush 
requested some $400 million in covert funding for terrorist groups across 
much of the Middle East-Afghanistan region in a covert offensive directed 
ultimately against the Iranian regime. An initial outlay of $300 million was 
approved by Congress. 
 
Since the El Para operation, Algeria’s DRS, with the complicity of the US 
and the knowledge of other Western intelligence agencies, has used Al 
Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, through the almost complete infiltration of 



its leadership, to create a terrorist scenario. Much of the terrorist 
landscape that Algeria and its Western allies have painted in the Sahara-
Sahel region is completely false. 
 
The Dying Sahara analyzes every supposed ‘terrorism’ incident in the 
region over this last, terrible decade. It shows that a few are genuine, but 
that the vast majority were fabricated or orchestrated by the DRS. Some 
incidents, such as the widely reported Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb 
attack on Algeria’s Djanet airport in 2007, simply didn’t happen. What 
actually transpired was that a demonstration against the Algerian 
administration over unemployment by local Tuareg youths ended with the 
youths firing shots at the airport. It was nothing to do with Al Qaeda in the 
Islamic Maghreb. 
 
In order to justify or increase what I have called their ‘terrorism rents’ 
from Washington, the governments of Mali, Niger and Algeria have been 
responsible on at least five occasions since 2004 for provoking Tuareg into 
taking up arms, as in 2004 (Niger), 2005 (Tamanrasset, Algeria), 2006 
(Mali), 2007-09 (Niger and Mali). In July 2005, for example, Tuareg youths 
rioted in the southern Algerian city of Tamanrasset, setting ablaze some 40 
government and commercial buildings. It was finally proven in court that 
the riots and arson attacks had been led by Algeria’s police as agents 
provocateurs. The matter was hushed up and some 80 youths freed and 
compensated. But the object of the exercise had been achieved: the DRS’s 
allies in Washington were able to talk of ‘putative terrorism’ among the 
Tuareg of Tamanrasset, thus lending more justification to George Bush’s 
Trans-Saharan Counter-Terrorism Initiative and the Pentagon’s almost 
concurrent ‘Operation Flintlock’ military exercise across the Sahara. 
 
Around the time of the El Para operation, the Pentagon produced a series 
of maps of Africa, depicting most of the Sahara-Sahel region as a ‘Terror 
Zone’ or ‘Terror Corridor’. That has now become a self-fulfilled prophecy. 
In addition, the region has also become one of the world’s main drug 
conduits. In the last few years, cocaine trafficking from South America 
through Azawad to Europe, under the protection of the region’s political 
and military élites, notably Mali’s former president and security forces and 
Algeria’s DRS, has burgeoned. The UN Office of Drugs Control recently 
estimated that 60 per cent of Europe’s cocaine passed through the region. 
It put its value, at Paris street prices, at some $11 billion, with an 
estimated $2 billion remaining in the region. 
 
The impact of Washington’s machinations on the peoples of the Sahara-
Sahel has been devastating, not least for the regional economy. More than 
60 kidnappings of Westerners have led to the collapse of the tourism 
industry through which Tuareg communities in Mali, Niger and Algeria 
previously acquired much of their cash income. For example, the killing of 
four French tourists in Mauritania, in addition to subsequent kidnappings, 
resulted in only 173 tourists visiting Mauritania in 2011, compared with 
72,500 in 2007. The loss of tourism has deprived the region of tens of 
millions of dollars and forced more and more Tuareg (and others), 
especially young men, into the ‘criminality’ of banditry and drug 
trafficking. 
 
MALI’S CURRENT MESS 
While it will be clear from all this that Mali’s latest Tuareg rebellion had a 
complex background, the rebellion that began in January 2012 was 
different from all previous Tuareg rebellions in that there was a very real 
likelihood that it would succeed, at least in taking control of the whole of 
northern Mali. The creation of the rebel MNLA in October 2011 was 
therefore not only a potentially serious threat to Algeria, but one which 



appears to have taken the Algerian regime by surprise. Algeria has always 
been a little fearful of the Tuareg, both domestically and in the 
neighbouring Sahel countries. The distinct possibility of a militarily 
successful Tuareg nationalist movement in northern Mali, which Algeria has 
always regarded as its own backyard, could not be countenanced. 
 
The Algerian intelligence agency’s strategy to remove this threat was to 
use its control of Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb to weaken and then 
destroy the credibility and political effectiveness of the MNLA. This is 
precisely what we have seen happening in northern Mali over the last nine 
months. 
 
Although the Algerian government has denied doing so, it sent some 200 
Special Forces into Azawad on 20 December 2011. Their purpose appears 
to have been to: 
 
• protect Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, which had moved from its 
training base(s) in southern Algeria into northern Mali around 2008 
 
• assess the strengths and intentions of the MNLA, and 
 
• help establish two ‘new’ salafist-jihadist terrorist groups in the region – 
Ansar al-Din and MUJAO.  
 
The leaders of these new groups – Ansar al-Din’s Iyad ag Ghaly, and 
MUJAO’s Sultan Ould Badi – are both closely associated with the Algerian 
intelligence agency, the DRS. Although Ansar al-Din and MUJAO both 
started out as few in number, they were immediately supported with 
personpower in the form of seasoned, well-trained killers from the DRS’s 
Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb brigades. This explains why the Islamists 
were able to expand so quickly and dominate the MNLA both politically and 
militarily. 
 
Although Algeria’s strategy has been effective, at least so far, in achieving 
its object of weakening and discrediting the MNLA, it has already turned 
the region into a human catastrophe. Foreign military intervention now 
looks increasingly likely. That is something to which Algeria has always 
been strongly opposed in that it regards itself, not France, as the 
hegemonic power in the Sahel. The UN Security Council’s 12 October 
Resolution effectively gave Algeria a last window of opportunity to ‘rein in 
its dogs’ and engineer a peaceful political solution. But, as anger against 
the Islamists mounts and the desire for revenge from Mali’s civil society 
grows ever stronger, a peaceful solution is looking increasingly unlikely. 
 
MALI'S TUAREG REBELLIONS 
The Tuareg people number approximately 2-3 million and are the 
indigenous population of much of the Central Sahara and Sahel. Their 
largest number, estimated at 800,000, live in Mali, followed by Niger, with 
smaller populations in Algeria, Burkina Faso and Libya. 
 
There have been five Tuareg rebellions in Mali since Independence, in 
addition to three in Niger and sporadic unrest in Algeria. The latest Tuareg 
rebellion in Mali, by the Mouvement National de Libération de l’Azawad 
(MNLA), began in January 2012. The MNLA comprised Tuareg who had 
returned from Libya around October 2011, rebels who had not laid down 
arms after the 2007-09 uprising and others who had defected from the 
Malian army. Their number was estimated at around 3,000. By mid-March, 
they had driven Mali’s ill-equipped and ill-led forces out of most of 
northern Mali (Azawad), meeting little resistance. 
 



Following this humiliation of Mali’s army, soldiers in the Kati barracks near 
Bamako mutinied on 22 March, an incident that led to a junta of junior 
officers taking power in the country. Within a week, the three northern 
provincial capitals of Kidal, Gao and Timbuktu were in rebel hands, and on 
5 April the MNLA declared Azawad an independent state. 
 
The declaration of Azawad’s independence received no international 
support. One reason for this was because of the alliance between the 
MNLA and Ansar al-Din, a newly created jihadist movement led by a Tuareg 
notable, Iyad ag Ghaly, and another jihadist group, Jamat Tawhid Wal 
Jihad Fi Garbi Afriqqiya (Movement for Oneness and Jihad in West Africa – 
MUJAO). Both Ansar al-Din and MUJAO were connected to and supported 
by Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM). By May, it was these Islamist 
groups, not the MNLA, who were calling the political and military shots in 
Azawad. 
 
By the end of June, tension between the MNLA and the Islamists broke into 
open fighting, resulting in the MNLA being driven out of Gao and becoming 
increasingly marginalized politically. Since then, the Islamists have 
imposed strict sharia law in Azawad, especially in Gao, Timbuktu and 
Kidal. Summary executions, amputations, stonings and other such 
atrocities, as well as the destruction of holy shrines in Timbuktu – UNESCO 
world heritage sites – are currently being investigated by the International 
Criminal Court. By August, nearly half a million people had fled or been 
displaced. 
 
I have warned on numerous occasions in the past decade that the way in 
which terrorism was being fabricated and orchestrated in the Sahara-Sahel 
by the Algerian DRS, with the knowledge of the US and other Western 
powers, would inevitably result in a catastrophic outcome, quite possibly 
in the form of region-wide conflagration. Unless something fairly 
miraculous can be achieved by around the turn of the year, northern Mali 
looks like becoming the site for the start of just such a conflagration. 
 
Having said that, there is the prospect of one appalling scenario that is 
being raised by some of the local, mostly Tuareg, militia commanders. 
They are postulating as to whether Algeria’s DRS and its Western allies 
have been using the Azawad situation to encourage the concentration of 
‘salafist-jihadists’ into the region – in the form of the long-talked about 
‘Saharan emirate’ – before ‘eradicating’ them. In that instance, Algeria’s 
DRS would pluck out its ‘agents’ and leave the foot-soldiers – the Islamist 
fanatics – to face the bombardment. 
 
But whatever dire scenario develops in Mali, when you hear the news 
stories related to it, do not by any means think: ‘oh, just another war in 
Africa’. Remember this murky, squalid background and how Washington’s 
Global War On Terror has come home to roost for the peoples of the 
Sahara. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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USA: Is College Worth It?  

 
 

 
 

Jack Oliver 5 February 2013 
 
The answer to this question once seemed like a no-brainer. During the 
years of the postwar boom, college was sold as a kind of normal stage of 
life for young Americans, and attaining a degree from a public university 
was a sure way toward a higher salary. It was often quite affordable as 
well, thanks to things like Pell Grants and a greater amount of public 
funding. Those days seem far away now. 
 
In absolute terms, they are far away. It was, in fact, only the great 
economic impetus of the postwar boom that created the conditions for an 
opening up of the universities to the children of the working class. The 
state employed the GI bill, along with other legislation, in its attempts to 
cut across the massive labor struggles of the 30s and 40s—particularly in 
1946 when the United States experienced the largest strike wave in its 
history, which began with mutinous conditions in the military toward the 
end of and immediately after World War II. 
 
Forty years ago, for instance, states provided public universities with 
three-quarters of their budgets. In 2012, this amount has been whittled 
down to a quarter, and often less; the University of Virginia now receives a 
paltry 6%. This has been a major factor in pushing up tuition costs and 



fees. There are other effects, such as the overcrowded classes taught by 
part-time professors who are paid appalling salaries. Conceived to provide 
easier access to higher education to those who would have been unable to 
afford it otherwise, Pell Grants once paid for nearly 80% of a four-year 
degree at a public institution. The Pell now pays for less than a third of 
the cost. 
 
According to Bloomberg, college tuition and fees have increased an 
incredible 1,120% since records began in 1978. Wages for college graduates 
have risen just 9% in the same period. However, due to high 
unemployment, as well as the effects of the increasingly high cost of 
living, the Economic Policy Institute has calculated that real wages for 
graduates have actually fallen by 5.4% since 2000. 
 
Thus, the gnawing doubt as to whether or not the time and money spent 
pursuing a degree are worth the trouble has a material basis. According to 
the New York Times, only half of the jobs landed by graduates in recent 
years have even required a degree! This highlights the dynamic of 
employers filling positions that were previously filled by those without 
degrees, with college graduates. Workers who did not attend college are 
being displaced by young college graduates desperate to begin paying off 
their student debts. Both sectors of the working class are losing out and 
are being set against each other by the winners in this setup: the bosses. 
These jobs, once filled with graduates, do not come with increased pay or 
benefits. The capitalists will undoubtedly continue this trend by taking 
advantage of the employment and debt crisis facing graduates, as well as 
the employment crisis facing American youth generally. 
 
Of course, the real wages of those without a college degree have declined 
11%. Youth unemployment tends to be about twice that of the general 
adult population, which means that during the crisis, their employment 
has decreased twice as rapidly. No wonder so many youth want to “ride 
out” the unemployment storm by going to college, in the desperate hope 
that things will somehow be better on the other side, even if that means 
going even deeper into debt. 
 
Despite the triumphant cries of the global representatives of the 
bourgeoisie after every periodic rise in the market or decision to 
restructure repayment of sovereign debts, the capitalist crisis shows no 
sign of ending anytime soon. Add to this the politicians in the U.S. who are 
gearing up to discuss how much they will cut in social services in the 
coming years, and the likelihood of more funding for public universities 
and student aid seems fairly slim. Even in the years before the “Great 
Recession,” the trend was towards a monstrous growth in tuition and fees 
that far outpaced inflation and wages. The same trends have devalued aid 
packages, and the need to borrow more and more has an especially 
devastating effect on the families of students who are already facing a 
myriad of financial woes. 
 
Workers are told that sacrifices must be made until things get better 
(when?), and yet are also fed the message that an expensive college 
education “is the new high school diploma.” This is an absurd situation. 
Quality education and a good job upon graduation should be a right for 
everyone. Access to higher education should be guaranteed to all those 
who want to attend—without fees or tuition! There is more than enough 
money in society to pay for this. For example, the $121.1 billion spent on 
the Iraq and Afghanistan wars in 2012 alone—never mind the full costs of 
these wars or the rest of the military budget—could provide scholarships to 
15.4 million students! 
 



But this will simply not happen under capitalism. Even during the greatest 
period of growth in capitalism’s history—the post-World War II boom—
access to quality education was not guaranteed, or even fully funded by 
the government. Only socialism can create the conditions whereby 
education can serve as a source of personal and collective improvement, 
and not merely as another source of financial strain for workers and youth, 
and a source of profits for the capitalists. 
http://www.marxist.com/usa-is-college-worth-it.htm 

 

Spain is in the hands of thieves 

 
 

 
 

 
Esther Vivas 4 February 2013 
 
No doubt. We are in the hands of thieves. The Barcenas, Pallerols, Crespo, 
Nóos and Mercurio cases, added to the Gürtel case, Millet, Champion, 
Pretoria and many others, show that those who have been giving us lessons 
of austerity have been benefitting: not only the bankers and businessmen 
but also, when the cameras have not focussed on them, the politicians, 
who have filled their pockets in order to live in opulence and 
extravagance. And at our expense.  
 
Mayors, former ministers, regional leaders, senators, councillors, MPs… a 
total of more than 300 politicians are under investigation for corruption. 
And sleaze is present at all levels of public administration. And not only. 
Corruption looms, too, in the General Council of the Judiciary, including 
the governors of the Bank of Spain and the Royal Family. Here no one is 
exempt. And we are only seeing the tip of the iceberg.  
 
The Valencia region and the Balearic Islands have the dubious honour of 
topping the ranking of corruption and cronyism, although territories such 
as as Catalonia, Galicia, Madrid and Andalusia follow closely behind. In 
Valencia, nine members of the Popular Party are formally charged and 
former senior officials of the government of Francisco Camps, who, even 
The New York Times www.nytimes.com has compared with Silvio 
Berlusconi. In Baleares, there are almost a hundred defendants, between 
middling and top posts, for the most part from the last Popular Party 
administration of Jaume Matas, who, incidentally, has accumulated a total 
of a dozen cases of irregular funding, among others.  
 
In Catalunya, corruption is widespread in both Convergència and Unió [the 



two parties of the coalition CiU backing recently re-elected Catalonia 
regional President Artur Mas]. Convergència, whose headquarters have 
been seized to cover the bail of 3.2 million euros for the diversion of funds 
from the Palau de la Música and [the alleged public bid rigging] for the ITV 
[vehicle inspection stations] by Convergència’s general secretary, Oriol 
Pujol [son of former Catalan regional premier Jordi Pujol]. Furthermore, 
there’s the case of the Catalan Health Institute, which forced its president 
Josep Prat to resign, and now the case of Xavier Crespo, Convergència 
deputy in parliament, presumed to be linked to a plot of laundering funds 
from the Russian mafia. The “very honourable” Jordi Pujol seems to be 
ignorant of this, and is promoting from his think tank a “code of ethics for 
professionals in politics,” based on honesty and transparency. Another bad 
joke.  
 
And so to Unió Democràtica de Catalunya, or Unió, which was convicted of 
misuse of 388,000 euros of European Union funds meant for jobless training 
programs between 1994 and 1999. That’s case known as Pallerols. And that 
culminated, check this out, with an agreement between prosecutors, 
prosecution and defence to avoid prosecution, and a statement from, 
among others, the training chief Duran y Lleida, and a reduction in prison 
sentences to less than two years (initially the Court of Barcelona 
demanded 11 years!), thus avoiding jail. Justice?  
 
Nor should we forget the ‘fake redundancies’ plot in Andalusia, led by the 
Socialists, with about 70 defendants, including former senior regional 
government officials. Many, it seems, were the beneficiaries, for over at 
least ten years, of money from the Andalusian ERE redundancy scheme. It 
was a scandal that followed in the wake of a long history of corruption in 
socialist ranks since the days of Juan Guerra and Luís Roldán.  
 
Having said this, most corruption cases occur locally. Today some 80 
mayors and former mayors plus several dozen more councillors are under 
investigation for cases related to the awarding of contracts and urban 
development. Many of them are charged with crimes of embezzlement, 
breach of trust, influence peddling and / or fraud. The Pretoria [urban 
development] case in Santa Coloma de Gramenet, and the more recent 
case of ‘operation Mercurio’ in Sabadell, are examples.  
 
The major political parties in particular appear to have done what they 
wished with public funds, using them as illegal financing instruments and 
treating collective matters as if they were private. No wonder, then, that 
in the last Barometer Sociological Research Center (CIS), in December 
2012, politicians and parties were considered the third most important 
problem that exists in the Spanish state, after corruption and fraud. In 
fact, Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index 2012 
report, the Spanish State was ranked 30th in the standings, tied, 
coincidentally, or maybe not, with Botswana.  
 
Intimidating the media  
And, what happens to those who dare to denounce corruption? Today the 
most emblematic case is that of CafèambLlet, a local magazine, with very 
little means, that reported in early 2102, with a home video 
www.youtube.com , which within a few days was seen by over a hundred 
thousand visitors in Youtube, how Catalan public health money was being 
stolen by businessmen and politicians of CiU and Catalan Socialist Party 
(PSC).  
 
Months later, CafèambLlet faced legal action by Josep Maria Via, quoted in 
that video, for allegedly attempting to bring him into disrepute, in an 
unusually fast trial in which they were not even allowed to speak, and 



were convicted and sentenced to pay a fine of ten thousand euros. But 
take note, another major scandal that was uncovered by CafèambLlet in 
its Crespo Report, regarding [the CiU's deputy] Xavier Crespo, who in turn 
threatened to sue the magazine and who at present the anti-corruption 
prosecutor has asked that he be investigated for graft and bribery. Will 
anyone compensate CafèambLlet for the threats received by this 
character?  
 
Nature of today’s corruption  
Corruption is not perceived today as it was in the past. Now it is regarded 
as an intrinsic part of the crisis. The impunity enjoyed by political 
corruption seems to be over. At a time when the pillars that built the 
system during the Democratic Transition, and where there’s a rapid loss of 
legitimacy of institutions and political representatives for their 
subservience to financial power, it is likely that the impact of corruption 
on public opinion and voting behavior will be more severe. And in so far as 
it increases unemployment, poverty and insecurity, illicit enrichment of 
the elites at the expense of the majority it is becoming an unbearable 
burden. The crisis is no longer seen as resulting from the ‘waste’ of the 
current people but as ‘theft’ and ‘fraud’ of the ruling class.  
 
Now is therefore the time to act, say stop and take action: demand 
mechanisms of control over public officials, the revocation of mandates, 
the de-professionalisation of politics, the end to the accumulation of 
public posts, a limit on salaries, and transparency in accounts. Yesterday 
thousands of people gathered outside Popular Party headquarters in 
Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Zaragoza and La Coruña. A first step in a new 
surge in the streets? The Barcenas case is the straw that breaks the 
camel’s back. It is high time that they return all that they have stolen 
from us.  
Translated by Revolting Europe. 
esthervivas.com 

 
 
Spain: Corruption, Capitalist Crisis and a regime in Crisis  
Jorge Martin 1 February 2013 
 
On 31 January the Spanish paper El País published several documents 
showing top leaders of the ruling Popular Party receiving regular payments 
in cash from the party. The money was illegal donations by top businesses, 
particularly in the construction and private security sectors. 
 
This is the latest in a series of corruption scandals affecting political 
parties and institutions in Spain and severely damaging the reputation of 
bourgeois democracy as a whole. As such, it is only adding to the anger 
amongst the masses, which has been accumulated under the imposition of 
the austerity measures aimed at making the workers pay for the deep crisis 
of Spanish capitalism. 
 
Barcenas secret books revealed by El PaisThe documents published by El 
País, showing the secret accounting kept by former party treasurer Luís 
Barcenas, confirms information published previously, by El Mundo 
newspaper, about PP leaders being paid regular amounts in brown 
envelopes. This information comes to light as Barcenas is being 
investigated for tax fraud in relation to secret bank accounts in 
Switzerland where he held 22 million euro. To add insult to injury, 
Barcenas, a long standing PP member, who acted as the party's financial 
manager for 20 years and then as its treasurer for one year in 2009, was 
able to repatriate some of that money under a tax amnesty offered by the 



PP government last March. When this latest scandal broke out, the PP 
leadership tried to distance themselves from Barcenas, alleging that he no 
longer played any role in the party. But soon it was revealed he still had an 
office in the national PP headquarters. 
 
The most recent information published by El País about payments to party 
leaders involves current president Mariano Rajoy, all the party general 
secretaries for the period covered in the documents (going back to 1997), 
the party's deputies for the same period and other prominent leaders like 
Rodrigo Rato and Jaime Mayor Oreja. 
 
The first reaction of the PP leadership has been to deny everything, 
energetically protest and threaten all those who are “slandering” them. 
However, the case is unravelling very fast. Graphology experts have 
declared that the handwriting in the documents published by El Pais 
corresponds to that of Luís Barcenas. The president of the Senate, García 
Escudero (PP), has also admitted having received a “loan” from the party 
which he then paid back. This should have been the reason for an entry 
about him in Barcenas bookkeeping published by El País. 
 
Even more interesting than the payments written down in the documents, 
is perhaps where this money comes from. Important Spanish businessmen, 
including CEOs of companies in the IBEX35 stock exchange index are listed 
as having paid hundreds of thousands of euro to the party. Many of these 
companies benefited from government contracts at different levels, 
particularly in public works. Those mentioned include Luís del Rivero, a 
former CEO of construction group Sacyr Vallehermoso; the marquis of 
Villar Mir, former Franco regime official and owner of OHL construction 
group (involved in toll road and highway concessions and also the building 
of the famous Real Madrid Sports City sky scrapers); José Mayor Oreja, the 
brother of PP leader Jaime Mayor Oreja and CEO of construction group 
FCC, also heavily involved in public works and the building of the Real 
Madrid sky scrapers. 
 
Barcenas bookkeeping also involve payments to the Basta Ya! Group, which 
later became the UpyD political party. UpyD is a right wing populist group, 
which presents itself as being “neither right wing nor left wing” but only 
concerned with “the struggle against corruption”. Also mentioned in the 
papers as receiving donations from the PP is the vocal extreme right wing 
internet portal Libertad Digital. 
 
This is not the only corruption scandal in the headlines of the Spanish 
papers. A leading MP from the Catalan bourgeois nationalist CiU party, 
Xavier Crespo, is being investigated because of allegations, that he 
received money from the Russian mafia when he was the mayor of Lloret 
de Mar. A series of former officials in the Catalan government have been 
tried and charged with diverting unemployed training funding to their own 
party CDC (part of the CiU coalition). Those involved in this case, known as 
Pallerols after one of the main accused, were given lenient sentences 
(which means they will not go to jail) in exchanged for giving back part the 
money stolen, which was then paid by the party itself. None of the party 
leaders resigned. 
 
Meanwhile, the investigation into King Juan Carlos son in law, Urdangarin, 
has seen him accused of using his royal credentials to extract money from 
public institutions, regional and local governments for the personal 
enrichment of himself and his associates. The scandal has affected the 
Monarchy as a whole, which has now deleted Urdangarin from their official 
website. This has added to the growing questioning of the Monarchy as an 
institution. 



 
It is not just the corruption scandals and the fact that ever higher up 
people and institutions are being tainted by them. These are the same 
people and institutions which are imposing tens of thousands of millions of 
euro in austerity cuts, privatising health care, destroying state education, 
bailing out the banks to the tune of tens of thousands of millions of euro … 
all under the pretext that “we are all in this together” and “we must all 
make sacrifices” and “tighten our belts”. 
 
While the rich and powerful are never caught, hardly ever charged and if 
so, almost never end up having to serve jail sentences, another case has 
also made the headlines in the last few days. An unemployed mother of 
two, who spent 193 euros buying food and nappies for her daughters with a 
credit card she found on the street will now have to serve a jail sentence 
after having already paid a fine of 900 euro. The contrast is stark and 
reveals clearly that under capitalism there is one law for the rich and 
another for the poor. 
 
Corruption: Inherent in Capitalism 
That capitalists paid a capitalist party to make sure it would rule in their 
interest should not come as a surprise to anyone. After all, this is always 
the case, even when illegal payments are not involved. Marx and Engels 
already explained in the Communist Manifesto how “the executive of the 
modern state is but a committee for managing the common affairs of the 
whole bourgeoisie.” Corruption is also inherent to the capitalist system, a 
system based in the commodification of all human relations. The purchase 
of law makers and politicians, the powerful lobbying companies created 
for the stated purpose of getting laws passed, regulations overturned and 
in general favouring certain businesses over others is widespread in so-
called capitalist “democracy”. 
 
In the case of Spain, the spiral of speculation and gambling involved in the 
huge boom which preceded the current recession, particularly in the 
construction sector, massively exacerbated these features. In order to 
build houses a company might need to buy a number of local councillors or 
mayors so that certain plots of land are given building permission. In order 
to be awarded contracts for the building of hospitals, roads, airports, it 
might be useful to bribe certain officials. If a company wants to get the 
concession for a toll road, or for the MOT inspection service, it might help 
to have friends in high places. Or, perhaps the process can be simplified if 
bourgeois politicians get a few business friends to set up a company for 
which a particular concession will then be created. 
 
If you add to this mix huge amounts of money coming from mafia 
operations in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe which find in 
construction a lucrative avenue for money laundering, then you can see 
how corruption was the necessary side effect and lubricant to the 
enormous housing bubble which took place in Spain for nearly 15 years. 
 
The combination of these constant stream of corruption scandals being 
revealed (and this has been going on for years) with the economic crisis 
(which has now destroyed 3.5 million jobs, bringing the total number of 
unemployed to 6 million, a record level of 26% and over 56% for the youth) 
and the massive attacks on acquired rights and public services has created 
a widespread discrediting of the whole edifice of bourgeois democracy and 
the capitalist system. 
 
Changes in consciousness 
"Against Corruption"An opinion poll carried out by Metroscopia for El Pais 
at the beginning of January, gave some very telling figures in this respect. 



An overwhelming 97% agreed with the statement “the current crisis is 
leading many people to increasingly mistrust our political institutions”, 
while 96% agreed that “the consequences of the crisis are not being shared 
equally amongst all social sectors, but being paid much more by the 
middle class and those with fewer resources.” The same opinion poll 
revealed that 73% of those asked though that Spain “is on the brink of a 
social explosion caused by the level of poverty and unemployment.” 
 
Another opinion poll, published in July 2012 also by Metroscopia / El País, 
measures the level of approval of different institutions. The findings 
revealed a deep mistrust for the main institutions of capitalist democracy: 
88% disapproved of the way banks and political parties work, 81% 
disapproved of Parliament as a whole, while 68% and 65% disapproved of 
the Supreme Court and the Constitutional Tribunal. 
 
The ruling class is seriously worried about this situation. They can see how 
the implementation of the economic policies, that are needed in order to 
make the workers pay for the crisis of capitalism, is straining the 
legitimacy of the institutions which ensure the normal functioning of 
bourgeois democracy. There has been a deep-reaching process of 
politicisation of millions of people. Not only has there been a shift in 
consciousness, but also a massive increase in the participation of people in 
direct mobilisations. An official study released at the end of 2012 put the 
number of demonstrations in the first ten months of that year at 36,000 
(not including the Basque country and with only partial figures for 
Catalonia). This figure is almost double that of the total figures for 2011. 
Millions of people have taken direct action, not only in the main general 
strikes and national demonstrations called by the trade unions and social 
movements, but also in thousands of local demonstrations against cuts and 
privatisations, against the closure of hospitals and libraries, in direct 
action to prevent home repossessions, in the occupation of bank offices 
and in other in strikes and protests. 
 
Some sections of the ruling class are starting to wonder whether the PP 
government in its present form, discredited and worn out by the cuts and 
austerity packages which have been met with massive opposition, is still 
their best option. 
 
When the scandal of illegal payments in the ruling PP party was revealed 
by the right wing paper El Mundo, the also right wing ABC, known for its 
loyal defence of the PP government against all odds, carried a front page 
with the pictures of politicians involved in corruption scandals and a 
screaming headline which read “Spaniards say enough!”. The editorial 
warned: 
 
“We run the risk therefore, of breaking the essential links of a democratic 
regime, above all that of the legitimacy of the system. If the Spanish 
people do not trust their politicians, they feel that their vote is wasted or 
misused, and sooner or later this break will take place, in which 
ideological extremisms and anti-system opportunists will thrive.” 
 
The ABC called for a campaign of “regeneration of the political life,” that 
is, to wash the facade of the edifice of bourgeois democracy, so that its 
structures can be preserved. 
 
The latest opinion poll by El País in January, gives the ruling PP only 29.8% 
of the vote (losing over 15 percentage points since the general elections in 
November 2011), but support for the social democratic PSOE is even lower 
at 23.3 (losing 5.4 points since the elections). The main beneficiary of the 
discrediting of the two main parties is United Left, which is now polling 



15,6% (8.7 points above its result in November 2011). Not only has the PP 
experienced a collapse of voters support (from a peak of 46% immediately 
after the elections), but the PSOE is also seeing its voter support steadily 
decline. 
 
The PSOE has been tainted one the one side by the counter-reforms it 
carried out during the Zapatero government period, which preceded the 
victory of the PP, and on the other hand by not having distinguished itself 
from the Rajoy government. The ruling class is worried that if this 
situation is allowed to continue, the United Left will grow even further, 
channelling the build-up of discontent which is accumulating. The same 
oppinion poll by El Pais showed that 84% do not trust the president Rajoy, 
but an even greater 91% mistrust the main leader of the “opposition” 
PSOE, Rubalcaba. 
 
A government of national unity? 
It is in this context that El País (and El Mundo a few days before) have 
published revelations which point the finger directly to the tops of the PP 
and the president himself. A week ago, before publishing the latest 
allegations, an editorial in El País exhorted the PP leaders to deal with the 
corruption allegations in a swift and sharp manner. What were they 
worried about? The explanation was clear: 
 
“The situation of the ruling party puts the breaks on and weakens the 
position of the Executive when it comes to dealing with the economic 
crisis, to decide how sovereign debt is paid, how to fight unemployment or 
how to answer the Catalan independence movement.” 
 
In other words, El Pais, representing some of the more far sighted sections 
of the Spanish ruling class, was warning the PP leadership to clean its act 
as they need a strong government with enough legitimacy to carry out the 
necessary attacks on the working class (“dealing with the economic 
crisis”). 
 
In the same week as El Pais published this editorial, PSOE leader Rubalcaba 
appealed to all “social factors” for a “grand agreement to fight 
unemployment”, involving all political parties, the trade unions and the 
capitalists. What was being proposed basically was a slight slowdown in the 
deficit reduction targets, in order to cajole the unions into accepting the 
“necessary structural reforms” (read attacks on the acquired rights of the 
working class). 
 
Yesterday, January 31, after El País published Barcenas' bookkeeping 
documents, the US ambassador to Spain, Alan Solomont, made a statement 
recommending a “national pact against corruption” in order to face up to 
the “discrediting of the political class and the government” in a moment 
of such a serious crisis. 
 
In a few days, Mario Draghi will have a meeting with the Spanish 
parliament political groups. This will be behind closed doors. No minutes 
will be taken and no recordings will be made. Here he will most certainly 
express the anxiety of the European ruling class with the continued crisis 
of Spanish capitalism and the danger of a social explosion in such a key 
European country. 
 
The position of Rubalcaba in responding to the documents published by El 
País was also that of a responsible statesman. While he appealed to Rajoy 
to respond personally and publicly to the crisis, he insisted in the reasons 
why he did so: “This is a critical situation and we have to be aware that 
with the economic crisis this cannot be taken anymore. In order to be able 



to ask the country for sacrifices, one must be transparent.” Of course, 
what worries him is not so much corruption per se, but the impact 
corruption scandals might have on the government's ability to implement 
cuts (“ask for sacrifices”). 
 
Faced with this situation, the ruling class is already calculating what their 
best option is. The PP government is seriously eroded and faces 
overwhelming popular opposition, but the PSOE is not in a position to take 
over on its own. At some point a sort of crisis-, or national unity- or 
technocratic government might be necessary. Such a government could be 
justified, by the bourgeois, on the basis of fighting against corruption and 
taking the “necessary bold measures” needed to deal with the crisis. 
 
This should be resisted by the workers' movement. The recent experience 
of Greece and Italy shows that there cannot be any sort of national unity in 
the face of capitalist crisis. In reality what this would mean is to remove a 
discredited government and replace it with another which might 
temporarily gain more support … so that the implementation of the same 
anti-working class policies can be continued. The ruling class is seriously 
considering its options to try to solve what is clearly a very explosive 
situation. 
 
The whole edifice of bourgeois democracy which was built in Spain in the 
aftermath of the revolutionary wave of the 1970s is in crisis. At that time 
the leaders of the Socialist and Communist parties betrayed the 
revolutionary aspirations of the masses by reaching a deal with the shaky 
remains of the Franco regime. They accepted the Franco imposed 
Monarchy and the Franco flag, abandoned the right of self-determination 
for the nationalities and agreed to a limited form of bourgeois democracy. 
That set up lasted for several decades on the basis of the enormous 
disillusionment with the betrayal of the revolutionary upsurge, the 
election of the PSOE government in 1982, and later on the prolonged but 
unsound boom of the 1990s / 2000s. The economic crisis has destroyed any 
basis for that relative stability and has thrown the whole system into 
disarray. 
 
On the evening of 31 January there were already spontaneous 
demonstrations outside the PP headquarters in several cities across the 
country. The leaders of United Left correctly advanced the demands for 
the resignation of the government, punishment for those involved in 
corruption and early elections. This should be combined with the 
organisation, in unity with the trade unions, the different anti-cuts 
campaigns (the mareas or tides), the anti-eviction campaigns etc. of 
mobilisations linking up the struggle against corruption with the struggle 
against cuts, austerity and the attempt to make the workers pay for the 
capitalist crisis. 
 
From a more general point of view, there is a danger of falling into the 
idea of the need to “regenerate politics” or to “reclaim democracy.” What 
should be explained clearly is that capitalist democracy is always the rule 
of an unelected minority (by legal or illegal means): the owners of the 
means of production. From that point of view, any struggle for genuine 
democracy must start by the expropriation of the IBEX35 companies, so 
that the key levers of the economy can be part of a democratic plan, 
decided by the majority in the benefit of the majority. In this way, the 
struggle against corruption and the opposition to the existing institutions 
can be linked to the struggle for socialism, the only genuine form of 
democracy there can be. 
www.marxist.com 



 

 

Britain: the lull before the storm 

 
 

 
 

Extracts from a statement on Britain agreed at the Socialist Party (CWI 
in England & Wales)National Committee on 19 January. 
 
AS 2013 BEGINS many commentators have suggested that 2012 was a 
‘groundhog year’. British politics has got a bit stuck, declared Andrew 
Rawnsley (Observer, 30 December). While this was true on the surface, in 
reality society, and particularly the working class, underwent profound 
changes which will accelerate in the coming year. In 2012 the majority of 
the working class, and wide sections of the middle class, suffered a 
battering. An avalanche landed on our heads, including benefit cuts, 
dramatic cuts in local services, hospital closures, the attack on pensions, 
the headlong rush to turn schools into academies. This is, however, only 
about 20% of the government’s planned cuts.  
 
At the same time, a majority of households saw a marked fall in their 
income. The Bank of England’s chief economist, Spencer Dale, noted: The 
harsh but inescapable reality is that households and families are worse off 
– much worse off. Office for National Statistics (ONS) figures show that 
average wages rose by an annual rate of 1.7% compared to an official 
inflation rate of 2.7%, meaning a real-term fall of 1% in the last year. This 
comes on top of years of belt tightening. The Bank of England estimates 
that the pay packet of the average worker is now worth 15% less than it 
was in the pre-crisis period.  
 
No wonder that Christmas spending was down. Increasing numbers of 
people cannot afford the necessities. Three new food banks open every 
week and the numbers using them over Christmas doubled. Since the 
recession began people are buying 20% less fruit and vegetables, and far 
less milk, bread and fish. The Children’s Society reports that 72% of 
teachers have pupils who not only skipped breakfast but had no lunch or 
the means to pay for one. Cases of rickets, previously considered a disease 
of a long-gone Dickensian past, have increased fourfold.  
 
The government has had two stated aims for the misery it is imposing: 
eliminating the deficit and maintaining Britain’s AAA status. Neither will 
be achieved. Chancellor George Osborne is being forced to endlessly move 
back the target date for eliminating the deficit, now to 2018. All three 
major credit ratings agencies have given official warnings that Britain can 
expect to be stripped of its AAA rating.  
 
The 2012 budget, particularly the cut in the top rate of income tax, was a 
tipping point in how the majority, including most of the middle class, 
perceived the government. It is now widely seen as a government of the 
rich. Rawnsley summed up the mood with ‘one of 2012’s best political 
jokes’: Why did 80,000 people boo Osborne at the Paralympics? Because 
that’s the maximum capacity of the stadium. At the same time, the 
conspicuous consumption of the ruling elite is creating a burning rage. The 
2012 Sunday Times rich list revealed that the combined wealth of Britain’s 
richest 1,000 people swelled by almost 5% to £414 billion, the highest 
amount ever recorded by the 24-year-old survey.  
 
That the growing class anger was not fully given voice in 2012 was 
primarily the result of the failures of the leadership of the trade union 



movement. Consequently, the latest round in the war against austerity was 
another defeat for the working class. It was huge pressure from below, 
channelled by the National Shop Stewards Network (NSSN), in alliance with 
the RMT, PCS and the Prison Officers’ Association (POA) unions, which led 
to the TUC congress taking the historic decision to back the POA resolution 
‘to consider a general strike’. Afraid of appearing conservative to their 
own membership, even the right-wing leadership of UNISON backed the 
motion, while openly admitting that they did not really support it.  
 
Since then, thanks primarily to the general secretaries of UNITE and the 
RMT, Len McCluskey and Bob Crow, attempts by the TUC leadership to rule 
out a general strike have been blocked and unions are being consulted on 
the possibilities of a general strike. At this stage, however, only the PCS 
has concrete plans to ballot for strike action and to call for other unions to 
coordinate their action alongside them. It is likely to take further pressure 
to force wider coordinated action. A 24-hour general strike is still firmly on 
the agenda but could be delayed for longer than many expect because of 
right-wing union leaders dragging their feet.  
 
As the last two years have shown, the working class will find the means to 
fight back despite the faults of its leadership. The question is whether that 
struggle is organised into a powerful force or will be inchoate and 
disorganised due to lack of leadership. Lack of leadership can also lead to 
struggles developing on a sectional or local level without the workers 
involved, in the short term, necessarily understanding the need for making 
common cause with other sections of the working class or not being able to 
find a route to do so.  
 
The government has succeeded temporarily in increasing the divisions in 
the working class, particularly between workers and the unemployed. 
There is also potential for other divisions to grow, including between the 
old and young and the public and private sectors. Nonetheless, Britain has 
entered a protracted period of class struggles, as the working class 
attempts to resist endless austerity. This flows from the continuation of 
the economic crisis, the worst British capitalism has faced in at least 80 
years.  
 
Economy in crisis  
FIVE YEARS INTO the crisis, UK gross domestic product (GDP) is still 12-15% 
below the pre-crisis trend. Mervyn King, retiring governor of the Bank of 
England, has predicted a decade or more of economic misery. British 
capitalism is in a dead end, its best scenario being to keep ‘bumping along 
the bottom’ as it has since the autumn of 2010. Britain has become a new 
Japan, with its lost decades of stagnation, except that the Japanese crisis 
took place against the background of growth in the world economy; Britain 
today is one of many Japans in a stagnant, crisis-ridden world. Larry Elliot 
wrote (The Guardian, 30 November): Japan ended up with a zombie 
economy in which zombie banks were lending to zombie companies. 
Worryingly, the UK is showing signs of heading in the same direction. One 
in twelve companies are able to repay only the interest on their debts.  
 
Britain is paying the price for its refusal to invest in industry over decades. 
The weakness of British capitalism is summed up in the ‘mysterious’, 
dramatic fall in productivity figures since the crisis began. In the private 
sector, productivity per hour worked fell an incredible 4% in the first nine 
months of last year. UK productivity has long lagged behind other 
advanced capitalist countries, as British capitalism has relied on cheap 
labour rather than investing in developing technology. During the crisis 
investment has fallen to record lows, with £750 billion sitting idle.  
 



The productivity gap is the biggest since 1990, with UK workers 20% less 
productive than the G7 average. Economists have deduced that the latest 
fall in productivity is largely as a result of the crisis in the finance sector, 
which drove UK economic growth during the last boom, as it adjusts from 
the unsustainable business models of the last decade (Financial Times, 
March 2012). In other words, Britain’s previous productivity figures were 
artificially high because they were based on the massive bubbles in the 
finance sector which dominates the British economy.  
 
The small decrease in unemployment figures at the end of last year will 
not last. In any case, the real numbers are disguised by the huge levels of 
under-employment, which has increased by at least one million since the 
crisis began to a massive 8.1 million. This includes workers who have been 
kept on by employers on reduced hours, in the hope that the crisis will be 
short. Many of these will be laid off in the next period. This part-time 
army is made up predominantly of millions of workers trying to exist on a 
few hours of casual work every week. This is now a permanent feature. 
Karl Marx’s conception of a ‘reserve army of labour’, designed to keep 
wages down because there is always someone desperate enough to work 
for less, has been recreated. There is a burning need for the trade union 
movement to organise the part-time casual workforce.  
 
The disastrous effect of government austerity in exacerbating the 
economic crisis has even led the IMF to call on Osborne to switch to ‘Plan 
B’. David Cameron and Osborne have rejected this, saying they are 
adopting ‘Plan A+’: continued austerity and measures to ‘assist business’. 
It is not excluded, however, that the protracted crisis could force the 
government, under pressure from business particularly the construction 
companies, to carry out increased investment into infrastructure. 
Nonetheless, this would be combined with further savage public-sector 
cuts.  
 
Former Tory chair, Lord Ashcroft, let the cat out of the bag when he 
blogged that the odds were stacked against his party winning the general 
election, and that New Labour leader, Ed Miliband, ought to be able to put 
together 40% of the vote without getting out of bed. Knowing that they 
stand little chance of winning, the Tories are attempting a scorched earth 
policy, knowing that Labour in power would not reverse their policies. In 
doing so, they have the support of short-sighted British capitalism. The CBI 
continues to stand shoulder to shoulder with the government on austerity.  
 
Clearly, there is an ideological element to the government’s cuts and 
privatisation programme. Recently released papers show that, 30 years 
ago, the Thatcher government considered almost every policy that is being 
implemented by the Con-Dem coalition in the name of ‘austerity’. 
Margaret Thatcher, however, did not dare to go so far. But Miliband’s ‘one 
nation’ Labour would not have pursued a fundamentally different policy. 
Miliband defends capitalism which sees the road to increasing profits to be 
over the living conditions of the working class, particularly by driving down 
the ‘social wage’ – benefits, pensions, the NHS, etc – despite the fact that 
this will further shrink the UK market. At the same time, the capitalists 
are clamouring for the further privatisation of public services to find 
profitable fields of investment.  
 
One section of the ruling class, voiced by King, has been pushing for even 
harsher austerity, arguing that the Tories are too worried about electoral 
popularity! King has talked in brutal terms about the Japanisation of the 
UK economy, saying that ‘deeper readjustment’ is needed. The Financial 
Times (13 November) summed it up: Bank of England insiders fear that the 
recession did not generate sufficient destruction to enable the creation of 



more productive companies in the upswing… At the heart of the new 
thinking lies the remarkably low mortgage repossessions and corporate 
liquidations in this downturn.  
 
King argues that not enough outmoded value has been destroyed in the 
recession to create the basis for new investment, leading to a new upswing 
with a higher rate of profit. He is making a call for more companies to 
close, more people to be thrown out of their jobs and homes so that, 
trampling on our misery, capitalism might find a new stability. In 
attempting to carry this out, however, British capitalism would face 
powerful resistance by the working class. John Maynard Keynes himself 
said that his theories were designed to ‘avoid revolution’, and the 
capitalist class could be forced to move in a Keynesian direction under the 
huge impact of the workers’ struggles against austerity that are coming. 
Concessions would be given, which the capitalists would attempt to take 
back at a later stage if the working class had not yet succeeded in taking 
power.  
 
The working class faces a weak, divided government, ultimately reflecting 
the capitalists’ inability to find any way out of the crisis and, flowing from 
that, the increasingly weak social base for the capitalist institutions in 
Britain. All of the capitalist parties, including Labour, are inherently 
unstable, with internal tensions which could become splits later on. 
Politicians lead in unpopularity polls, but trust in the capitalist media, 
church, the police and even the BBC has been markedly undermined as 
scandal after scandal has revealed their feet of clay. The Leveson phone-
hacking inquiry, for all the timidity of the final report, has exposed the 
corrupt relationships between different sections of the capitalist state. 
The renewed attempt to popularise the royal family, via ‘Kate and Will’, is 
partly a conscious attempt to strengthen the social reserves of the 
capitalist state. The queen attending cabinet is a deliberate politicisation 
of the monarchy’s role.  
 
The government’s weakness will not prevent it stepping up its assault on 
the working class, unless it is stopped by the working class. The cuts 
experienced so far, devastating as they have been, are small beer 
compared to what is coming in 2013. The need to generalise the struggle, 
through a 24-hour general strike against austerity in the first instance, is 
absolutely clear. In the meantime, we could see explosions on a 
multiplicity of issues.  
 
Where the organisations of the working class fail to give movements an 
organised cohesive form we are likely to see inchoate rebellions, including 
further riots, perhaps even on a bigger scale than the summer of 2011. 
Socialists do not condone rioting, which gives the capitalists a whip to 
strengthen repression, as well as damaging working-class communities and 
small businesses, but we understand why they are inevitable if a 
generation of youth are left with no future. We could also see social 
protests and movements including the kinds of raids on supermarkets and 
occupations of empty properties that are starting to take place in other 
European countries.  
 
Public-sector flashpoints  
THE PUBLIC SECTOR was previously a relative haven of job security. No 
more. Over one million public-sector jobs will have gone if the latest round 
of cuts is implemented. Already, 7,000 nurses’ jobs have gone as the NHS 
faces the worst spending squeeze in its history. After two years of 
austerity, the money hospitals will receive for treatment in 2013 is a 4% 
cut in real terms. The next year is going to see a series of hospital cuts and 
closures. In London seven out of 32 A&E departments are already marked 



for closure by 2020. The remainder will have to cover an extra 120,000 
people on average. The chief executive of the Health Federation, Mike 
Farrar, declared that the public must accept the closure of many hospital 
units and live healthier lives if they want the NHS to survive. The public 
show no signs of doing any such thing! In November around 10,000 
demonstrated in the pouring rain against the closure of Lewisham 
Hospital’s A&E department. Many more such demonstrations could take 
place in 2013.  
 
Alongside cuts public services are facing wholesale privatisation. Education 
secretary Michael Gove is leading a mad dash to academies, which were 
first initiated by New Labour. More than half of secondary schools and 
many primary schools are now academies or have plans to convert. Gove’s 
latest assault, demanding that head teachers dock the pay of teachers who 
take part in industrial action, shows his vitriolic determination to smash 
effective trade union organisation in schools and move to performance-
related pay.  
 
However, it was demonstrated at the end of 2012, by the successful strike 
at Stratford Academy in East London against a head teacher doing what 
Gove had demanded, that teachers will respond to the whip of counter 
revolution, and can win the support of a majority of parents and pupils. 
What is needed is to mobilise for a similarly resolute campaign of strike 
action at national level. It is not yet clear that the National Union of 
Teachers’ leadership is prepared to do this, as it appears to be hesitating 
in the face of the onslaught on its members’ rights. If the teachers’ unions 
do not fight back their ability to organise effective action will be in 
jeopardy. But the government could overreach and provoke a reaction 
from below.  
 
Lack of enthusiasm for Labour  
ON THE NHS Labour is 30 points ahead in opinion polls, and is generally 
‘more trusted’ to run public services. However, it is not lost on workers 
that most of the policies now being sledge-hammered through originate in 
New Labour’s period in office. It is the Private Finance Initiative that is 
directly responsible for a number of hospitals going bankrupt. Labour has 
promised to repeal the Health and Social Care Act, although Miliband was 
reluctant even to commit to this, but has made no promise to reverse the 
wholesale privatisation of the NHS.  
 
The lack of enthusiasm for Labour was demonstrated in the 2012 
parliamentary by-elections. Labour won them, but the turnout in 
Manchester Central was the lowest ever in peacetime, at 18%. Even Corby, 
which was a battle between Tory and Labour, could only summon 44%. In 
every election a majority, and a big majority of the working class, did not 
vote. It will be different in a general election. Larger numbers of workers 
will turn out ‘holding their noses’ to get rid of the Con-Dems, but this does 
not represent positive support for Labour, and will not automatically take 
place on a big enough scale to guarantee a majority Labour government.  
 
It is not only a question of what Labour did in government, but what 
Labour local authorities are doing now. In total, local authority spending 
has been cut by 29.7%. This is leading to the annihilation of countless 
essential services. Recognising the horror these cuts will bring, leaders of 
three Labour councils – Newcastle, Liverpool and Sheffield – wrote a joint 
statement over Christmas begging the government to change tack because 
forces of social unrest are starting to smoulder. The possibility that they 
should mobilise and organise those forces into a mass campaign against the 
cuts is utterly foreign to them. On the contrary, they were really begging 
the government to rescue them from the social unrest they can feel 



developing underneath them.  
 
The pro-capitalist character of New Labour can be summed up by the tiny 
number of councillors who have so far refused to vote for cuts. The 
Southampton Two have been summarily expelled from the Labour Party for 
this, but their stand has received enthusiastic support from workers. 
Southampton UNITE and UNISON trade union branches have, under 
pressure from their members, pledged support for the councillors’ stand. 
UNITE has also backed them nationally. Its general secretary, Len 
McCluskey, has pledged that UNITE will demand that Labour does not stand 
against the Southampton Two or any other councillors who have taken the 
same principled position.  
 
Battles against the coming round of local authority cuts are inevitable. In 
2010 the leadership of UNISON, the biggest local authority union, avoided 
sanctioning many ballots for strike action by arguing that anger should be 
channelled into the national campaign in defence of pensions. This will not 
work so easily again. We have to demand national action on pay, linked to 
building for a 24-hour general strike. Equally important is the fight for 
local action in defence of pay, conditions and services. We also have to be 
prepared for more widespread community campaigns, including 
occupations, than have taken place up until now.  
 
The Trade Unionist and Socialist Coalition (TUSC) has played an important 
role in providing a banner under which anti-cuts and trade union 
candidates can stand. It has begun to popularise the idea that it is possible 
to have anti-cuts councillors, which had a real effect for example on the 
struggle in Southampton. The growing trade union support for TUSC, 
particularly the RMT’s unanimous support at its last AGM, gives it 
potentially far more social weight than any of the previous attempts to 
build a new electoral formation in this era. Nonetheless, it is still at an 
early, fragile stage. Electorally it has not yet made a qualitative 
breakthrough. However, we have to be prepared for the possibility of the 
anti-cuts struggle leading to much wider support for workers taking the 
fight against cuts to the electoral plane. While it may be under a Labour 
government that decisive steps towards a new mass workers’ party take 
place, we cannot preclude earlier electoral breakthroughs.  
 
24-hour general strike  
ELECTIONS ARE ONE facet of the struggle against cuts. In the short term, 
the most pressing issue is the campaign for a 24-hour general strike. There 
is a glaring need for decisive action against austerity and the attempts to 
undermine union strength by slashing trade unionists’ facility time. The 
trade union movement needs to put the defence of union rights at the 
heart of the struggle against austerity, making clear to workers – in 
propaganda and, more importantly, deed – the essential role of the unions 
in defending their pay and living conditions. If the government manages to 
force through the attacks on facility time it will weaken the trade union 
movement in the short term. In the longer term, however, it could 
rebound on the government as new, younger, more militant fighters 
develop in workplaces across the country.  
 
In 2012 we already saw more militant methods being adopted by sections 
of workers, particularly in the private sector. The mass picket lines of the 
London bus workers were combined with blockades against those bus 
companies that had obtained a court injunction against the strike action. 
Crown saw three unofficial 24-hour walkouts and electricians won major 
concessions via unofficial demonstrations and blockades which, in turn, 
put pressure on UNITE to act officially. A new generation will tend to 
adopt these kinds of methods as they see that they cannot let themselves 



be hemmed in by the law if they are to stand up to the employers.  
 
Of course, even a 24-hour general strike against austerity would not be 
guaranteed to force the government to retreat, never mind to precipitate 
a general election, unless it was linked to a serious strategy for further 
action. Nonetheless, unlike Southern Europe, Britain has not had even a 
warning general strike for over 80 years, and it would have a gigantic 
effect on boosting the confidence of the working class and its sense of its 
own power, while it would terrify the capitalists. Millions of unorganised 
workers would be attracted to the trade unions.  
 
The right-wing leaders of the TUC will do all they can to prevent a 24-hour 
general strike taking place – it frightens them as much as it does the 
capitalist class! In 1972, the last time the TUC was forced to set the date 
for a 24-hour general strike, it was the strikes developing from below 
which forced them into reluctant action. Today the anger and bitterness of 
workers is as great, if not greater. The working class, however, lacks 
confidence in its capacity to win. It is not aware of its own power. At the 
same time, the trade union structures remain relatively empty. While 
there is widespread support for the idea of a general strike – over 80% in 
one Guardian survey – at this stage it does not occur to the majority of 
trade union members to attend their branch meeting to demand such 
action.  
 
Instead the current trade union leaders are seen by many workers as, like 
relatives, perhaps infuriating but unchangeable. But this outlook is not 
permanent. In 2011 we saw the working class enter the field of battle for 
the first time in years, with mass demonstrations, strikes and picket lines. 
On the basis of experience workers will fight to force their union leaders 
to act or, if they can’t, to push them aside. The potential for genuine 
trade union broad lefts, involving fresh layers of workers, is likely to grow 
in the next period.  
 
The right-wing leadership of the TUC holds up the anti-trade union laws as 
a means to avoid action. Socialists are not in favour of taking unnecessary 
risks with union funds. But workers are facing the biggest attack on their 
living standards since the 1930s. To fail to lead a serious struggle in 
defence of workers’ rights would be far more damaging to the trade union 
movement than anything the law courts could deliver. And it is possible to 
go a long way towards a general strike even within the straitjacket of the 
anti-union laws.  
 
If the TUC was to name the day for a 24-hour general strike against 
austerity, and to use all of its power to mobilise workers, it would get a 
huge response. All unions with live ballots could plan to strike on the 
named day. Other groups of workers inspired by the call would want to 
ballot over the real issues in their workplace, which would also allow them 
to take part in the general strike. Without doubt other workers not 
currently in unions would flock to take part. Whether the government or 
employers could use the law – either against those who had not balloted or 
to invalidate ballots – would depend on the balance of forces. Faced with 
the threat of a popular general strike, with a clear threat to immediately 
strike again if any workers or trade unions were victimised, the anti-union 
laws would be worthless.  
 
The limits to how far the employers can use the anti-trade union laws are 
shown by the situation in UNITE. Since Len McCluskey became general 
secretary not a single group of workers has received a ‘letter of 
repudiation’ from the union for unlawful action. Yet the government and 
employers have not dared to threaten UNITE with sequestration. Nor has 



the POA been threatened for its action in defiance of the law last May. 
Many European countries have seen general strikes, despite also having 
varying degrees of repressive anti-trade union laws and restrictions. These 
have been swept away by the struggle.  
 
Prospects for the Con-Dems  
IT IS STILL an open question whether this government will last its full 
term. But it may not be the cuts which act as the immediate trigger for a 
collapse of the coalition. There is a whole number of possibilities. Europe 
has once again become a nightmare for the leadership of the Tory party. 
John Major’s ‘bastards’ are back with a vengeance! Desperate to appease 
the Tory right, and also to cut across the growing electoral support for UK 
Independence Party, Cameron and Osborne are ‘talking tough’ on Europe. 
Osborne has gone further than Thatcher ever did, threatening UK 
withdrawal from the EU.  
 
His statement, however, horrified the majority of the British capitalist 
class, including representatives of finance capitalism. The president of the 
CBI, along with the chairman of the London Stock Exchange and others, 
wrote an open letter warning that the dominant powers in the EU – 
Germany and France – are extremely unlikely to accept Cameron’s attempt 
at renegotiation. The British capitalists fear that in that situation, having 
played the nationalist card, the government would end up holding an 
in/out referendum which could result in Britain’s exit from the EU. This 
would have negative effects for British capitalism. Companies would be 
less likely to set up in Britain, and the City of London’s global position as a 
centre of finance would be eroded. It is also a very dangerous situation for 
the eurozone as it could deepen the divisions within it. Not only German 
chancellor, Angela Merkel, but now representatives of the US government 
are trying to make Cameron back-pedal.  
 
Cameron’s fear of a split in the Tory party makes it extremely difficult for 
him to simply retreat. This issue can escalate further. It will drive the Lib 
Dems wild. In the main, the ‘Orange Book’ Lib Dems chose their party over 
the Tories only because of its pro-European stance. In the event of a 
collapse of the government, the Tories could play the nationalist card to 
try and win the general election. In recent opinion polls, 51% of people 
want to leave the EU compared to 40% who want to stay. This is a dramatic 
shift. While it can swing back under the impact of a campaign, it is a clear 
sign of how events could develop. In such a situation, the labour 
movement and the working class must have an answer which poses issues 
from a class point of view, in particular to cut across the dangers of 
nationalism.  
 
The current position of the leadership of the TUC, that the capitalist EU’s 
‘social Europe’ is a progressive force, is increasingly ludicrous against the 
background of the nightmare facing workers in the countries of ‘the 
periphery’. Socialists argue for the trade union movement to campaign for 
a referendum, but on the issues of our choosing: the class questions which 
are at the heart of the neoliberal project of the ‘modern’ EU. This would 
be a referendum to oppose the EU’s Lisbon treaty agenda of privatisation, 
cuts in wages, etc. We need to reassert total opposition to the bosses’ club 
of the EU. We must come together, not in a narrow nationalist fashion but 
in solidarity with the workers’ movement across Europe. At the same time, 
the need for a confederation of democratic socialist states must be 
brought to the fore.  
 
Next general election  
WHENEVER THE ELECTION comes it is most likely that Labour will come to 
power, either with a majority or as part of a coalition with all or a section 



of the Lib Dems. Miliband would prefer the latter in the hope the Lib Dems 
would act as a cover for a Labour government’s pro-capitalist policies. 
However, like Tony Blair before him, he might lead Labour to a majority 
despite himself. Labour has no answer to the burning problems facing 
working-class people. The failure of a new Labour government could pave 
the way for an even more right-wing Tory government at a later stage.  
 
Nonetheless, the building of a new mass workers’ party would also be 
firmly on the agenda. Work done before the general election to campaign 
for a serious electoral force to the left of Labour is vital preparation for 
the development of a mass party of the working class. On the basis of 
socialists’ intervention and their own experience workers will draw the 
conclusion that ‘we need our own party’.  
 
Consciousness in Britain lags well behind the objective reality of 21st 
century capitalism. However, workers’ illusions are progressively being 
stripped away. Many who previously hoped that the crisis was temporary 
are beginning to understand that this is the ‘new normal’. While all kinds 
of divisions remain within the working class – between benefit claimants 
and others, young and old, migrant and non-migrant, public and private 
sector – there is a growing unity in a burning hatred of the tiny elite at the 
top of society. There is not yet a mass socialist, never mind Marxist, 
consciousness but there is a growing minority of workers and young people 
who are looking for an alternative. An anti-capitalist outlook is becoming 
widespread.  
 
Struggles can develop, possibly very suddenly, on a qualitatively higher 
level than anything which has taken place over recent years. Capitalism is 
putting every gain won by previous generations into jeopardy. There is no 
possibility of the working class meekly accepting this. On the contrary, we 
will see ferocious opposition. On the basis of experience the working class 
will draw the conclusion that the only alternative to capitalist misery is 
socialism and the democratic planning of society’s resources.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6145 

 

Belgium: Expropriation and nationalisation! 

 
 

 
 

 



Struggle at Arcelor Mittal Liège against redundancies 
Eric Byl, LSP/PSL (CWI in Belgium) 30 January 2013 
 
Since Arcelor Mittal announced yet another social bloodbath at an 
extraordinary works’ council on 24 January, the future of steel production 
in Liège has been at the centre of Belgian public attention. On the 
following morning, a high profile meeting was organised in Brussels, 
involving both the federal and the Walloon regional governments. Then, 
early that Friday afternoon they received the union representatives. They 
did not come alone, but were accompanied by up to 500 angry and 
combative workers, which in reality meant an assembly in front of the 
prime minister’s residence. A delegation from the Left Socialist Party 
(LSP/PSL, the CWI in Belgium) was also present in solidarity.  
 
This announcement was not really a surprise. Only 15 months ago, 
September 2011, Mittal decided to close its blast furnaces, with a loss of 
795 jobs. The unions demanded nationalisation, but the regional Walloon 
government replied that this was impossible and would not be accepted by 
the European Union. The unions pointed to the fact that the federal 
government had nationalised Dexia, one of Belgium’s biggest banks, only 
weeks before, adding that an investment of 1 billion euro would be 
sufficient to modernise the sites, only a quarter of the amount the 
government had mobilised in a few days’ time for the takeover of Dexia.  
 
Then Mittal promised to invest in its cold, finished steel, production phase, 
which the Walloon government decided to subsidise. Even some trade 
union leaders relied on Mittal’s’ good intentions to safeguard some activity 
in Liège. This explains why, after some initial successful demonstrations in 
Liège of 10,000 workers in October and 40,000 workers in December 2011, 
mobilisations stopped. Since then, management and trade unions still have 
not reached an acceptable agreement concerning the closure of the hot 
production phase.  
 
At that time, the employees’ union had on its banner “Slaves who accept 
everything will not be spared by the tyrants.” With the closure of the blast 
furnaces, the danger of a progressive dismembering leading to a total 
closure was imminent. That’s why the unions originally demanded 
nationalisation of the integrated steel industry of Liège. Since Mittal’s 24 
January announcement of the closure of 7 of the 12 units of finished steel 
and coke production at the cost of another 1,300 jobs, the PSL’s 
perspective that “with the threatening closure of the hot phase, it’s only a 
question of time before the cold phase will be hit”, has unfortunately been 
confirmed.  
 
Workers are well aware of this. They have had enough of the 
management’s and politicians’ promises. Immediately after the 
announcement, they went on an all-out strike, at least until the general 
assembly planned for Monday, January 28. Anger is deep seated. This was 
reflected in front of the prime minister’s residence on Friday. Immediately 
after being dropped off by busses, workers headed for wired steel 
barricades erected by the police and a fight lasting for hours broke out, 
with the police using tear-gas and water cannon.  
 
Another idea that was put forward by PSL, to discuss an action plan with 
the aim of nationalisation under workers’ control and management, is now 
resurging. When the trade union representatives coming out of the 
meeting on Friday explained the government “was with” the workers and 
looking for a buyer, the protesting workers chanted “expropriation and 
nationalisation”. After months of lies, why rely on those who are inflicting 
austerity on us, who are removing staff positions in public services while 



promising their support and solidarity to save our jobs? It’s time for 
workers to organise independently, to meet and discuss their own 
alternative and an action plan to impose it.  
 
The question of a new private buyer will not remove the loss of jobs. It is 
sure that the new owner will come up with conditions to further reduce 
production costs. It is crucial workers keep control of the equipment and 
tools to avoid decisions being taken over their heads. An action plan can 
lay the foundations for an occupation, the election of a committee to 
coordinate the struggle, to mobilise support in the population and to keep 
the machinery intact. An action plan should also look beyond the steel 
industry or the region of Liège alone, and look to link up with the workers 
of Ford in Genk also being confronted with closure, plus the railway 
workers and the federal public sector workers who are all planning 
struggles out in the coming weeks.  
 
The confrontation with the police has illustrated two things: the first 
measures of the government to support the workers are tear-gas and water 
cannon. Secondly, the combativeness of the workers who are not prepared 
to pull back and stand by. An action plan is the necessary tool to channel 
this combativeness and to orientate it towards victory for the workers’ 
demands.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6140 

 

Israeli elections reveal growing class divide  

 
 

 
 

Hamid Alizadeh 28 January 2013 
 
Less than a year ago, “King Bibi”, as the Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu 
had become known, had an almost absolute majority in the polls and all 
other parties, one after another, were entering into crisis. The recent 
elections show a very different picture: polarisation to the right and the 
left. 
 
This is what they were writing about Netanyahu less than one year ag 
“Netanyahu is poised to become the longest-serving Israeli Prime Minister 
since David Ben-Gurion, the founding father of Israel. He has no national 
rival. His approval rating, roughly 50%, is at an all-time high. At a moment 
when incumbents around the world are being shunted aside, he is 
triumphant. With his bullet-proof majority, he has a chance to turn himself 
into the historic figure he has always yearned to be. He has become, as 
some commentators have dubbed him, the King of Israel.” 
 
The elections to the Knesset (Israeli Parliament), which took place last 
week, completely overturned that picture and, in the words of the 
Financial Times, they ‘clipped the wings of the eagle’. With a historically 
high 66% participation rate, Mr. Netanyahu’s party still managed to come 
in as the largest group in the Knesset, but it emerged severely weakened. 
 
Netanyahu’s party, Likud, had strategically chosen to merge its list with 
that of right-wing demagogue and former foreign minister Avigdor 
Lieberman and his Yisrael Beiteinu (Israel Our Home) party. But the two 
parties who before the elections had 42 seat (27 for Likud, 15 for Yisrael 
Beiteinu) between them ended up getting only a total of 31 seats in the 
new Knesset. Of these 31 only two thirds are under the control of 
Netanyahu, which means that the lead his party has against the other 
parties is now very narrow. 



 
Before the elections all attention in the international and Israeli media had 
been on the far right Jewish Home party of Naftali Bennett. What the 
clever commentators of the bourgeois and their equally clever friends on 
the international left had anticipated was a massive right wing shift in the 
elections with Jewish Home becoming the second largest party in the 120 
member Knesset, but they paid far less attention to what was happening 
on the left. 
 
The Labor Party, which had also been a part of Netanyahu’s government in 
recent years, came third with 15 (up from 13) which was lower than the 20 
seats they had been expecting to get. 
 
However, the real big winner of the elections was the new populist party 
of Yesh Atid who entered the Knesset as the second largest party with 19 
seats. Equally impressive was the performance of the most left-wing party 
in the Knesset, the strongly secular Meretz party. 
 
In fact all talk about the electorate swinging to the right proved wrong. 
Although the Jewish Home party boosted its Knesset representation nearly 
fourfold, the parties of the right (Likud-Beiteinu and Jewish Home) now 
have four fewer seats than their predecessors in the previous Knesset, 
whereas the centre-left parties (Yesh Atid, Labor, Hatnua, Meretz and 
Kadima) grew overall by 3 seats. 
 
In fact it was only at the last minute that the parties of the right-wing 
camp (Likud-Beitenu, Jewish Home and the two main ultra-Orthodox 
parties) won the majority in the Knesset with the smallest margin possible. 
For that they can thank the armed forces whose votes came in last, taking 
the Jewish Home from 11 to 12 seats and The United Arab List, from five 
to four. 
 
But even in the armed forces the right wing is beginning to feel the 
pressure. This group that would normally vote significantly to the right of 
the rest of the electorate reflected the same leftward shift as in the rest 
of society. In fact, amongst the Israeli Defence Forces soldiers, Yesh Atid 
got 2.2 percent more than in its national vote, Labour was just one 
percent down and Hatnuah and Meretz each 0.7 lower than their share of 
the general vote. 
 
There is a Future 
The biggest surprise of the elections was the new party Yesh Atid which 
was led by ex-TV presenter Yair Lapid. With 19 seats the party received 
almost three times as many parliamentary seats as opinion polls had 
projected. Although the bourgeois media has praised Yair Lapid for his 
charisma and clever facebook campaigns there was something else behind 
his popularity. 
 
As opposed to what is the norm in Israeli parliamentary politics, Yesh Atid 
(meaning There is a Future) based their campaign on the question of social 
equality, poverty, house prices and the like. Not long ago Yair Lapid wrote 
a column under a title that became his catchphrase: “Where’s the 
money?”, in which he wrote: “This is the big question asked by Israel’s 
middle class, the same sector on whose behalf I am going into politics. 
Where’s the money? Why is it that the productive sector, which pays taxes, 
fulfils its obligations, performs reserve duty and carries the entire country 
on its back, doesn’t see the money?” 
 
His main demands were for better public education and an end to rising 
taxes and for affordable housing. The party also waged a campaign for an 



end to automatic military exemption for thousands of ultra-Orthodox 
students who are allowed full-time Torah study. These were the demands 
that struck a chord with a large layer of Israeli workers and youth who 
have been feeling increasing pressure on their living standards. 
 
The average Israeli salary is about $2,500 per month while most public 
workers receive far less. But rent for a modest three bedroom apartment 
in central Jerusalem can cost upwards of $1,500 per month. The buying of 
an apartment anywhere near the large cities is completely out of the 
question for the vast majority of young people. 
 
Furthermore, around 20% of the population lives below the poverty line. 
Especially pensioners live life in deep poverty. According to studies, 
around a quarter of Holocaust survivors in Israel live below the poverty 
line, struggling to pay for food, heating, housing, medication and care. 
Indeed for the workers and poor, the ‘dream’ of a Jewish homeland has 
become a nightmare. 
 
In 2011 these underlying tensions found an expression in the largest mass 
movement the country has ever known. Over the course of several months 
a movement on the streets of the major cities staged some of the largest 
demonstrations in Israeli history. Several massive demonstrations between 
of 300,000 and 500,000 people took to the streets of this small country 
with 7 million inhabitants. 
 
But because of lack of leadership and perspective for the movement it 
soon died down. Seeing that the path of direct action seemed to have 
failed, the masses moved on to the political stage and the left shift in the 
elections is exactly a reflection of this fact. 
 
Ehud Barak who served as minister of defence in Netahyahu’s cabinet 
acknowledged this himself. The people who went in hundreds of thousands 
to the streets were basically ignored by the government that I am a part 
of, Barak told CNN, while attending the World Economic Forum in Davos, 
Switzerland. They came to the ballots to say, for us, we want our share of 
what happens in Israel. It was a kind of telling the government, 'there is a 
limit to what you can expect of us'. 
 
The Left and the left of the left 
On the left, the Meretz party doubled its MPs from 3 to 6. This is 
significant as Meretz is seen as a far left party by the Israeli masses. As a 
commentator of Al Moniter said “Were it not for the 19 Knesset seats of 
Yesh Atid, the left-wing party Meretz would have been crowned as the 
surprise of the elections”. During the elections Meretz had waged a 
campaign further to the left than in the past, placing itself to the left of 
all the major parties on all major questions. And this was no accident. 
 
The Foreign Affairs Journal wrote: “Going into these elections, Meretz, the 
largest of the parties running to the left of Labor, commissioned several 
opinion polls in order to help it plan its campaign strategy. According to 
Zahava Gal-On, the chair of the party, the results were surprising: Almost 
20 percent of Israeli Jews identified as leftists — well above the left’s 
current representation in the Knesset. Meretz, which won only three seats 
in the previous elections, decided to reclaim the “left” label and run on a 
platform that reflects it. The party advocates an immediate recognition of 
a Palestinian state and a negotiated withdrawal from the West Bank. In the 
height of the election season, the party broke the most basic rule of Israeli 
politics — unconditional support for Israel’s military operations — and 
opposed Operation Pillar of Defense in Gaza. Meretz is hardly poised to 
play a big role in the next Knesset, but its bold strategy has placed it on 



track to nearly double its current representation.” 
 
In the case of the elderly for instance, Meretz placed itself to the left of 
all the other major parties by demanding that, in the absence of additional 
income, individual pension allowances should be at the level of the 
minimum wage. It was also in favour of free or very cheap large-scale day 
care nursing centres and the minimizing of the financial participation of 
families in caring for the elderly. On holocaust survivors Meretz also went 
furthest by proposing a law guaranteeing the rights of survivors. 
 
The same trend of leaning to the left, albeit in a milder version, was also 
seen in the Labor Party, which was trying to capitalize on the movement of 
2011. It focussed its campaign on criticizing Netanyahu’s “neo-liberal” 
economic policies, which they say have worsened inequality. 
 
At the same time, a new generation of left-wing candidates emerged 
within the Labor Party, among them several notable journalists and two 
leaders of the 2011 protests, Stav Shaffir and Itzik Shmuli. Like Meretz, 
Labor tried to capitalized on the social tensions in society, but it 
performed quite poorly, more than anything because it had, until 2011, 
itself been a part of the right-wing coalition that had ruled along with 
Netanyahu. 
 
The Fall of the King 
Netanyahu himself has been reduced to a pathetic haggler desperate to 
hold on to power. Immediately after the elections this stern right-winger 
held ‘a long and earnest talk’ with Yesh Atid chairman of Yair Lapid, about 
forming a coalition government. Both men have now said they intend to 
join together in government. 
 
No matter what, Netanyahu is seriously weakened. He had thought that his 
bloody bombing campaign of Gaza at the end of last year would create a 
patriotic and chauvinistic mood that would give him a comfortable lead in 
the elections. It was clear that his whole campaign, with the slogan a 
strong leader for a strong nation, was based on this presumption. 
Unfortunately for Netanyahu, the campaign had the exact opposite effect. 
In fact all anti-IDF slogans, which were put forward by especially Yesh Atid 
and Meretz had wide popularity. 
 
On top of this, his government was also weakened by several corruption 
scandals that hit his coalition, the most noticeable one being the case 
against his former main coalition partner and former leader of the Yisrael 
Beiteinu, Avigdor Lieberman. In recent days a new case has also surfaced 
where Ethiopian women had, secretly and without their own knowledge, 
been injected with contraceptives. This case goes all the way up to 
Netanyahu’s office and further damaged his reputation. 
 
The new government will therefore be fragile and unstable. If Netanyahu 
chooses to form a coalition only with the right-wing parties, he will have a 
very narrow majority. If he opts for a national unity government, which is 
most likely, he will be uniting forces that represent very different social 
layers. This will be similar to when he shared power with the Labor party 
on the one side and Lieberman’s party on the other. In the end the Labor 
party was forced to leave government in the wake of the 2011 movement. 
But this time round it is far from sure that Netanyahu would survive a 
similar break-up of the government. 
 
The first test of his new government, whichever coalition Netanyahu 
succeeds in forming, will be the passing of the new budget which last year 
had a deficit of 4.2 percent of gross domestic product, double the original 



estimate. 
 
In general the economic prospects are not looking bright. Israel’s economy 
expanded more slowly than previously estimated last year, as growth of 
exports and fixed investment stagnated. Gross domestic product increased 
3.3 percent on a year ago. The figure compares with a previous forecast of 
3.5 percent. In the third quarter, the economy expanded on an annualized 
basis by 2.8 percent, the slowest in three years. 
 
GDP per capita only rose 1.5 percent in 2012, to 117,600 shekels 
($30,500). Last year, GDP per capita increased 2.7 percent. This general 
slowing of the economy has led to shortfall in tax income of nearly 14 
billion shekel ($3.75 billion). Indeed, the government had a 39 billion 
shekel ($10.5 billion) hole in its budget last year, despite spending cuts 
and tax rises, and will need to take more such measures in 2013. 
 
Last year, parliament approved a series of tax increases – including on 
income – for 2012 and 2013 and budget cuts that aimed to boost the state 
coffers by more than 14 billion shekels. But while this served to further 
undermine living standards of the workers, the poor and the youth, it did 
not fix any of the economic problems that the country is facing. In fact, 
similarly tough measures were taken in 2003 and 2009 with the only results 
being the further deterioration of the living standards of the masses. 
 
Now Israel has the second highest poverty rate in the developed world, 
with nearly 25 percent living below the poverty line, and is second only to 
Mexico in terms of social inequality. A report last November by Israel’s 
National Insurance Institute showed that 1.8 million of Israel’s 7.8 million 
people live below the poverty line. In 2011, more than 36 percent of Israeli 
children were poor, a jump of 1 percentage point from the previous year. 
Poverty afflicts more than 400,000 Israeli families, including almost 7 
percent of families with two working people. 
 
In spite of all this, according to the bourgeois media the new parliament 
will need to further cut spending by 14-15 billion shekels (some $4 billion), 
or about four percent, and also raise taxes by as much as 5 billion shekels 
to keep the deficit to 3.5 percent of gross domestic product. Thus the 
situation for the masses can only get worse. 
 
These were the very same conditions that were at the base of the protest 
movement of 2011. The elections last week were a continuation of the 
process of polarisation that we started witnessing then. But like the 
revolutionary movements of the Arab world, the movement in Israel is 
going through a period of maturing. The movement is realising that street 
protests alone are not enough and that a prolonged political struggle is 
needed. 
 
Having failed to change anything on the streets, the masses have turned to 
the electoral front. This has produced a shift both to the left and the 
right, as the masses look for alternatives to Netanyahu. In spite of 
everything, what they will now get is yet another Netanyahu-led 
government. However, his authority has been much weakened. He will 
proceed to carry out further cuts in social spending, pushing more and 
more layers into poverty. 
 
All this will sharpen even further the social and political polarisation we 
have observed so far. In this context, the ideas of socialism will gain a 
growing echo. What is required in Israel is a party on the left capable of 
gathering around itself all this growing social discontent. 
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Visit the Tiny Town Where Big Coal Will Meet Its Fate 

 
 

 
 

Tim McDonell 27 January 2013 
 
Last week Beijing saw its infamous smog thicken to unprecedented levels, 
driven largely by emissions from coal-fired power plants across China. In 
recent years coal from US mines has stoked more and more of these 
plants, in effect offshoring the health impacts of burning coal. This year, 
much of the US coal industry's focus will be on pushing an unfolding 
campaign that seeks to dramatically ramp up the amount of coal we ship 
overseas. 
 
Morrow County, Oregon, is a quintessientially green pocket of the Pacific 
Northwest. It's capped by the Columbia River, which winds past the 
hipsters in Portland en route to the sea, often carrying schools of the 
salmon that have long been an economic staple for locals. But Morrow 
County could soon become a backdrop for the transformation of the US 
coal industry, if a planned loading zone for massive shipments of coal—
harvested in the Powder River Basin in Montana and Wyoming, and packed 
into Asia-bound cargo ships—gets final approval. 
 
Right now, local, state, and federal lawmakers are hammering out the 
details in what is unfolding as one of the biggest climate fights of 2013. 
 
The Port of Morrow, where coal would be transferred from inland trains 
onto outbound river barges in the small town of Boardman, is just one of 
five proposed new coal export terminals now under consideration in 
Oregon and Washington. If built, the terminals could more than double the 
amount of coal the US ships overseas, most of it bound for insatiable 
markets in China, India, South Korea, and a suite of other Asian nations. 
 
It's the next giant leap forward for the US coal industry, which has in 
recent years turned increasingly to the East as domestic demand dwindles 
and Obama-era clean air regulations make it next to impossible to build 
new coal-burning facilities at home. But Big Coal's ability to sell its wares 
overseas is increasingly bottlenecked by maxed-out export facilities, most 
of which are on the Atlantic-facing East Coast, anyway, better situated for 
shipments to Hamburg than Hong Kong. So, says Brookings Institute energy 
analyst Charles Ebinger, building the new West Coast terminals could be a 
matter of life or death for US coal. 
 
There's a lot of coal in the domestic market that can't be utilized, Ebinger 
says. The Asian market is the fastest-growing coal market in the world. If 
we wish to continue to export coal [these terminals] are very important... 
whatever volume of coal we could export would find a market. 
 
But as important as the terminals are to the coal industry, they've run up 
against a wall of resistance by everyone from local environmentalists to 
Oregon Senator Ron Wyden (D), who has vowed to use his seat at the head 
of the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources to hold the 
terminal proposals to a rigorous environmental accounting. 
 
I've never seen such passionate opposition to a proposal as I've seen to coal 
export, Brett VandenHeuvel, director of local environmental group 
Columbia Riverkeeper, says. 



 
The opposition's list of grievances, VandenHeuvel says, includes 
environmental degradation from increased mining, traffic disruption from 
massively expanded railroad activity, mercury poisoning in the Columbia, 
air and water pollution in the countries where the coal is ultimately 
burned, and global climate change from the release of so much carbon. 
The company pushing the Port of Morrow project, Australia-based Ambre 
Energy, has also come under fire recently for reports that it low-ball prices 
of coal mined from public land, thereby dodging federal royalty payments 
and ripping off taxpayers to the tune of several hundred million dollars 
(the company denies doing anything illegal) 
 
A new Greenpeace study, released today, ranked the terminals as the fifth 
dirtiest proposed energy project in the world, under Arctic oil drilling but 
above US fracking and drilling in the Gulf of Mexico, finding that the 
increased coal use they would facilitate would, by 2020, dump some 460 
million tons of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere every year. This echoes 
an EPA finding last year that the Port of Morrow terminal would pose 
significant local public health threats. 
 
There are still a few hoops to jump through before any of the terminals 
could break ground; but with so much profit at stake, this is one climate 
battle that's only getting started. 
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The Kurdish Rebellion in Syria 

 
 

 
 

Toward Irreversible Liberation 
Rozh Ahmad 25 January 2013 
 
The Kurds in Syria, the country's largest ethnic minority, number an 
estimated three million. Despite having stayed neutral amid the civil war, 
they now control most of Syria's Kurdish north they claim they have 
liberated from the Ba'athist regime and self-govern independently of the 
rebel Free Syrian Army (FSA). Although many Kurds still fear re-occupation 
of their liberated areas by the Syrian army as the army maintains presence 
in some of them, Syrian Kurdish leaders are confident that their recent 
political achievement is now irreversible. 
 
Mass anti-Assad protests took place in Syria's Kurdish north on July 17th, 
2012. The protests gave a 48-hour ultimatum to the forces of the Ba'athist 
regime: Either defect from this regime or withdraw peacefully -- 
otherwise, you will be forced to leave against your will. By July 21st, 2012 
the Ba'athist forces evacuated from most parts of the Syrian Kurdish 
region. 
 
Throughout the Ba'athist rule, Kurds have faced state racism, systematic 
displacement, and denial of their identity. The Kurdish language was 
banned at schools and other public places shortly after the Ba'ath Party 
took power in March 1963. Kurds weren't even allowed to work or pursue 
education unless they agreed to obtain Syrian-Arab ID cards. The names of 
Kurdish cities, towns, and villages were also altered to Arabic ones as the 
Ba'athist state declared Syria as an Arab-only nation. Now, however, apart 
from the Syrian Kurdish capital city of Qamishlou situated in al-Hasaka 
province, where the regime's vast forces still extensively operate, Kurds 
control the rest of Syria's northern cities and towns, which they call the 
Kurdistan region of Syria or Western Kurdistan (considered part of greater 



Kurdistan). 
 
Contrary to the civil war devastating the rest of the country between the 
regime and the rebel FSA, the Kurdish rebellion in the north has been 
broadly peaceful. Kurds have appealed for the international community to 
support the peaceful establishment of Syria's Kurdistan region, arguing that 
such an initiative could make the liberated areas a safe haven for Syrian 
revolutionaries wanting to build a free democratic and plural united Syria. 
However, their call has fallen on deaf ears in the international community 
while condemned by Turkey and its prominent NATO ally, the United 
States.  
 
Iraq-Syria Crossing, a Border No More 
It was on July 19th, 2012 when for the first time the news broke out in the 
Iraqi media about anti-Assad protests in the Kurdish north of Syria. Ten 
days later, I illegally entered Syria from northern Iraqi Kurdistan as the 
official crossing had been shut for days. The very first time I had crossed 
this Iraq-Syria border was in 2002, when I was in my early teens. Back 
then, the crossing was overflowing with Syrian military personnel, tanks, 
and heavy weaponry. This time around, however, apart from refugees 
fleeing for Iraq and a casually dressed Kurdish militiaman with a rifle 
firmly held in his hands, no soldiers or uniforms were to be seen at the 
crossing. 
 
The militiaman introduced himself as a member of the Yekîneyên Parastina 
Gel (People's Defense Units, known as YPG), an armed Kurdish organization 
which operates as a broad popular militia in Syria's Kurdistan, he claimed. 
Kurds from Iraq could not freely come here when the Syrian army was 
present, but now we control it and it is a border no more between Kurds in 
Syria and those in Iraq. 
 
After a short Q&A, he asked a passing truck driver to take me to the 
nearby village of Girbalat, where the YPG by now had established one of 
its border offices located at a former Syrian army base. When we arrived 
there, some of the YPG militiamen and -women had already begun their 
lunch break with locals who had brought them the food and other supplies. 
We all know each other here because we come from these areas too, said 
one of the militiamen, adding that they are locals but have taken up arms 
to protect their families and relatives. We are against no one in Syria but 
have taken up arms to protect our people and homes from the civil war. 
Our families are supportive, too. Look, it is Ramadan for most Kurds but 
they feed us no problem. 
 
Travelling further away from the Syrian Kurdish villages bordering northern 
Iraq revealed early signs that the YPG militia was now in control of the 
military bases and offices the Syrian army had left behind when they 
withdrew from the Kurdish region. After an hour's journey on an empty 
motorway, we arrived at the recently liberated Kurdish town of Derek 
bordering Turkey to the north and Iraq to the east. It was Friday and the 
town was booming as locals were busy organizing a mass demonstration 
that called for Kurdish unity, an end to the regime of Bashar al-Assad, and 
an autonomous Kurdistan region in new Syria.  
 
Friday for Freedom  
Under the Ba'athist regime Kurdish political assemblies as such had been 
outlawed as acts of terrorism. Since the liberation, however, it has 
become a norm for Kurds to assemble, hold rallies, and demonstrate on 
daily basis. The biggest rallies take place on Fridays, as Friday has become 
a national day of action to express Kurdish rights and freedom across the 
country. 



 
Youth groups often hold rallies early Friday afternoons in preparation for 
big demonstrations later. Their pickup trucks loaded with massive sound 
systems and amplifiers patrol the streets, playing revolutionary music. 
Almost every neighborhood has one of those trucks run by its own local 
activists, whose megaphones urge people to join the demonstration with 
the slogan of Friday for Kurdish Rights. 
 
It is usually around five o'clock when people start to come out of their 
homes, holding banners and placards, and head to assemble at city 
centers, many of which are now entitled Freedom Square. Men and 
women, old and young, and even families with their children participate in 
those demonstrations because they have become regular public events. 
They wave Kurdish flags, photos of their martyrs, and portraits of Kurdish 
political leaders -- most notably those of Abdulla Ocalan, the imprisoned 
Turkish-Kurdish leader of the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). Even in the 
yet-to-be-liberated Kurdish city of Qamishlou, tens of thousands of Kurds 
take to the streets on Fridays. Qamishlou's streets are full of Syrian army 
soldiers for the rest of the week as it is yet to be fully liberated and their 
checkpoints are set up everywhere to stop and search; on Fridays, 
however, only demonstrators are in sight as soldiers remain inside their 
buildings to avoid conflict with the Kurds. 
 
The Friday demonstrations usually begin by organizers welcoming 
everybody from all backgrounds and declaring that Kurds do not want a 
war within Syria on ethnic or religious lines. Let us praise brotherhood and 
comradeship between Kurds, Arabs, Muslims, Christians, Armenians, and 
Assyrians in Syria's Kurdistan region. The Kurdish nation condemns war on 
sectarian grounds because we all deserve freedom. These were the words 
the organizers declared in their first welcoming speech in central 
Qamishlou on Friday, August 3rd, when tens of thousands of demonstrators 
gathered to exercise their rights, celebrate their freedom, and dance to 
the beats of Kurdish revolutionary music, which had been illegal until just 
recently. Hundreds of thousands of Kurds demonstrating on Fridays across 
Syria suggests that this long neglected nation is now politically awake -- 
thus the Kurdish north is organized to the utmost for its demands on every 
front, like nowhere else in Syria. 
 
A Commune in the Making 
After the withdrawal of the regime's forces in July, Kurds claimed control 
of the cities of Efrin and Kobane along with the major Kurdish towns of 
Amuda, Tirbasiya, SareKanie, and GirkeLage, as well as the Kurdish 
neighborhoods of Sheikh Maqsoud and Ashrafiyeh in the city of Aleppo. The 
takeover was peaceful everywhere except in the border town of Derek, 
where a gun battle took place between Kurdish protestors and Syrian 
soldiers that resulted in the killing of three Syrian soldiers and a Kurdish 
activist of the Democratic Union Party (PYD), Syria's largest Kurdish 
revolutionary party. The short confrontation in Derek was solved soon after 
the army agreed to evacuate from the town as it did in other Kurdish 
areas. From then on, local committees set up by the PYD and its affiliates 
quickly took over.  
 
Formed in 2003 as an underground organization in Syria and soon outlawed 
by the regime, the PYD claims to fight for the rights of minority Kurds and 
aims to establish a democratic autonomous Kurdistan region in new Syria. 
It calls for an end to Assad's regime while opposing the Syrian National 
Council, its successor the Syrian National Coalition, and the FSA forces, 
claiming these organizations have yet to officially recognize the rights of 
minority Kurds as they disagree with Kurdish autonomy in post-Assad Syria. 
The PYD does not function like a traditional Kurdish party directly 



controlling all aspects of governance in a particular province; it is only the 
political branch of a wider umbrella movement in Syria called Tevgara 
Jivaka Democratic (Movement for Democratic Communities), or better 
known amongst the Kurds by its acronym, Tev-Dem. Tev-Dem defines itself 
as a democratic social movement -- therefore, as well as politically 
organizing through the PYD, Tev-Dem claims to also culturally organize the 
population through its local youth centers, women's organizations, trade 
unions, Kurdish language schools, and other Kurdish cultural institutions, 
all just recently established and located at former government buildings 
and Ba'ath Party offices which the regime had evacuated back in July. 
 
Asia Abdulla, co-chair of the PYD, said, Our party is now politically leading 
the democratic revolution in Syria's Kurdistan while Tev-Dem is socially 
doing so. We are in search of a democratic society organized from below. 
She emphasized that the PYD is not a separatist organization like the world 
understands it -- it calls on Kurds to stay within the national boundaries of 
Syria and refuses the building of a Kurdish state, considering it an 
undemocratic political option for the Kurds in the 21st century. 
 
We do not want a Kurdish state although that is how everybody sees us. 
We think the whole notion of a nation-state is an undemocratic demand in 
this day and age and the recent history testifies to that, she said. Instead, 
we call for democratic autonomy, which means the Kurdish nation run 
their affairs with their own hands, democratically and collectively, 
regardless of the central Syrian state and whoever may assume its power in 
the near future.  
 
Tev-Dem and the PYD claim to have run elections across Syria's Kurdish 
region just after the Syrian uprising entered a full-scale civil war. The 
alleged elections led to the formation of a Kurdish assembly called 
Western Kurdistan's People's Congress (WKPC), which organizes local 
administration committees known as Mala Gel in Kurdish -- meaning the 
People's House. 
 
In sharp contrast to other Syrian regions ravaged by the inevitable 
outcomes of the civil war, life seemed normal in many of the recently 
liberated Syrian Kurdish cities and towns governed by PYD-led WKPC 
administrations, which claim to have been democratically elected. 
 
We first prevented looting of governmental departments when the regime 
withdrew and then organized elections neighborhood by neighborhood 
through local committees we had already established through elections, 
said Subhi Ali Alias, a Christian Kurd and well-known Tev-Dem activist who 
was elected as mayor of Derek during the local elections. We saw the 
elections had worked for local committees' affairs earlier this year, so we 
run the same elections for every state department, governmental 
institution, and Ba'ath Party office the regime had left behind in our areas. 
 
After 50 years of Ba'ath Party rule in Syria, it is now the very first time 
that a Kurd has become mayor of a Kurdish town. Alias had been 
imprisoned many times in the past by the regime's security forces, and he 
is renowned in the town of Derek for his previous anti-Assad activities and 
the time spent in prison for his ideals. He said, I am happy what we 
suffered is not wasted. A Kurdish commune is in the making here in Syria 
and people now see and feel the real differences between dictatorship and 
democracy, because now people are in charge of their own affairs, not the 
state. 
 
Collaboration with Assad Denied 
Self-ruling these areas, however, is not as independent as many Syrian 



Kurds claim it to be, simply because their region still receives economic 
resources from Assad's government and Kurdish civil servants are still paid 
by Damascus, which is mainly why Tev-Dem's PYD is accused of 
collaboration with the regime, the allegation it denies as Turkish 
propaganda. And, as the biggest political organization in control, the PYD 
gets further accused of collaboration on the basis that it does not call on 
Kurds to attack the Syrian army though they are very close to each other in 
areas like al-Hasaka province that is yet to be liberated by the Kurds. This 
makes for the obvious assumption that there is some sort of agreement 
between the PYD and Assad's government. The allegations are compelling 
in the sense that Assad would want to avoid conflict with the Kurds in the 
north while fighting the FSA in the south and that, therefore, the regime 
may allow the PYD to take control as long as the Kurds do not strike 
beyond their own areas. 
 
Alias, the mayor of Derek, said, We do avoid conflict and bloodshed to 
protect our areas from devastation and Assad's forces may also want the 
same because of the civil war, but this does not mean collaboration 
because that is just pure propaganda justifying the anti-Kurdish position 
Turkey has on the developments here. He added that Kurds would never 
collaborate with the regime because of the brutal crackdown faced under 
its army and security personnel in the past. He claimed it is normal that 
economic resources haven't yet stopped flowing from Damascus into the 
Kurdish region because of people's economic hardships. He added: It is 
foolish to collaborate with a regime that is about to fall, and we always 
remember our comrades who had been imprisoned and died in Assad's 
torture chambers in the past, so we will never ever collaborate with such a 
brutal regime, and if they attack us, then we will retaliate, for sure. 
 
The YPG is also widely accused of being the PYD's military wing rather than 
a popular armed organization it claims to be, the allegation it also denies. 
A YPG leader in Derek, who refused to provide his identity and had his 
faced covered while giving the interview, claimed that the vast majority of 
YPG members are mainly Kurdish and do in fact support Tev-Dem and the 
PYD but that there are others who have joined the YPG from different 
political, religious, or ethnic backgrounds. The YPG does not belong to any 
political party or religion, nor it is tied to any state or government; it is 
purely a people's militia, and many of our members support the PYD while 
others support smaller parties. He added: There are Christians, Armenians, 
Assyrians, and Arabs amongst our members. They too have taken up arms 
with us so together we defend our homes from chaos during this transition 
period from occupation to liberation in Syria's Kurdistan. 
 
Whether the accusations are true or not, the Kurds in Syria are now seen 
as the only winner amid the civil war, as they have politically gained so 
much without having suffered as the FSA rebels do on daily basis in other 
parts of country. 
 
Kurdish Unity Maintained, But Recognition of Kurdish Autonomy 
Condemned  
Outside the Tev-Dem movement and its PYD-led WKPC administrations, 
there are many smaller Kurdish political parties in Syria, fifteen of which 
are united in the Kurdish National Council (KNC). Although very small and 
having no control on the ground, the KNC sees itself as an opposition entity 
to the Tev-Dem movement and PYD-led WKPC administrations. There are 
great differences between the two sides. The KNC admires neo-liberal 
ideals and its delegates have met with US representatives as well as 
Turkish authorities outside Syria. The PYD-led WKPC, in contrast, finds its 
political philosophy in the ideology of the PKK founder, Abdulla Ocalan, 
but denies allegations that it is an offshoot of the PKK in Syria. The US and 



Turkey have yet to believe the denial and to this day both countries insist 
on classifying the PYD as PKK insurgents in Syria's north. The PKK in Turkey 
is a designated terrorist organization by Turkey, the EU, and the US. 
 
One of the main reasons why the KNC has no control on the ground in 
Syria's Kurdish north is that the parties that compose it are fractured and 
ineffective due to countless internal splits. For instance, the Democratic 
Party of Kurds in Syria (al-Party), which is the oldest right-wing Syrian 
Kurdish political party acting as the leading force of the KNC, has split into 
three factions, all working under the same name. The very small Party for 
Kurdish Freedom (PAK) is also split into two factions. And so the story goes 
for the rest of the political groupings in the KNC. Contrary to the KNC's 
incapability on the ground, the PYD-led WKPC administrations are leading 
the by far largest Kurdish political movement in Syria's history. The PYD 
has not experienced any splits -- perhaps that is why it remains the 
strongest political organization that has managed with its affiliates to 
quickly take control of and use former Syrian government buildings and 
Ba'ath Party offices to publically organize the Kurds in its ranks. 
 
To avoid internal conflicts inside the Kurdish region, the WKPC's 
leadership, composed mainly of PYD activists, signed a unity agreement 
with the KNC in Iraqi Kurdistan on July 11th, 2012, a week prior to the 
takeover of control from the regime. They opted for Kurdish unity to ease 
tensions that would otherwise badly impact Kurdish political developments 
in Syria. The treaty known as the Erbil Agreement led to the establishment 
of the Kurdish High Council (KHC), which both sides vowed to recognize as 
the highest authority taking political decisions on behalf of the Kurds in 
Syria. The KHC's national joint leadership committee consists of ten seats, 
five of which belong to PYD-led WKPC members, leaving the other five 
seats to delegates from the fifteen parties in the KNC. 
 
The KHC declared formation of three joint committees to deal with 
international affairs, local security, and an administration to distribute 
food and other supplies in the Kurdish region. Each of the committees also 
consists of ten seats, five of which are similarly reserved for PYD-led WKPC 
members. The character of power sharing in the KHC makes it 
unmistakable that the PYD is now the biggest Kurdish political party in 
Syria, as it is the major player in these committees self-administrating the 
Kurdish region in Syria's north. 
 
Despite the achievements in the Kurdish region, serious obstacles still 
remain. The Kurds believe the biggest threat to what they have gained so 
far could eventually come from intervention from forces inside Syria, 
neighboring countries, or the West. 
 
Self-defense Is the Kurds' Last Fight in Syria 
Many Kurds still fear re-occupation of their liberated areas by the regime's 
forces, as the Syrian army maintains its presence in some of them. On 
route to Qamishlou, for example, we had to bypass many checkpoints set 
up by Syrian soldiers outside the city and, once inside, had to go 
undercover with local fixers. The joint KHC committees control parts of 
Qamishlou's west, but the Syrian army has the rest and further controls the 
routes between Qamishlou and the Kurdish town of Kobane, situated next 
to Aleppo. A journey from Qamishlou to Kobane normally takes 5 hours by 
car, but it took us 24 hours to get there to avoid snipers positioned on 
most government buildings along the way. In the village of Slwk -- next to 
the notoriously pro-Assad village of Til Abyad -- snipers scoped on us with 
their laser lights, but we managed to exit the village safely. 
 
The PYD's Foreign Affairs Office issued a statement on August 2nd, 2012 in 



which they appealed for the international community to officially support 
Kurdish autonomy in Syria. The Kurdish areas in Syria, except the city of 
Qamishlou, have recently been liberated from the brutal Assad's regime 
and are under Kurdish control, the statement read. [W]e, the Democratic 
Union Party (PYD), with other Kurdish political parties in the Kurdish 
National Council (KNC) have jointly agreed to protect and administer our 
regions. This agreement resulted in the establishment of the Supreme 
Kurdish Council, which strives to protect our legitimate gains and to 
consolidate them in the future constitution of a free democratic Syria. The 
statement added: This liberated Kurdish region could serve as a safe haven 
and start point for all Syrian revolutionaries to liberate all Syria and 
therefore this democratic establishment should be considered as the 
contributors to build a free democratic and plural united Syria. 
 
However, as mentioned above, this call for support was simply ignored in 
the international community while strongly condemned by Turkey and the 
US, whose representatives still choose to consider the developments in 
Syria's Kurdish north as expansion of separatism and the PKK's terrorist 
activities. The US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, told a joint news 
conference with her Turkish counterpart Ahmet Davutoglu in Istanbul in 
August 2012: We share Turkey's determination that Syria must not become 
a haven for PKK terrorists, whether now or after the departure of the 
Assad regime.  
 
Syrian Kurds are therefore highly alarmed about the role Turkey and the 
US play in supporting the exile Syrian opposition and the FSA, as these 
opposition forces are failing to recognize the rights of the Kurds to self-
determination in post-Assad Syria. Syrian Kurds generally do not trust the 
influential Western governments and many others in the international 
community that unconditionally support the exile opposition and the FSA. 
Kurds now comprehend how lonely they are in their fight in Syria as it is 
extremely difficult for them to find allies nationally, regionally, and 
internationally. It is precisely why, they say, they are getting organized 
militarily on a mass scale. 
 
The YPG popular militia has now established three brigades comprising 
15,000 volunteers across the Kurdish north and it is expected to further 
expand due to its popularity among those living in the Kurdish region. In 
many of the houses where I stayed in Syria's Kurdish region, I found out one 
or two of the family's sons and daughters were YPG volunteers. It is 
perhaps the ease with which their people can be armed that enables 
Kurdish political leaders in Syria to confidently declare that the Kurdish 
revolution, which they claim to lead, is now irreversible. 
 
Salih Muslim, co-leader of the PYD and an influential leading member of 
the KHC, said, Self-defense is the Kurds' last fight in Syria and Kurds are 
getting organized militarily because we have no peaceful allies. We won't 
give up what we have gained so far, and the vast majority of our people 
are taking part in this revolution by building democratic communities and 
taking up arms to defend them. So, yes, it is this practical side of our 
revolution that makes us truly believe the Kurdish revolution in Syria is 
now irreversible. 
www.zcommunications.org 
mrzine.monthlyreview.org 
Rozh Ahmad is a British freelance journalist of Kurdish origin. 
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How soon we forget…When the striking workers were killed by the police 
at Marikana there was a universal sense of shock and horror. How could it 
have come to this? Just 18 years after apartheid and here we go again - the 
police mowing down demonstrators. Now AngloPlat has announced that it 
will retrench 14 000 workers and the mood amongst the commentariat is, 
“Well, what did they expect?” 
 
Angloplat’s announcement seems to confirm our most dismal perceptions 
that the markets will ultimately have their way and we must all behave 
accordingly. But beyond this myth, a much larger battle for public opinion 
is being waged over the post-Marikana strike wave. Either we see this as a 
movement that inspires us to expand the notion of democracy and 
citizenship or we join the ANC-alliance and big business in their chortling 
at striking workers receiving their comeuppance. 
 
From the side of the ANC government the talk of revoking mining licences 
for companies like AngloPlat is just that – talk. It’s the talk of a party that 
has lost moral authority amongst mine workers. 
 
From the side of the business media this is the latest verse in a constant 
refrain. The media see the task of the fourth estate less as exposing the 
lack of government accountability and more as a warning bell for skittish 
investors -- the proverbial boy who cried wolf. 
 
We are always told that the government is acting to scare off investors. 
Last year it was Malema and the N-word, “nationalisation”; now that he’s 
been dumped and the ghost of nationalisation exorcised at Mangaung, its 
Susan Shabangu having the temerity to chastise AngloPlat for not giving the 
state due notice. 
 
One would think that having a weakened, imploding labour movement 
would have them spilling champagne all over the boardroom floors, 
especially in the Chamber of Mines and the associated mining companies in 
platinum and coal. But the decline of COSATU and the National Union of 
Mineworkers (NUM) is not coming about in the context of a defeat of the 
working class or a rout of its militant force. 
 
No, this decline comes in the context of a rising tide of militancy amongst 
the working class - a class that is passing COSATU, NUM and their alliance 
partners by. And with no NUM to speak to, mining companies don’t have 
what the Israeli’s call a “credible negotiating partner”. 
 
This has enormous consequences for the industry. But first let us dwell for 
a moment on the economic arguments presented. 
 
AngloPlat has cited “weakened demand” and “soaring costs” for its serving 
notice that it would mothball four shafts and sell off Union mine. The 
weakened demand apparently relates to the declining European demand 
for catalytic converters as Europe continues its ongoing economic decline. 
“Soaring costs” has immediately been latched onto as code for the wage 
demands made by workers in the post-Marikana strike wave. 
 
But some things don’t add up. As someone once said, “The first casualty of 
war is the truth.” 
 
Firstly, in the neo-liberal era, corporate decision making is made less for 



reasons of operational profit and more to ensure that the share price is 
favourable in a world of rapid-flow money capital -- what has come to be 
called realising “shareholder value”. Financialised corporations seek to 
attract trade in their stocks by projecting themselves as ever more 
focussed and able to anticipate future market trends. Investors are 
encouraged to buy now, cheaply, and then ride the wave of a higher share 
price tomorrow. Significantly when AngloPlat released its business review 
on 15 January its share price fell by some 3.4% on the JSE, but when it 
announced its planned retrenchment its share price recovered by the end 
of the same day.  
 
When South Africa’s (SA’s) monopolies shifted offshore in the mid-1990s to 
join this shareholder value movement, they restructured to position 
themselves favourably to invite good returns on equity by being 
“focussed”. Nothing epitomised this more than SA’s largest behemoth and 
AngloPlat’s parent, the Anglo American Corporation, which used to 
dominate all sectors of the South African economy. 
 
The old Anglo strategy was to have such a diverse range of investment 
portfolios in mining, banking, manufacture, retail and hospitality that it 
could realise operational profits at any stage of the business cycle. But 
when it restructured on joining the global shareholder value movement, it 
unbundled and jettisoned its manufacturing and retail sectors while 
substantially reducing its bank interests to focus on mining. 
 
This, despite 15 years of talk in post-apartheid SA of the dire investment 
climate in mining -- from state control of mining rights, to BEE charters, to 
all the rhetoric of declining mines and high costs. Overriding all of this has 
been the resources boom, as China’s irresistible ascendancy drove demand 
and prices upwards. With the perception that this will be ongoing, Anglo’s 
strategy has been well rewarded. Today Anglo American is largely an 
investment vehicle for mining and its chief contribution to profits comes 
from SA. 
 
Secondly, this notion of skittish investors that are so sensitive to 
“uncertainty” is the stuff of media fiction. To be sure the neo-liberal 
globalisation period has ushered in the highly mobile movement of money 
capital into derivatives and money markets. But in the current period of 
cheap dollars flooded by the US’ rounds of quantitative easing, coupled 
with high real interest rates in SA and the crisis in Europe and the US, 
money is flowing into SA and other “emerging economies” notwithstanding 
the post-Marikana strike wave. 
 
And as regards investment in fixed resources like mining, this is not a 
mobile form of capital at all. Capitalists can’t shift production elsewhere 
like clothing or appliances. Mines also require relatively long lead times to 
generate operational profits on fixed investment. So mining investment is 
not so much about the current set of market conditions - the downturn in 
European catalytic demand, for instance - but what is seen as the demand 
over a longer-term cycle. This is about the growing demand from China 
and India. 
 
Moreover, SA is the worlds’ biggest holder of platinum reserves -- some 
80%. The platinum price, like the gold price, continues to be driven up at 
around record prices globally priced in dollars whilst the South African 
producers make their money in Rands, which means they earn extra Rand 
dividends. The returns on their investments are simply too tempting. No 
capitalist runs away from such a favourable scenario. In fact Business Day 
(18 January) reports on expansion plans in the case of Anglo American, 
AngloPlat’s parent.  



 
And, assuming that there was a genuine idea of disinvestment from South 
African mining, where would they go?  
 
Mining alternatives in other resource-rich countries are not so favourable. 
Russia has its oligarchs dominating investment; Australia has enacted a 
mining super tax, whilst in Latin American countries like Chile, Brazil and 
Argentina, governments are invoking legislation to protect strategic 
minerals from foreign investors (one of the things that cost Cynthia Carroll 
her job at Anglo was her unfulfilled faith in Minas-Rio in Brazil). 
 
Thirdly, there is the oft-repeated fiction that workers’ demands will simply 
lead to the mining sector increasing mechanisation. The argument is that 
overpaid workers will simply make the company bring in high-tech 
machines and rationalise. But this flies in the face of the nature of mining 
in SA. Gold mining and platinum mining are deep-level mining. We are not 
Australia where huge industrial excavators and trucks can simply load up 
ore from opencast mines. No, South African gold mines are up to 4km deep 
where workers toil in shafts with pneumatic drills. Any new technological 
innovation that could operate successfully at such levels would only be 
viable if it could cheapen production in comparison with this.  
 
What the Lonmin experience showed everyone is that one of the most 
profitable platinum mines in the world used migrant workers as rock-
drillers employed through a labour broker, and where workers lived in 
shacks near the mine. This is not the world of high-tech mechanisation. 
The nature of deep level mining for profit militates against this. The profit 
motive means that employing cheap labour is still South Africa’s 
competitive edge. No, the talk of replacing workers with machines in SA 
mining is simply that: talk.  
 
If this is not about “blind market forces” and AngloPlat is not merely 
bluffing then what is AngoPlat really doing? And why is this an important 
question for all of us in the struggle for democracy?  
 
Since Marikana the biggest thing that has changed has been the absolute 
decline of COSATU and its affiliates as a representative force amongst the 
leading layers of the working class. In particular its largest affiliate, the 
NUM, has been thoroughly discredited as a corrupt, sweetheart union with 
grubby fingers in banks, investment funds and real estate.  
 
COSATU’s crisis of legitimacy has enormous political implications for all of 
the elite in SA. Along with this go all the structures and forums of the 
industrial relations and labour market systems – the LRA, the sector 
education training authorities (SETAs), the Bargaining Councils and the 
famed tripartite chamber, the National Economic Development and Labour 
Council (NEDLAC). It is also a crisis for the ruling ANC. 
 
Since 1994, the ANC could use its liberation credentials to get the votes of 
the poor whilst implementing the anti-poor neo-liberal policies of its 
global counterparts. But these liberation credentials needed bolstering by 
a force within civil society, which could articulate the anger and 
disappointment of millions of ordinary people whilst convincing its 
membership that they needed to channel that anger into strengthening the 
ANC. With the able leadership of the Communist Party ideologues 
providing the intellectual weapons to make this Janus-faced role seem 
profound, this delivered for the ANC time and time again. 
 
But for that role, COSATU had to be a significant organised force capable 
of speaking on behalf of the broader working class. Marikana has exploded 



all that. 
 
So there is a serious thing happening here, but it is not about some 
genuine disinvestment or downsizing for economic reasons. No, the 
company is acting as the vanguard of the industry. What in naval terms is 
called firing a broadside across the bows. With NUM discredited as a 
negotiation partner, there is a huge vacuum that cannot be left unfilled. 
The bosses know that they now have to deal with radical unknowns – like 
the Strike Committees that represented workers throughout the strike 
wave of 2012. They have to deal with unions such as the Association of 
Mineworkers and Construction Union (AMCU) that was not recognised until 
recently. They face the uncertainty of workers abandoning NUM in droves 
but without clarity as to where they will go. 
 
In the gold sector they have centralised bargaining where the Chamber of 
Mines sits down with the NUM and the old white union, Solidarity, and for a 
while they can hope that deals struck there can simply be imposed on all 
workers. 
 
But this is not the case with the platinum sector. So, they have to attempt 
to crush the new unbridled militancy and they have to do so soon. 
 
AngloPlat is firing that first salvo and it is doing so as the whole industry 
watches to see what happens next and how the workers will respond. So 
far NUM has responded on cue saying, “We told you so…See what happens 
if you don’t listen to us!” (In so doing it merely confirm its disgraceful 
demise). And the business media also does its job, uncritically taking 
AngloPlat at its word and acting as a conduit for spreading panic. 
 
But although this is a propaganda war it doesn’t mean that the stakes are 
not high or that workers can’t be dealt with ruthlessly. Companies are 
notorious for using what they call “restructuring” as a device to discipline 
workers, by dismissing them and then employing new recruits from the 
unemployed, hoping that these will be more conciliatory and docile. 
 
At the end of 2012, AngloGold also served notice that it intended to 
dismiss 14 000 workers (why are these figures suspiciously the same?). But 
they couldn’t go ahead because the Strike Committee stood firm and the 
company couldn’t employ replacement labour. 
 
So the key to the outcome of AngloPlat's salvo, whether a propaganda bluff 
or a serious attempt at restructuring, will lie not with government, nor 
NUM or COSATU, nor an “industry-saving forum” of economists, trade 
unionists and policy-makers, but with the workers who drove the struggles 
last year, with the Strike Committees and their links with their community 
counterparts in the townships in the North West and Gauteng.  
 
In short, this is a struggle for political power in the industry and the stakes 
are high. Those of us who are interested in democracy and social justice 
should not be climbing onto the alarmist economic bandwagon, but ask 
what tactics and strategy the fledging self-organising of the workers, such 
as the Strike Committees, can employ to take this battle for a better life 
forward. 
allafrica.com 
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Gavin Jackson 21 January 2013 
 
Once again the Democratic Republic of Congo has been through months of turmoil, soldiers 
defecting en masse from the Congolese Army (FARDC) followed by fighting between 
government forces and militia in the Kivu regions. But why is all this happening and what 
interests lie behind these events? Gavin Jackson looks at the different forces on the ground 
and outlines the looting on the part of the various imperialist powers that is the real reason 
behind the barbarism. 
 
The ‘M23’ movement succeeded in taking hold of Goma, the provincial capital of North Kivu, 
after government forces evaporated on contact and MONUSCO soldiers offered meagre 
resistance. Many hundreds of thousands of Congolese have abandoned their homes and land 
to escape the brutal attacks of both militia and government soldiers. 
 
Rumours and partial reports of some of the most vile abuses associated with the Kivu regions 
and its militias have followed both M23 and FARDC soldiers on the Goma campaign. The 
question why M23 has taken up arms and who they are is rarely answered in full, it is only 
said that the extraction of rare earth metals is fuelling an existing conflict – what that 
conflict is, is left unsaid. A new truce appears to be settling in place in and around Goma, 
for the moment. However, this is cold comfort for those who have witnessed truces come 
and go like the seasons in the Kivus. 
 
An eight month campaign has brought the soldiers of the M23 militia onto the alleys and 
boulevards of Goma and back again. On the surface it appears they have withdrawn to the 
hills in the region surrounding the key mining hub, but not without cleaning out the banks 
and government offices in the city on their way. In the process the Congolese Army has 
imploded under the weight of the complete demoralisation of the rank and file soldiers, and 
the inveterate corruption of the Congolese officer caste. 
 
Compare this to the early days of the mutiny in April and May where the FARDC came close 
to crushing M23 entirely. Despite the advantageous opportunity to shatter M23, Kinshasa was 
unable to end the rebellion. Meanwhile other militias began rampaging in the Eastern region, 
taking advantage of the redeployment of FARDC forces in a scramble for control of the mines 
and trade routes – the bloodiest events taking place in the region where the Raia Mutomboki 
are active near the South Kivu-Burundi border while Mai-Mai have seized the important 
mining town of Walikale. More so, rumours of outright treason on the part of the former 
commander of FARDC forces in the east have emerged. Reuters reported on December 10th 
that Major-General Gabriel Amisi – removed from his command after the fall of Goma – 
betrayed the soldiers in his command to M23: 
 
One senior FARDC officer who fought the M23 uprising said he believed Goma was lost 
because of what he called sabotage of the army's fighting capability. All of our intelligence 
was given to M23, the officer alleged, saying that throughout the fighting there was intense 
communications with them from within the government ranks.1 (Reuters, 10.12.12) 
 
As if to underline the calamitous situation thousands of UN troops could do little more than 
carry out helicopter gunship sorties against the militiamen as they advanced toward Goma 
and nearby towns. Badly equipped, completely demoralised and all too aware of the 
profiteering of the officers, many FARDC soldiers – some given nothing more than a faded 
second hand uniform and flip-flops to wear into battle – were seen to be steaming drunk on 
the streets of Goma the night before the city fell. It is clear no defence of the city was 
possible with this human material – the FARDC began demobilising itself, chaotically, through 
nearby towns in tatters. Both M23 and FARDC soldiers began – according to UN reports – 
looting and raping in some areas as one advanced and the other routed. 
 
As part of the withdrawal agreement 100 soldiers from each of the M23, FARDC and the UN 
remain at the key installation in the city, Goma International Airport. UN reconnaissance 
flights have confirmed the rebels are positioned only three kilometres outside of the city . 



For all intents and purposes M23 have conducted a retreat for public relations, while 
partially digging in at the main military objective – which allows their reinforcements across 
the Rwandan border while presenting the possibility of cutting UN/FARDC forces off from the 
possibility of receiving their reinforcements, without safe access to the airstrip, from outside 
the immediate region for days. 
 
FARDC soldiers were seen handing their automatic rifles and handguns to young men and 
boys as M23 advanced on Goma. The night before the city fell (November 19th) over one 
thousand inmates of a Goma prison staged a breakout, AFP reports. And who can blame 
them? 
 
The entire Muzenze prison was initially designed to accommodate a maximum of 150 
inmates but up to 200 could be crammed into a single cell, [a now jobless warden] added. 
They were only given food every other day. (AFP, 11.12.12) 
 
Abandoned by Kinshasa to the mercies of a disintegrating state infrastructure and a band of 
brutal mutineers the residents of the million strong city of Goma took justice into their own 
hands. At least six escapees have been lynched so far, including five accused of armed 
robbery who were burned alive. 
 
Over 500,000 people have fled their homes in the region in the last eight months – escaping 
the areas under M23 control for those under the minimal oversight of Kinshasa. Without 
additional funding or resources the UN and aid agencies lack the means to reach many of the 
displaced. In desperation they return to their homes in search of food - M23 soldiers 
garrisoned to these villages murder them on sight for crossing into government territory. 
 
Human Rights Watch (HRW) has reported on the vile acts of M23: 
 
“Since June, M23 fighters have deliberately killed at least 15 civilians in areas under their 
control, some because they were perceived to be against the rebels, Human Rights Watch 
said. The fighters also raped at least 46 women and girls. The youngest rape victim was 
eight years old. M23 fighters shot dead a 25-year-old woman who was three months 
pregnant because she resisted being raped. Two other women died from the wounds 
inflicted on them when they were raped by M23 fighters.” 
 
Much of what is reported by HRW is horrific. While it lays bare the limitless barbarism to 
which capitalism has reduced this part of the globe, it is of such a character we feel it best 
to leave it to the readers of In Defence of Marxism to choose whether to read the reports for 
themselves. As if this were not enough, the soldiers of the FARDC are responsible for more 
acts of brutality – torture, rape and murder – than all of the militias combined. The proposed 
solutions of the NGOs, aid agencies and diplomats in response – the sanctions, the criminal 
courts for men they can't catch, men who have the support of regional and international 
states and corporations – they all stand in farcical contrast to the utter barbarism of it all; so 
much so the question must be asked at times are you out of your mind? 
 
Regime disintegrating 
News of the fall of Goma sparked militant demonstrations reminiscent of those which took 
place during last year’s rigged elections. Thousands of protesters are reported3 to have 
came out on the streets of Kinshasa, Kisangani, Bunia, Kindu and Bukavu for days – burning 
cars and buildings and directing their rage at not only M23 but also Kabila and the UN 
peacekeepers who sat on their hands yet again. (Congo Planet, 21.11.12) 
 
The New York Times reported: 
““Our president is a thief, a thief!” exclaimed Jean-Claude Dumbo, an unemployed man in 
Goma. “He doesn’t pay the army. He steals it all for himself.” 
 
In Kisangani the Congolese state forces found the courage to kill three protesters and injured 
seven others. This did not stop the enraged demonstrators ransacking the church of ‘Bishop’ 
Runiga – an M23 spokesperson – burning the MONUSCO headquarters in the city, the local 
headquarters of the ruling PPRD party, the headquarters of the Mouvement social pour le 



renouveau and of the electoral commission (CENI) which helped to rig the 2011 elections. In 
Bunia six protesters were shot dead while another church of Runiga’s was ransacked, along 
with homes of UN staffers – live ammunition was reportedly used to drive protestors away 
from the local MONUSCO office (romandie.com, 21.11.12). UN ‘peacekeepers’ sent on a 
deployment to ‘protect civilians’ do nothing to fight an extremely violent militia, yet are 
quite robust in defending themselves against Congolese demonstrators. FARDC soldiers were 
brought on to the streets of Bunia to crush the protests. In Walikale another MONUSCO office 
was showered with rocks; while in Bukavu, at the opposite shore of Lake Kivu to Goma, 
protesters fought police on the streets before burning the local headquarters of the Majorité 
au présidentielle (MP), a front set up to support Kabila. As government soldiers and police 
returned to Goma some protests also took place in the city, Businessweek reported: 
 
We denounce the failure of the ministers of interior, defense and the army chief of staff. We 
ask for their resignation. A team that does not work must be changed, said one of the 
demonstrators, Luc Nkulula....Demonstrators on Thursday burned tires and policemen armed 
with rifles arrived on the scene. Security forces appeared ready to use disproportionate 
force to repel a group of youths, who were protesting against the forces' lack of resolve in 
the face of a rebel army. We were here alone. The rebels have raped us, looted us. They 
have scared us. Why today, when we are expressing our anger, you are coming to stop us? 
said Nkulula to a policeman. 
 
Without a movement to remove the Kabila clique from power the regime stumbles on from 
crisis to calamity through sheer inertia. 
 
This latest episode in over two decades of bloodshed has laid bare the deep scars left by the 
imperialist exploitation of the African continent. The well practised response of the 
bourgeois media – 'conflict minerals', corruption, tin-pot dictators, brutal ethnic warfare, 
inexplicable violence, Africans slaughtering Africans - does nothing to advance our 
understanding of what is taking place and why. These are not episodic explosions of 
violence, but simply the most visible peaks in a struggle to control the colossal mineral 
wealth and trade of the region. Hard as it may be to believe in the advanced capitalist 
countries but these militia are a feature of everyday life for the workers and small peasants 
of the Eastern DRC. While this is the general trend there are outstanding examples. The work 
of Jason Stearns through both the Rift Valley Institute (RVI) and Congosiasa reveal a great 
deal of what is not covered, and, in spite of differences in method of analysis Stearns 
remains one of the better for accurate material on the region and we rely on much of this 
for the present article. 
 
Crisis 
In understanding the present outbreak of fighting we must do so against the background of 
the global crisis of capitalism. Capital has flowed into safe havens for investment – often this 
has meant it has flowed into places or commodities the capitalists consider safe to store 
their wealth to see out the crisis for better days. One of these is gold, the market price of 
which has seen a steady boom. More important a factor than this has been the collapse in 
production in the industrialised regions of the earth. The manufacture of electronics, high 
technology items, automobiles and other manufactured goods has slowed down dramatically. 
As many of the minerals and metals extracted in the DR Congo are smuggled into Rwanda 
and Uganda it is difficult to get any real idea of fluctuation in prices and the impact on 
profits – though this doesn’t stop them showing up in the trade figures of both Uganda and 
Rwanda. Figures for production in China can give us an approximate idea of what is 
happening in the Rare Earth Elements (REE) market. 
 
As an example of how drastic the shift has been, the price of Lanthanum Oxide extracted in 
China has fallen 56%, dysprosium oxide 69%. China Minmetals (Ganzhou) Rare Earth’s profits 
were 368 million Yuan for the first six months of 2012, less than half of the profits of 885 
million yuan made in all of 2011. Rising Nonferrous Metals Share Co. reported profits of 9.41 
million Yuan for the first half of 2012, compared to a total of 173 million for all of 2011 – a 
serious collapse in profits.(proedgewire.com, 17.10.12) The fate of each metal, however, 
paints a more complex picture. Gold is 15% up on the Tokyo Exchange from 31st December 
2011, 44.7% on the Hong Kong Exchange. Overall the price of gold has increased from $1215 



per ounce in December 2009, to $1432.57 in March 2011 and reaching $1913.50 in August 
2011. The British Telegraph (13.12.12 telegraph.co.uk) reported that capital flow into 
European gold trading funds grew more than 15% in 2012, with $6.8 billion flowing in. (The 
Telegraph, 13.12.12) Amongst the other metals and REEs the picture is complex. Tantalum 
prices has boomed over 200% in the past year, Cobalt has fallen back by between 24-27%, 
Managanese has dropped 18.6% along with Molybdenum falling 17.2% (all as of 14.12.12 
prices, mineralprices.com). 
 
These shifts in the world market have rippled out to every corner of the globe – as a result 
the importance of the gold mines of the eastern DRC has grown immensely. The Enough 
Project has compiled information on the mines under FARDC control8, many of which are 
concentrated in the Kivus and Ituri. (enoughproject.org, pdf) Using the Bisie mine as an 
example of common practice, amongst those levying a tax on miners allowed to work, aside 
from the army, are the Mining Police, the owner of the mine and the traditional Chief in the 
area who take 1 kilo of every twelve each (1 kilo of coltan has a market price between 
US$100-400). The Congolese secret service (ANR) and military intelligence (T2) each take 200 
francs from every miner going into or out of mining sites. Add to this taxes levied on the 
negociants, South African, Pakistani, Indian, Lebanese and other traders who set up trading 
houses in the towns and cities of the Kivus, buying extracted material from the mineworkers 
(often using money loaned by representatives of the multinationals – Glencor , FQM etc). 
Control of legal and illegal taxes on the negociants trafficking through Goma is worth over 
$16,200.00 per month. Not only has the importance of the mines simply increased but every 
sector of the Congolese state - from immigration control to the army and secret police – 
have a stake in the mines, sucking the very sweat and blood from the huge mass of miners 
extracting the material, many of them children, using pick, shovel and bare hands in near 
dark, surrounded by explosions, toxic water, radioactive material and carcinogenic smoke. 
 
Alongside and in conflict with the FARDC, the Rwandan and Ugandan elite have extensive 
interests in the DRC. The gold mines of the north-eastern Ituri province have periodically 
fallen under the direct control of the Ugandan Defence Forces, while the smuggling of gold 
continues unabated. In 2007 the total of 10,700 tonnes of official exports of cassiterite from 
Goma to Rwanda was worth roughly $50-75 million. These official exports account for only 
around a third of what crosses the border, the rest is funnelled through the CNDP-M23 
smuggling networks – which is to say over 20,000 tonnes of cassiterite alone was smuggled 
across the border with a value of $100-150 million (Stearns, Nkunda and the CNDP). Citing a 
study by the Enough Project Reuters reported that while Rwanda’s total domestic mineral 
extraction for 2010 to 2011 increased 22%, exports of minerals increased 62%. 
 
Control of fuel in Goma was worth hundreds of thousands of dollars during war time, 
especially in the wars at the turn of the century. The total charcoal trade – important as fuel 
in a region with little or no electrification and for mining operations – is controlled by 
militias in the Virunga national park area (CNDP, FDLR, Mai-Mai) and was estimated to be 
worth $30 million dollars a year. (University of Antwerpen, pdf) 
 
While it may seem a joke in the industrialised world, along with the metals, minerals, gold, 
charcoal, ivory and tax rackets a major interest for Rwanda and M23 is.....cattle. While land 
ownership has changed hands a number of times since it began to be enclosed in the 
beginning of 20th century, the biggest landowners were from a Tutsi background – 90% of the 
ranches in the Masisi and Rutshuru regions were given over to Tutsi businessmen by Mobutu 
in exchange for supporting his regime. Subsequent wars have seen land across the Kivus 
expropriated and re-expropriated by various factions to different degrees, however, the 
interests remain – so much so that it has lead to what Stearns informs us is facetiously 
referred to as “vaches sans frontieres” – Cows without Borders. Both Rwandan military and 
political elites have invested heavily in cattle – which apart from carrying particular cultural 
significance in Rwanda are also extremely valuable in their own right. Not a few soldiers who 
have been integrated into the FARDC from Laurent Nkunda’s militia were in fact cattle 
herders brought over from Rwanda to work on the huge ranches owned by both Tutsi 
businessmen and CNDP officers. More so, there is evidence Rwanda has made use of the 
peace agreement to send 50,000 or more Rwandans across the border, with cattle, to seize 
Hunde land in Masisi and Rutshuru for ranches (hence the at times virulent anti-Tutsi 



sentiment). A 2008 UN report which Stearns helped to produce stated that “CNDP officers 
own over 1,500 cows in a small area of their territory, worth between $450,000 and 
$750,000, and probably own far more than that in other areas they occupy. According to 
ranchers, there could be as many as 180,000 cows in North Kivu, many of them in territory 
under CNDP control.” Stearns reports that around 7,200 head of cattle (worth $2.2-3.6 
million) in Masisi, Ntaganda’s stronghold, belonged to high-ranking Rwandan officials. The 
total value of these herds together in North Kivu worth $54-90,000,000, all under the 
stewardship of M23 and Ntaganda. These herds alone are a huge material interest for both 
the Tutsi businessmen both sides of the border who support the successive RCD-CNDP-M23 
militias. 
 
To underline the importance of the question of land and access to it – formerly decided in 
many areas by the traditional chief, in other words in primitive communist relations – Stearns 
(riftvalley.net, pdf - p25-26) provides figures on changes to demographics and social 
relations, particularly in the Masisi and Rutshuru highlands. In 1928 the Belgian 
administration established the National Committee of the Kivus, a private company to which 
the Belgians granted right to dispose of land in the Kivus. Millions were made selling land for 
ranches and plantations to European settlers, displacing local communities. Gold was 
discovered by Australian adventurers in Ituri, along with other minerals, the Belgians began 
‘encouraging’ the migration of hundreds of thousands of Tutsi from Rwanda – seized from the 
German Empire – with up to 300,000 arriving in the colonial period to work the mines and 
plantations. As new ranches and plantations were fenced off the population was pushed on 
to smaller tracts of land to survive from, many were completely driven off the land into the 
mines. Between 1930 and 1990 the population of Masisi and Rutshuru rose almost tenfold, 
density in Masisi rising from 12 per square kilometre in 1940 to 111 per square kilometre in 
1983. The 1966 ‘Bakajika’ Law and 1973 Land Law crowned the changes in relations taking 
place on the ground, nationalising the land (Mobutu used this to turn ranches and plantations 
over to his allies) the 1973 law making the state the only authority capable of granting land 
titles and ending the customary titles granted by local chiefs. Between the first outpost of 
capitalism being established in 1908 and the 1970’s centuries of development of property 
and class relations were compressed into the space occupied by decades. Moreover, 
capitalist property relations were implanted in the region at the point of its degeneration as 
a social form in the epoch of Imperialism. The impact on Congolese society has been 
catastrophic – in everything from the lakes of blood spilt to the very cultural level of the 
region. 
 
We recall here the methods of the militias - of terrorising the small farmers, using as has 
been detailed murder, torture and rape to absolutely shatter families and wider 
communities, driving many hundreds of thousands of small farmers from their land. The 
militias and the businessmen backing them have a direct material interest in doing so, as 
part of a campaign to enclose more communal and small farmers’ land in order to expand 
their multi-million dollar agricultural industry taking in cattle, timber, tea and coffee 
(Starbucks is a particularly big investor in Rwanda) – a conclusion supported by the findings 
of MONUC inquiries to fighting in the region. (Congo Siasa) 
 
It is not only national but also international capital that is completely intertwined and 
reliant on these militias. In 2005 a Human Rights Watch report – The Curse of Gold – detailed 
the operations of AngloGold Ashanti, part of British multinational AngloAmerican, in working 
with, funding, supplying and providing logistical support to the Nationalist and Integrationist 
Front (FNI) in the Ituri province of North Eastern DRC, in order to access the rich gold fields 
around Mongbwalu. The FNI distinguished themselves from the other mass-murderers and 
rapists by hunting down women in the villages of the region around Mongbwalu in order to 
burn them as witches. Here also, we have the last word on the capacity of capitalism to truly 
advance human civilisation. Admittedly, Anglo-Ashanti have moved on. These days they 
operate out of a heavily fortified compound protected by cement walls, G4S security guards 
and barbed wire. Alongside Anglo-Ashanti, Glencore dominate the industrial mines of 
Katanga and the trade conducted by local negociants. Across North and South Kivu, the 
Canadian Banro and Loncor Resources as well as the Congolese Samika SARL hold concessions 
in the gold, wolframite, manganese and coltan mines which carpet the entire region, 
monopolising the industry (ipisresearch.be). Banro and Loncor Resources are two faces for 



the same set of capitalist interests, with Simon Village (formerly of HSBC), Arnold T Konradt 
(founder of Banro and head of a Canadian hedge fund) and Peter Colley (formerly of Ashanti) 
and lawyer Richard Lachcik serve as heads of both companies. In its turn Sakima SARL is a 
subsidiary of Banro. 
 
Add to these Tullow and Heritage Oil – the board of which includes ex-Executive Outcomes 
and SAS soldier Anthony Buckingham, a former US special forces Colonel and a retired British 
General. Heritage and Tullow are in dispute with Kinshasha over contracts for exploration 
and drilling rights in the Albertine Graben which runs from the Virunga national park (north 
of Goma) north to Ituri. Tullow held concessions on the Ugandan side of Lake Albert, and 
worked closely with Museveni and his brother to develop the oil fields there – UPDF soldiers 
engaging FARDC on occasion on the request of Tullow representatives. As part of the 
contract with Kinshasha Heritage provided millions of dollars worth of military equipment to 
the FARDC, including jeeps and speed boats to patrol the oil concessions – precisely in those 
areas offering opportunity to develop contacts with Rwandan proxies and M23. Among the 
other interests of Heritage – politely described as ‘frontiersmen’ – are the oil fields of Iraqi 
Kurdistan, Pakistan and Libya, they also had a stake in the Taoudeni Basin in Mali-Mauritania. 
Kinshasha tore up a massively profitable contract in 2010, handing it over to companies in 
the British Virgin Islands – in other words notorious Israeli bourgeois Dan Gertler, deal maker 
for the seizure of First Quantum’s $1.1 billion investments. If they are not already involved 
in the present conflict, they have means, motive and the right connections with the British, 
American and Rwandan state machinery to be so. 
www.marxist.com 
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The M23 officers – Bosco Ntaganda, Sultani Makenga et al – have risked highly lucrative 
positions in the FARDC command structure, control of tax rackets mines and timber amongst 
other things in carrying out this rebellion. Why is it war seems more profitable than peace? 
 
The mutiny 
According to a 2011 report from the UN Group of Experts, Bosco Ntaganda was making about 
$15,000 (£10,000) a week at one border crossing....He also is thought to own a flour factory, 
a hotel, a bar and a cattle ranch outside Goma. Such things are not given up lightly – 
especially by these nouveau-riche bandits. This M23 mutiny was not the first – an earlier 
attempt in Bukavu in January collapsed almost immediately with Sultani Makenga watching 
from the sidelines. Another attempt was made in March following Thomas Lubanga’s 
conviction by the ICC before being aborted again. One ex-CNDP officer said “the soldiers 
were tired of seeing their commanders get rich and not give them anything” while another 
stated “Why risk your lives for commanders you don’t believe in?” (Stearns, RVI, CNDP to 
M23). 
 
The roots of M23 lie in the ostentatiously named Congrés national pour la défense du peuple 
(CNDP) – supposedly a political party with an emphasis on militiamen; the CNDP in turn has 
its roots in the Rassemblement Congolais pour la Democratie (RCD). Prior to 2009 Laurent 
Nkunda had been the recognised leader of the CNDP. A similar mutiny in that period 
followed by fighting MONUC and FARDC forces was concluded with the May 23rd peace 
agreement to which the new name 'M23' refers. It is a simple document, detailing the 
absorption of CNDP units into the FARDC and a commitment on the part of Kinshasa to smash 
up the genocidaires forces of the FDLR (Forces Democratiques de Liberation du Rwanda). 
These are the remains of the Interahamwe and other Hutu forces which carried out the 
massacres in Rwanda; at one time they controlled the Hutu refugee camps in the DRC and 
carried out repeated cross-border raids into Rwanda from the Kivus. As part of the 
agreement Nkunda was arrested in Rwanda and to be held under house arrest in Kigali, with 
Ntaganda replacing him. Given this position has offered Ntaganda huge opportunities for 
mutliplying his personal wealth it should be no surprise there is resentment toward him and 
his backers in Kigali, especially amongst the Nkunda loyalists now gathered around Sultani 
Makenga. Stearns quotes a previous Group of Experts document: 
 



“On one occasion, ex-CNDP officers got into a dispute in a hotel in downtown Goma, with 
tensions exacerbated by unequal sharing in profits from the timber trade. One group of pro-
Nkunda officers— among them Lieutenant Colonel Emmanuel Nsengiyumva and Major Charles 
Rusigiza—defected and joined the Forces patriotiques pour la libération du Congo (FPLC, 
Patriotic Forces for the Liberation of Congo), a small multi-ethnic group based in Rutshuru 
and hostile to the Rwandan government.” (Stearns, RVI, CNDP to M23) 
 
It is in no small part the tensions developing within the ranks of the ex-CNDP officers which 
have contributed heavily to the mutiny, Stearns continues “despite reconciliation efforts and 
a pledge to share spoils more equally, relations between Makenga and Ntaganda were still 
chilly. At the same time, Kinshasa was grooming Colonel Innocent Gahizi, the ex-CNDP 
deputy commander of North Kivu, as an alternative to Ntaganda. These divisions precipitated 
dissent–– the feeling was, ‘if we wait too long, we will be too divided to act,’ as one M23 
officer said.” 
 
The contents of the report of the UN Group of Experts (GoE), while not surprising, make 
clear the regional factors at work. For almost two decades both Uganda and Rwanda have 
not only provided financial, political and military support to the militias carpeting the east 
but have often intervened directly to ensure their dependence. Ntaganda – a former officer 
in the Rwandan Patriotic Army which overthrew the Hutu led government in 1994 – served as 
second-in-command to Thomas Lubanga in the Union of Congolese Patriots (UPC), a militia 
front fostered by Uganda in the struggle for control of the mineral rich Ituri province. In his 
position Ntaganda personally led soldiers in rampaging across the region before a series of 
splits and the arrest of Lubanga, Ntaganda moving south to join the CNDP. Rwandan security 
forces assisted Ntaganda’s rise through the ranks of CNDP after Laurent Nkunda became too 
independent of control in Kigali – a number of pro-Nkunda officers were assassinated with 
the assistance of Rwandan intelligence services: 
 
“Ntaganda clamped down violently on his competitors, in coordination with the Rwandan 
security services. On 20 June 2010, armed men, reportedly including one of Ntaganda’s own 
bodyguards, mutilated and killed Denis Ntare Semadwinga at his home in Gisenyi. Ntare was 
one of the most respected members of the Congolese Tutsi community, a close political 
advisor to Nkunda—and had also been a member of Mobutu’s inner circle. The murder was 
quickly followed by the assassination of several other Nkunda loyalists: Major Antoine 
Balibuno, Emerita Munyashwe, Patrice Habarurema and Olivier Muhindo. 
 
“Many among the CNDP’s original political leadership, handpicked by Nkunda, fled from 
Ntaganda and dispersed across the region as Kigali installed its own proxies: first Desiré 
Kamanzi, then, in December 2009, Philippe Gafishi. Both were relative unknowns in the Kivus 
and had built their careers in Rwanda. When Gafishi’s deputy tried to create a new branch of 
the CNDP in May 2010, he was arrested by security services in Rwanda.” (Stearns, RVI, CNDP 
to M23) (http://riftvalley.net/resources/file/RVI%20Usalama%20Project%201%20CNDP-
M23.pdf, p38) 
 
To this day tensions remain within the CNDP between the pro-Nkunda wing around Sultani 
Mukenga and Ntaganda backed by Kigali. 
 
As The Economist dryly puts it on the previous peace agreements, “in the past, the fighting 
has ended with rebels being integrated into the regular army and Mr Kabila promising to 
leave them alone for a few years”( http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-
africa/21567992-although-they-have-handed-backcity-rebels-have-not-faded-away-
power-vacuum) (8.12.12) – left them alone, that is, so the militia commanders can make 
themselves extremely wealthy on control of the gold and coltan mines, timber, cattle, 
crops, fuel, plantations and tax rackets. 
 
According to a ‘high ranking Congolese Army officer’ interviewed by Jason Stearns in his 
work for the Rift Valley Institute, the intention of the officer caste was “to integrate them, 
slowly wear down their chain of command, then deploy their officers elsewhere in the 
country,” (p39, J Stearns, From CNDP to M23, 
http://riftvalley.net/resources/file/RVI%20Usalama%20Project%201%20CNDP-M23.pdf). 



Simplicity itself, it would seem. But even this simple plan cannot withstand the staggering 
incompetence and blind corruption of the rich men of Kinshasa. 
 
Naturally, what is left unspoken in the peace deal s the precise division of the spoils of the 
region. The bourgeois everywhere – whether of the refined type in London, Berlin and New 
York or of the Khartoum, Kampala or Aleppo type – have decided this on the basis of relative 
strength. When this relative strength shifts, a new balance of force which contradicts the 
previous agreement comes into play, then fighting begins again for a re-division of the loot. 
 
The peace deal gave control of a considerable part of the fundamental lever of the state 
within the Kivu region – the officer corps – over to the men of the CNDP. They in turn have 
used these positions to cement their control of many of the trade and smuggling routes, the 
support of South African, Chinese and Lebanese owned mineral trading houses, the tax 
rackets, as well as embezzling state funds, using their command positions to register whole 
units of ‘ghost soldiers’ to soak up pay for non-existent men as well as stockpiling or selling 
on the associated military supplies and food rations. The profits turned out by this 
exploitation – and the unnerving regularity with which it surges not west through their hands, 
but east to Kigali – has not gone unnoticed by those in Kinshasa. 
 
The fighting which has broken out, then, is a result of the Kabila clique based in Kinshasa 
and the officer caste around him completely bungling an attempt to break down the CNDP 
network, both in order to seize the smuggling, mining, tax rackets and cattle under their 
control, but also to throw up an external enemy at a time when the social basis of the Kabila 
regime is narrowing every day. This is not to say it was not an opportune moment for them – 
the divisions rending the ex-CNDP officers had significantly weakened the CNDP network. 
However, this was not the only factor. Both Rwanda and Uganda have spent significant time 
and resources on over two dozen militias in the eastern DRC in order to enforce and defend 
their interests in the region, as well as being proxies to combat the anti-Kampala and anti-
Kigali militias (FDLR etc). Had they stood aside and allowed Kinshasa to break up the CNDP 
network everything they held in the east would be under threat, these form a significant 
part of the wealth of the Ugandan and Rwandan elite. A conflict between these three was 
inevitable and emerged on the basis of the preceding development, but nothing has been 
resolved – the discussions taking place under the oversight of Yoweri Museveni, one of the 
parties to the conflict will at best result in a temporary truce or the fighting will break out 
again. 
 
Imperialism 
Rwanda and especially Uganda are key components in the control which US imperialism tries 
to exert over the lives and resources of the African continent. Both countries supply soldiers 
to key areas for the intervention of the Americans – the coat-tails of which Canadian and 
British imperialism hang on to. Rwandan soldiers have been deployed to Darfur under a UN 
mandate (with another American ally, Ethiopia, on the border with South Sudan) and 
Ugandan troops form the bulk of the intervention in Somalia under an African Union 
mandate, along with Kenyan and Ethiopian soldiers. 
 
The response of key figures in the Obama administration to the GoE report is telling. 
Ambassador to the UN, Susan Rice, fought hard to have all reference to Rwanda and Uganda 
removed from a Security Council resolution and to have the addendum detailing the actions 
taken by Rwanda to support M23 suppressed. The addendum to the report 
(http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=S/2012/348/Add.1) was, in the end, 
leaked and the results were such that the denials and objections of Paul Kagame appear 
childish. Despite this report detailing their involvement, however, Rwanda was granted a 
seat as a non-permanent member of the UN Security Council! While donors like Germany and 
the Netherlands have cut multi-million dollar aid programs entirely, the UK delayed a £16 
million tranche (out of £83 million per annum) only to be reinstated by Andrew Mitchell on 
his last day as head of the Department for International Development. The US cut $200,000 
earmarked to fund an officer academy – this is out of a total aid budget to Rwanda of $160 
million every year. 
 
The report itself lays out Rwanda’s work in everything from staging rallies and meetings in 



support of M23 where accusations of attacks and killings carried out against Tutsi in the DRC 
are thrown around liberally along with grand speeches on the secession of the Kivus. 
Networks used to demobilise and repatriate FDLR soldiers – a mortal enemy of Kigali 
operating in the Kivus for years – into the Rwandan Army’s reserves are thrown into reverse 
as the same soldiers are mobilised and sent across the border in groups of between 10 and 
150, along with arms and ammunition funnelled across the border and paid for by minerals 
traders in Rwanda out of their profits. Not only the equipment and uniforms, but even the 
tactics used in the fighting point to outside assistance. M23 attacks have been conducted at 
night – night fighting requires a degree of sophistication often alien to militias, 120mm 
mortars, anti-tank rounds and night vision goggles even more so. More so these are tactics 
the Rwandan and Ugandan militaries have been trained to use by the US military in 
particular. 
 
Entire units of the Rwandan military have participated in M23 attacks. An AP article, carried 
by Businessweek, cited the UN GoE when reporting that four companies of Rwanda’s 305th 
Brigade crossed the border to engage FARDC positions at Kibumba, 30 kilometres north of 
Goma, to fill out an M23 operation. The attackers were repelled, only to return two days 
later having increased their strength to seven companies and a Special Forces unit under the 
command of Colonel Vincent Gatama. In addition to Rwandan soldiers, the Ugandan army 
was witnessed crossing the border near Busanza to take part in the attack on Bunagana. The 
operation to seize Goma was led by the commander of Rwanda’s western military division, 
General Emmanuel Ruvusha crossing to the DRC side of the border to do so in person. The 
attack was carried out with the support of approximately 500 men of the 73rd and 75th 
battalions based in Gisenyi, with Rwandan soldiers infiltrating across the border via Goma 
International and the back streets and alleys connecting Goma to Gisenyi. 
(http://www.businessweek.com/ap/2012-12-04/un-experts-rwanda-led-rebels-in-
capture-of-goma).The report assembled by the UN's 'Group of Experts' point the finger 
directly at the highest figures in Kigali – alleging that the chain of command leads directly to 
the desk of the Chief of Defence Staff, General Charles Kayonga who in turn relays orders 
from minister of Defence General James Kabarebe. 
 
UN Peacekeepers? 
We might ask with reason how it is that fifteen hundred bandits can take on a standing army 
backed up by a UN mandated force? Almost a decade on since the first UN troops arrived in 
the region and not one inch of progress has been made in eradicating these militias. Almost 
19,000 soldiers drawn from every corner of the globe, a budget of $1.5 billion every year, 
helicopter gunships, armoured personnel carriers, jeeps, tanks and aircraft along with the 
170,000 strong FARDC – a formidable force surely capable of eradicating these beasts who 
amount to little more than extremely brutal gangsters and racketeers? 
 
When the sheer scale of the region across which this UN force is deployed – Ituri in the north 
and the Kivus – this token deployment amounts to little more than an insult, and speaks 1000 
decibels about how seriously the imperialist powers, under cover of the UN, take the Congo 
question. Let us compare the MONUC intervention to that of NATO in Kosovo and of American 
imperialism in Iraq. In Kosovo, at its height, NATO had 50,000 soldiers stationed in 
multinational battle groups with a history of working together – heavily integrated command, 
control and communications systems, well integrated technology of the most advanced 
available as well as multilingual mid and lower ranking officers, or translators at hand. More 
recently a specially trained Portuguese rapid response unit capable of deployment by land or 
air in hours and of completely independent action for days has been assigned. This was 
deployed across a region slightly under 11,000 square kilometres with a population of 1.7 
million and the only threat a shattered Serbian military and the Kosovo Liberation Army 
(another pack of gangsters who were used as proxies by American imperialism). 
 
Ever more instructive were the US aligned forces participating in the imperialist invasion of 
Iraq. 300,000 soldiers primarily from the USA and Britain to carry out the invasion, followed 
up by a 200,000 strong occupation army, plus up to 800,000 and more Iraqi paramilitary and 
military forces during the height of the occupation. 
 
It is clear, then, where it suits their interests the imperialist powers are entirely capable of 



not only mobilising huge forces in terms of manpower and material but also of laying down 
infrastructure (roads, rail, hospitals, communications and airports) within a matter of days 
and weeks to support the deployment. 
 
Compare this to the task facing MONUC. Soldiers drawn from dozens of countries as diverse 
as Denmark, Uruguay, Croatia, Nigeria, Pakistan, India, Guatemala and Bosnia with nowhere 
near enough translators, and with not a few of the soldiers drawn from the very dregs of the 
world’s population. This force of 19,000 is expected to deploy across slightly under 125,000 
square kilometres from Ituri province in the north down to South Kivu in an almost entirely 
undeveloped corner of the globe – almost no paved roads to mobilise on, a desperate lack of 
aircraft or helicopters which can take days to arrive when they aren’t needing repairs – and a 
mandate limited to supporting the FARDC and ‘protecting’ the 14.8 million civilians in the 
area of operations. 
 
The results speak for themselves. The Wall Street Journal reports: 
 
In 2002, in a northeastern Congo town called Kisangani, a militia killed at least 103 civilians. 
More than 1,000 U.N. peacekeepers, including the brigadier general in charge, were present 
and observed gunfire without taking action, U.N. records show. 
 
“Survivors of other massacres in the region in 2002 and 2003 described to Human Rights 
Watch how soldiers under Mr. Ntaganda's command forced civilians to dig their own graves 
before they were roped together and killed with sledgehammers and machetes.... 
 
“The peace deal caused problems for the U.N. almost immediately. That spring, while 
participating in a joint operation with U.N. forces, Congolese army troops under Mr. 
Ntaganda's deputy command were accused of raping and killing civilians. A subsequent fact-
finding mission dispatched by U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon concluded that the U.N. 
Congo mission was certainly compromised in lending support to an army that had committed 
atrocities... ...In November 2008, the CNDP [forerunner to M23] executed more than 150 
civilians in Kiwanja, less than a mile from a U.N. base, according to an investigation by 
Human Rights Watch. 
 
“In recent interviews, witnesses to the massacre—identified here by their first names—
recalled what CNDP soldiers had done. Kavira, 30, said soldiers stabbed to death eight of her 
family members and dumped their bodies in a river. Justin, 28, said soldiers shot off his right 
foot. Anosiate, 62, said soldiers shot her husband and dumped his body with six others in a 
latrine. (WSJ, 23.6.12, 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303836404577476460542151978.html)
 
As if this were not enough MONUSCO staffers have been caught red-handed directly involved 
in the smuggling and general corruption of the DRC. Just last year local news reported a 
MONUSCO driver was arrested after trying to cross the DRC-Rwanda border with 1,200 kilos 
of cassiterite (tin ore) in one of the UN’s signature white 4x4s, this less than a month after 
10 tonnes of cassiterite was ‘found’ at the FARDC headquarters in Goma. 
 
This is only the beginning. In Uvira, the Russian pilots of the the UN fleet have become 
notorious for their exploitation of women of all ages at a hotel in the town – one young 
woman is employed as a cleaner in the office of a high profile NGO during the day but is paid 
starvation wages and must sell herself to be able to buy food for her family. 
(http://www.monitor.upeace.org/innerpg.cfm?id_article=930) 
 
In 2008 the BBC’s Panorama revealed 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa/7365283.stm) UN soldiers from the Pakistani 
army traded weapons for gold extracted from mines under the control of the same witch-
hunting FNI, which Anglo-Ashanti did business with in Ituri province, one Pakistani officer 
used UN aircraft to transport negociants (local gold and mineral traders) as part of their 
dealings. The report went on to reveal: 
 
“...returning to eastern DR Congo, the BBC spoke to several residents of the mining town of 



Mongbwalu, who said they had seen the FNI re-armed. One former militant told our 
correspondent he had witnessed seven boxes of ammunition being brought from the UN 
camp to re-supply the FNI during a critical fire-fight.” 
 
Indian soldiers traded gold and drugs with the FDLR – using UN helicopters to fly ammunition 
into Virunga national park in exchange for Ivory. Since the beginning of the UN mission to the 
Congo one scandal after another has emerged of soldiers from different contingents being 
investigated for rape, sexual assault against both young women and children. 
(http://www.rnw.nl/africa/article/un-investigating-sex-abuse-drc-peacekeepers; http:// 
www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/second-reading/peacekeepers-gone-wild-how-
much-moreabuse-will-the-un-ignore-in-congo/article4462151/). In 2008, 100 Indian 
soldiers were subject to an investigation (read whitewash) for running a child prostitution 
ring. The abuses perpetrated by the Uruguayan contingent were so widespread that the 
entire contingent was withdrawn from MONUC. Uruguayan soldiers were again brought up on 
charges of the rape of a young man in Haiti when serving as part of the UN mission there. 
 
Revolution 
It took approximately two to three thousand years of wars, revolution and counter-revolution 
for property relations in western Europe to mature into bourgeois property today. This in its 
turn has long outlived its progressive role and has well and truly begun to rot in the head. 
For the eastern DRC class differentiation and property relations developed at a much slower 
tempo than in many other parts of the world, particularly Europe. Today these property 
relations are a colossal fetter on the productive forces. Unless they are overthrown, that is 
unless capitalism is overthrown by the socialist revolution, they threaten to drag humanity 
backwards. 
 
In the eastern regions of the DRC, those property forms which have begun to degenerate had 
only begun to be forcibly implanted since the middle of the 20th century. What took over a 
thousand years in Europe – a bloody affair in itself – has been telescoped into the space of 
forty or fifty years. This violent transition from often primitive communist relations into the 
epoch of capitalism’s degenerate, imperialist decay has thrown forward the most barbarous 
elements, exterminating over 6 million people in the 1998-2003 war alone, through disease, 
starvation and massacres and displacing millions more. 
 
At its most fundamental level, the extreme and horrifying nature of the violence in the 
eastern Congo is an expression of combined and uneven development. To emphasise this 
contradiction, it is absurd that one of the metals, tantalum, dragged from the bowels of the 
earth by pick, shovel and bare hands – by both adult and child – is a vital component in the 
construction of the high technology manufactured under capitalism – from mobile phones to 
military jets, right up to a semi-autonomous probe, NASA’s Curiosity Rover, hurled by 
humanity beyond earth at another planet. The contradiction between the world market and 
capitalist property relations on the one hand and the belated development of class 
differentiation and property relations on the other, lends a particularly barbarous edge to 
the introduction of capitalism in this corner of the planet. 
 
The bloody mayhem of the eastern DRC is, finally, a result of the long delayed socialist 
revolution in the advanced capitalist nations. If this insane slaughterhouse is to be brought 
to an end only the merciless crushing of the power of the bourgeois, the power of the 
imperialist corporations, by the socialist revolution in Europe, North America and Africa will 
suffice. This is a question, in Trotsky’s words, of blood and iron – if this is to end, capitalism 
must burn. 
www.marxist.com 

 

Mali: French army intervention will amplify the chaos 

 
 

 
For a mass struggle of workers and poor to defeat imperialism and 
fundamentalist reaction 



 Leila Messaoudi, Gauche Révolutionnaire (CWI in France) 19 January 2012 
 
The sudden decision for a direct French military intervention in Northern 
Mali has not come from nowhere. Preparations for this have been 
underway for a number of weeks. French President, Francois Hollande, and 
Foreign Minister, Laurent Fabius, had announced they intended to 
intervene soon in one form or another in Mali supposedly “to help the 
Malian president to counter the offensive of the Islamists” who took 
control of two thirds of the Northern part of the country. The predictable 
collapse of the Malian army and state has accelerated things.  
 
On 11 January, France launched the ‘Serval operation’ and the first 
fighting took place, with the first dead. Already, the military staff has 
announced an intervention that will “take the time it takes”, weeks or 
even more. Former Prime Minister, Dominique Villepin, speaks of a 
possible “stalemate”. This is because this French intervention, under the 
pretext of the fight against terrorism, has other motives and presents 
other challenges, similar to the “wars against terrorism” waged in 
Afghanistan and Iraq, which still continue 10 years after they began.  
 
What is happening in the Sahel and Mali?  
The victorious offensive by insurgent forces in the winter of 2012 (based on 
a precarious deal between elements of the separatist Tuareg organisation 
MNLA –National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad- with Islamist and 
Jihadist fighters of ‘Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb’, AQMI, and of ‘Ansar 
Dine’, an Islamist split from the MNLA) led quickly to a split in the Malian 
State. A coup, organised by a military officer, Captain Sanogo, deposed the 
President, officially for incompetence in the fight against the insurgents. 
Even if the coup of 21 March did not receive direct support from France, 
the introduction of a new constitutional process (and therefore the 
eviction by force of the government and president) by the body at the 
head of the coup (CNRDRE), accepted by the Community of the States of 
West Africa (ECOWAS), was supported by France, from the first days of 
April, two weeks after the coup.  
 
But this coup was not enough, by itself, to restore sufficient order in the 
country to fight the insurgents. On the contrary, it encouraged the latter 
to make further advances, despite their strong internal divisions. The 
imperialists, particularly the French state, thus gradually made the choice 
to engage more strongly in favour of the Malian Provisional Government. 
Sanogo gradually became the new ‘strong man’ of the regime. 
Neighbouring or close countries have also gradually brought support to the 
regime, and they will now bring it concrete military support, fearing that 
instability will quickly spread beyond the borders of Mali.  
 
Aftermath of colonization and crisis of capitalism = a country in 
decomposition  
If Mali is in such a state of disarray, it is not by chance. As a country 
emerging from French colonization, Mali has artificial aspects (its borders 
having been partially drawn arbitrarily by the colonizers), and its central 
state has kept it together due to the repression of various social 
movements and movements of cultural minorities.  
 
But what has definitely ruined the country is the different policies at the 
service of imperialism. In exchange for foreign investment, the IMF pushed 
Mali to adopt, in 1997-98, neo-liberal policies. In the name of the 
‘Structural Adjustment Plan’, Mali was ordered to privatise public services, 
orientate the agricultural economy towards the export of cotton at the 
expense of other crops, and in 1994, the Malian currency, the CFA franc, 
was devalued by 50%. Hidden behind the official figures of economic 



growth, a decay of the country and of its economy followed, an economy 
now export-oriented, at the expense of domestic development. Remote 
areas of the Niger River valley experienced the most severe declines. 
Cotton prices collapsed in 2005, leading producers to ruin. Today, cotton is 
sold at a loss by peasants.  
 
Disintegration of the state, and economic collapse: here is the picture of 
the actual situation in Mali, despite the country having been portrayed by 
imperialism as an exemplary democracy in West Africa for two decades. 
This situation explains the inability of the Malian government to maintain 
itself without outside backing, as well as its lack of support among the 
population. Indeed, this period was accompanied by a corrupt regime, that 
of Amadou Toumani Touré, himself an architect of a previous coup, and 
denounced for years for his corruption and nepotism.  
 
A new possible devaluation of the CFA franc, as is discussed within the IMF, 
would have very aggravating consequences, turning the economy even 
more towards exports and preventing any import of vital products for the 
population.  
 
French interests in the Sahel  
Sahel countries are historically territories dominated by the former French 
colonial power, which has largely created these States for its own 
interests. Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, Algeria, Burkina Faso and Chad are 
among the countries of the Sahel region, between the Sahara and the 
savannahs of Africa. All are pretty much former French colonies.  
 
This region is, in many respects, strategic for France. Of course the 
intervention is first aimed at maintaining its influence in the region, but 
also at protecting French interests there. The French company, Areva, has 
for example an uranium extraction mine in Mali. French employees of 
Areva are currently held as hostages in the region. Since yesterday 16 
January, new Western hostages have been held by a Jihadist group in 
Southern Algeria, as a “retaliation against the French intervention in Mali”. 
Many of them have been presumably killed following an assault by the 
Algerian army. This last example shows how this war is not going to bring 
security for French or Western expatriates or workers living in those areas, 
quite the contrary in fact.  
 
The development of Islamist groups and militias in the region directly 
threatens the strategic interests of French capitalism, especially as the 
Sahel is one of the few areas in which the terrain has not yet been fully 
explored and exploited: this is a lucrative prospect. Mali is the third 
biggest African gold exporter (behind Ghana and South Africa), and some 
see it as a future first, entering the top 10 worldwide.  
 
Furthermore, an inter-imperialist rivalry lies in the background, and has 
pushed France to undertake the intervention to preserve a leading role in 
its ‘playground’.  
 
France’s Malian policy  
The shift in the power dynamics flowing from the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ 
helped to precipitate the Malian crisis, already brewing up for years. The 
fall of Qaddafi in Libya initially helped to rekindle the Tuareg rebellion, as 
thousands of Tuareg fighters who had served Qaddafi’s regime - they made 
up an important part of his army - fled South West towards remote 
Saharan areas in South Algeria, Niger and Mali, bringing with them a lot of 
weapons.  
 
When it became independent the Malian State integrated, through force, a 



number of different national and ethnic peoples who continue to be 
oppressed, in particular those who were not originally from the Niger River 
valley, among them the Tuaregs.  
 
France had bet on the Tuaregs in the neighbouring Niger to stem the rise 
of the Islamists of AQMI. But a new secessionist rebellion by the MNLA 
against the Malian State in January 2012, added to a tactical and 
temporary agreement between part of Tuaregs’ leaders and AQMI, has 
changed the balance of forces. This is especially the case now that in 
Northern Mali, the weak and secular MNLA has been virtually sidelined and 
chased out by Islamist factions.  
 
Tuareg people have been marginalised and oppressed for decades, often 
treated as second-class citizens, and facing catastrophic living conditions. 
Gauche Revolutionnaire and the CWI defend equal rights for Tuareg 
people, including crucially their right to self-determination. We stand 
against discrimination of any minority and against the divide-and-rule 
policies which have been applied for a long time by imperialism and by the 
local ruling classes in the region.  
 
However, by allying themselves with ultra-reactionary forces and 
supporters of an Islamist dictatorship , how can the MNLA still even 
pretend to defend the democratic and legitimate rights of the Tuaregs?  
 
As far as Ansar Dine and AQMI are concerned, they are not homogeneous, 
and what they did, especially in Timbuktu (massacres, requisitioning of 
houses etc..), show that they are not liberators, as some may have 
expected. In reality, these forces are just occupying a vacuum. They rose 
up with those permanent mercenaries - jihadists and others - who were 
notably released by the explosion of the situation in Libya. These are the 
same Islamists as those in Benghazi: those people who helped to sabotage 
the Libyan revolution in the making, with the assistance of the imperialist 
powers. According to Human Rights Watch, they have started to form 
troops of child soldiers with the goal of leading a holy war against the 
small “French Satan”.  
 
So, for the French army, leaving the quagmire of Afghanistan for the Sahel 
seems risky. It is about using the military firepower of France for economic 
and geopolitical interests, as previous Presidents have done. France, by 
doing nothing, might have been gradually sidelined by the USA which had 
started intelligence missions and military training in the region. This is why 
Hollande has decided to do the job himself, even if it is by engaging in a 
war and supporting a corrupt power.  
 
A former minister of the dictator Traoré in power  
The current Malian government does not shine for its democratic 
character. Hollande and Fabius are engaging in a ground military offensive, 
through support for the army of Diango Sissoko, the current president of 
Mali. The latter came to power on 11 December 2012. In a country in 
disarray, where military putschists and mediocre politicians all portray 
themselves as “rectifiers” of democracy, the choice of Diango Sissoko was 
made. Yet he was a faithful follower of the authoritarian regime of Moussa 
Traoré, which fell in March 1991 following a revolt. Diango Sissoko was 
Secretary General of the Presidency with the rank of minister. But he 
managed to gradually find his feet and regain influence in the state 
apparatus, and in 2002 he found himself in the cabinet of the very person 
who ousted Traoré.  
 
In the absence of other solution, they opt for more of the same, hoping to 
find a brief period of calm. This is somehow the choice of France and the 



reason for the current military intervention. If the Malian State explodes, 
it would leave a political vacuum in the central Sahara and in the Sahel. 
France has a vested interest in ensuring a strong power in Mali, even an 
authoritarian one, if it is not to see French interests being threatened, and 
uncontrolled Islamist groups getting access to the capital, Bamako.  
 
Is it justified to intervene militarily in the region?  
On the international plane, the French intervention in Northern Mali is 
welcomed by the other countries. In France, almost all political parties 
support the position of Hollande. Jean-Luc Mélenchon of the Front de 
Gauche and Noel Mamère (Greens) might denounce the non-consultation of 
the National Assembly, but do not clearly oppose the war.  
 
Images of people from Bamako gladly welcoming the French intervention 
suggest that this intervention is ’just’ from a human and moral point of 
view. It is supposedly carried out to prevent Islamist groups from 
ransacking, burning and killing, and imposing reactionary laws justified by 
Sharia law. Everything happens as if it was a ‘just war’, the militias 
prevailing through elements of terror and plunder. About 150,000 people 
have fled to neighbouring countries, while over 230,000 are reported to 
have been internally displaced.  
 
Three cities in the North of Mali are now controlled by the AQMI, and in 
surrounding villages, Islamist militants settle down and get married and 
some services have been reinstated. Here, the Malian state was virtually 
non-existent, and some militias are playing the role of a state and are 
partially organizing society. We cannot say that local inhabitants are in 
favour of the Islamists, but they can hardly be described as in favour of the 
current Malian State, which has abandoned them for decades.  
 
Moreover, the Malian army does not stand by integrity and democratic 
methods, being itself responsible for numerous atrocities and abuses, as 
has been extensively reported by Amnesty International (which cites 
arbitrary arrests, killings, bombings and tortures against Tuareg people, 
“apparently only based on ethnic grounds”). Also, many legitimately fear 
that the imperialist-backed offensive is likely to be accompanied by 
further violent retaliations against Tuareg people, and to fuel ethnic 
tensions.  
 
Inequality and poverty provide the ground for the rise of reactionary 
forces. A real alternative to these forces will not come from the French 
government, which proposes to reinstate the same corrupt people as 
before, or others who will turn out the same way. The fact that Foreign 
Minister, Laurent Fabius, declared he was confident that “Gulf Arab states 
would help the Mali campaign”, says a lot about the supposedly 
‘democratic’ intentions of the French government in this war.  
 
It is a safe bet to say that the French military intervention will increase 
tensions. It is likely to be a drawn-out military campaign whose costs will 
also be put on the shoulders of the French working class at a time of rising 
austerity and economic crisis. The “fight against terrorism” is also used to 
justify an increased presence of police and military on the streets of 
French cities.  
 
The French government will also certainly aquire, on the back of the 
Malian people that it pretends to protect and liberate, a few “advantages” 
(concessions on resources or land etc) at the detriment of Mali’s 
development.  
 
France’s entering into war has triggered a state of emergency throughout 



Mali. It is impossible for Malians opposed to the war and to AQMI to publish 
their views in the press, and censorship is reinstalled. Only a resolute 
struggle for the rights of all, in the North as in the South, for a decent life 
and for the control by the population of the country’s resources in order to 
satisfy the needs of all , would reduce the influence of, and ultimately 
stop, the Islamists.  
 
We demand:  
•Withdrawal of the French troops and of the ECOWAS - against 
imperialism. It is not bombs and airplanes that the Malian people need, 
but economic cooperation and development that is not done according to 
the interests of French multinationals and others.  
 
•The wealth of Mali belongs to the Malian people! For the nationalization 
of the land and of the commanding heights of the economy, and the 
financing of a real economic development plan based on the needs of, and 
democratically controlled by, the Malian masses  
 
•No to the state of emergency, for the reinstatement of all democratic 
freedoms in Mali  
 
•Self-determination for the peoples of the Sahel and the Sahara, as well as 
of the peoples within each country, on the basis of equality of rights  
 
The only solution would be for the Malian people to come together in the 
neighbourhoods and in the workplaces and organize themselves, to 
formulate their demands and to set up armed multi-ethnic defense 
committees, in order to oppose any dictatorship (whether the one to be 
put in place with the help of France, or the one that the Islamists want to 
establish).  
 
The Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions have shown the way - that only 
through mass struggle by working people and the poor can change be 
achieved.  
http://www.socialistworld.net/doc/6116 

 

South Africa: Harvesting discontent   

 Farmworkers rebel; Stop rural slavery! Respect the farmworkers! 

Mercia Andrews 18 January 2013 

January 13, 2013 -- International Viewpoint -- The protests and mobilisation that started in the small 

town of De Doorns on November 6, 2012, galvanised the anger of farm dwellers against decades of 

discontent at extreme exploitation and oppression that persist on farms, in rural towns and South 

Africa's agricultural sector.  

De Doorns is not dissimilar to hundreds of small rural towns across the Western Cape province and 

South Africa as a whole. The grievances and problems that farmworkers and rural poor speak of 

extend from the Western Cape to the borders of South Africa in Limpopo and Mpumalanga. 

However, the De Doorns uprising has to be seen an important moment. Like Marikana in the mining 

sector, De Doorns has ignited the imagination of farmworkers and the rural poor. As with the 



mineworkers' demand for R12,500 (US$1428) per month, the farmworkers' demand of R150 ($17) 

per day has become the rallying call of the struggle. 

In fact, mining and agriculture, the historical backbone of South African capitalism, have been 

severely shaken. 

Historic strike 

The spontaneous protests and often self-organised actions of farmworkers that unfolded on farms 

and in rural towns are historic, inspiring and have indeed stunned the rural establishment. Even the 

Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forests Tina Joemat-Pettersson recognised this when she said, 

“farms and agriculture in the Western Cape will never be the same again”. 

The significance of what has been unfolding is that a people who have been labouring under almost 

feudal conditions, yet remained poorly organised (union representation stands at less than 5%), rose 

up spontaneously on some of the wealthiest and most productive farmlands in the country, 

demanding a living wage and radical transformation of the countryside. 

 

A new generation of farmworkers has grown up in the post-apartheid South Africa. These are young 

workers who challenge their parents for not standing up to decades of oppression on the farms. 

They’ve had better education, and if one uses the towns of De Doorns and Robertson as examples, 

cell phones and social media such as Mixit, played an important role in motivating and facilitating 

neighbouring farmworkers to join in action. Access to popular organisations, television and the radio 

contributed significantly to overcoming the isolation and marginalisation of farmworkers and 

allowed for co-ordination – however tentative. 

Rural women, many of them seasonal workers, have played a leading role in mobilising at 

community level in townships and informal settlements on the outskirts of farms. In many instances 

women led the protests, giving confidence to the men to follow suit. These women often earn less 

than the men and have more insecure conditions of employment and tenure. 

Behind the strike 

It is important to ask what ignited the struggles in De Doorns. What has given rise to this historic 

awakening in the rural areas? And why has the strike and protests been able to spread to many of 

the surrounding rural towns in the Western Cape in a relatively short space of time? 

It relates in essence to a range of objective and subjective reasons. Key among these is the fact that 

despite the legal changes in labour relations since 1994, little has changed on South Africa’s farms. 

Rather, one can describe much of the current labour relations as a continuation of the apartheid-era 

of baasskap, feudalistic social and economic conditions of master-servant relations. Massive human 

rights violations have continued, as highlighted by many local reports as well as the August 2011 

Human Rights Watch report Ripe with Abuse. The post-apartheid Labour Relations Act as well as 

other labour legislation supporting equity and decent work has been largely ignored by farmers. 



The Department of Labour, which is supposed to monitor and undertake inspections of farms, is 

unable to cope. It has very limited access to farms and, even worse, sometimes colludes with the 

farmers against the workers. 

Conditions of abuse 

Over these past few weeks, in meeting after meeting, farmworkers told stories of how they work 

and live: 

“This week my pay was only R240 [$27] and I don’t know why. I don’t get a pay slip.” (Bonnievale) 

 

“When I joined the union I was told that I must fuck off from his farm, he wants no trouble makers.” 

(Francois, Ashton) 

“They are so rude and abusive, they are racist and speak very badly to us.” (Betty, De Doorns) 

There are many stories of violence and intimidation: 

“A group of us were huddled together taking shelter from the rain and the farm manager marched 

up to us and ordered us to go back to work. Suddenly he started beating us with a spade.” (Gawie, 

Ashton) 

“Just before the strike was to resume the farmer lined us up against the fence, pointed his shotgun 

at us, told us he will shoot the lot of us if we join the strike.” 

From many of these testimonies it was also clear that a substantial number of farmworkers earn well 

below the R70 [$8] per day minimum wage that is the bone of contention.  

“I work on an apricot farm on the road to Montague where I am paid 89c for every 25kg drum of 

apricots I fill, and if I want to earn a lousy R89 [$10] per day I have to fill over 100 drums with 

apricots. At the end of such a week all my limbs ache and I can barely stand straight.” (Margriet, 

Montague) 

These are stories of hardship and suffering. Many have similar tales of how they are constantly 

humiliated, belittled and even beaten:  

“My boss has seven farms but we don’t have toilets and when we demanded toilets, he said he 

would rather buy an additional farm than install toilets... All their children go to university and have 

cars. We cannot afford anything, not even school shoes.” 

Problems of organising farmworkers 

Today there are just over 500,000 farmworkers in South Africa, of which the largest proportion, 

121,000, are employed in the Western Cape province. Very few farmworkers, both permanent and 

seasonal, are organised. In fact, only three to five per cent are unionised. The history of the labour 

movement in South Africa suggests that it was extremely difficult to organise farmworkers during 

the apartheid era given the strong state controls in rural areas, which made access to farms, where 

most of the farmworkers lived, very difficult. 



Those parts of the Western Cape where the protests and strikes have been fiercest are also the 

regions that are most organised, with a stronger presence of small unions, popular movements, 

farmworkers’ associations and NGOs. 

Democratic South Africa has introduced a battery of progressive legislation. The constitution 

guarantees the right to freedom of expression and association. While in theory everyone has the 

right to belong to a union of their choice and the right to strike, most farmworkers have been denied 

these rights through the prevailing conditions of fear and intimidation that is the everyday reality of 

South Africa’s farming system. Joining a union often leads to eviction or retrenchment. 

Another difficulty that confronts those organising farmworkers is the very isolation of the farms and 

workers who reside on them. Unlike urban workers, farmworkers struggle to meet with other 

workers regularly. There is a lack of access to public transport and resources to link up and organise. 

Deepening poverty 

Behind the strike also lies a tale of deepening poverty, ironically entrenched by rising food prices. 

Low wages and increasing costs have served to intensify the desperation to the point that 

farmworkers have little to lose by rising up. 

Farmworkers complain that they spend the bulk of their meagre income on food, yet still go hungry. 

This is a complaint from both those living on the farms and the contract and seasonal workers. Those 

who live on the farms very often buy food on credit from the shops set up by the farmer on the farm 

itself. They also buy electricity via pre-paid meters recently installed in their shack-like homes. They 

often have to pay rent and pay an additional amount for children living with them, but not working 

on the farm. 

The result is direct deductions from their wages against the balance of what they owe. This credit 

system has left thousands of workers in a cascading debt trap. Over and above this, farmworkers 

also have to pay school fees and in some cases boarding fees for hostels. This burden of feeding and 

fending for the family as well as the extended family piles additional pressure on meagre incomes. 

Inequality is extremely stark where impoverished farmworkers live in such close proximity to the 

farmer and his family. Glaring disparities in living conditions, sanitation, transport and mobility, 

access to health services are right in your face. The farmworker is made to feel sub-human. The 

more the farmworker does not have, the less deserving he or she is considered to be. For example, 

denying their farmworkers decent sanitation in the vineyards and fields serves to entrench the 

farmers' perception of their employees as animals. This much is apparent as one goes from farm to 

farm. 

Sleeping giant  

These difficulties notwithstanding, the sleeping giant has stirred. A new period has dawned. 

Farmworkers in more than 20 towns across the Western Cape have mobilised and started to 

organise themselves, both on the farms and in informal settlements where many contract workers 

live. The protests and strike have seen contract workers and seasonal workers (including those who 

live on the farms and those who are brought in each day) making common cause.  



The protests have also unlocked new forms of self-organisation on the farms as farmworkers 

establish farmworker committees. Significantly, alliances between small farmer organisations, 

contract workers and community groups have cohered to not only support the protests, but also to 

make new links between the basic demands of the farmworkers and those who demand a radical 

transformation of the countryside. 

Perhaps the words of Marx should be invoked when we see the truckloads of workers travelling to 

farms daily: “Capitalism has produced its own gravedigger”.  

http://links.org.au/node/3181 

[Mercia Andrews is a land rights activist and is a member of the Democratic Left Front.] 

Stop rural slavery! Respect the farmworkers! 

Via Campesina Africa solidarity statement on the farmworkers' mobilisation in South Africa  

Maputo, January 14, 2013 – During November 2012, the world watched farmworkers' strikes, 

particularly those working in vinyards, in the Western Cape province, South Africa. They were 

protesting against exploitation and poor working and living conditions on farms, demanding an 

increase in minimum wages. In many cases, South African police responded to the demonstrations 

with violence and intolerance and showed no respect for laws. Many farmworkers and activists were 

arrested, including peasants of the Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign, a member of La 

Via Campesina. 

After dubious negotiations that halted the strikes in December, the South African government has 

refused to make any change to the minimum wage and the situation has remained unchanged. Early 

this January farmworkers resumed the strikes and are being heavily repressed by police. 

Since the strikes began, South African civil society organisations have denounced the fact that 

owners of the farms and the police were acting in close collusion to repress the striking workers; 

they benefit from a high level of impunity. It also appears obvious that the owners of the farms are 

continuing to pour racist and sexist insults on farmworkers. 

The farmworkers' strike in South Africa has to be seen as an African movement of the rural poor 

protesting against injustice and explotation.The agricultural sector in South Africa employs not only 

South African citizens. Many of the farmworkers working in bad conditions are migrant workers: 

men and women from neighbouring countries such as Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Malawi. These 

farmworkers are sometimes the most affected by the owners of the farms, who take advantage of 

the fact that they are in many cases working illegally and without social protection. South African 

commercial farming is the most powerful on the continent; it flourishes at the expense of the 

oppression and exploitation of agricultural workers. 

These strikes are also the result of the government’s failure to implement land reform in South 

Africa. The 30 per cent land distribution that was promised by 2015 is very far from being 

implemented. In fact, in 2013 it is now 100 years since a Land Act that dispossessed millions of 

people from the land and turned them into the super-exploited farmworkers and the South African 



proletariat, was constituted in 1913. These strikes are a cry of ”Enough is enough!” of 100 years of 

rural slavery. 

The African region of the International Peasant´s Movement, La Via Campesina, declares its support 

and solidarity with the farmworkers in South Africa and condemns all forms of violence perpetuated 

by the South African police and government against all farmworkers and activists. We join the voice 

of South African civil society organisations and demand that the South Africa government take active 

steps to listen to and act on the call of the agricultural workers who are demanding a living wage and 

a life of dignity. 

Globalise the struggle, globalise the hope! 

http://viacampesina.org/en/ 

Contacts for more information and solidarity 

Petrus Brink, Agrarian Reform for Food Sovereignty Campaign 

(+27) 761 534 627 – mobile 

Cape Town, South Africa 

Via Campesina Regional office for Africa 

(+258) 21 327 895 – landline 

E-mail: vcafrica@gmail.com 

Maputo, Mozambique 

[La Via Campesina is an international movement of peasants, small and medium producers, landless, 

rural women, Indigenous people, rural youth and agricultural workers. We are an autonomous, 

pluralist and multicultural movement, independent of any political, economic or other type of 

affiliation. Born in 1993, La Via Campesina now gathers about 150 organisations in 70 countries in 

Asia, Africa, Europe, and the Americas.] 

 

Britain: Triple-A Gloom  

 
 

 
 

Socialist Appeal (Britain) 14 January 2013 
 
The New Year will be ringing in not joy but woe for working class people. It 
is the year that the cuts really begin to bite. It is the year that many 
people lose their jobs. It is the year that, in the words of Nick Clegg, 
“painful” Universal Benefits are introduced. It is the year that many lose 
their housing benefit and become homeless. It is the year the capitalist 
crisis deepens in Europe, with Spain, Italy and France following in the 
footsteps of Greece. Britain, however, is not far behind. 
 
In 2010 the Tory Coalition were ringing the bells but now they are wringing 
their hands. George Osborne, the Chancellor, has been forced to admit 
that his financial targets are all at sea and the austerity will now need to 



be officially extended until 2018, three years longer than originally 
intended. 
 
The deterioration of the British economy has now resulted in Britain being 
put on “negative” warnings by the Rating Agencies, with the growing 
certainty that Britain will shortly be stripped of its triple-A credit rating. 
This was the shibbolith of the Coalition, the cornerstone of its faith. 
Britain will now lose its triple-A credit rating as it heads for a triple-dip 
recession. 
 
The austerity cuts have been dictated by the capitalist crisis but the 
medicine threatens to kill the patient. Austerity has served to cut demand 
and killed off any incentives to produce or invest. As government 
expenditure continues to fall, spending on infrastructure, despite 
desperate announcements by ministers, is also tumbling. Recent figures 
show that infrastructure spending across the UK had declined 11.3% in the 
past 12 months. While the government had hoped that pension funds 
would invest £20bn over the next decade, and £2bn by early 2013, a year 
of talks has so far raised a mere £700m. Regarding the availability of 
credit, between March 2009 and September 2012, the supply of credit by 
UK banks has contracted by 19.1%. 
 
Public sector 
The 250,000 job losses in the public sector is to be followed by a further 
700,000 by 2018. The fear of job insecurity and a continuing wage freeze 
(in reality wage cuts), while transport, energy and other costs rise 
dramatically, has reduced spending. So while corporations are not 
investing, consumers are not spending either. This acts as a downward 
spiral and the economy nose-dives. 
 
“I think there is a ‘new normal’”, states Cridland, head of the CBI. 
Growth, according to the CBI, in 2012 will be zero, while in 2013 it is 
forecast to pick up to a mere 1.4%. But even this is over optimistic. British 
manufacturing industry is set to shrink in 2012 by 1.5% amid the toughest 
trading conditions for three years, according to the Engineering Employers’ 
Federation (EFF). Manufacturing output slumped by 2.1% in the 12 months 
to October, according to the Office for National Statistics, much worse 
than expected. Official figures indicate that UK’s trade deficit had 
widened in October, dashing all hopes that the economy would be able to 
trade itself out of trouble. 
 
Once again, the Office for Budget Responsibility stated that the economy 
was likely to shrink in the final quarter and in 2012 as a whole. It slashed 
its forecasts for growth for each of the next five years. Even then, it has 
failed to factor in a new major slump internationally, or the break-up of 
the eurozone. In reality we are faced with years and even decades of 
austerity. According to Martin Wolf, the key economic strategist at the 
Financial Times, things have turned NASTY – Nightmare of Austerity and 
Stagflationary Years. 
 
Slump 
No wonder that support for the Coalition has slumped. The splits and 
divisions of Europe are threatening to plunge the Conservative Party into a 
new round of blood letting. The rise of UKIP threatens to split the Tory 
vote, as it syphons off disenchanted Tory voters. Boris Johnson is keen to 
cash in on these difficulties as he positions himself for a future leadership 
challenge. On the other hand, the fate of the Lib Dems, despite their 
desperate attempts to distance themselves from the Tories, is bound to 
the fate of the Coalition. On this basis, it is clear that the Lib Dems are 
heading for electoral extinction in the next general election, crushed 



between the millstones of Labour and the Tories. They are even trailing 
UKIP in the opinion polls. 
 
This perspective was revealed in the string of by-election results. The 
latest, the Rotherham by-election in November, was the worst election 
result on record for the Lib Dems. Nick Clegg’s party secured only 451 
votes, as they came in eighth place, behind the BNP, an Independent and 
the English Democrats, to lose their deposit. They also lost their deposit in 
Croydon North, where they finished in fourth position. In Middlesbrough 
they came third behind UKIP, but there was a collapse in support for both 
Coalition parties, which between them took just 16% of the vote compared 
to 35% in 2010. 
 
Labour 
Labour swept the board and has a significant lead in the polls. Those who 
attempted to pose as a left “alternative” to Labour were once again 
humiliated. The TUSC candidate in Rotherham managed to come ninth 
with 1.22% of the vote. In Manchester Central, TUSC came tenth with 220 
votes (1.32%), behind the Pirate Party (!) and not much more than the 
Monster Raving Looney Party. 
 
Of course, the Labour programme is not what is required to solve the 
problems of the working class. It is advocating “respectable capitalism”, to 
use the words of Ed Miliband. Nevertheless, it is up to the trade unions, 
who are affliliated to the party, to take back the party from the careerists 
and carpetbaggers. UNITE is absolutely correct in sending trade unionists 
into the party. This, however, must go hand in hand with the fight for 
socialist policies. Only a bold socialist programme to take over the banks 
and key industries, under workers’ control and management, can mean the 
planning of the economy in the interests of working people and not the 
millionaire speculators. 
www.marxist.com 

 

Haiti: the earthquake, cholera and Hurricane Sandy 

 
 

 
 

Empty promises of the West and designs of capitalist plunder 
Ama Biney First Published in Pambazuka 14 January 2012  
 
Following the 7.0 earthquake that annihilated Port-au-Prince and killed 
thousands of Haitians in January 2010, Ama Biney reviews socio-economic 
and political developments in the country and argues that the radical 
Fanmi Lavalas party still resonates with the Haitian majority 
 
What has become of Haiti and the Haitian people since the earthquake of 
12 January 2010? It is three years since the catastrophic earthquake that 
killed over 300,000 Haitian people in 35 seconds; followed by the 
devastating loss of more than 7,800 people who have died of cholera due 
to UN Nepalese troops stationed in northern Haiti since October 2010. 
More than 93,000 people have become ill and some 7,500 have died from 
the disease. [1] The tail end of hurricane Sandy in the winter of 2012 took 
a further 54 lives. The last two tragedies failed to get massive Western 
media attention as the earthquake did in January 2010. Has the world 
forgotten Haiti? Is the world immune to the suffering of the Haitian 
people? 
 
Africa cannot forget this island that is intrinsically part of Pan-Africa, nor 
its courageous people who established the world’s first black republic in 



1804 under Jacque Dessalines; defiantly abolished slavery and as a 
consequence the United States refused to recognise this sovereign nation 
until 58 years later; paid a financial indemnity to its former French 
overlords of 150million francs as compensation for France’s losses in 
slaves. Haiti continues to suffer and pay for the crime of defying its former 
colonial masters and its new imperial masters in the form of the US, 
Canada and the UN. Haiti’s suffering remains on an incalculable human 
level. 
 
UN DENIES RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHOLERA OUTBREAK 
Since the earthquake and the subsequent flood of NGOs to the island, it 
appears Haiti competes with Kenya for the title of ‘Republic of NGOs.’ Yet 
it is highly debateable as to whether the lives of most Haitians have 
markedly improved, if at all, since these NGOs arrived. Filmmaker, Michele 
Mitchell’s documentary ‘Haiti: Where Did the Money Go?’ is a trenchant 
and excellent critique raising many questions about the role of NGOs such 
as the American Red Cross in Haiti. 
 
Charities donated £2 billion and government and multilateral institutions 
pledged £5.6 billion. Much of that money continues to reside in bank 
accounts. Many ordinary Haitians – up to 358,000 - have yet to see the 
slogan ‘build back better’, that was bandied around in the immediate 
aftermath of the earthquake, translate meaningfully in improvements in 
their own lives as they continue to live in tent camps. Long-term socio-
economic reconstruction has yet to seriously begin. 
 
Even before the earthquake Haiti was awash with NGOs around 1995. In 
addition to the NGOS was the presence of IFIs (international financial 
institutions such as the IMF and World Bank); USAID, the US National 
Endowment for Democracy that bypassed the elected government. As Jane 
Regan eloquently states, their motive was to ‘impose a neo-liberal 
economic agenda to undermine grassroots participatory democracy, to 
create political stability conducive to a good business climate, and to bring 
Haiti into the new world order appendaged to the US as a source for 
markets and cheap labour. As in other countries, this democracy 
promotion industry will support those projects and people willing to go 
along with the agenda and will mould them into a centre. In the crude old 
days, grassroots organisers unwilling to be co-opted would have been 
tortured or killed. Now, they will simply be marginalised by poverty and 
lack of political clout.’ [2] 
 
Then in October 2010, as if things could not get much worse, they did. For 
over a hundred years Haiti had not experienced cholera until UN Nepalese 
troops dumped human waste into the tributary of the country’s main water 
supply, the Artibonite River. Despite studies published by the New England 
Journal of Medicine and the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, the 
UN refuses to accept culpability for the outbreak that can be traced to the 
arrival of the UN troops. Even the Secretary-General of the United Nations 
formed an Independent Panel of four international experts with a mandate 
to ‘investigate and seek to determine the source of the 2010 cholera 
outbreak in Haiti.’ The experts proclaimed in their conclusions that ‘Their 
results uniformly indicate that: 1) the outbreak strains in Haiti are 
genetically identical, indicating a single source for the Haiti outbreak; and, 
2) the bacteria is very similar, but not identical, to the South Asian strains 
of cholera currently circulating in Asia, confirming that the Haitian cholera 
bacteria did not originate from the native environs of Haiti.’ [3] What kind 
of international organisation is it that cannot take responsibility for its own 
harmful actions and implement reparative social justice for the victims? 
 
OPPOSITION TO UN MOUNTS 



According to BBC journalist Mark Doyle, ‘Lawyers representing thousands 
of cholera victims in Haiti have threatened to take the United Nations to 
court in the United States, unless the international body responds to a 
petition for financial compensation… The UN is being asked to pay 
$100,000 (£65,000) to the families of those who died and $50,000 
(£32,500) to each of the people who fell sick but recovered.’ [4] Needless 
to say, if the cases were to be heard, compensation claims could amount 
to billions and set a dangerous precedent for the UN. Preceding the 
cholera scandal have been two allegations of rape - an 18-year-old boy by 
a UN Uruguayan soldier and a 14-year-old boy by a UN Pakistani police 
officer in 2011 which mobilised considerable popular opposition to the 
MINUSTAH (Mission des Nations Unies pour la Stabilization en Haiti – or 
Stabilisation Mission) established in the country in the spring of 2004. 
Around 300 protesters marched on the presidential palace in September 
2011 after hearing of the rape allegations and demanded the withdrawal of 
the UN peacekeeping troops. They were tear-gassed by the Haitian police. 
 
Many Haitians have come to see the UN presence in the country as an 
occupying force. They did not invite the UN, rather it was the 
‘international community’ (read the US, Canada and France) that did. Life 
in occupied Haiti has been no better than life in occupied Gaza and since 
the rape scandals of August 2011 there have been demonstrations against 
UN presence. It is clear that the majority of Haitians do not welcome the 
UN troops and want them to leave. 
 
During the year of the earthquake, Haiti's nine-member Provisional 
Electoral Council (CEP), headed by Gaillot Dorsinvil, continued its 
exclusion of Haiti's largest party, the Fanmi Lavalas of deposed President 
Jean-Bertrand Aristide. This prompted weekly and sometimes large 
demonstrations calling for the removal of the council and President René 
Préval who hand-picked it. Fanmi Lavalas in Haitian Kreyol means the 
‘flood’ or ‘avalanche.’ Indeed on 16 December 1990 over 80 per cent of 
the Haitian people turned out in a flood to vote in the country’s first 
genuine democratic elections in which Aristide won an overwhelming 67 
per cent of the vote and in 2004 received 75 per cent of the ballot. It was 
this electoral victory that the US, France and Canada did not wish to see 
repeated in the presidential and parliamentary elections of November 
2010. 
 
RETURN OF DUVALIER AND ARISTIDE TO HAITI 
In March 2011, after seven long years of exile imposed by the US, France 
and Canada, the country’s twice democratically elected former president, 
Jean Bertrand Aristide, returned to Haiti. In his absence, the popular 
strata of Haitian society, that is, young people, street hawkers, beggars, 
the unemployed, and farmers had never forgotten him and rallies were 
held over the years calling for his return. Preceding the return of Aristide 
was the return of the notorious Jean Claude Duvalier, more popularly 
referred to as ‘Baby Doc’, in January after more than 25 years in exile. 
The brutal kleptocracy of the Duvalier who ruled Haiti for more than three 
decades and siphoned off its wealth also killed and ‘disappeared’ many 
thousands of Haitian dissidents. 
 
Astonishingly, in January 2012, Judge Carvés Jean recommended that the 
former dictator be prosecuted for corruption and not the more heinous 
charges of human rights abuses. The judge ruled that torture and murder 
committed during Duvalier's 1971-86 rule fell outside Haiti's statute of 
limitations and that there was insufficient evidence to charge him on 
human rights abuses. It seems such a decision was driven by politics, for on 
12 January 2012 Duvalier shared a public platform with former American 
President Bill Clinton at an official ceremony. It was also driven by 



pronouncements from Martelly that he might pardon Duvalier – which he 
soon retracted in the face of criticism from Haitian human rights groups 
and lawyers. 
 
In an interview with the Associated Press on the sidelines of the World 
Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, in late January 2012, when asked 
about the former dictator and the pending decision, the president 
suggested he had little appetite for a trial. He spoke of the need for 
political reconciliation in Haiti and that reconciliation was more important 
than punishing Duvalier. However, as some have pointed out, for genuine 
reconciliation to occur, the wronged need to acquire a sense of redress 
and the abuser to confront culpability in a credible legal system or process 
of establishing truth. Only then can reconciliation be forged.  
 
VULTURES ARE PERCHED FOR RICH PICKINGS IN HAITI 
Very few people are aware of how neo-colonial vultures and American and 
Canadian neo-liberal capitalist interests are seeking to exploit the shock 
doctrine environment that has been created by the earthquake in post-
coup Haiti. Multinational corporations are seeking to benefit from this 
neoliberal environment that has been nurtured since the anointing of neo-
Duvalierst Michel Martelly. The BBC acknowledged that the former 
musician was inaugurated in May 2011 ‘after coming out of nowhere to win 
68 percent of votes in the run-off of a hotly-contested presidential 
election in March.’ [5] The origins of his nickname ‘Sweet Micky’ stem 
from his musical days when he was a beloved star to the Haitian ruling 
elite. He continues to be a beloved star to neoliberal multinational 
interests, for it is widely unknown that immense mineral wealth lies 
beneath the soil of Haiti in the north. The Canadian mining company 
Eurasian, along with the Haitian subsidiary Majescor and US based mining 
titan Newmont have quietly been buying licences and conventions. 
‘Eurasian controls exploration and exploitation rights to over one third of 
Haiti’s north.’ [6] 
 
According to Tierramerica, ‘Altogether about 15 per cent of Haiti’s 
territory is under license to North American mining firms and their 
partners. As Majescor Haitian subsidiary said in a recent corporate 
presentation: Haiti is “the sleeping giant of the Caribbean. The giant was 
“asleep” because Haiti’s minerals have previously been too expensive to 
extract thanks to the tumult of the past three decades, characterised by 
brutal coup d’état, and due to local resistance to the mining company’. [7] 
Consequently with the neo-colonial Martelly government in power and the 
continued presence of UN troops (despite local opposition) security of 
profits - estimated at over 20 billion US dollars in gold - is guaranteed for 
outside interests and the tiny Haitian elite. Hence, the gold that 
Christopher Columbus was enamoured by when he arrived in 1492 today 
belies the country’s image as the ‘poorest nation in the Western 
hemisphere.’ The poverty of Haiti lies in its entrapment in neo-colonial 
relations between its minority ruling class who constitute 1 per cent of the 
population yet own over 80 per cent of the wealth of the country, together 
with Northern governments who have vested interests in maintaining the 
impoverishment of the country. Is it this wealth that MINUSTAH is seeking 
to stabilise for the Haitian elite and its Western backers in a continued 
‘stealth imperialism’? [8]  
 
A NEW ARMY DIVIDES HAITIANS 
Since coming into office, Martelly has been keen to re-establish the Haitian 
army that former President Jean Bertrand Aristide dismantled in April 1995 
(with much opposition from the US and the traditional Haitian political 
elite). He claims that Haiti needs an army to protect its borders, fight 
narcotics and maintain law and order. However, the issue of Haiti’s army is 



embroiled in a historical legacy of brutal repression in the years of Papa 
and Baby Doc’s Tonton Macoutes, coups and counter-coups and various 
other shadowy paramilitary forces such the CIA funded Front 
Révolutionaire Pour l’Avancement et le Progrés Haitien) FRAPH that 
emerged in the summer of 1993. It attacked and killed progressive 
members of Haiti’s Fanmi Lavalas party in late 1993 and early 1994. Such 
paramilitary forces have been used to contain Haiti’s radical dissent and 
are long associated with human rights abuses. Consequently talk of 
reviving the army is a highly controversial issue. Is the creation of an army 
more pressing than housing, providing jobs for the thousands of 
unemployed, sanitation, decent roads, health care and combating rising 
costs of living for the Haitian majority? 
 
In mid-October 2012 hundreds of Haitians marched against the government 
of Martelly in the capital, Port-au-Prince, calling for his resignation. [9] 
They also accused him of corruption and that he had failed to deliver on 
his promises to improve the cost of living since he was elected. In short, 
popular anger has mounted at the slow pace of reconstruction efforts in 
the wake of the earthquake. 
 
Coming in the wake of these protests Hurricane Sandy struck the Caribbean 
as it did the USA. Whilst Haiti was not directly in the hurricane’s path, it 
triggered heavy rains and severe flooding in the west and south of the 
country. Rivers flooded as a result and washed away top soil and livestock. 
Plantations of vegetables, corn, rice, beans, bananas, tuber, peanuts, 
sorghum and pigeon peas were entirely destroyed or badly damaged by 
wind and water. Hurricane Tomas (of 29 October to 7 November 2010) had 
killed in total 71 people, of whom 14 hailed from St. Lucia and other 
Caribbean nations. In the wake of hurricane Sandy the Martelly 
government declared a state of emergency on 30 October 2012. The 
ramifications for ordinary Haitians continue to be dreadful as the 
combined effects of the earthquake, tornado Tomas, hurricane Sandy and 
Isaac (the latter hurricane occurred in August 2012) has decreased 
employment opportunities, led to price increases in food stuffs. Overall, 
predictions of malnutrition and a hunger crisis among sections of the 
population are very much feared. 
 
CONTAINING THE DEMOCRATIC TIDE OF LAVALAS 
Hence, after three years, there continues to be a ‘development porn’ 
around how Haiti is depicted in the Western media – with rare coverage, if 
any at all, of what ordinary Haitian progressive and community groups are 
concretely doing to improve the lives of ordinary people. Alongside the 
neo-colonial and neo-imperialist attempts to contain the democratic 
experiment with the ousting of Aristide in 1991 and 2004 is a fear of the 
radical mobilisation of the people that Aristide and his commitment to 
liberation theology represents. The contempt the Haitian elite and their 
foreign backers have for the Haitian people who audaciously chose a 
radical priest for president in two free and fair democratic elections, is 
the same contempt that the Haitian elite and their foreign backers once 
held for a people who dared rise and overthrow enslavement in a 
protracted war of liberation for freedom. 
 
In voting for Aristide, the Haitian people indicated that their party, Fanmi 
Lavalas, was in favour of socio-economic and political transformation. The 
mobilisation of the OPs (organisations populaires) and TKL (Ti Kommunaté 
Legliz) that make up Fanmi Lavalas see the poor as fundamental actors in 
transforming their own reality and forging their own history. It is enshrined 
in the humanist principle ‘tout moun se moun’ - everyone counts; every 
person is entitled to a dignified life. The emergence of Fanmi Lavalas in 
the history of Haiti marks the heightening of Haitian consciousness; a sense 



that a people can change reality for the better. As Peter Hallward argues, 
‘From 1990, the Haitian people could no longer be excluded from the 
political scene.’ [10] 
 
Undoubtedly profound setbacks have been set in place with the coups of 
1991 and 2004 as well as subsequent developments that are seeing a 
restoration of the old traditional political elite behind Martelly’s 
government. However, one of Aristide’s many strengths as a leader and 
catalyst for mass mobilisation is his ability to articulate the thoughts of the 
Haitian people in a metaphorical language they understand. He once said: 
‘The rich of my country, a tiny percentage of our population, sit at a vast 
table covered in white damask and overflowing with good food, while the 
rest of my countrymen and countrywomen are crowded under that table, 
hunched over in the dirt and starving. It is a violent situation, and one day 
the people under that table will rise up in righteousness, and knock the 
table of privilege over, and take what rightfully belongs to them. It is our 
mission to help them stand up and live as human beings.’ [11] The ruling 
minority elite have every reason to fear this, for the ‘table of privilege’ in 
Haiti (as around the world) must be knocked down by the people under 
that table and a new table is to be reconstructed around which all must be 
seated in order to equitably eat. 
www.pambazuka.org 
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What’s at stake in the Central African Republic? 

 
 

 
 

Neo-Colonial intrigue, minerals, militarism and the struggle for 
sovereignty and unity 
Abayomi Azikiwe First Published in Pambazuka 10 January 2013 
 
African states must resolve the conflict inside the Central African Republic 
in order to avoid further French and US military involvement argues 
Abayomi Azikiwe 
 
Recent events in the Central African Republic (CAR) provides a test-case 
for the future of the continent and the role of imperialist governments in 
their ongoing interventions into the internal affairs of various nation-
states. Threatened with a rebel alliance, known as Seleka, the regime of 
President Francois Bozize has been making an effort to remain in power by 
requesting the assistance of France as well as regional states in and around 
central Africa. 
 
Bozize’s government has enjoyed French support for many years. A former 
colony of Paris, the country of 4.4 million is rich with mineral resources 
that have not been effectively utilized for the benefit of the majority of 
people inside country. 
 
As rebel forces have taken several cities and rural areas in the north of the 
CAR, President Bozize has refused to leave office as a pre-condition for 
peace talks with Seleka. The ruling ‘Kwa Na Kwa’ (KNK) party (Sango for 
‘Work, only Work’) led by Bozize, announced on 3 January that the 
president’s resignation was unacceptable. 
 
CAR government spokesman, Cyriac Gonda, told the international press 
that ‘The question of President Bozize leaving…will be rejected 
systematically if it is proposed. For us, the solution is to form a unity 
government with everyone.’ (Reuters, January 3) 
 



In contrast a representative of the Convention of Patriots for Justice and 
Peace, an affiliate of Seleka, said that no peace deal would be possible 
without the president leaving office. Reports from inside the country say 
that rebel groups are within 45 miles of the capital of Bangui. 
 
An opposition leader and former Prime Minister, Martin Ziguele, said on3 
January that the issue of Bozize leaving office should be placed on the 
table at peace talks in Libreville, Gabon. ‘There will be no taboo subjects 
in Libreville, all options will be on the table,’ Ziguele stressed. 
 
REGIONAL INVOLVEMENT AND IMPERIALIST INTERVENTIONS 
In December Bozize made an appeal to the former colonial power of 
France to assist the government in halting the rebel advances. France 
responded by deploying additional troops in order to protect its personnel 
in the country but has refused to supply military forces to attack the 
Seleka rebels. 
 
France had intervened in December 2006 with air power to prevent a 
previous attack on the Bozize government. The country has witnessed 
numerous episodes of civil war and military coups since it won 
independence in 1960.  
 
At the same time regional leaders in Africa have provided troops in support 
of Bozize’s government. These states include Chad, Gabon, Cameroon and 
Angola. Gabonese Gen. Jean-Felix Akaga is in charge of the regional force 
operating under the Economic Community of Central African States 
(CEEAC). According to Akaga, ‘If the rebels attack Damara, it’s a 
declaration of war. Damara is the red line that the rebels cannot cross.’ 
 
Bozize, a former military officer, came to power in a coup in March 2003. 
Although Bozize said initially that he would not run for office, by 2005 the 
KNK had been established by a coalition of small political parties, business 
leaders and civic groups that selected Bozize as their candidate for 
president. 
 
In the elections held on 13 March and 8 May of 2005, Bozize won 43 
percent of the vote in the first round and 64.6 percent in the runoff. The 
KNK party won 42 out of 105 seats in the National Assembly. The KNK has 
described itself as a social democratic party without theories. In a 
statement from Bozize, he said that ‘The Kwa Na Kwa is a working person’s 
party in the tradition of Social Democracy. Its objective is to mobilize the 
population, raise awareness, and move towards development, in the sense 
of the fight against poverty: through work.’ 
 
Bozize continued noting that ‘It is only through work that we can change 
the situation we face in this country. The Kwa Na Kwa is a tool to combat 
idleness, laziness and laxity. It is a party different from others in the sense 
that this is not a party of theories.’ The KNK party claims to be in alliance 
with the founder of the CAR, Bethelemy Boganda. Boganda advocated the 
necessity of the government to house, feed, educate, heal and clothe the 
people. 
 
The opposition rebel forces are largely based in the north of the country. 
They say their grievances stem from the failure of the KNK to honor an 
agreement signed with them in 2007 and 2011 that mandated financial 
assistance to the dissidents. 
 
The Seleka group consists of several parties including the Union of 
Democratic Forces for Unity, the Wa Kodro Salute Patriotic Convention and 
the Convention of Patriots for Justice and Peace. The fighters inside the 



rebel coalition are veterans of previous rebel movements and mutineers 
from the national army of the CAR. It is estimated that Seleka has up to 
2,000 members while the CAR military has a standing force of 3,500. Two 
leading figures inside the rebel coalition are Michel Djotodia, the president 
and Eric Neris Massi, the son of Charles Massi, a former minister in the 
Bozize administration. 
 
France has maintained a permanent presence in the country since its 
independence in 1960. The United States deployed Special Forces to the 
country in October 2011 ostensibly on a mission to track down remnants of 
the formerly Ugandan-based Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA).  
 
MINERAL RESOURCES UNDERLINE WESTERN INVOLVEMENT 
The CAR is known for its wealth in mineral resources. This state is well-
endowed with copper, diamonds, gold, graphite, ilmenite, iron ore, 
kyanite, lignite, limestone, manganese, monazite, quartz, rutile, salt, tin 
and uranium. Although the country is host to these resources the sale of 
which only constitute approximately 7 percent of its gross domestic 
product, mainly in the diamond and gold sectors. The gold and diamond 
production mostly comes from the regions of Berberati, Haute-Kotto and 
Haute-Sangha.  
In 2010, the CAR was ranked 14th among the world’s producers of rough 
diamonds by volume and 12th in regard to value. Mining firms from 
Canada, South Africa and the US are cited as being involved in the 
exploitation of these resources. 
 
According to a survey conducted by Yadira Soto-Viruet in 2010, ‘CAR’s 
exports to the United States were valued at about $5.6 million in 2010 
compared with about $3.4 million in 2009; rough diamonds accounted for 
$3.3 million of these exports. Imports from the United States were valued 
at about $10.3 million in 2010 compared with about $31.4 million in 2009. 
This total included nearly $2.7 million for drilling and oilfield equipment 
and $12,000 for excavating machinery.’ (The Mineral Industries of Central 
African Republic, Ivory Coast and Togo) 
 
African states must resolve the conflict inside the CAR in order to avoid 
further French and US military involvement. The country typifies the crisis 
facing modern African nations which are resource rich but lack the internal 
cohesiveness and ideological orientation that could foster progress and 
national unity. 
 
If the talks in Libreville fail to bring into existence a government of 
national unity in the CAR, the consequences will be disastrous for the 
people. Prospects for a national unity accord could embolden governments 
in central Africa to move forward with greater cooperation in the areas of 
economic and political development.  
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Guatemalans Resist Invasion of North American Mines 

 
 

 
 

Helen Jaccard and Gerry Condon 9 January 2013 
 
In November we traveled to Guatemala to study Spanish and learn about 
the lives of the indigenous Maya people. Guatemala is an amazingly 
beautiful country, with countless mountains and valleys, and 22 volcanoes, 
the most in Central America. The people are very friendly and good 
humored. Traditional Mayan culture, mostly observed in the colorful dress 
of the Mayan women, lives side by side with modernity. Picture a 
traditionally dressed indigenous peasant woman tending her cattle and 
sheep on a hillside pasture. Now watch her pull a cell phone out of her 
skirt to call her children. 
 
We are not just Spanish students and certainly not “tourists” in the usual 
sense. We are active members of Veterans For Peace, and we are very 
concerned about the U.S. role in Central America. The legacy of the 36-
year war waged by the Guatemalan military against its indigenous people 
is everywhere. A peace agreement was signed in 1996, but many people 
we met, especially in the mountainous Mayan communities, told us the war 
continues – through discrimination, poverty, lack of voice in government, 
and now the systematic destruction of their communities in favor of gold 
and silver mining, hydroelectric dams, cement plants and oil exploration. 
 
We learned again about the CIA engineered coup that overthrew the 
progressive, democratically elected government of Jacobo Arbenz in 1954. 
Sponsored by the Eisenhower administration at the behest of the United 
Fruit Company (now Chiquita), the coup led to a 36-year long war of 
“scorched earth” genocide. More than 440 Mayan villages were destroyed 
and over 200,000 people died in massacres by the Guatemalan military, 
with aid and encouragement from the United States government. 
 
An unjust order prevails to this day. Most of the land and wealth is in the 
hands of only eight families. To make matters worse, between 2000 and 
2004 the Guatemalan government granted over 400 mining and extraction 
licenses to U.S. and Canadian mining companies who seek gold, silver and 
other precious metals that are right under the feet of the poor Mayan 
communities in the mountains. With massive profits to take away from 
Guatemala, the mining operations are carrying out a “scorched earth” 
policy of their own.  
 
Huehuetenango 
After studying Spanish for two weeks at San Pedro Laguna on Lake Atitlan 
(highly recommended), we stayed with a family in Huehuetenango, close 
to Chiapas, Mexico, which used to be part of Guatemala. We visited the 
small mountain town of Jacaltenango, where we met Bernardo Masariegos, 
a community leader who told us of the struggles in the department (state) 
of Huehuetenango against mines, hydroelectric dams, and petroleum 
extraction. The people of Huehuetenango, the most indigenous and rural 
department of Guatemala, adamantly oppose such exploitation.  
 
In successful opposition to a hydroelectric dam on the Mesté River, a 
grassroots movement of 9,000 to 14,000 people maintained a three year 
long nonviolent occupation (rotating about 100 people at a time) at the 
main square of Jacaltenango, swelling to more than 6,000 for every protest 
event. “All of the people who protest have no education,” Bernardo told 
us, “Only ten to twelve people in the movement were teachers and two to 



three were university teachers. They were the real people, the poor 
people.” 
 
Indigenous peoples have an international and national constitutional right 
not to have their natural resources used without their knowledge and 
informed consent. This is called the consulta comunitaria de buena fe, or 
good faith community referendum. Twenty six of the 32 municipios 
(counties) in Huehuetenango voted against the mines in local referendums. 
 
Our visit to the Marlin mine and affected communities 
The huge Marlin Gold Mine is near the town of San Miguel Ixtahuacán, high 
in the rugged mountains of the department of San Marcos. It is operated by 
Montana Exploradora, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Canadian company 
Goldcorp. It is both an open pit and tunneling mine. This region is already 
damaged by decades of war. 
 
On December 6, 2012, accompanied by community organizer Aniseto 
López, we visited people affected by the Marlin Mine, adjacent to several 
indigenous communities in the department of San Marcos. According to 
Amnesty International, in February 2011, protesters in north-western 
Guatemala’s San Marcos region were attacked after speaking out against 
the Marlin Mine. Aniseto López was taken to the local mayor’s office, 
where officials beat him and threatened to kill him if he continued to 
speak out against the mine. 
 
In San Marcos, we visited: 
The community of Ágel and a group called FREDEMI “Frente de Defensa 
Miguelense, San Miguel Ixtahuacán” (Front for the Defense of San Miguel 
Ixtahuacán). They have been resisting the mining activities since 2007. In 
February 2010, FREDEMI organized a protest in which 700 people blocked 
the entrance to the mine for 13 days.  
 
Diodora Hernandez, who was shot in the eye for refusing to sell her land to 
Goldcorp.  
Solomon, who worked for Goldcorp for two years. He said, “They arrived in 
1996 to explore and in 2003 started to settle in with machines – now 
people are starting to realize how serious the situation is. There are four 
problems – water (contamination, dead animals, skin rashes and hair loss), 
cracks in the houses, explosives rocking the land, and the earth.”  
 
On December 10 - 12 we visited a proposed mining project, El Tambor, 
about an hour's bus ride from Guatemala City. Kappes, Cassiday & 
Associates of Reno, Nevada owns the license. Between the towns of San 
Jose del Golfo and San PedroAyampuc is an area called La Puya, and the 
entrance to the mining area. Hundreds of residents of local communities 
have maintained a successful nonviolent occupation here since March 2, 
2012.  
 
We arrived late and spent the first night sleeping on a wooden platform in 
the middle of the occupation. This and having Spanish language flyers 
handy to explain who we are helped us to be welcome here. 
 
Company and police violence meets nonviolent resistance 
Only days before we arrived at La Puya, on Friday, December 7, 2012, the 
police violently attacked the La Puya occupiers with tear gas and batons. 
Nearly 2,000 members of the National Police from all over Guatemala 
descended on the encampment. In the morning, there were only 20 people 
from the community – they lay down in front of the police and discreetly 
made phone calls - soon the church bells in the nearby town rang the 
alarm. By the afternoon 1,500 community members had come to support 



the occupiers.  
 
Paola Aquino Gutierrez’ 12 year old daughter was severely beaten by the 
police. “My 12 year old daughter was beaten Friday – she is still sore 
physically but more so psychologically,” Aquino told us five days later. “I 
have never beaten my daughter and now a police woman did. Many people 
still have sore throats from the tear gas that was used against us. We were 
on the ground when the tear gas was thrown right over our heads. My 
daughter and I are even more determined than ever to continue this 
struggle.” 
 
Two women and a girl required medical attention after being sprayed with 
tear gas and four resistance leaders were arrested. 
 
”The police captured four of us in order to scare the others, but they 
weren’t scared, they were even more brave, so they started calling people 
for help”, said Jorge López. “We are here to defend our water, our life 
and our territory.” In police custody, after two hours of lying in the hot 
sun with no food, water, or even a chance to pee, the captives were taken 
to two courts that refused to hear the case because of lack of charges or 
evidence, and released. 
 
This is a completely nonviolent resistance, which, according to organizers, 
was key to preventing deaths when the police attacked with tear gas and 
batons. 
 
Water shortage and being forced off of the land 
The climate has become drier here. The rainy season used to start in May, 
but now it is dry. Lack of rain is causing crop failure in many areas of 
Guatemala this year. On top of that, communities that had barely enough 
water to survive are seeing the mining companies steal their water for 
processing ore. Wells, springs, and streams near mines are drying up.  
 
The Marlin mine had a mechanical well, but it’s already dry. They are 
building another well closer to the spring. The people are afraid that they 
will soon have no water. Cristana Pérez said, “We tried to talk to the 
manager where they are building the mechanical well, but security people 
come instead and said that if we continue to fight them, they will 
prosecute us. The manager is saying that the well is built in consultation 
with the local community – it is not.” 
 
Solomon told us, “In 1987 the community bought the spring, which gave 
water until last year – now it is dry. The human rights commission told the 
company to provide water, but we got none.” 
 
The Marlin mine has also displaced communities. For example, there were 
at least 60 homes on the hillside that is now a hole in the ground. 
 
At the El Tambor site, people are also concerned about lack of water and 
being forced off of their land. 
 
“For me, the motivation is life – life itself. I’ve been here for 71 years and 
managed to live a tranquil life. I’ve been able to live my life being happy, 
so I want my children also to be able to live a happy life. If we don’t have 
water, if we don’t have trees, and all of that, it’s just going to be a 
desert,” said one man, “We struggle for life, water, and peace. If we don't 
have this gold, we’ll still be able to live. But if we don’t have water, we’ll 
die.” 
 
Milton Carrera explained about the water shortage, “We are fighting 



because if they come here, we won’t have water. We are very, very short 
on water. Some communities only have water maybe one hour a week. 
Other communities, like the big town, we only have water for one hour a 
day. The company is located where all of the wells are – right here. The 
water for the town, the wells are close to here. So what’s going to happen 
for us, if in 5 or 10 years we don’t have water? 
 
Water contamination, health problems, dead animals 
Mines also contaminate the water. The Marlin mine has a tailing pond 
containing the acidic mixture of cyanide, arsenic, heavy and radioactive 
metals, explosives, and other chemicals - normal for a mine using cyanide 
to extract gold. On September 23, 2010 at night, this contaminated water 
was discharged into the Quivichil River, which runs into Mexico.  
 
Crisanta Pérez told us, “On Nov 29, 2012 we went to look at the spring and 
found pipes from the mine discharging into the river that goes through the 
community – it is now a contaminated river.” 
 
Both FREDEMI and Solomon told us about a lot of skin problems and hair 
loss. According to Solomon, “In 2008-09 various people have had skin 
problems – two of them died. Their bodies were covered with painful 
rashes, and then they died.” 
 
Cattle have been dying from drinking the water from the river. Diodora 
Hernandez told us, “The mother of a calf was poisoned. The water was 
pure white, like milk.” Her horse also died from the poisoned water. There 
are many other reports from shepherds whose cattle have died after 
drinking water downstream from the mine. 
 
Division and Conflict 
When mining companies start their propaganda campaign near a mining 
site, they cause divisions – in families and in communities. Aniseto López 
told us, “In the community, they are always in conflict – the environment 
is so thick with conflict that you can breathe it - conflict between those 
that support and those that are against the mine.”  
 
“We were peaceful communities before all of this”, said one 71 year old 
man at La Puya, referring to the mining license. 
 
Among 75 local men who work at the Marlin mine, many have left their 
wives and children for other women, without paying anything to help 
support their original family – something they would not do had they not 
had more money in their pockets, said Crisanta of FREDEMI. “We are really 
sorry about this, because a long time ago it was better – we went to the 
farms - men and women worked together to pick the coffee – there was no 
division between families.” 
 
Many of the miners and affected community members turn to heavy 
drinking and drug use, Solomon told us. “There had been only 4 bars/liquor 
stores – now there are 100.” 
 
At a Health Tribunal held at San Miguel Ixtahuacán on July 14-15 2012,one 
man testified: “There is prostitution, crime, pollution of Mother Earth. The 
workers, the Cocodes (local authorities), have beaten me up. When they 
are under the influence of alcohol, they come to my home and threaten 
me” 
 
Intimidation, violence and corruption 
The Marlin mine bosses will stop at nothing and have an arrogant attitude 
toward the Mayan people whose land they are destroying. They force 



entire villages to leave their land and pay very little for the land they buy, 
according to FREDEMI. When met with resistance, they falsely accuse 
people of crimes, and even shoot and kill them. They intentionally poison 
animals – dogs, horses, cows, and chickens.  
 
The mining explosions rock the area. Together with tunneling and the 
constant traffic of heavy trucks, over 100 homes have been severely 
damaged with big cracks. The big trucks drive fast and run over the 
chickens and dogs. People are pressured to sell their land, and to stop 
talking about the effects of the mine. The police are bought off by the 
mine, so do not prosecute these crimes. The Minister of the Environment, 
in charge of making a report about the contamination, was being hosted by 
Goldcorp. 
 
On March 12, 2007 Alvaro Sánchez, a Mayan villager living near the Marlin 
mine was murdered by mine workers during a heated discussion. 
 
Diodora Hernandez refused to sell her land to the company and in 2010 
two mine employees came and shot her in the eye. “I won’t sell my land – 
never. If I sold, where would I put my animals?” In another incident, she 
went to a meeting and a man threatened to kill her with a machete. 
 
Solomon worked for the company for two years, and then started speaking 
out against it when he saw the problems. He said that the company comes 
to his home – sometimes at night – to intimidate him. He has been falsely 
accused of five crimes, a common tactic against mine resisters.  
 
Crisanta Pérez of FREDEMI was also falsely charged her with a crime. 
“Because of the arrest warrant, I left my family and moved from place to 
place, hiding out for six months. When I returned home, they captured me 
– but by that time, people were more aware, and they blocked the police 
car and freed me after two hours.” Another man in the community was 
beaten to death. 
 
Milton Carrera at La Puya said, “We used to have a little goat farm. They 
killed all my animals – about two months ago. Another of my family has a 
fish farm and a few months ago they put poison into the fish pond and they 
killed about 2,000 fish. Another lady had chickens at her house and they 
threw in poisoned corn.  
 
“They shot one lady June 13…she still has the bullet, only two inches from 
her spine… Only God knows how she’s still walking. She has nerve 
problems, but she’s a very strong lady. She stopped the confrontation last 
Friday – if it wasn’t for her, there would have been a bunch of people 
killed here.”  
 
We spoke with Yolanda “Yoli” Oquely Veliz, 33 years old, the community 
leader who survived the assassination attempt of June 13, 2012 after 
receiving death threats. She was shot three times while leaving the La 
Puya resistance occupation. 
 
Communities are fighting for their survival 
There are seven communities within 700 meters of the proposed mine. The 
Environmental Impact Study proposes removing these communities. The 
people have been living here for 300 or 400 years. “How can they expect 
us to move, when we don’t even know where we would go?” 
 
Deodora Oliva lives about 700 meters from the mine. “See that hill there?” 
She points to a hill about 100 yards from the camp. “I live on the other 
side of that hill and they’re going to disappear that hill. I’m afraid that my 



village is going to disappear eventually, because the hill is right in front of 
my village.” In just two of the closest villages there are about 150 houses, 
about 1,000 people. 
 
Milton Carrera told us, “We told the government they have to kill us. The 
government has to kill us in order to go inside. A lot of people decided, if 
they have to die, they will, to save the land for the next generation. 
Please tell your government that we’re humans, not animals and should 
have our rights respected.”  
 
Being killed for this struggle is no idle concern. On October 4, 2012 at least 
seven people were killed and more than 30 injured by soldiers of the 
Guatemalan army near Totonicapán, about 90 miles west of Guatemala 
City. Unarmed indigenous people there were blockading the Inter-
American highway to protest against changes in the constitution, changes 
to education laws that make teaching careers impossible for poor people, 
increasing energy prices, inadequate services, and being forced to pay for 
street lighting that doesn’t even reach them. According to Al Jazeera, 
“The indigenous community in Totonicapán is well organized, widely 
respected, and has historically pursued a strategy of engagement and 
negotiation with the government to resolve disputes. That the state would 
respond with violence on such a scale sparked fears about its willingness to 
brutally suppress protest and flout human rights.” Fortunately, a colonel 
and eight soldiers have been arrested and President Otto Perez Molino, 
former general, who was trained at the School of the Americas, has said 
that he will no longer deploy the army to protests. It was the National 
Police, not the Army, who recently attacked the people at La Puya. 
 
Neoliberal trade agreements: intervention by other means 
According to “Open Doors to Resource Extraction” by Guatemala's Pastoral 
Commission for Peace and Ecology (COPAE), translated by Network in 
Solidarity with the People of Guatemala (NISGUA): 
 
“In 1524, the pillaging of the natural wealth of Guatemala and Central 
American began with the arrival of the imperial interests of Spain. Today, 
the United States is intervening in a similar fashion, although more 
discretely, by way of imbalanced neoliberal trade agreements such as the 
Central and North American Free Trade Agreements (CAFTA, NAFTA). 
 
Throughout the long history of the exploitation of Central America, among 
the only challenges to this system were the ones implemented during the 
10-year period in Guatemala known as the “October Revolution” (1944-
1954). At that time, two social-democrat presidents enacted laws in favor 
of the nation and the people of Guatemala. During that period, resource 
extraction by foreign-owned companies was banned. Part of the 
“development” strategy designed by the United States and implemented as 
part of the counterrevolution throughout Guatemala’s 36-year internal 
conflict (1960-1996), involved strengthening the private business sector 
and promoting foreign investment, which served to lay the groundwork for 
the all-out exploitation that we are facing today. 
 
With CAFTA, Central American countries are essentially concessioned off 
for 50 years, rendering governments effectively powerless, without the 
right to supervise or regulate foreign companies. Chapter 10 of CAFTA, the 
chapter related to foreign investment, sets an unequal legal playing field– 
it is very difficult for a state to take legal action against a multinational 
company, while investor companies can sue the state as they please for 
loss or potential loss of profit caused by any change in regulation, law, or 
policy. 
 



The Mining Law in Guatemala, implemented by the neoliberal government 
of President Alvaro Arzu (1995-1999), dictates that 99% of revenues be 
repatriated by multinational companies, leaving royalties in Guatemala of 
only 1%, a reform based on the neoliberal ideology that aims to attract 
foreign investment by creating favorable conditions for investors at the 
expense of the benefit to the population.” 
 
La Lucha Continua 
Clearly, imperialism's war against Guatemala and its indigenous people has 
not ended. U.S. and Canadian mining corporations, aided by unfair trade 
agreements and collaborators in the Guatemalan government, are 
systematically destroying Mayan communities, while taking 99% of the 
enormous profits back to North America. 
 
The resistance of Mayan and other Guatemalan communities also 
continues. It is no longer an armed resistance, but it is strong, deep and 
broad. Rural communities, such as at La Puya, are employing nonviolent 
strategies, while the government prefers to portray their resistance as 
violent and to meet it with violence. 
 
The government is frantically attempting to isolate community leaders, 
accusing them of being manipulated by NGOs and funded by foreigners. 
Apparently, the government and the communities in resistance agree on 
one thing. International solidarity strengthens the resistance movement. 
 
Toronto based Rights Action and Oakland-based NISGUA, which maintains 
an office in Guatemala City, provide regular updates, action alerts, 
organize solidarity delegations and even provide nonviolent 
“accompaniment” for community organizers whose lives are at risk. 
Solidarity actions are also aimed at culpable corporate executives and 
shareholders in Canada and the U.S. Another organization, Guatemala 
Human Rights Commission (GHRC-USA) based in Washington, D.C. has been 
working since 1982 to support asylum seekers and to defend the rights of 
women and indigenous people in Guatemala. 
 
For the last four decades, many members of Veterans For Peace have 
taken bold actions in solidarity with the peoples of Central America, and 
we will continue to do so. We look forward to returning to Guatemala. In 
the meantime, there are many mining companies to visit in North America. 
 
The 1954 coup against Guatemala's fledgling democracy was organized in 
order to halt land reform and to guarantee that a U.S. company would be 
the primary beneficiary of Guatemala's fertile earth and ideal growing 
climate. The CIA coup was also meant as a warning to governments in the 
region who might be so reckless as to put the needs of their own people 
first. Apparently however, the people of Nicaragua and El Salvador did not 
heed the message, and neither have the people of Guatemala. 
 
Thirty-six years of genocide has not put an end to deep-rooted resistance 
in Mayan communities who wish to live free and healthy lives. Riding 
through the beautiful countryside, we often saw signs along reading “No a 
la mineria. Guatemala no se vende.” No to the mines. Guatemala is not for 
sale. Perhaps that was our best Spanish lesson of all.  
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Neoliberalizing Nature and Privatizing the Air 

 



  
Patrick Bond interviewed by Paul Jay 8 January 2013 
 
PAUL JAY, SENIOR EDITOR, TRNN: Welcome to The Real News Network. I'm 
Paul Jay in Baltimore. And welcome to what is going to become a series of 
reports on environmental and climate change issues with Patrick Bond, who 
now joins us from South Africa.  
 
Thanks for joining us, Patrick. 
 
PATRICK BOND, GLOBAL ECON. PROJECT DIRECTOR, INST. FOR POLICY 
STUDIES: Great to be with you again, Paul. 
 
JAY: So, looking forward to 2013, what do you think are going to be the big 
issues in terms of environmental and climate change questions? 
 
BOND: A lot of ground was broken in 2012 at the Rio Earth Summit—that was 
Rio+20—in June. And the phrases that your listeners, your audience would 
have heard are green economy, payment for ecosystem services, natural 
capital. And these were theorized, well, for many years. 
 
And the idea is that if you value the environment, you should put a price tag 
on it so that its destruction is not just a [free] activity—so say the 
proponents. But critics say this is equivalent to neoliberalizing nature or 
privatizing the air in the case of climate and carbon trading.  
 
And what became even trickier was in Doha the idea called loss and damage, 
which is another way of saying that the North owes the South a climate debt 
for the huge destructive force. I mean, Barack Obama just asked for some 
$60 billion from Congress to clean up after Sandy. And so this is the sort of 
huge scale of loss and damage, and even more so in the Third World, the 
main victims of climate change here in Africa, maybe 200 million deaths 
anticipated this century. 
 
And the big question we'll all be asking in the coming months: can you put a 
price on it? And if you do so, in order for the North to pay up, does that 
mean that you endorse markets for the environment? And that's a tricky 
situation for many environmentalists not wanting to go too far towards 
neoliberal nature, but on the other hand, demanding a climate and an 
ecological debt be paid. 
 
JAY: Well, you've got to—I guess if you need something paid, you've got to 
put a price on it. But that is a separate question, then, isn't it, from whether 
it's going to be a privatized solution or not. They're two separate issues, 
aren't they? 
 
BOND: That's right. And one of the finest theorists, Larry Lohmann at Corner 
House group, explained it to me in Rio very simply, and I think we all should 
learn from Larry Lohmann. He said the difference between a fine on a big 
corporation, for example, Texaco—Texaco, now Chevron, polluted about $8 
billion worth in the Ecuadoran Amazon, and a court found them guilty. Of 
course, they're refusing to pay. They're a big U.S. corporation. And the idea 
is they should be fined and then banned from doing that again. And that is 
an acceptable strategy for progressive environmentalists. 
 
The problem is if you allow that activity to be mandated through a fee, a fee 
for an ecosystem service. And it's in that very nuanced distinction between 
putting a price on something because you value it and making someone who 
destroys it pay for the damage on the one hand, which I think is reasonable—
on the other hand, the danger would be if you try to create markets. And 



this is what's really running rampant.  
 
Here in southern Africa, natural capital will soon be actually calculated as a 
way to correct gross domestic product, something that's way overdue, 
because GDP, what economists like to do to measure growth, ignores 
environmental destruction, not to mention women's unpaid labor or 
community activism or crime or family breakdown. All of these important 
things are not measured. And the attempt to correct it, natural capital, if 
it's used properly, would give us a whole new dimension on whether we 
should be extracting at the rate, for example, here in our platinum mines we 
do which led to the Marikana Massacre in August.  
 
And that's the sort of question that I think environmentalists and community 
activists and labor movements, women's groups, will be asking more and 
more. Is it really worth it? And should we not be calculating into a cost-
benefit analysis the destructive capacity of capital when it meets nature, 
and then trying to prevent that process from becoming something like a 
carbon market or offsets for biodiversity? And a green economy strategy of 
the World Bank of many big agencies leans towards markets. And this is 
going to be the struggle of 2013, I predict. 
 
JAY: Well, the argument I guess you would hear from Wall Street or others 
that support what I'm about to say, which is that without the financialization 
of these issues, you can't attract the kind of capital that's required to either 
have mitigation programs or various things to reduce carbon emission, and 
that you need to harness the power of international finance, and the only 
way to do that is make it attractive for them—. 
 
BOND: Well, [indeed, that] for 15 years was the underlying assumption 
behind emissions trading. And to tell you how well that works, simply go to 
Chicago, where in 2010 they had to close the market. That was the one that 
former vice president Al Gore was involved in. And the European Union's 
emissions trading scheme, which is the largest—over $100 billion a year 
worth of trading—it's really crashing and hasn't done well since here in 
Durban about a year ago we had the COP17, the climate summit. And as it 
was said by Bank of America, that summit, like the Doha, gave a little bit of 
confidence for traders that their system would still be in place. They said it 
was like a Viagra shot—but that doesn't last very long, as many men know. 
 
I think the point is the carbon markets have demonstratively shown they 
cannot finance renewable energy. You really need about a $50 per ton price 
on carbon dioxide, and these markets are running at around $7 or $8, and so 
they just are unable to deliver the goods. And therefore there are NGOs out 
there who are calling for the European Union's emissions trading scheme to 
be shut down, and instead, a replacement system, a regulatory system, a 
cap system that would then ban, eventually, the fossil fuels that threaten to 
destroy our planet. 
 
And I think that's the way to go. Since markets have failed, we really have to 
turn to a regulatory approach. And the problem is, of course, there are still 
a lot of people, even in environmental groups, who still believe that the 
bankers can solve a problem this big, even after all the evidence of the last 
five years of destruction by bankers. I don't understand them, but they still 
believe that. 
 
JAY: Alright. Thanks very much for joining us, Patrick. And we're going to dig 
more into these issues with—I think we're going to do this every week or 
every other week with Patrick. So thanks again, Patrick.  
 
BOND: Great to be with you, Paul. Thanks. 



 
JAY: And thank you for joining us on The Real News Network. 
 
http://therealnews.com 
 
Patrick is the director of the Centre for Civil Society and a professor at the 
university of KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. He's written many books. One 
of his latest is The Politics of Climate Justice and Durban's Climate Gamble. 

  

 

Growing Poverty in Germany “Politically Desired” 

 
 

 
 

Dietmar Henning 7 January 2013 
 
Austerity measures dictated by the German government are plunging the 
peoples of Europe into a social catastrophe. Before Christmas, the National 
Conference on Poverty (NAK), an amalgamation of charities, churches and 
the German Trade Union Federation (DGB), presented its “Shadow 
Report”, which concludes that the growth and consolidation of poverty is 
“politically desired”. 
 
The report, entitled “Those in the shadows are not seen”, is a response to 
the fourth official government report on poverty and wealth, which will 
probably be released by the cabinet in January 2013. A first draft of the 
government report was presented by the Labour Ministry in September 
2012, and excerpts were published in the media. Under pressure from the 
Free Democratic Party (FDP)-led economics ministry, the final report has 
been delayed and redrafted several times. 
 
For example, the sentence “Private property is distributed very unequally 
in Germany” was removed entirely. The original document stated that 
increasing income disparity was damaging “the people’s sense of fairness” 
and could “place social cohesion” in danger. The redrafted version now 
states that falling real wages are a positive “expression of structural 
improvements” in the labour market, since many new full-time jobs were 
created between 2007 and 2011 in lower wage bands leading to increased 
employment. 
 
The unions have called attention to these crass amendments to present 
themselves along with the charities as the country’s “social conscience”. 
In reality, they have supported the attacks on the welfare state ever since 
the introduction of the Hartz welfare “reforms” and attacks on wages and 
working conditions by the Schröder government, and will continue to do 
so. They have no political answer to the social crisis. The “shadow report” 
is a political manoeuvre in the run-up to the general election in 2013. 
Nevertheless, it provides some insights into the real state of social 
inequality. 
 
While the government report praises the “new full-time jobs” in lower 
wage bands, the shadow report recalls that these jobs are paid so poorly 
that it is impossible to feed a family on them. Some 350,000 of those in 
full-time employment earn so little that they must rely on supplementary 
welfare benefits in order to secure a minimum existence. 
 
Nowadays, almost one in four in Germany works for low wages—i.e., for 
less than €9.54 an hour in the west of the country and less than €7 in the 



east. Above all, it is women, immigrants and younger people who are 
affected. More than 4 million employees even earn less than €7 an hour, 
and 1.5 million less than €5. Talk of hourly wages of less than €7 and €5 an 
hour fell victim to the censor in the government’s “massaged” report. 
 
The argument that low wages open the way back into the labour market 
for those with few qualifications is exposed in the shadow report as a 
myth: four in five working for low wages have completed an 
apprenticeship or graduated from university. Those who are poor remain 
poor. In June 2011, almost 60 percent of welfare recipients of working age 
had been in receipt of state handouts for at least two years. 
 
The fact, the poverty level has hovered between 14 and 16 percent for 
years, showing that poverty has consolidated itself in Germany, according 
to NAK spokesperson Michaela Hofmann, who presented the shadow 
report. 
 
This is the poverty level in Germany as a whole, affecting some 12.4 
million people. In some regions, however, the poverty rate is much higher. 
 
The German Charities Association, a member of the NAK, underscores this 
trend and reports that there are already zones where poverty has reached 
20 percent or more. These include areas of Bremen, Berlin, and wide parts 
of eastern Germany and the Ruhr area. Looking more closely, some areas 
within these cities record poverty levels of 60, 70 and 80 percent. 
 
“As far as regional development goes, Berlin and the Ruhr are the number 
one problem regions”, said Ulrich Schneider, managing director of the 
Charities Association. 
 
The austerity measures already agreed to by the federal government are 
leading to the growth of social polarisation, which in the future will 
increasingly hit the old. Since 2005, the number of old people forced to 
rely on the so-called safety net of Hartz welfare benefits has almost 
doubled—from 250,000 to more than 400,000. 
 
Here, too, the Ministry of Economics led by FDP chair Philipp Rösler has 
been talking down the rise in poverty. The scientific advisory committee to 
the ministry this week presented a report that said warnings of growing 
poverty amongst the elderly were “strongly exaggerated”. 
 
“Even with an unfavourable development in the labour market, the 
number of elderly welfare recipients will only rise from the 2.6 percent at 
present to 5 percent by 2030”, according to the study’s author, Axel 
Börsch-Supan. The chair of the advisory committee, Achim Wambach, 
claimed that the constantly falling level of supplementary pensions claims 
was not the main reason for poverty in old age. The grounds lay far more 
in an “inadequate work history”. 
 
Federal minister of labour Ursula von der Leyen (Christian Democratic 
Union, CDU) has calculated that with “an hourly wage of €8, an employee 
would have to pay pension contributions for 63 years, in order to qualify 
for the basic state pension”. 
 
In fact, the disputes over the various reports on poverty and wealth are 
not based upon scientific reasoning but rather on political considerations. 
Minister von der Leyen is looking for the support of the trade unions in 
order to keep the growing social antagonisms under control, and presents 
herself as a possible successor to Chancellor Merkel. 
 



On the other hand, FPD leader Rösler speaks for the unscrupulous layer of 
avaricious parvenus, who luxuriate in wealth and have adopted the slogan 
of former British prime minister Margaret Thatcher, that “there is no such 
thing as society”. Chancellor Merkel is letting her anti-social pit bull—the 
FDP—off the leash to enforce a social catastrophe in Europe. 
 
A passage in the first draft of the poverty report, which was erroneously 
interpreted as suggesting a tax increase for the rich, sparked a storm of 
protest. Although von der Leyen’s ministry immediately made clear that 
the incriminating passage “solely and entirely concerned the topic of social 
responsibility and commitment in the context of voluntary donations and 
donor activities,” the chancellor herself and many Christian Democrat and 
FDP politicians brusquely rejected such word play. Higher taxes for the 
wealthy were “the exact opposite of what we decided in the coalition 
agreement”, Christian Democratic economics spokesman Michael Fuchs 
said. 
 
According to Rösler, Germany was flourishing, implicitly applauding the 
fact that Germany now has more than a million millionaires and 115 
billionaires, accompanied by their lackeys in the media and politics. 
 
While the government is determined to follow its agenda of social 
counterrevolution and create Greek conditions in Germany, the trade 
unions and charities respond with impotent threats and reformist 
proposals: long-term structural programmes, minimum wage, 
supplementary pensions, raising the level of welfare payments, reform of 
housing benefits. 
 
The managing director of the Charities Association, Ulrich Schneider, 
suggested an emergency assistance programme of €10 to €20 billion. “We 
have the money—in Germany, private households have €4.8 trillion in their 
bank accounts,” he said and suggested asking the rich to pay. 
 
But the experience with the Schröder government in Germany, as well as 
with social democratic governments in Greece, Spain, Portugal, and 
France, show that the parties supported by the unions are at the beck and 
call of the banks and international speculators and fully enforce their 
diktats against working people. The Schröder government deregulated the 
financial markets, lowered taxes on high incomes and profits, and began 
the spread of poverty and low wages. 
 
Calls for reform by the trade unions and charities serve to throw sand in 
the eyes of workers and prevent the development of a social movement 
directed against the capitalist system itself. 
 
They are supported by the Left Party, whose proposals are essentially the 
same as the NAK. Over the last 10 years, the Left Party has demonstrated 
that it immediately drops its talk of social reform as soon as its politicians 
assume government responsibility. Then they enforce social attacks just as 
fervently as the Christian Democrats, FDP, SPD and Greens.  
www.zcommunications.org 

 

Highway Robbery 

 
 

 
Darwin Bond Graham 2 January 2013 
 
In 1995, California granted a private company the right to construct 



 express toll lanes along the State Route 91 freeway in Orange County, a 
region inhabited by millions, with some of the heaviest traffic flows in the 
nation. This was the first modern privatized highway in the United States. 
The California Private Transportation Company (CPTC), a partnership of 
three corporations—Level 3 Communications, Granite Construction, Inc., 
and the French toll operator Cofiroute SA—completed the project with 
$130 million in mostly privately sourced money. To recoup this expense, 
and to make a profit, CPTC was given a 35-year concession to operate the 
toll route. State leaders promised that the private company would provide 
greater efficiency and savings, and that the public would benefit from 
clear and safe roads, even during a time of government budget 
constraints.  
 
It did not take long for things to unravel. The SR-91 toll lanes did not 
unclog what local traffic reporters referred to as the “Corona Crawl,” so 
state and local officials sought to expand nearby highways to ease 
worsening congestion and improve safety. When transportation offices 
announced the improvement plans, CPTC unexpectedly filed a lawsuit, 
citing a non-compete clause in their contract to build and operate the toll 
lanes. The people of California were legally blocked from improving their 
highways because it could reduce private profits. In 2003, the Orange 
County Transportation Authority was forced to purchase the SR-91 toll 
lanes for $208 million to put an end to the fiasco.  
 
In 2004, California’s state legislature halted the experiment in privatizing 
highways. But that did not stop other states from pushing forward with 
privatization. In Virginia and Texas, several major privatized freeways 
were built in the 2000s. Then, in 2009, things came full circle. California 
once again authorized so-called public-private partnerships to procure 
highways and other public goods. Although privatization of transportation 
projects has a tarnished record, owing much to California’s costly 
experiments over a decade ago, all across the United States major highway 
and other infrastructure upgrades are once again being handed over to 
private investors, now under the moniker of “public-private partnerships,” 
or P3.  
 
P3 is at least three things:  
It is a rebranding of privatization. The phrase purposefully evokes a win-
win scenario involving equal “partners” working toward a common goal. 
Government leaders have been sold this new kind of privatization as a 
solution to declining tax revenues and borrowing capacity, while private 
companies claim to be offering their expertise and capital in a spirit of 
public service.  
 
It is the result of a long ideological campaign against public-sector unions 
and “big government,” which conservative think tanks, pundits, and 
politicians blame for growing deficits and crumbling infrastructure. This 
worldview, meanwhile, hails private companies and the private profit 
motive as the bearers of efficiency and fiscal discipline.  
 
Finally, P3 is obviously a money-making opportunity. It is propelled by an 
infrastructure-industrial complex composed of global construction 
corporations, investment banks, private-equity firms, and elite law firms 
organized as vertically integrated consortiums. Allied through their own 
trade associations, they are actively pressing for new laws to expand the 
types of public infrastructure from which they can extract profits, and in 
recent years they have been quietly succeeding.  
 
A New Kind of Privatization  
To understand the P3 privatization model, it is best to start with the basics 



of the traditional public model of infrastructure development. In the 
United States, this is known as the “design-bid-build” process. Take, for 
example, a state highway. State engineers usually design a project, 
sometimes by contracting out work to engineering firms. With blueprints 
ready, the state department of transportation allows companies to bid 
against one another for the construction contract. Meanwhile, the state 
borrows money by selling bonds, usually at low cost, because banks 
compete to serve as underwriters. The state then uses the bond proceeds 
to pay the lowest-bidding construction company to build the project. Bond 
holders are paid back over a longer period, usually from gasoline taxes or 
other tax revenues dedicated to infrastructure funding. The entire process 
is characterized by the monopoly power of the state (assumed to be acting 
in the public interest) forcing private companies to compete against one 
another, and so to drive down costs.  
 
Privatization of transportation infrastructure under the P3 model is 
different from what we usually think of as privatization. Most people 
define privatization as the actual private ownership of roads, bridges, 
ports and other goods used by the public. The P3 version of privatization 
stops short of allowing investors to legally own a highway, instead offering 
private companies varying degrees of monopoly control (depending on the 
deal) over different parts of a project. Under the P3 model, investors can 
exercise greater control over the design, financing, construction, and 
maintenance of a public good, allowing them to extract profits from public 
infrastructure, without actually needing to literally own the asset.  
 
Extracting Profits 
P3 legislation reorganizes the infrastructure- procurement process to allow 
private investors to extract profits from various phases of a project.  
 
A major source of profit is the suppression of market competition. The 
typical bidders on a P3 project are consortiums that include global 
construction companies, investment banks, private-equity firms, and 
engineering firms. Together, they can fulfill the design, finance, 
construction, operations, and maintenance obligations that P3 contracts 
require. Unlike the traditional infrastructure procurement process, the P3 
model eliminates competitive bidding from later phases of a project. The 
consortiums only have to compete against a handful of other multi-billion 
dollar construction firms and investment banks to secure the initial 
contract for the entire project. The size and complexity of P3 contracts 
means that many smaller, more specialized companies are eliminated from 
bidding. P3 contracts therefore usually have few bidders and, as a result, a 
higher price tag.  
 
By unifying a project under a single contract, moreover, P3 also provides 
significant authority to the private consortium to cut its own costs. P3 
contractors can squeeze higher profits out of a project by altering its 
design, by using non-union subcontractors, or by paying lower wages.  
 
Another source of profits derives from the byzantine financial 
arrangements at the heart of a typical P3 contract. Unlike traditional 
infrastructure projects, P3s involve the use of private equity and debt, 
along with public loan subsidies, to construct a highway. P3 projects 
depend on several sources of private financing. The so-called “equity” 
investment, usually drawn from the consortium partners’ own internal 
operating funds, gives them a small stake in a project’s construction 
phase. P3 proponents say that, with their own money at risk, the private 
partners have an incentive to deliver a project on time and below cost.  
 
The main source of project financing, however, comes from investment 



banks that lend to the consortium partners. P3 proponents claim that this 
private financing source is a solution to the budgetary constraints of 
governments that face huge backlogs of deferred infrastructure 
investment. A recent Congressional Budget Office (CBO) report, however, 
shows the flaw in this argument: “The case is sometimes made that using 
funds from private capital markets to finance roads can increase the 
resources available to build, operate and maintain roads,” the report 
notes. “But the sources of revenues available to pay for the cost of a 
highway project —whether it uses the traditional financing approach or a 
public-private partnership—are the same: specifically, tolls paid by users 
or taxes collected by either the federal government or by state and local 
governments.”  
 
The ultimate source of project financing, then, is always the public, either 
through tolls or taxes. Why then allow private banks, drawing from private 
capital markets, to serve as intermediaries? Private financing simply 
permits the insertion of the financial interests of investment banks and 
private-equity funds into the long-term wealth-producing potential of 
public infrastructure. By allowing private investors to fund the 
construction of a project, the state allows these parties to impose their 
monopolistic claims on future flows of tax or toll revenues.  
 
Public Risks, Private Profits  
Because privately financing and operating public infrastructure is actually 
more expensive than doing so through a public authority, the concept of 
risk becomes central to how P3 proponents justify infrastructure 
privatization. P3 advocates argue that the traditional design-bid-build 
model including public ownership, operation, and maintenance of a 
highway, exposes the state to risks that threaten to inflate the cost of a 
project.  
 
Sources of risk include everything from changes in interest rates to labor 
strikes, and they can (and occasionally do) conspire to drive up a project’s 
cost. Proponents of the P3 model claim that, by handing a project’s 
finance, construction, and other phases over to a private consortium for a 
pre-determined price, the public transfers over these risks as well. The 
extra money the state must pay the P3 consortium—the private investors’ 
profits—are therefore justified because the private investors are now 
shouldering these risks. The state is said to obtain “value for money,” the 
value being less risk for an extra sum.  
 
The P3 industry, however, has worked hard in recent years to make sure 
its members are, in fact, exposed to very little risk. For P3 projects built 
in California, Texas, Virginia, and Florida in the 1990s and early 2000s, 
industry profits were largely extracted from the public through tolls. Tolls, 
however, did not always produce the revenue necessary for the private 
companies to turn a profit. Several early P3 toll highways failed miserably 
after assumptions about traffic flows failed to pan out, causing 
bankruptcies, and leaving the public to foot much of the bill.  
 
The South Bay Expressway in California, a private toll highway owned by 
the Australian investment bank Macquarie Capital, went bankrupt in 2010. 
A bankruptcy judge forced U.S. taxpayers who had subsidized the project 
with federal loans to take a 42% loss. The Camino Colombia Toll Road in 
Texas also went bankrupt after lower-than-expected traffic flows failed to 
produce toll revenues to repay investors. Camino Colombia was auctioned 
off in 2004. The road’s main creditor, John Hancock Life Insurance, 
purchased Camino Colombia for $12 million and then turned around and 
resold it to the Texas Department of Transportation the next year for $20 
million.  



 
Even though the public ended up footing much of the bill for failed toll-
funded projects, the P3 industry’s lobbyists have pushed for a new, sure-
thing revenue system. They have rewritten state laws in Alabama, Arizona, 
California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Louisiana, Oregon, and Texas to shift 
toward an “availability payment” model. Availability payments are akin to 
lease payments, whereby the state pays the private developer of a 
highway to maintain the road for public use. Rather than collecting tolls 
from drivers who use the route, the state pays the private developer 
directly from general state revenues collected through a gasoline tax or 
other taxes. Availability payments protect P3 developers against the risks 
associated with toll-road financing because the road’s owners no longer 
have to estimate future traffic flows, or rely on macro-economic trends 
beyond their control, like regional housing bubbles. They simply are 
guaranteed payments directly from the state over a span of several 
decades.  
 
Although P3s are advertised as tapping the power of private capital 
markets to invest in public infrastructure, the reality is that P3 investors 
enjoy large public subsidies. For example, private companies building P3 
highway projects now routinely expect states to grant them authority to 
issue qualified private activity bonds (PABs). Unlike most lending in private 
capital markets, interest payments on PABs are exempt from federal taxes 
(because the cash proceeds are expected to be put to use building goods 
with broad public utility, rather than projects that solely benefit private 
parties). Since the bonds are not taxed, they allow the borrower to obtain 
cash at less cost. This form of financing, then, is essentially a tax cut for 
the investment banks and corporations with the P3 contract. The U.S. 
Department of Transportation also routinely grants Transportation 
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) loans to P3 developers. 
TIFIA loans provide companies with much cheaper interest rates and more 
flexible terms than anything available in the private capital markets—again 
because the public subsidizes them.  
 
P3 companies, in short, are now virtually guaranteed returns on their 
investments. The shift away from tolls and the growing use of availability 
payments means P3 investors no longer need worry about traffic flows. 
Guaranteed lease payments, together with the low interest rates of 
federally subsidized loans and tax-exempt bonds they use to pay for 
construction, mean sure profits.  
 
Meanwhile, P3 arrangements create a whole new set of risks for 
governments and the public. Complex contractual obligations, designed to 
protect private profits, hand over discretionary power to private 
companies while tying the hands of state officials. A recent report on P3s 
from the California Legislative Analyst Office notes that, by allowing 
private corporations to possess a financial interest in public infrastructure, 
the government incurs the “greater possibility for unforeseen challenges,” 
while its “flexibility” to respond to these challenges is limited.  
 
The Infrastructure Industrial Complex  
Given the magnitude of profits to be made, powerful companies have 
invested considerable time and resources to push P3-authorization laws 
through more than 30 state legislatures. The handful of global construction 
companies, investment banks, and private equity firms that dominate the 
P3 market today spend millions each year lobbying lawmakers in key U.S. 
states. Besides shopping around bills to authorize highway privatization, 
they are now expanding into the privatization of public-building projects 
(like court buildings), parking garages and metering systems, and other so-
called “social infrastructure.”  



 
Elite law firms shop around legislation for P3 authorization in numerous 
state capitals. For example, the Los Angeles law firm Nossaman, LLP, 
straightforwardly explains on its web site that, “our PPP model legislation 
offers local, regional, and state lawmakers a valuable blueprint for 
authorizing legislation.” A big slice of Nossaman’s income comes from 
advising private investors and construction companies bidding on P3 
contracts, so the firm has a lucrative material stake in passing P3 laws in 
as many states as possible. With support from major P3 contractors, the 
American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a conservative, pro-
corporate organization focused on pushing “model legislation” in 
statehouses nationwide, is now backing public-private partnerships. The 
group has endorsed a model state law, the “Establishing A Public-Private 
Partnership (PPP) Authority Act,” introduced by a vice president of the 
Australian investment bank Macquarie Capital. Macquarie is a corporate 
member of ALEC.  
 
Some current government officials speak frequently at industry 
conferences to promote P3. For example, in October 2012, José Luís 
Moscovich of the San Francisco Transportation Authority lectured 
attendees of the Bond Buyer’s West Coast Finance Conference about the 
Presidio Parkway road, privatized under a 30-year contract with the 
German construction company Hochtief and French investment bank 
Meridiam. Former government officials are also involved in P3 promotion, 
both working for private companies and think tanks. For example, Dale 
Bonner, head of the state Business, Trans-portation, and Housing Agency 
under ex-California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, now works as the 
principal partner of Cal-Infra Advisers, Inc., a lobbyist and consultancy 
that works with P3 developers seeking contracts. Bonner also promotes P3 
policy from his position as a senior advisor at the Milken Institute. The 
Reason Foundation, arguably the intellectual home of P3 privatization, 
helped write California’s first P3 law in 1989. Since 2009, its vice president 
for policy has sat on California’s Public Infrastructure Advisory 
Commission, the state board tasked with identifying highway projects to 
privatize. The Reason Foundation has also been a corporate member of 
ALEC.  
 
P3 investors have even created their own national trade association, the 
National Council for Public Private Partnerships (NCPPP), which has 
developed “tool kits” for state legislators. The NCPPP also circulates a 
press kit that attempts to dissuade reporters from thinking that “when the 
private sector is involved... citizens will eventually have to pay more for 
services” or from asking whether “private companies take short cuts in 
providing services in order to increase pro?ts.” Existing trade groups like 
the American Road and Transportation Builders Association have supported 
P3 privatization by hosting events such as the annual Public-Private 
Partnerships in Transportation Conference, a national gathering of major 
contractors, law firms, banks, and lawmakers.  
 
The Public Interest  
Despite the P3 industry’s influence, privatization of public infrastructure is 
anything but assured in the United States. The numerous problems with, 
and sordid history of privatization undermines public acceptance and 
official support. P3 procurement costs more. It generates as many new 
risks for the public as it supposedly eliminates. Additionally there is the 
matter of institutional inertia; state and local transportation agencies have 
procured infrastructure through the public design-bid-build method for 
over a century now. Shifting to the P3 model requires complex changes in 
the law and transformations of government procedures, as well as whole 
new skill sets for state officials, none of which simply happens without 



enormous time and effort to change the culture of government. P3 faces 
resistance for these and other reasons.  
 
In spite of these barriers, privatization’s advocates have scored significant 
victories in Texas, Virginia, Florida, Illinois, and most recently California. 
In California, the Professional Engineers in California Government, a union 
of state engineers, sued to block conversion of the half-billion dollar 
Presidio Parkway into a billion-plus dollar P3 project. Even though the 
union’s legal argument was echoed by two state agencies, which doubted 
that California’s 2009 P3 law authorizes the use of availability payments, a 
judge ruled against the union, and allowed the project to proceed.  
 
California’s Legislative Analyst Office (LAO) criticized transportation 
officials who approved Presidio Parkway’s P3 conversion, saying in a 
November 2012 report that privatization of the road likely cost taxpayers 
an extra $140 million, but this analysis went virtually unreported in 
regional newspapers. Besides the union and the largely toothless LAO, 
there has been no other opposition from the public or watchdog groups. As 
California officials plan to privatize as many as four more freeways in the 
Los Angeles area, there is little sign of organized resistance to these plans. 
 
The Ohio Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) recently issued a study 
critical of plans to privatize the Ohio Turnpike, a 241-mile publicly owned 
and operated toll road, debunking the rationale that doing so would 
generate dollars to immediately invest in other state roadways. PIRG 
researchers are posing questions that similarly confront privatization plans 
in other states: If cost-savings measures can generate savings, why can’t 
the state introduce the same measures a private operator would? How 
might a contract with a private operator constrain the state’s ability 
improve parallel public roadways? What downsides might there be if 
motorists seeking to avoid the increased tolls end up crowding onto nearby 
roadways?  
 
For whatever reason, though, organized opposition to public-private 
partnerships across state lines and on a national level, confronting the 
national infrastructure-industrial complex that P3 proponents have 
assembled, does not exist today. Opposition to privatization of 
infrastructure in the United States is piecemeal and inconsistent, so that 
P3 projects often proceed without any critical analysis.  
 
Perhaps this is because of the relatively early and small scale of P3 
projects, with only an estimated 377 ever completed in the United States, 
compared to tens of thousands of traditionally financed roads. Only a tiny 
fraction of transportation infrastructure in the U.S. has ever been handed 
over to private investors. The complexity of P3 deals may also explain the 
relative lack of opposition: contracts involve multiple bank creditors, 
private-equity investors, multiple legal and technical advisers, hundreds of 
pages of binding obligations, and strange formulas determining payments 
due over the term of a concession.  
 
Finally, many officials and the public may be sold, at least partially, on the 
notion that the solution to government budget shortfalls is to tap private 
capital to build infrastructure. Whatever the reason may be, as various 
states move ahead with privatization plans for highways and other 
infrastructure, controversies are likely to erupt over the financial terms, 
new risks to the public, and the fact that P3s do not actually alleviate 
budget constraints, and may indeed exacerbate them.  
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